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SUMMARY

This thesis examines the post-Cold War work o f the American novelists John 

Updike and Don DeLillo, paying particular attention to the manifestations and 

treatment o f nostalgia in these texts. Focussing primarily on the fictional output of 

both writers since the end of the superpower conflict, occasional use is also made of 

novels and short stories written by Updike and DeLillo prior to the late-’80s as well 

as relevant non-fiction material. Although both writers are widely regarded as 

major figures in contemporary American literature, they are conventionally -  and 

reductively -  seen as belonging to vastly differing fictional “schools” and are, 

therefore, rarely examined together. This is the first full-length study that has 

considered the work of Updike and DeLillo side by side and doing so from a 

broadly historicist perspective -  one that remains attuned to the historical 

provenance of their work whilst also allowing for analysis o f the fiction qua fiction 

-  reveals fascinating and mutually illuminating patterns of contrast and convergence 

in their post-Cold War reflections.

From their earliest works, both Updike and DeLillo have engaged either 

directly or indirectly with the American Cold War experience. The post-Cold War 

work o f both writers reveals not only the extent to which the conflict helped to bring 

about a porous borderline for Americans between the personal/domestic on the one 

hand and the political/global on the other but also attests to the difficulties and 

challenges faced by America in emerging from almost half a century of global 

conflict. The aim of this thesis is to focus on the various expressions of nostalgia in 

these texts, arguing that doing so enables tremendous insight to be gained into 

complex issues o f memory, narrative, and history. Furthermore, the multiple 

perspectives afforded by a nostalgic outlook ensure that a focus on nostalgia also 

allows for a revealing overview of the way in which past, present, and future 

narratives interact in the post-Cold War work of Updike and DeLillo.

After an Introduction in which, among other things, the use o f the term 

“ nostalgia” throughout the thesis is explained in greater depth. Chapter One 

commences the examination of post-Cold War nostalgia in John Updike’s writing 

by assessing the crucial roles played by the Cold War, America, and a generalized 

sense o f nostalgia in his work. Chapter Two examines Updike’s Rabbit at Rest



(1990) and Toward the End o f  Time (1997) from a post-Cold War perspective, 

arguing that both novels are imbued with a sense of post-conflict despair that, 

ultimately, Updike attempts to contain by evoking patriotic images of America. 

Chapter Three looks at Memories o f  the Ford Administration (1992) and In the 

Beauty o f  the Lilies (1996) -  Updike’s post-Cold War novels that engage most 

directly with American history -  focussing on the ways in which Updike undertakes 

to preserve and narrate specific versions o f America’s past in these novels. Chapter 

Four assesses how the shift from Cold War binarism to a global system of greater 

variables impacts upon the depiction o f the Other in Updike’s post-Cold War 

writing, particularly in relation to the treatment o f economic competition from Japan 

and the threat of Islamic terrorism.

Chapter Five begins the examination of Don DeLillo’s post-Cold War 

writing by looking at the way in which the unconventional approach to relating 

Cold War history in Underworld (1997) results in an interrogation and undermining 

o f nostalgia. Chapter Six looks at the treatment of technology, terrorism, and 

America’s future in several of DeLillo’s novels -  from Players (1977) to 

Cosmopolis (2003) -  by examining these texts in the context of DeLillo’s assertion 

that nostalgia for the Cold War could emerge as a response to a “psychological 

sense of randomness” in American culture. Chapter Seven examines the highly 

problematic ending of Underworld, regarding it as a manifestation of what I call a 

“nostalgic surplus” in the novel. Finally, the thesis concludes with some brief 

comments on the insight granted by the post-Cold War work of Updike and DeLillo 

into the role of nostalgia in narrative.
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References to the most frequently quoted texts by Don DeLillo and John Updike are 

in parentheses following the quotation; I have used the following abbreviations to 

designate the sources:

Texts by Don DeLillo

C  -  Cosmopolis 

M -  Mao II 

N  - The Names 

P - Players 

U - Underworld 

WN - White Noise

Texts by John Updike

IBL - In the Beauty o f  the Lilies

LL- Licks o f  Love: Short Stories and a Sequel, “Rabbit Remembered”

MF - Memories o f  the Ford Administration

MW - Museums and Women and Other Stories

Rest -  Rabbit at Rest

Rich - Rabbit is Rich

Redux - Rabbit Redux

Run - Rabbit, Run

SF- Seek My Face

T - Toward the End o f  Time



INTRODUCTION

[It] is not a nostalgia for happy times which rivets me to these photographs 
but something more complicated.' (Roland Barthes, Roland Barthes by 
Roland Barthes)

If, as American columnist Herb Caen once famously observed, nostalgia is 

“memory with the pain removed,” then the issue o f nostalgia for the Cold War is an 

excellent -  and still current -  illustration of the frequently contentious nature o f this 

historical anaesthesia.^ For example, the American release, in March 2004, of 

Wolfgang Becker’s film Goodbye, Lenin! -  a sort o f post-Cold War “Rip Van 

Winkle” in which a staunch East Berlin socialist emerges from a long coma 

unaware that the Berlin Wall has come down and whose son, warned that the shock 

could kill her, decides to improvise elaborate ruses to maintain the illusion that 

nothing has changed -  was greeted with consternation and bemusement by many 

critics troubled by what they regarded as its nostalgic attitude to East Germany’s 

Communist past. The New York Times described it as “A softhearted tribute to -  of 

all things -  Communism” and Roger Ebert, writing in the Chicago Sun-Times, was 

impelled to posit an alternative film “named Goodbye, Hitler! In which a loving son 

tries to protect his cherished mother from news of the fall o f the Third Reich.”^

In the West, however, the removal of pain in relation to memories of the 

Cold War -  deemed objectionable by many in the case of Goodbye, Lenin! -  

appears to have started soon after the conflict ended. Comedian Bill Hicks, in a 

routine performed in November 1992, asked his audience, “Didn’t you think with 

the Cold War being over, things should have gotten better?” Focussing on the 

nuclear threat, he admitted to experiencing a yearning for the balance of a bipolar 

arms race, noting, “Now twelve different countries have nuclear weapons. It just got 

twelve times as bad....”  ̂President Clinton, talking in October 1993 about the 

challenges facing American foreign policy, half-joked, “G osh,! miss the Cold War.

I envy Kennedy having an enemy. The question is how to persuade people they 

should do things when they are not immediately threatened.”  ̂The pain o f the Bay 

of Pigs disaster, the atomic brinkmanship with Khrushchev, and an assassination 

involving a self-proclaimed Marxist-Leninist had clearly been removed firom 

Clinton’s memories of Kennedy’s Cold War experience. More recently, in
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establishing a case for pre-emptive military action in Iraq, President George W.

Bush invoked the Cold War as a time o f decisiveness and clarity when America 

“never permitted the brutal and lawless to set history’s course.”  ̂Furthermore, the 

aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks has left many in the West feeling 

increasingly nostalgic for the stable parameters of the Cold War. British 

commentator Mark Lawson notes that “children of the cold war” are shocked to find 

themselves “feeling nostalgia for [conventional terrorists] and the Soviet Bloc.” He 

argues that the terrifying potential of the Al-Qaeda terrorist philosophy has resulted 

in many people “lamenting the passing o f a better class of psychopath [and] longing
n

for the days when nuclear material was available only to nation states.”

This thesis examines the post-Cold War work of the American writers John 

Updike and Don DeLillo, paying particular attention to the manifestations and 

treatment of nostalgia in these works. The historian Dominick LaCapra has claimed 

that, “There is something suspect about an approach to history ... that does not 

address the novel both as an object o f study and self-reflexively as a way of coming 

to terms with problems in modem history itself”* My examination of Updike and 

DeLillo throughout is informed by this sense of the novel’s historicist provenance 

and vocation, specifically when dealing with the “problem” of America’s 

emergence from almost half a century o f Cold War. My choice o f Updike and 

DeLillo is based primarily on two factors: the extent to which both writers engage 

with the American Cold War experience throughout their work and the fascinating 

and mutually illuminating patterns of contrast and convergence in their post-Cold 

War reflections. Normally regarded as inhabiting vastly different fictional worlds -  

with Updike the master o f broadly ahistorical domestic fiction and DeLillo a leading 

figure in what is often called the “paranoid school” o f American writers -  there is, I 

believe, tremendous insight to be gained from examining both writers side by side.

A character in DeLillo’s 1997 masterpiece U nderw orld-tht novel that, 

more than any other, inspired my choice o f thesis topic -  refers to the Cold W'ar as 

“the one constant thing” for Americans in the second half of the twentieth century 

{U 170). This idea o f the superpower conflict as an ever-present backdrop to all 

aspects of American life is undoubtedly true of both writers’ oeuvres. DeLillo has 

stated a personal preference for “fiction that is steeped in history, that takes account 

of the ways in which our perceptions are being changed by events around us. Global
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events that may alter how we live in the smallest ways.”  ̂Both he and Updike share 

this interest in examining the tensions and implications o f a porous borderline 

between the personal/domestic on the one hand and the political/global on the other, 

although, as the following chapters will demonstrate, they approach this 

permeability in often wildly different ways. When Harry Angstrom informs his 

work colleagues in Rabbit at Rest (1990) that he misses the Cold War as it “gave 

[him] a reason to get up in the morning” {Rest 293) and Marvin Lundy claims, in 

Underworld, “the cold war winding down ... makes it hard for you to breathe” {U 

170) we are invited not only to deduce the impact o f “global events” on ordinarj' 

lives but also the degree to which the end of the superpower conflict was 

experienced by many Americans as a personal misfortune.

In prefacing the approach of Updike and DeLillo to describing the American 

Cold War experience in this way, it is interesting to note the way in which many 

cultural and literary critics assessing the conflict’s impact share this view that 

aspects of the Cold War came to utterly permeate everyday life in America. The 

Cold War, according to Stephen J. Whitfield, “narrowed and altered American 

culture” and his study. The Culture o f  the Cold War (1996), examines the way in 

which everything from anti-Communist suspicion to atomic-era religiosity pervaded 

all aspects of American culture and society in the early decades o f the conflict.'^ For 

Alan Nadel, whose work Containment Culture (1995) argues that American 

postmodernism emerged from the collapse o f the metanarratives of the early-Cold 

War era, “The American cold war is a particularly useful example of the power of 

large cultural narratives to unify, codify, and contain ... the personal narratives of 

its population.”"  Thomas Hill Schaub, in his examination of “new liberalism” in the 

American fiction o f the ’40s and ’50s, claims that, “The fiction of our time is 

everywhere modified from within by discourses that have their origin in the politics 

and culture” o f the early-Cold War period.'^ It is the contention of this thesis that 

the fiction o f Updike and DeLillo continued to be modified, influenced, and 

enriched by this Cold War discourse even after the conflict had officially ended. In 

other words, the interest of both writers in documenting how ordinary lives are 

impacted upon by what DeLillo calls “the magnetic force o f public events” is, in the 

case of Cold War America, augmented by the extent to which the narratives and 

atmosphere of the conflict exerted a pervasive influence on ordinary life throughout
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this period.'^ As Derek Leebaert puts it, the vast geographical and ideological scale 

of the conflict ensured that, “More and more spheres of life were intruded on by 

politics.” ''*

In attempting to define the term, Fred Davis notes that “nostalgia” is “a 

heavily fringed word, and therefore susceptible to semantic vagueness, drift and 

ambiguity.” '  ̂ It is, therefore, important not to attempt too rigid a definition of what 

is an enormously protean and evocative word. However, although the meanings and 

manifestations of nostalgia will vary and evolve fi'om chapter to chapter in my 

discussion of the post-Cold War work o f Updike and DeLillo, it is useful to set forth 

some introductory comments on my use o f the term throughout the thesis. 

Etymologically rooted in the Greek words Nosos (denoting a return to one’s native 

land) and Algos (denoting suffering or grief), the term was originally coined in the 

seventeenth century by the Swiss physician Johannes Hofer, whose Medical 

Dissertation on Nostalgia (1688) examined often physically debilitating 

despondency and melancholia as symptoms o f homesickness among Swiss 

mercenaries. Modem use of the word, however, has transcended both this place- 

specific cause and overtly somatic manifestations to become a distinctly 

metaphorical means of describing both a yearning for the past and, more generally, 

the ways in which the present makes use o f the past. The OED defines nostalgia as: 

“Regret or sentimental longing for the condifions o f a period o f the (usually recent) 

past” and “regretfiil or wistfiil memory or imagining o f an earlier time.” Key to 

these definitions, in my view, is the implication that the roots o f nostalgia, the cause 

o f the regret and wistfulness, are to be found in the present or fijture circumstances 

from which the longing emanates and also the suggestion that nostalgic memory can 

be supplemented or replaced by “imagining o f an earlier time.”

Nostalgia, as it is discussed throughout this thesis, can best be characterized 

as a response to felt absences in the present, or anxiety about present or future 

circumstances, by making the past a locus for security, unity, meaning, and desire. 

Ellen G. Friedman refers to “the profoundly nostalgic conviction that the past has 

explanatory or redemptive powers” and this idea o f the transfer of significance to 

the past is a recurring concept throughout my analysis.'* Similarly, Davis’ 

contention that the “distinctive rhetorical signature” of nostalgia is contrast between 

an idealized or imagined past and a debased or deficient present is evoked on
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several occasions as a means of emphasizing the way in which a nostalgic outlooic 

suggests the assessment of multiple perspectives from a central psychological 

standpoint.'^ For example, when, in Updike’s Rabbit is Rich, Harry tells his son 

Nelson, “That was the good old days. These are the bad new days” {Rich 154), his 

comment simultaneously posits a dark present and a bright past and the force of his 

words exists in the implied contrast between these eras. Nostalgia is, in other words, 

predicated on ideas of decline -  earlier in Rabbit is Rich, Harry tells his colleague 

Stavros, “I’m glad I lived when I did. These kids coming up, they’ll be living on 

table scraps. We had the meal” {Rich 13) -  and the nan'atives examined in the 

following chapters either share or interrogate this declensionist view of history.

The tendency of nostalgic sentiment to arise from a sense of the present or 

future as somehow deficient also extends to its existence as a response to feelings of 

dislocation and the threatened loss of meaning. If the past is imagined as a 

repository of stability and significance, then appeals to this fixity are a natural 

reaction when faced with a loss of balance or purpose in present circumstances. 

Davis contends that nostalgia “leads us to search among remembrances o f persons 

and places of our past in an effort to bestow meaning upon persons and places of 

our present (and to some degree our future).” '* In other words, nostalgia is often a 

plea for continuity in the face of discontinuity and this concept is of enormous 

significance when faced with narratives written as post-World War II America’s 

“one constant thing” -  the Cold War -  was dissolving or had ended.

Furthermore, although a “yearning for yesterday” is inextricably bound up in 

feelings about today and tomorrow, nostalgia can also be regarded as a form of 

tribute to the past. This is particularly significant when assessing the use that is 

made of American history in the novels discussed in this thesis. Harry reflects, in 

Rabbit at Rest, on the way in which “things he remembers personally, V-E day or 

the Sunday Truman declared war on North Korea, are history now, which most of 

the people in the world know about only from books” {Rest 152) and DeLillo has 

spoken o f his disquiet about the drive in contemporary culture “to disremember the 

past.” '^ This idea o f nostalgia as a means o f commemorating the past, however, 

raises two further issues that are of great importance throughout the coming 

chapters. Firstly, as the OED's reference to “memory or imagining of an earlier 

time” (emphasis added) suggests, nostalgic appeals to the past are often
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unconcerned with historical accuracy in their search for contrast or sustenance. In 

his study o f the function of remembered pasts in Victorian fiction, Nicholas Dames 

describes nostalgia as “a retrospect that remembers only what is pleasant, and only 

what the self can employ in the present.” Rather than simply a concentrated form of 

memory, nostalgia is, for Dames, “a specific form of forgetting” and this awareness 

of the fact that, as Ben Turnbull states in Updike’s Toward the End o f  Time, 

“Memory [is] no less self-serving than our other faculties” ( r ? ! )  is also central to 

my analysis."'^ Secondly, any study of nostalgia must remain attuned to what Jean 

Pickering refers to as “The ways in which national politics molds the uses to which 

the present puts the past.” '̂ The status o f nostalgia as a strategic and selective use of 

the past, rather than as plain unvarnished memory, means that care must be taken in 

examining the processes at work in this strategy and the ends to which it is 

employed.

If the above paragraphs adumbrate the parameters for the analysis of 

nostalgia in the following chapters, it is also necessary to introduce the more 

localized idea o f American post-Cold War nostalgia. Making use of the terms of 

Saussurian linguistics, Pickering emphasizes the specificity of nostalgic outpourings 

by asserting that whilst “Nostalgia as langue may be common to all speakers ... the 

paroles are bound by the circumstances of enunciation.”^̂  This thesis will strive to 

demonstrate the extent to which the circumstances of post-Cold War America -  

from the loss o f a distinct and monolithic enemy to the legacy of the economic 

recession of the ’80s and from the threat posed by terrorism to the expansion of 

capital markets in the ’90s -  resulted in either widespread nostalgic sentiment or a 

related commitment to examining the contradictions and implications of these 

nostalgic impulses. Speaking in Underworld about the post-Cold War context for 

her work, the conceptual artist Klara Sax, notes that, “We have a number of postwar 

conditions without a war having been fought” {U  69-70) and chief among the 

“postwar conditions” examined in the following chapters is a longing for the 

counterintuitive stability provided by what Paul Boyer calls “The terrible 

simplifications of the Cold War.”^̂  As the Duke o f Wellington famously observed 

in a post-Waterloo despatch, “Nothing except a battle lost can be half so melancholy 

as a battle won.” '̂*
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Furthermore, Fred Davis makes the following point about the circumstances 

conducive to nostalgia on a national scale:

Just as the phasing of the life cycle periodically entails status transitions that 
in their perceived discontinuity and attendant anxiety evoke nostalgic 
reactions from individuals, so do untoward major historic events and abrupt 
social changes pose a similar threat and evoke a similar response from 
people in the aggregate.... Moreover, unlike the person’s passage through 
the life cycle, the untoward event, although unanticipated, involves a 
concentration of attention and anxious concern among millions of persons at 
the same moment o f historical time, thereby creating a fertile social 
psychological medium for the production and diffusion of nostalgic 
sentiment.^^

This sense of “perceived discontinuity and attendant anxiety” in post-Cold War 

America resulting in multiple traces and instances of “nostalgic sentiment” is 

common to many of the novels examined in the following chapters.

Most of these novels were written in the aftermath of the fall of the Berlin 

Wall in November 1989 and the official end o f the Cold War with the Conventional 

Forces in Europe treaty o f November 1990 declaring that the U.S. and Soviets were 

“no longer adversaries” and the eventual dissolution of the Soviet Union in 

December 1991. One novel, Updike’s Rabbit at Rest, was written so soon before 

these events unfolded that it too can be regarded unproblematically as a “post-Cold 

War novel.” However, the fact that some of the works examined in depth in this 

thesis -  specifically Updike’s Rabbit Redux (1971) and Rabbit is Rich (1981) and 

DeLillo’s Players (1977) and The Names (1982) -  were written while the 

superpower conflict was still underway means that the term “post-Cold War 

America” is granted an elasticity that must also be accounted for here. On the one 

hand, the depiction of threats to the integrity or solidity o f what Nadel calls the 

“ large cultural narratives” of the early Cold War years -  specifically the damage 

inflicted on these narratives by the domestic response to the war in Vietnam -  is 

seen as offering an insight into the American response to the eventual absolute 

collapse of the Cold War in the ’90s. A character in Updike’s 1978 novel The Coup 

states that, “The Cold War is over, Nixon’s over” and this sense o f a post-’60s shift 

in American attitudes to the conflict is apparent in Harry Angstrom’s cataclysmic 

contact with ’60s radicalism in Rabbit Redux and in the entropic materialism of
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Rabbit is Rich?^ The inclusion of these two novels in my examination o f Updiice’s 

post-Cold War output also allows for more illuminating analysis of his two later 

accounts of the Angstrom family, Rabbit at Rest and “Rabbit Remembered” (2000).

On the other hand, the term “post-Cold War” in the context of the novels of 

Updike and DeLillo is occasionally used to refer to novels that examine aspects of 

American experience that later become major and recurring concerns of the novels 

written after the end of the superpower conflict. For example, the depiction of 

terrorism in DeLillo’s Players and The Names -  specifically the positing of a 

complex conceptual matrix linking terrorism with technology and global capitalism 

-  prefigures the treatment of terrorism and related issues in DeLillo’s later novels 

Mao 11, Underworld, and Cosmopolis as well as Updike’s Rabbit at Rest and his 

post-September 11 short story “Varieties o f Religious Experience.” Equally, the 

suggestion, in Rabbit is Rich, that Harry’s wealth is underpinned by events such as 

America’s decimated manufacturing base, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and 

the Iran Hostage Crisis foreshadows concerns -  ranging from economic competition 

with Japan to the rise of Islamic ftjndamentalism to the sprawling and uncontainable 

nature of worldwide money -  that come to dominate later work by both writers.

The use of what is commonly known as “theory” in the following chapters, 

whilst selective and focussed, is nonetheless frequent and, as such, requires some 

brief introduction and justification. Jon Lance Bacon, in introducing his 

examination o f the work of Flannery O ’Connor within a Cold War context argues 

that: “The concept o f ‘narrative’ opens up the Cold War to those scholars whose 

chief concern is the literary text. The symbolic order imposed on international 

relations by a clearly defined, morally charged conflict lends itself to literary 

study.”^̂  This focus on narrative as an expression of often repressed or otherwise 

inexpressible political realities is heavily indebted to Fredric Jameson’s seminal 

study o f the socially symbolic nature of narrative. The Political Unconscious 

(1981). Jameson’s work on narrative also informs the theoretical and conceptual 

underpinnings o f this thesis. In fact, Jameson -  whose vanguard assertion “Always 

historicize!” has helped to maintain the focus o f the following chapters -  

explicitly identifies the Cold War -  “that great ideological rivalry between 

capitalism and communism” -  as a paradigm for the way in which political events 

come to infiltrate and influence wider cultural narratives:
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It does n o t ... seem particularly farfetched to suggest that these texts of 
history, with their fantasmatic [sic] collective ‘actants,’ their narrative 
organization, and their immense charge of anxiety and libidinal investment, 
are lived by the contemporary subject as a genuine politico-historical pensee 
sauvage which necessarily informs all our cultural artifacts...?^

In addition to this, Jameson’s examination of the proliferation o f nostalgia in 

postmodern society -  a tendency that he regards as signalling “The failure of the 

new [and the] imprisonment in the past” *̂̂ -  and his assertion that nostalgia is 

incompatible with true historicity -  which he defines as: “A perception of the 

present as history; that is, as a relationship to the present that somehow 

defamiliarizes it and allows us that distance from immediacy which is at length 

characterized as an historical perspective” '̂ -  also provides a theoretical 

background for much of what follows.

Several elements o f the work of the French thinkers Roland Barthes and 

Jean Baudrillard are also selectively drawn upon on numerous occasions. Barthes’ 

destabilization o f nostalgic impulses in his autobiography along with his 

examination o f the function of the preterite in Writing Degree Zero and his analysis 

of the production of meaning in popular culture in Mythologies all inform various 

elements in my treatment of nostalgia. Baudrillard’s entertaining account of the 

American ’80s in America along with his analysis o f nostalgia in historical films 

and his celebrated observations regarding the proliferation of simulation in 

postmodern culture are also invoked in later chapters and provide fascinating insight 

into the strategies at work in many of the novels examined. In addition to this, Linda 

Hutcheon’s work on the use of history in postmodern fiction, Michel Foucault’s 

comments on the panoptic nature o f contemporary society, and the work of 

psychiatrist R.D. Laing on the function of the “Other” are all used to elucidate and 

decipher specific elements of certain novels.

In approaching the end of this Introduction, it is both necessary and usefijl to 

explain the title of this work, “Nostalgias of Innocence and Guilt.” The phrase is 

taken from a 1997 interview with Don DeLillo in which he attempts to account for 

the reasons why, as Underworld draws to a close, we see the main character, Nick 

Shay, in comfortable middle-class stasis in Arizona and longing for the 

transgress!ve freedom of his youth in the Bronx. In explaining what lies behind
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Nick’s yearning, DeLillo contends that “ it’s not a nostalgia for innocence, it’s a 

nostalgia for guilt.” This aspect of Underworld will be examined in depth in 

Chapter Seven but DeLillo’s comments here strike me as encapsulating perfectly 

the complex nature o f nostalgic sentiment generally and post-Cold War nostalgia in 

particular.

Although one of the basic arguments of this thesis is that the nostalgic 

elements in John Updike’s post-Cold War writing are of a more straightforward 

nature than those of Don DeLillo -  in other words, the response to uncertainty and 

dislocation by transferring meaning to the past that has been outlined earlier -  it is 

vital to stress that it is not my intention to establish a simple binary relationship 

between the two authors, with one representing nostalgias of innocence and the 

other nostalgias of guilt. A character in DeLillo’s The Names evokes the deeply- 

entrenched nature of these questions of guilt and memory with his contention that, 

“Men developed memories to ease their disquiet over things they did as men. The 

deep past is the only innocence and therefore necessary to retain” {N 304). The 

historian protagonist of Updike’s Memories o f  the Ford Administration, on the other 

hand, regards guilt as both “the most important thing” about history and the “final 

substratum of human reality” {MF 103). 1 intend in this thesis to explore the 

different ways in which the Cold War can be written about in its aftermath and to 

argue that, ultimately, complicated issues of memory, nostalgia, and history are 

inescapable when writing within such a context. In other words, the examination of 

both writers is crucial to the exploration of nostalgia in this thesis -  that is, this is 

not two different studies o f two very different writers joined together without a 

central argument -  but it is not my intention to place Updike and DeLillo in 

competition or to decide which writer emerges from the Cold War with a better 

diagnosis of American society.

Chapter One introduces the notion of post-Cold War nostalgia in Updike’s 

writing by examining the central roles played by the Cold War, America, and a 

generalized sense of nostalgia in his work. Focussing in particular on the role of a 

heavily mythologized ’50s and a recoil from ’60s radicalism in Updike’s work, the 

chapter will also explore manifestations o f nostalgia in Updike’s writing style and 

introduce some of the key problems and tensions involved in Updike’s nostalgia. 

Chapter Two examines Rabbit at Rest and Toward the End o f  Time as post-Cold
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War nov els, arguing that Updike’s depiction o f the novels’ protagonists Harry 

Angstrom and Ben Turnbull, as well as his representation o f America in both 

novels, reflects a sense o f  post-conflict exhaustion, despondency, and crisis. The 

chapter also explores how, through the evoking o f symbolic and patriotic images o f  

America, these novels also attempt to contain this despair.

Chapter Three assesses the use o f history in Updike’s two post-Cold War 

novels that deal most explicitly with America’s past: Memories o f  the Ford 

Administration (1992) and In the Beauty o f  the Lilies (1996). The chapter argues 

that Updike’s attempts to preserve and contain what he regards as meaningful 

versions o f America’s past in these novels -  attempts that arise from specifically 

post-Cold War circumstances -  leads to heavily nostalgic readings o f American 

history and, ultimately, to a type o f historical simulation. Chapter Four examines 

how the shift from Cold War binarism to a more fluid and uncertain global system 

post-1989 impacts upon the depiction o f  the Other in John Updike’s post-Cold W'ar 

writing and frequently results in feelings o f  nostalgia for the relative certainties o f  

the superpower conflict. Focussing on a range o f Updike’s post-Cold War writing, 

the chapter assesses the depiction o f “Otherness” in relation to America’s twentieth- 

century wars as well as the treatment o f economic competition from Japan and the 

threat o f Islamic terrorism during this period.

Chapter Five begins the examination o f Don DeLillo’s post-Cold War 

writing by assessing the way in which DeLillo’s approach to history in Underworld 

results in a fascinating interrogation and undermining o f  nostalgia. It argues that, in 

examining the often contradictory nature o f  post-Cold War nostalgia, exposing the 

ways in which history can be appropriated and commodified, and raising the issue 

as to whether the end o f the Cold War can be regarded as a definite historical break 

and, therefore, whether the past and the present can be said to exist as isolated 

categories, DeLillo is able to escape the confinements o f conventional historical 

narrative. Chapter Six explores the way in which DeLillo’s belief that America 

emerged from the violence and disruptions o f  the ’60s with a deeply ingrained 

“psychological sense o f randomness” impacts upon the treatment o f terrorism, 

technology, and America’s future in his post-Cold War writing. Finally, Chapter 

Seven examines the way in which the highly unusual ending o f  Underworld relates 

to the treatment o f art, artists, and especially the written word throughout DeLillo’s
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work. It posits the existence of what I call a “nostalgic surplus” in the novel and 

contends that, in spite of DeLillo’s critiquing and interrogation of nostalgia 

elsewhere in the novel. Underworld’s final paragraphs evince a strong sense of loss 

and yearning.
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CHAPTER ONE 

NOSTALGIA, THE COLD WAR, AND AMERICA IN UPDIKE’S

IMAGINATION

1. INTRODUCTION

He wonders ... about himself -  that he cannot learn to forget, but hangs on 
to the past: however far or fast he runs, that chain runs with him ... A leaf is 
continually dropping out of the volume o f time and fluttering away -  and 
suddenly it flutters back into the man’s lap.' (Friedrich Nietzsche, The Use 
and Abuse o f  History)

What is nostalgia but love for that part o f ourselves which is in Heaven, 
forever removed from change and corruption?^ (John Updike, Book Review, 
1963)

“Scenes from the Fifties,” a short story by John Updike first published in 1995 and 

later collected in Licks o f  Love (2000), takes the form of a series o f reminiscences 

on the decade by a Boston-based antique dealer named Howie. Howie recalls -  

largely through recounting a series o f epiphanic or near-epiphanic episodes -  how 

the gentle undercurrents of freedom that he felt circulating in the ’50s imbued his 

life with a sense of anticipation and potential that would eventually result in his 

leaving his wife and beginning a long-lasting gay relationship. These reflections, we 

are informed early in the story, are occasioned by Howie hearing o f the death of a 

man named Harold Humes with whom he had been acquainted during the ’50s. 

Humes, we are told, was once a celebrated writer but had famously ceased artistic 

production following “a supposed run-in, in the early-’60s, with British intelligence, 

which had implanted in one o f his teeth a microscopic radio device that rendered 

him painfully, obsessively privy to the secrets and subtle clangor o f the Cold War” 

{LL 153-54).

This mention of the Cold War in the context o f personal memories from the 

’50s impels the narrator to set forth his own views on how the superpower conflict 

impacted upon the domestic lives of Americans during the decade. He notes:

Myself, nothing bores me more than conspiracy theories, international 
espionage, or novels in the portentous paranoid mode. For me, the long 
stretch of history between Churchill’s Iron Curtain speech and the fall of the
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Berlin Wall, containing most o f my adult life, was a blessed interim, a 
Metternichian remission of the usual savageries -which have been, 1 notice, 
resumed. The Cold War deprived men of the infernal heroic options. I deal 
in antiques, on Charles Street, with a longtime partner, and the peace of my 
fragilely loaded shop is what I gratefully owe to the atom bomb, the 
Marshall Plan, the SAC, and Soviet tanks. Believe it or not, readers of the 
year 2000, the 1950s were a sweet time of self-seeking, brimming, like my 
shop, with daily expectancy and quiet value. {LL 154)

The above passage is an instructive introduction to John Updike’s approach to 

writing about the Cold War and can be read as his most explicit statement of intent 

as an American writer assessing the conflict’s reverberations. Howie’s impassioned 

defence of the ’50s, therefore, acts as an effective marking out by Updike of his 

territory as a chronicler o f the Cold War and its impact upon the lives of ordinary 

Americans.

Taking care to distance himself from the conspiracies and paranoia often 

identified with writers such as Thomas Pynchon, Robert Coover, and Don DeLillo 

(it is, in fact, tempting to see a veiled reference to Libra -  and even an anticipation 

o f Underworld -  in Howie’s remark about “novels in the portentous paranoid 

mode”) as well as the Cold War spy thrillers o f John Le Carr6 and Len Deighton, 

Updike prefers to associate the early years o f the Cold War with “quiet value” and a 

returning domestic stability conducive to “self seeking.” In fact, in explicitly 

associating the superpower conflict and its weaponry -  “the atomic bomb ... Soviet 

tanks” -  with a “sweet time” of personal fulfilment and even, counter-intuitively, 

with “peace,” Updike makes clear the way in which the Cold War is not only 

viewed throughout his oeuvre through an essentially domestic prism -  the Strategic 

Air Command and its impact upon an unhappily married gay man -  but is also 

nostalgically invoked as representing a time o f unity and knowability in America’s 

recent past.

When “Scenes from the Fifties” is read in this way, Updike’s creation of a 

character who believes that he is trapped within the secret machinations of the Cold 

War takes on a subtle metafictional dimension. Like Harold Humes, Updike -  most 

of whose adult life was also shared with the superpower conflict -  is a writer who 

has made himself constantly “privy to the ... subtle clangor” of the Cold War. 

However, unlike Humes, this closeness comes not from the paranoid fantasy of a 

microscopic radio but from a lifelong interest in the minutiae o f American life and
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on the way in which the personal and the domestic are acted upon by the global and 

the political. Also, unlike Humes, this proximity results not in writer’s block but in 

career’s worth of meditations on the impact of the Cold War on American life, 

meditations that are characterized by an overwhelmingly nostalgic tone.

In order to examine fully the treatment of post-CoId War nostalgia in John 

Updike’s writing, it is first necessary to assess briefly the central role of a more 

general sense of nostalgia -  o f a yearning for and desire to recapture a lost essence -  

in Updike’s imagination and to highlight how this nostalgia is frequently fused with 

instinctive patriotism and a strong sense of place. In 1962, Updike, then thirty, 

contributed an essay entitled “Boyhood: Mine” -  later re-titled “The Dogwood 

Tree” -  to a collection of childhood reminiscences by American writers. Focussing 

on the author’s early years in the late ’30s and early ’40s in Shillington, 

Pennsylvania, the essay is evidence o f Updike’s already highly-developed nostalgic 

imagination and is worth quoting at length in order to introduce aspects o f that 

nostalgia that will be developed in this and subsequent chapters.

Beginning with a mention of the titular tree -  planted the year of Updike’s 

birth and situated in the side yard of the family home -  Updike immediately 

addresses the possibility that his composition of this essay may serve not only to 

relate the past but also in some sense to preserve or recreate it:

Though I cannot ask you to see [the dogwood tree] more clearly than I 
myself saw it, yet mentioning it seems to open the possibility of my boyhood 
home coming again to life. With a sweet damp rush the grass of our yard 
seems to breathe again on me.... My mother is pushing the mower, to which 
a canvas catch is attached. My grandmother is raking up the loose grass in 
thick heaps, small green haystacks impregnated with dew, and my 
grandfather stands off to one side, smoking a cigar, elegantly holding the 
elbow o f his right arm in the palm of his left hand while the blue smoke 
twists from under his mustache and dissolves in the heavy evening air -  that 
misted, too-rich Pennsylvania air.^

The central role o f a sense of nostalgic preservation and containment in Updike’s 

narrative style will be explored in depth later in this chapter -  and this passage is, of 

course, reminiscent of Nabokov’s description, in Speak, Memory, o f nostalgia as 

inspiring “A sense of security, of well-being, o f summer warmth” as well as the 

feeling that, “Everything is as it should be, nothing will ever change, nobody will
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ever die” -  but for the moment it is important to note the way in which this passage 

raises the crucial point idea that to write nostalgically is not simply the same as to 

write about the past in general or even one’s own past in particular but is rather a 

distinctive narrative strategy with its own stylistic features."^ Sparked by what almost 

seems an induced variation on Proustian memoire involuntaire -  in mentioning the 

dogwood tree Updike is able to conjure up the smell of cut grass and this in turn 

recreates the pastoral scene o f garden labour -  the passage relies heavily upon the 

power of sensuously evocative language -  “sweet damp rush,” “impregnated with 

dew,” “dissolves in the heavy evening air” -  to recapture a lost and cherished 

essence. This sense of nostalgia as a means by which desire and meaning are 

transferred to the past is the most rewarding way of examining post-Cold War 

nostalgia in Updike’s writing and will be invoked repeatedly in the chapters that 

follow. However, it is also crucial to note the way in which the painstaking 

invocation of the past in the above passage is not only coupled with but, in fact, 

preceded by an acknowledgement of the ultimate impossibility of fully and 

faithfully recreating private memory. Updike admits at the start o f the passage that 

readers cannot be expected to share in so specific and personal a memory and this 

disparity between private remembrance and a desire to foster and recreate 

community through appeals to the past is another key element of Updikean 

nostalgia that will be considered throughout the next four chapters.

Later in “The Dogwood Tree,” the role of community and nation in 

Updike’s nostalgic imagination becomes clear:

My geography went like this: in the centre of the world lay our 
neighborhood of Shillington. Around it there was greater Shillington, and 
around that, Berks County. Around Berks County there was the State of 
Pennsylvania, the best, the least eccentric state in the Union. Around 
Pennsylvania there was the United States.... For clear geometrical reasons, 
not all children could be bom, like me, at the center o f the nation. But that 
some children chose to be bom in other countries and even continents 
seemed sad and fantastic. There was only one possible nation: mine.^

The patriotic solipsism that Updike portrays here is, o f course, not uncommon 

among children and is certainly not confined to either young writers or young 

Americans. What is significant here, however, is that in describing his childhood, 

Updike not only acknowledges the key role played by place and nation in the
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development of his self-awareness as a child but also literally maps himself on to 

his nation, places himself squarely at its centre and hints at a dim understanding of, 

and interest in, events beyond its periphery. This outlook -  America-centric in the 

most literal sense -  is that of a writer who has, throughout his career, not only 

analysed and anatomized the changing face o f contemporary America but has done 

so by consistently calling upon America’s past as an ideal against which to set the 

“change and corruption” wrought by time. Like Nietzsche’s melancholic nostalgist, 

the typical Updikean protagonist or narrator -  or, in fact, Updike himself in much of 

his non-fiction writing -  “cannot learn to forget, but hangs on to the past.” Leaves 

from the “volume of time” do not simply “flutter back” but are frequently grasped at 

and drawn back in order to provide comfort or sustenance. In the preface to his third 

volume of collected essays and reviews, Updike expresses the hope that, “Decline -  

in manners, craft, landscape, and communal vitality -  is not ... unduly harped upon” 

before justifying a preoccupation with the past by stating that, “At all times, an old 

world is collapsing and a new world arising; we have better eyes for the collapse 

than the rise, for the old world is the one we know.”* It is this notion of collapse 

from knowability -  from a past that can be invoked simply by remembering the 

smell of cut grass -  into uncertainty that is a feature o f much of Updike’s writing on 

the Cold War.

In introducing the notion o f post-Cold War nostalgia in John Updike’s 

writing, this chapter will examine the central roles played by the Cold War,

America, and nostalgia in Updike’s imagination. In order to emphasize that the Cold 

War-related themes explored in subsequent chapters are not simply confined to the 

four novels examined there at length -  Rabbit at Rest, Memories o f  the Ford 

Administration, In The Beauty o f  the Lilies, and Toward the End o f  Time -  this 

chapter will draw upon a wide range o f Updike’s non-fiction writing as well as on a 

number o f short stories and novels written both during and after the superpower 

conflict.

My approach in this and later chapters has much in common with the 

historicized readings of Updike’s work carried out by critics such as Philip H. 

Vaughan, Judie Newman, Dilvo I. Ristoff, Lawrence R. Broer, and Stacey Olster. 

From Vaughan’s awareness of the undercurrents o f “social disorder” in early works 

such as Rabbit, Run to RistofTs emphasis on the role of “the scene America”
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throughout the Rabbit novels to Newman’s interest in the ways in which Updike’s 

fiction “opens [wide-ranging social and political issues] up for debate,” this 

approach acknowledges the historical provenance o f Updike’s work and is alert to 

the complex ways in which historically-specific issues are played out in this 

fiction/ Contributions by Newman, RistofF, Jeff H. Campbell, and Matthew Wilson 

to a collection of essays on the Rabbit novels edited by Broer mark a continuation 

o f this rewarding historicist approach and Stacey Olster’s contribution to a Spring 

1991 special edition o f Modern Fiction Studies pays rigorous attention to the impact 

o f external events upon the world of Harry Angstrom and, as such, influences my 

own approach.*

The work of these critics departs from the overtly de-historicized slant 

traditionally favoured by Updike critics. Whether focussing, as in the case of 

Edward P. Vargo’s Rainstorms and Fire, on Updike’s interest in “the divinity 

present in every particle o f the universe,” or, as in William H. Pritchard’s more 

recently published career overview, on Updike’s position as a writer who “mainly 

stayed home” within a de-politicized American tradition, this approach, whilst 

resulting in some interesting and well-written studies, seems to me to miss the fiill 

scope of what Updike attempts and achieves with his fiction.^ Donald J. Greiner 

argues that Updike avoids “topics o f apocalypse and extremity to concentrate on the 

mundane ordinariness o f the daily routine.”'*̂ However, whilst much o f his fiction 

undoubtedly has this domestic focus, it is, in my view, reductive to conclude, as 

Greiner does, that Updike’s interest lies simply in “accuracy and love.”"  To deny 

Updike’s often direct engagement with “the scene America” is to risk overlooking 

the historical specificity o f the novels and their place within a wider context of 

commentary and analysis.

It is D. Quentin Miller’s excellent John Updike and the Cold War: Drawing 

the Iron Curtain (2001) that is most similar in its approach to the present study and 

in concluding this introductory section it is worth summarizing Miller's argument 

and stating clearly where my own analysis will differ. Miller draws upon Updike’s 

fiction and non-fiction output from Rabbit, Run (1960) to Licks o f  Love (2000), 

examining the author’s engagement with Cold War issues under a variety of 

headings including the treatment of the nuclear threat in the earlier work, the 

response to the Vietnam War and its reverberations in America, and the depiction of
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the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in the Bech books and beyond. The basic 

premise throughout Miller’s study is that “The Cold War is a lasting and pervasive 

context for considering [Updike’s] work,” a point which he argues has been 

generally overlooked by Updike critics and one with which 1 would be in complete 

agreement.'^ Furthermore, Miller contends that:

American identity during and after the Cold War, according to Updike’s 
fiction, is based on the clash between early Cold War optimism and late 
Cold War disillusionment. The Zeitgeist o f Updike’s America is not 
paranoia, anticommunist hysteria, or anxiety, but rather nostalgia: a painfiil 
longing to return to the earlier, unfallen, innocent world o f the 1950s 
middle-class suburbia ...'^

As will be seen throughout this and later chapters, this identification of 

nostalgia as the primary feature of John Updike’s response to the Cold War is also 

central to my analysis, as is the pinpointing o f a heavily mythologized ’50s as the 

key object of this longing. However, Miller’s treatment of Updike’s entire oeuvre is 

much wider than my eventual focus on the post-Cold War output and this allows for 

much greater depth of analysis of the post-1989 work on my part as well as the use 

o f a wider range o f sources from this era (including the recently published novels 

Seek My Face and Villages and the short story “Varieties of Religious Experience”). 

His treatment of the issue of nostalgia is, on the other hand, much narrower than my 

own. In analysing this nostalgic element in Updike’s writing. Miller fails to 

adequately tackle the issue o f narrative -  either in terms of the nostalgia inherent in 

Updike’s writing style or in terms o f the narrative experimentation that marks much 

of Updike’s output since the end of the Cold War -  and also fails to address the 

many problems or tensions in Updike’s work that arise from this nostalgia -  chiefly 

the disparity between individual and community nostalgia and the tension between 

despair and optimism in many of the novels and stories.
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2. SCENES FROM UPDIKE’S ’50s

1913! My God! 1913! The stillness, the green water, the rushing of the weir!
It’ll never come again. 1 don’t mean that 1913 will never come again. 1 mean
the feeling inside you....'"' (George Orwell, Coming Up fo r  Air)

George Bowling, the protagonist of Orwell’s 1939 novel Coming Up fo r  Air, 

epitomizes the melancholic nostalgia against which Nietzsche rails when he writes, 

“We do need history, but quite differently from the jaded idlers in the garden o f 

knowledge.... In other words, we need it for life and action, not as a convenient way 

to avoid life and action.”'^ Disgusted by the vulgar artificiality he sees all around 

him and fearful both of the coming war with Germany and the totalitarianism that 

he believes will follow, Bowling withdraws into “history.” At first he immerses 

himself in idealized memories o f his childhood in a country village and then he 

retreats physically, leaving his wife and children to spend a nostalgic week back in 

Lower Binfield around his boyhood haunts.

In assessing the popularity and abundance of nostalgia films in a postmodern 

era characterized by the loss of history as a stable referential, Jean Baudrillard 

argues that while this nostalgia often has a random, “pell-mell” quality -  in which 

anything from the past serves to fill the void created by “this leukaemia o f history 

and o f politics” -  there is generally “a privileging of the immediately preceding 

era.” This view is supported by evoking Freud’s theory of fetishism in which the 

fetish object “is not just any object, it is often the last object perceived before the 

traumatic discovery” (in Freud’s case, the discovery by a child o f the difference 

between the sexes). For Baudrillard, this means that the history that is fetishized -  

the area of the past that is nostalgically recreated -  “will preferably be the one 

immediately preceding our ‘irreferential’ era.” '^ This is clearly the case in Coming 

Up fo r  Air where George Bowling views the years of his childhood as a time of 

prelapsarian innocence and security, culminating in 1913 on the eve of the Great 

War. This year and the Edenic “feeling inside you” he associates with it are 

fetishized by Bowling and the novel takes the form of an ultimately fruitless quest 

to regain its imagined essence and thus combat the dislocation he feels in the 

present.
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This notion o f  the idealization and reification o f an era immediately 

preceding a period associated with lost or debased meaning is crucial for 

understanding the preoccupation with the ’50s throughout Updike’s writing. Updike 

has described himself as “a helplessly 50s guy,” the phrase suggesting that there is 

something almost involuntary about his strong attachment to the decade.'^ This 

section will examine this attachment to a decade that Fredric Jameson identifies as 

representing “the privileged object o f desire” for many Americans, arguing that in 

Updike’s work the ’50s come to assume paradigmatic status as the apogee o f the 

unity o f  purpose and presence o f containable meaning that he sees as missing from 

America since the ’60s.'* Fred Davis, in focussing his “sociology o f nostalgia” on 

causal factors in the present and future insists, “ It is incorrect to suppose that 

qualities associated with some slice o f the past ‘cause’ the nostalgia we feel 

today.” '^ Whilst this is, o f  course, true -  a fondly remembered past has no meaning 

unless it is contrasted with either the realities o f  the present or expectations o f  the 

future -  any analysis o f Updikean nostalgia must account for the recurring and 

sustaining role played by an imagined ’50s throughout his writing.

In his Tocquevillian account o f touring the country, Baudrillard observes 

that “The fifties were the real high spot for the US and you can still feel the 

nostalgia for those years.”^° This idea o f the decade as a pinnacle fi'om which the 

country has fallen is clearly one shared by Updike who notes, in a 1994 essay on the 

decade, that, “Many Americans were happy in the Fifties -  but not as happy, 

looking back, as we should have been.”^' “When Everyone Was Pregnant,” a short 

story from 1971, is perhaps Updike’s most explicit statement on -  and tribute to -  

the ’50s and makes an interesting companion piece to the aforementioned “Scenes 

from the Fifties.” For the narrator o f  “When Everyone Was Pregnant,” the ’50s were 

“kind years” representing achievement and abundance on both a personal and a 

national scale. He associates the era with the main accomplishments o f his life, 

noting that he “Entered them poor and left them comfortable. Entered them chaste 

and left them a father” {M W9\) .  He also associates the ’50s with postwar optimism 

and prosperity, the “Romance o f consumption at its height,” and American domestic 

“Purchasing power” {MW 92-93). As the key era o f America’s baby boom, he 

characterizes the ’50s as “the years when everyone was pregnanf’ (M W 9 \ ) ,  a time
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o f  eroticized plenitude marked, for him, by “The bump, bump o f pregnant bellies 

against me” (M W  94).

The attachment o f the narrator to the ’50s is, therefore, strongly dependent 

on private memories and, in a similar fashion, in examining nostalgia for the ’50s in 

Updike’s writing, it is important to note the often deeply personal nature o f his 

attachment to the decade. In a remark that echoes almost exactly the narrator o f 

“When Everyone Was Pregnant,” Updike has noted that he “entered [the ’50s] as a 

penniless high-school senior and left them as a home-owning father o f three 

children and the author o f three books.”^̂  In other words, the ’50s emerges in 

Updike’s writing as a decade that he instinctively feels to be his own. In an open 

letter to aging baby boomers, he notes o f his older generation, “we were fortunate, 

stepping into adulthood as America bestrode the world; our modest expectations 

were, often, exceeded” and the sense o f ownership suggested by this image is an 

important factor in Updike’s attachment to the decade.^^ As was discussed in the 

previous section, Updikean nostalgia takes the form o f  both a desire to pay tribute to 

and recreate notions o f  nation and community and also a specifically individual 

attachment to an idealized version o f America’s past. This latter personal dimension 

is clearly suggestive o f the original meaning o f  “nostalgia” as “homesickness” and 

Updike’s writing about the ’50s implies that this home is both place and era- 

specific.

What is most interesting about the ’50s as nostalgically invoked in “When 

Everyone Was Pregnant,” however, is the role the nascent Cold War plays in the 

scenes so fondly remembered by the narrator. He wistfully recalls a “smug 

conviction that the world was doomed,” “an absolute enemy,” and “bombs whose 

flash would fill the scene like a cup to overflowing (M W  93)” coexisting with heady 

consumption and procreation. However, far from tempering the buoyant, almost 

giddy, atmosphere established in references to “summer parties” (M W  93) and 

“bellies swollen stately” (M W 92), the impression emerges that these halcyon days 

existed not in spite o f but because o f Cold War fears. In the aforementioned essay 

“The Fifties,” Updike notes that throughout the decade “the nuclear jitters co

existed with a private optimism and a shy, domestic hedonism.” "̂* However, “When 

Everyone Was Pregnant” goes further in its suggestion that this hedonism was in 

fact predicated upon such “nuclear jitters.” The narrator remembers the ’50s as
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characterized by “Guiltlessness” (MW 92) and interprets the nuclear threat as a 

“(revokable) licence to have fun” granted the American people by President 

Eisenhower (MW 93). The suggestion is clearly that the “shy domestic hedonism” 

practised by young families during the ’50s was not simply an attempt to deny the 

realities of the nuclear threat but rather took place within a context o f sanctioned 

pleasure-seeking -  the “sweet time of self-seeking” recalled by Howie in “Scenes 

From the Fifties” -  that emerged from this knowledge o f potential cataclysm.

People in the ’50s, the narrator recalls, “Viewed the world through two 

lenses since discarded: fear and gratitude” (MW 93) and these containment-era 

metanarratives are credited with much o f what he identifies as valuable in the 

decade. This notion of fear and gratitude -  a sense of patriotism, obligation, and 

appreciation fostered by the Manichaeism and counter-intuitive stability and balance 

of the superpower conflict -  is central to John Updike’s writing on the Cold War 

and will be developed further in the next section. In discussing the workings of 

mythology in contemporary society, Roland Barthes notes that myth “deprives the 

object o f which it speaks of all History. In it, history evaporates.”^̂  For Barthes, this 

“privation of history” occurs when an apparently “historical” scene is set -  for 

example, American family life during the’SOs -  only for the de-historicizing forces 

o f myth -  for example, the contention that “nuclear jitters” led simply to guiltless 

procreation and fun -  to intervene and take over. This is a useful concept for 

examining the fondly remembered nuclear fears in Updike’s writing and will be 

called upon again when the treatment of nuclear weapons in Don DeLillo’s 

Underworld is discussed in a later chapter.

In mythologizing the ’50s, Updike could, therefore, be accused o f glossing 

over the ver>' real fears of atomic war, turning them into a “smug conviction” of 

annihilation that resulted in a retreat from, rather than an engagement with, the 

wider issues surrounding nuclear weapons. However, Paul Boyer’s study o f atomic- 

era America suggests that the response o f the narrator o f “When Everyone Was 

Pregnant” was not uncommon. He quotes the warning by the Chicago psychiatrist 

Jules Masserman that a society in fiill flight from atomic fear could succumb to “the 

trivia of fashion, the spurious excitements o f spectator sports, the false hopes of 

reckless gambling, the diversions o f profligate sensuality, or the numbing haze of 

alcohol and drugs.”^̂  Derek Leebaert also makes the point that, “Consciously or
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otherwise, fears of Armageddon [during the ’50s] may have made Americans less 

willing to husband their eamings.”^̂  This immersion in consumption and 

physicality is also in evidence in Updike’s story.

The central role of the ’50s in the Updikean literary imagination must also 

be understood in the context of the commitment to the interior and the domestic that 

is found throughout Updike’s work. Miller perceptively identifies Couples (1968) as 

a watershed work in Updike’s development as a writer, a novel in which the 

characters unsuccessfully attempt to ignore the impact of wider historical incidents 

on their lives and following which Updike begins to engage more fully with these 

broader external concerns. He notes that in Updike’s work from the late ’60s 

onwards, “global events are a force infiltrating the domestic spheres of the 

characters.” *̂ However, despite this acknowledgement by Updike of a porous 

membrane between the personal and the historical/political, it is important to note 

that an essentially domestic focus remains through his writing. History enters the 

lives o f Updike’s characters, rarely the other way around. Hence we have the moon 

landing as viewed from a convalescent’s bedroom in Rabbit Redtvc {Redux 92), 

Nixon’s resignation filtering through to a suburban family beset my marital strife in 

Ford Administration {MF 3), and the Lockerbie bombing as mused upon from a 

hospital ward in Rabbit at Rest (Rest 145).

In justifying his idiosyncratic approach to writing about history -  a 

technique that will be examined in a later chapter -  A lf Clayton, the aforementioned 

narrator of Ford Administration, insists that because “history always posits more 

time, backwards and forwards, in that respect it is less serious than a single non- 

extendable life” {MF 52). Not only does this method o f composing historical 

narrative suggest a tendency towards nostalgia -  implying, as it does, that history’s 

seemingly endless succession of pasts contrasts with the individual’s ever- 

increasing distance from their own former selves -  but it also appears to justify the 

domestic and personal focus o f Updike’s historical writing. Clayton’s suggestion is 

that “serious” writing must have this focus as it allows access to a world in which 

there is more at stake than there can ever be with straightforward historical writing.

In DeLillo’s Underworld, Marvin Lundy, a baseball memorabilist and 

paranoid Cold War philosopher, tells a prospective customer that, “all through the 

nineteen-fifties people stayed indoors. We only went outside to drive our cars” {U
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172). From the narrator of “When Everyone Was Pregnant” calling the’SOs “a house 

decade” (MW95) to Harry Angstrom’s frustrated cry of “I feel like getting out”

{Run 201) in the first Rabbit novel, this sense of the’50s as a domestic decade is 

also in evidence throughout Updike’s writing. A character in a 1994 short story, 

“The Journey to the Dead” compares her life in the ’50s with contemporary 

America and notes that, “There was less outside to that world” and this sense of 

interiority is clearly common both to Updike’s project as a writer and to his feel for 

the ’50s.^^ Updike’s commitment to the decade can, therefore, also be interpreted in 

part as a loyalty to the domestic focus of his writing.

In his aforementioned essay on the ’50s, written for a Newsweek anniversary 

special, John Updike describes the decade as, “in my mind’s eye ... a waxy blue- 

white, a shining Cold War iceberg drifting by in the wake o f the khaki-brown 

Forties and the grit-gray Thirties.” '̂’ This idea of the ’50s as a time of tranquillity 

occurs repeatedly in Updike’s writing. Harry Angstrom recalls how when he was 

younger “the world stood still so you could grow up in it” {Rest, 382) and Arlene 

Quint in “The Journey to the Dead” describes it as a time “when you moved toward 

your life with an unstressed freedom.” '̂ However, what is most interesting about 

Updike’s choice of language is the sense of preservation implied by the image of the 

’50s as a “Cold War iceberg.” The role of preservation in Updike’s narrative style 

will be explored later in this chapter but this idea o f the ’50s as an era characterized 

by the safekeeping and maintenance of American values and identity is, once again, 

crucial for understanding Updike’s attachment to the ’50s. Seen this way, the status 

o f the superpower conflict as a “cold” war clearly contributes to this sense of 

conservation and protection from forces of alteration, from the “change and 

corruption” against which nostalgically evoked versions of the past can be set.

The Newsweek article ends, however, with an acknowledgement that the 

epochal cryogenics o f the ’50s ultimately gave way to the pressures of “change and 

corruption.” Updike states that as the decade ended with the quiz show scandals and 

the deaths of Buddy Holly and John Foster Dulles -  representatives of the twin 

poles o f youthful promise and political containment that Updike associates with the 

’50s -  “the Cold War iceberg was beginning to melt.” In fact, the article ends with 

a brief but telling glimpse o f Updike’s views on what replaced the “waxy blue- 

white” placidity and promise o f the’50s:
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[The] hectic Sixties, hot and (in my mind’s eye) a psychedelic red, would 
wreck our Fifties marriages, shatter our faith in the anti-Communist crusade, 
and leave scarcely a hero standing. What one decade -  a bit o f a fuddy- 
duddy, but no fool -  had carefully saved, the next recklessly spent. Perhaps 
the Fifties didn’t truly end until November of 1963, when John F. Kennedy 
was shot, and the demons frozen in the iceberg came out to swarm.^^

The implication here is that Updike’s beloved ’50s didn’t so much give way to its 

successor decade as get consumed and destroyed -  or melted -  by an era frantically 

intent on undoing what had been carefiilly preserved and nurtured.

3. “CHANGE AND CORRUPTION”: THE ’60s AND AFTER

[Back] in the Sixties, when everybody was going crazy. (“Rabbit 
Remembered,” ZZ, 183)

The ’60s
Updike’s pinpointing of the assassination o f John F. Kennedy as the moment that 

signalled the real end of the American ’50s, the final dissolving of the “Cold War 

iceberg,” is strikingly similar to Don DeLillo’s characterization of the shooting, in 

Libra, as “the seven seconds that broke the back of the American century.”^̂  In 

another article written in the ’90s, Updike asserts, with language once again 

suggestive of thawing and decay, that, “the world began to come apart in 1963, 

when John Kennedy was shot.”^̂  The event is also a turning point in Couples, 

intruding into Freddy Thome’s dental surgery by way of a radio report the ft-antic 

tone of which contrasts with the descriptive sensuality of much o f the rest o f the 

novel -  “The President had been shot at, the President had been hit, he had been hit 

in the head, his condition was critical, a priest had been summoned, the President 

was dead”^̂  -  and acting as a catalyst for Piet Hanema to resume his affair with 

Foxy Whitman at the Thornes’ black-tie party held later that night.

However, it is the Vietnam War -  or, more specifically, the domestic 

turbulence that it caused in America -  that is repeatedly identified in Updike’s 

writing as the ultimate source of the “demons” unleashed by the “wrecking” and 

“shattering” ’60s. The narrator of the 1998 short story “Licks of Love in the Heart 

of the Cold War” believes that the war in Vietnam “took away our innocence” {LL
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106) and this notion of the protracted conflict in South East Asia as a watershed 

between Arcadian and debased eras recurs throughout Updike’s writing. Miller goes 

so far as to claim that Updike’s career is “bifiircated” by the Vietnam War. He 

contends that:

Vietnam becomes a contentious issue in Updike’s thinking and in his writing 
because it represents the passing of a world order that has become deeply 
embedded in his consciousness. The advent o f this new phase in the Cold 
War has a profound and lasting effect in Updike’s fictional writings, which 
become noticeably more conflicted.... The debate over the Vietnam War is a 
source of extraordinary tension ... and its lasting effect is to cause Updike’s 
protagonists to associate the pre-Vietnam era with a sort of Edenic 
innocence.^^

The key to Miller’s analysis here is his identification o f the “extraordinary tension” 

in Updike’s post-Vietnam writing as resulting primarily from Updike’s personal 

attachment to the immediately preceding era, the “waxy blue-white” ’50s. This 

nostalgic recoil is once again suggestive o f Baudrillard’s appropriation o f Freud’s 

theory o f fetish formation as discussed in the previous section and in order to 

appreciate fully Updike’s response to the turbulence of the ’60s it is necessary to 

acknow ledge the deeply personal nature o f much o f this writing.

Updike’s essay “On Not Being a Dove” -  published as part of his memoir 

S elf Consciousness (1989) -  is an account o f his occasionally reluctant, but 

nonetheless forthright, defence o f American involvement in Vietnam throughout the 

’60s. The piece recalls how the inclusion o f an “undovish” contribution by Updike 

in a contemporary collection of largely antiwar pieces by fellow writers found him 

immersed in “the poisonous vapours of a polluted and fractious time” and attracting 

attention as one of the few public supporters of American foreign policy from the 

literary world.^^ Updike remembers how “it pained and embarrassed [him] to be out 

o f step with [his] editorial and literary colleagues” and much o f the essay takes the 

form o f a series of attempts by Updike to identify why he was “so vehement and 

agitated an undove.” *̂

Among the reasons put forward by Updike is his antipathy towards the 

domestic peace movement, a group he scathingly caricatures as comprising 

“Cambridge professors ... and their guitar-strumming children.” He recalls his 

anger at “These privileged members of a privileged nation [who] believed that their
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enviable position could be maintained without anything visibly ugly happening in 

the world.”^̂  Martin Amis has inferred from this aversion that Updike “seems to 

have supported the war largely out of a dislike for its opponents.” *̂’ Commenting on 

the essay in his scathing review of In the Beauty o f  the Lilies, Gore Vidal argues 

that, “In the presence of authority, Updike is like a bobby-soxer at New York’s 

Paramount Theater when the young Frank Sinatra was on view.”^' However, the 

key to Updike’s agitated stance on behalf of American intervention is to be found in 

his assertion, later in the same essay, that by “‘Defending Vietnam’ -  the vernacular 

opposite of being ‘anti-war’ -  I was defending m y s e l f . T h e  profound personal 

attachment for the ’50s felt by Updike made him fundamentally and instinctively 

antagonistic towards a movement that he saw as threatening the “kind years” he so 

fully identified with. Furthermore, this idea of Updike’s reaction to the anti- 

Vietnam protest movement as a primarily self-defensive strategy is once again 

suggestive of his definition of nostalgia as “love for that part o f ourselves [that is] 

forever removed from change and corruption.” As will be seen later in this section, 

his response to the ferment of the ’60s is a strengthened nostalgic commitment to an 

earlier time.

In his outstanding analysis of the waning myth of American invincibility 

from Hiroshima through Vietnam to the end of the Cold War, Tom Engelhardt has 

the following to say about the impact of the Vietnam War on the American psyche:

There was no American narrative form that could long have contained the 
story of a slow-motion defeat inflicted by a nonwhite people in a frontier 
w ar.... The very word war had fallen into disrepute ... and the United States 
had been shorn of a version of its history that was close to a secular 
religion.'^^

This is a useful way for examining the “conflicted” nature o f Updike’s writing after 

the domestic turbulence caused by the Vietnam War. The idea of American “victory 

culture” as a “secular religion” is suggestive of the enormous personal investment 

required to sustain it. In addition, if we see the post-World War II prosperity and 

triumphalism that played such a large part in American optimism in the ’50s as a 

key feature of this victory culture, it naturally follows that Updike’s “American 

narratives” would be seriously impacted upon by the course o f the Vietnam War. In 

a 1990 interview for The South Bank Show, Updike stated that the conflict in South
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East Asia “was a considerable shock for middle-of-the-road Americans who had 

known nothing but victories in wars, who had no reason to doubt that American was 

always right and would always win.” Suddenly, he notes, America “couldn’t seem 

to win and it wasn’t very clear that we were right either.” "̂* “Victory culture,” in 

other words, had become irreparably jeopardized.

For the narrator o f “When Everyone Was Pregnant,” the ’60s marked the 

end o f the nuclear-sanctioned carefree abundance o f  the previous decade. The 

“guiltlessness” o f the ’50s was replaced by distressing and tumultuous events in 

both his domestic life and in the wider world: “Over the ocean, riots.

Assassinations, protests, a decade’s overdue bills heaped like surf thunder on the 

sand bar. We were no longer young” {MW 95-96). What is most striking about this 

passage is the narrator’s location o f the political unrest “over the ocean.” Riots, 

assassinations, and protests all became a feature o f American life during the ’60s 

and did not need to be looked for in foreign lands. However, locating these events at 

a remove from the “shy domestic hedonism” o f  the narrator’s home life is 

suggestive o f failed attempts to keep such ferment at bay as the “overdue bills” are 

nonetheless washed up on what Howie in “Scenes from the Fifties” calls “the 

breadfruit island o f Eisenhower’s America” {LL 152). Along with his youth, the 

narrator also mourns the passing o f the heady fertility o f  the ’50s -  “no more 

babies” {MW 95) -  as well as the blithe camaraderie o f the earlier time -  “Now: we 

go to a party and see only enemies” {MW 97).

In “When Everyone Was Pregnant,” this change o f fortune is explicitly 

linked to a shattering o f  atomic-era “fear and gratitude.” He writes, “Young people 

now are many things but they aren’t afraid, and aren’t grateful” (MW  93). This idea 

o f post-Vietnam ingratitude among Americans is also a feature o f the ’60s as 

depicted in Lilies when Clark thinks, “Mom, too, wanted North Vietnam to win, 

which seemed strange ... since America had been pretty good to her” {IBL 365) and 

is suggested by the narrator o f  “Licks o f  Love in the Heart o f  the Cold War” when 

he notes that, “ It never occurred to me to resist something as big and beautiful as the 

pre-Vietnam U.S. government” {LL 101-02).

In her analysis o f American families during the Cold War, Elaine Tyler May 

notes that the domestic and international containment practised throughout the ’50s:
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Ultimately ... proved to be an elusive goal. But it held sway well into the 
1960s, on the diplomatic and domestic levels, when it collapsed in disarray. 
The next generation abandoned the idea, shrugging off the obsession with 
security and the vision of the family in which their parents had placed their 
highest hopes.'^^

The inter-generational conflict identified here by Tyler May finds its clearest 

expression in Rabbit Redux, by some distance the most tumultuous and discordant 

o f Updike’s novels. In his “Special Message” for the Franklin Library edition of the 

novel, Updike has stated that he was drawn back to the character of Harry Angstrom 

in part as a means of appraising “all the oppressive, distressing, overstimulating 

developments of the most dissentious American decade since the Civil War.” *̂ In 

Rabbit Redux, Harry is repeatedly confronted by a new attitude to America at odds 

with his own instinctive patriotism. The stars and stripes decal he has provocatively 

put on his car is interpreted by his wife’s lover, Charlie Stavros, as proclaiming 

“screw the blacks and send the CIA into Greece” {Reditx 47) and Charlie then goes 

on to tell Harry that America is hated in Jamaica for the “Same reason as 

everywhere. Exploitation” {Redux 51). Harry’s exposure to this post-containment 

dissent increases when the borders o f his domestic sphere open to allow in first Jill, 

a teenage runaway “flower child,” and then Skeeter, a Vietnam veteran and black 

radical. Skeeter, for whom Harry’s beloved United States of America are the 

“Benighted States of Amurri-ka” {Redux 205), sets about re-educating Rabbit -  in a 

series of ’60s-style “teach-ins” -  by preaching on the chaos o f Vietnam and reading 

aloud from Frederick Douglass’ Narrative. He tells Harry, “Chuck, you say 

America to you and you still get bugles and stars but say it to any black or yellow 

man and you get hate, right?” {Redux 207).

In this way Rabbit Redux plays out Engelhardt’s idea of the pollution of the 

American narrative of invincibility by the dissent surrounding the Vietnam conflict. 

Early in the novel Janice Angstrom notes that Harry has “put his life into rules he 

feels melting away now” {Redux 54) and this melting has clearly resulted from the 

thawing o f the ’50s “Cold War iceberg” by the “psychedelic red” of the ’60s. Alan 

Nadel has written about the inherent instability of the narratives o f what he calls 

“containment culture,” stating that “Accumulating to critical mass by the mid- 

1960s, the narratives of containment eventually split one another asunder, 

contaminating the slogans of the cold war.”^̂  This sense of the chaos wrought by
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the separation of personal and national narratives, and in particular the inter- 

generational conflict it generated, is the catalyst for much o f the action in Rabbit 

Redux and is also examined, this time from a post-Cold War perspective, in Philip 

Roth’s American Pastoral (1997), a novel in which the idyllic ’50s world of Swede 

Levov is destroyed by the involvement o f his daughter Merry in Vietnam-era 

domestic terrorism.

Nevertheless, in spite o f this shattering of ’50s-style American consensus 

dramatized in Rabbit Redux, it is important to note the way in which this ferment 

and antagonism is resolved by Updike. Late in the novel as Harry talks to his sister 

Mim about his experiences with Jill and Skeeter, he tells her that this contact with 

the archetypes of ’60s rebellion taught him that, “this country isn’t perfect.” 

However, after making this statement, with its hints at epiphany and the 

development of a new understanding of America on Rabbit’s part, we are told that, 

“Even as he says this he realizes he doesn’t believe it, any more than he believes at 

heart that he will die” {Redux 312). In other words, Harry’s exposure to new 

versions of the American story result in him simply strengthening his inherently 

nostalgic and self-defensive commitment to the “bugles and stars” dismissed by 

Skeeter. By becoming reconciled with his wife Janice at the end of the novel, 

therefore. Rabbit is pledging his allegiance to the values o f an earlier generation. 

This tactic is also employed by the narrator of “When Everyone Was Pregnant” who 

ends the story by stating “I am still afraid. Still grateful” {MW 91).

And After

That this nostalgic commitment to an earlier time o f abundance and consensus in 

the face of ongoing “change and corruption” continues to be a major feature o f John 

Updike’s writing after the end of the Cold War is the fundamental premise o f the 

following chapters. While continuing to draw upon a range o f Updike’s writing, 

they will focus on four of his major post-Cold War novels -  Rabbit at Rest, 

Memories o f  the Ford Administration, In The Beauty o f  the Lilies, and Toward the 

End o f  Time -  and will examine the various manifestations and strategies of 

nostalgia found in these works. However, before continuing this introductory 

chapter with analysis o f Updike’s narrative style and the problems inherent in the 

role of nostalgia in Updike’s writing, it is worth noting briefly the way in which
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Updike’s non-fiction writing approaching and following the end of the superpower 

conflict deals with this matter o f continuing change and the loss of the stabilizing 

forces of the Cold War.

In a 1984 review of new fiction by Russian writers, Updike once again 

makes use of the imagery of ice and melting when he notes that “The Russians seem 

to be receding” and refers to America’s Manichaean foes as “our recessive fellow 

superpower.” *̂ An article eight years later, written for the official programme o f the 

first post-Cold War Olympic Games, notes that with the conflict at an end, “All the 

lands long frozen behind the Iron Curtain are in various states of thaw and disarray” 

and that even the United States is experiencing “its own hangover” and has been 

reduced to “a shadow of its former self

This notion of the end o f the Cold War as a definite historical break -  an 

idea that Don DeLillo interrogates and undermines in Underworld, as a later chapter 

will illustrate -  recurs throughout Updike’s first collection of non-fiction writing 

composed after the fall of the Berlin Wall. What emerges from the numerous 

references to the end of the Cold War scattered throughout More Matter is an idea 

o f lost balance, of a world that is both less interesting and, significantly, less 

conducive to stable interpretation since the collapse of the Cold War. Updike asserts 

that his occasional occupation as a book reviewer has become more difficult -  “In a 

strange way, the passing of the Cold War has made it harder to frame a literary 

opinion; the polarities of right versus left and red versus free lent a tension to 

aesthetic questions” ®̂ -  and suggests that the American conception o f freedom has 

grown to be more elusive -  “for these last forty-five years Americans have been 

able to define freedom against the example of Communism.” '̂ Even his article for 

the Olympic programme is preoccupied with seeking a role for the Games in a post- 

Cold War context. He asks, “With the old Communist-capitalist dualism no longer 

present to lend drama, what use will the world have for the Olympic Games?” 

before concluding; “They will serve, I suggest, as a quadrennial source for televised 

images of humanity at its most physically exalted.”^̂  Updike’s treatment of Cold 

War issues following the end of the conflict suggests that while America, in the 

years between the Vietnam War and the fall of the Berlin Wall, may have been 

lacking the unity and consensus o f the early-Cold War era, what remained in place 

was the conflict itself The Cold War, in other words, persevered as a relatively
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stable set of conditions in which to position one’s sense o f self and o f nation. For 

Updike, the end of the Cold War signalled the removal of this balance and stability 

and thus resulted in further “change and corruption” to the ideal of American 

consensus in the ’50s.

4. NOSTALGIA, PRESERVATION, AND THE UPDIKE SENTENCE

What we are nostalgic for is not the past as it was or even as we wish it 
were; but for the condition of having been, with a concomitant integration 
and completeness lacking in any present.^^ (David Lowenthal, “Nostalgia 
Tells it Like it Wasn’t”)

While writing U & I, an account of his literary obsession with John Updike, 

Nicholson Baker decides to store away his Updike library in a sealed cardboard box 

in order to work entirely from memory and thus try to discern more accurately the 

influence of the older writer. However, although passages o f Updike come to him 

occasionally as he writes, it is the rhythm and intent of the typical Updike sentence 

that suggests itself most clearly to him. He mimics this technique as, “her blank 

seemed, in its blinkety blankness and blanketed blinkness, almost blonky in the late 

afternoon blonk” and claims that this “treacherously alluring ... Updikeanism” 

often offers itself to him as he writes.^"  ̂What this imagined quintessential slice of 

Updike’s prose offers is a simultaneous acknowledgement o f the elusive nature of 

apprehended reality -  “seemed,” “almost” -  along with an attention to detail -  the 

dual adjectives and careftil positioning in time -  and use o f the past tense that 

nonetheless insists upon the ability of narrative prose to capture such moments. 

Describing, in a mid-’80s interview, what he identifies as the recent change in 

Updike’s prose, Martin Amis asserts that Updike’s “utterly promiscuous ... 

immersion in the physical world” has begun to “tend not towards nostalgia but 

towards an invigorating and majestic cynicism.”^̂  While changes in Updike’s tone 

throughout his work will be the subject o f much o f the following chapters, 1 would 

contend that what Amis refers to as the “fascination with the observable world” and 

“the peeled-eyeball intensity” in Updike’s prose consistently arises from a desire to 

preserve that, whatever the tone in which this prose is delivered, is fundamentally 

nostalgic in origin.^^
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Many of the essays, speeches, and interviews featured in John Updike’s non

fiction collections provide a fascinating insight into his views on and motivations 

for writing. In one such article, entitled “Why Write?” he recalls a childhood 

exercise in drawing when he would, “draw on one sheet o f paper an assortment of 

objects ... and connect them with lines ... so that they all became the fruit o f a 

single impossible tree.” He notes that the pleasure afforded by this childhood 

enterprise returns to him “whenever ... I work several disparate incidents or 

impressions into the shape of a single story” and concludes that the “wish to make 

collections, to assemble sets” that drove this game “ is surely a deep urge o f the 

human mind in its playful, artistic aspect.”^̂  Eleven years later, in response to the 

more directly personal query ‘‘‘‘Pourquoi ecrivez-vous?'" Updike asserts that, “To 

condense from one’s own memories and fantasies and small discoveries dark marks 

on paper which become handsomely reproducible many times over still seems to me 

. . . a  magical act.” *̂ This preoccupation with the physicality of writing continues in 

the preface to More Matter with the concession: “Let’s face it, gentle reader: 1 set 

out to be a magazine writer ... and I like seeing my name in what they used to call 

‘hard type.’”^̂

What these statements share is a belief in the ability o f writing to capture 

and preserve, to both represent and protect -  in fact, to reproduce and perpetuate 

through the mechanics o f printing -  observations, memories, or objects. In a 1971 

interview, Updike speculates as to whether “There may be something ... in the 

novelist’s trade which shades you towards conservatism. Things exist because they 

evolved to that condition; they cannot be lightly or easily altered,” and this sense of 

writing as an essentially conservative act that captures a given reality, that observes 

and reproduces rather than seeks to change or subvert is crucial to examining the 

nostalgic impulse in Updike’s writing.*® Lowenthal’s conception of nostalgia as a 

longing “for the condition of having been” rather than for any specific real or 

imagined past is clearly suggestive o f this approach to narrative. Therefore, 

although the nostalgia in John Updike’s writing often has a very clear object -  an 

idealized ’50s -  and is generally in response to a specific set of circumstances -  the 

shattering of America’s Cold War consensus and “victory culture” after the ’60s -  it 

is crucial to note the way in which this yearning is not simply a source o f subject
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matter but is itself central to a narrative style that is fundamentally predicated on 

ideas of preservation.

By way of justifying the preoccupation with the past that many had 

identified in his writing as early as the late-’60s, Updike has stated that, “in a way 

the past is all we have. The present is very thin, it’s less than a second wide, and the 

future doesn’t exist.” '̂ This section will illustrate the way in which Updike’s 

narrative style does not simply focus on the past but seeks also to capture and 

preserve the “very thin” present, to detail and document it, condensing it into “dark 

marks on paper” and thus part of a protected and unchanging past.

In Couples, for example, the following description is given of a clandestine 

meeting between Piet and Foxy:

Friday. A heavy mauve sky. A few dry flakes. His heart leaped at the sight, 
alone on the asphalt, beneath the close clouds, o f the Whitmans’ black MG. 
He parked his truck near the store incinerator barrel and walked across 
empfy parking spaces. Foxy rolled down her window. A flake caught in her 
left eyebrow.... She sat awkwardly sideways in the bucket seat beside the 
wheel, her knees touching the gearshift, her legs long in yellow wool slacks, 
her hair loose over the shoulders o f her Russian general’s coat.^^

Or in Roger's Version, written after the change that Amis claims to notice in 

Updike’s prose, Roger Lambert’s journey home from work is described thus:

My high house and its warm lights loomed. I turned in at my yew hedge and 
with a householder’s satisfied grunt stooped and picked up several sales 
fliers scattered upon my brick walk and semicircular porch, with its four 
Ionic pillars and the charmingly carved curved fascia just under the copper 
ro o f... I glimpsed my wife, her thin petite figure and fluffy upswept head of 
gingery red hair, moving with a preoccupied slouch, holding a tilting glass 
of what looked like blood or burgundy, from the living room across the hall 
to the dining room.^^

What these two passages share is not merely the descriptive nature of the prose -  

descriptions of Updike’s writing as vividly illustrative are commonplace -  but the 

way in which a meticulous attention to sensual detail -  in particular visual 

intricacies -  strives to capture and preserve the otherwise merely “second wide” 

instant. In both extracts these details are meticulously accumulated -  the colour of 

the sky, the proximity of the clouds, the attached snowflake, how Foxy is sitting,
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what she is wearing; the warm lights and scattered fliers, the architecture o f the 

house and the slant of Esther’s wine glass -  to suggest a reality that is not only 

recognizable and whole -  reality, in other words, as Updike remembers it from the 

’50s -  but, crucially, one that can be contained and preserved in prose.

This tightly controlled and preservative narrative style -  a technique that 

implies that everything is knowable because everything is noticed and recorded -  is 

suggestive of a point raised by Fredric Jameson during his examination of literary 

realism as typified for him by the novels of Balzac. For Jameson, the omniscience 

generally attributed to Balzac’s narrators is “the aftereffect of the closure of 

classical recit, in which the events are over and done with before their narrative 

begins.” Furthermore, Jameson contends that the closure that is offered in this way, 

“itself projects something like an ideological mirage in the form o f notions of 

fortune, destiny, and providence or predestination.” '̂* Similarly, Updike’s narrative 

style, as sampled above, carries with it the suggestion that events are “over and done 

with” in advance of their recounting. This is evident not merely in the often-noted 

lack of suspense in Updike’s writing but, more pertinently, in the narrative creation 

of a carefully circumscribed world in which readers are invited to deduce that 

nothing can exist outside of what is presented to them.

In like manner, Roland Barthes, in Writing Degree Zero, examines the 

function o f the preterite -  or past tense -  in narrative and concludes that it is the 

perfect tense for composing history, myth, and the novel. For Barthes:

[The] preterite ... is a part of a ritual of Letters. Its function is no longer that 
o f a tense. The part it plays is to reduce reality to a point of time, and to 
abstract, from the depth of a multiplicity o f experiences, a pure verbal act, 
freed from the existential roots of knowledge, and directed towards a logical 
link with other acts ... it aims at maintaining a hierarchy in the realm of 
facts.̂ ^

This notion o f the narrative creation o f a “pure verbal act” that replaces the potential 

proliferation of several uncertain versions of reality with a fixed and complete 

“point o f time” is again a vital concept for investigating the nostalgia intrinsic to 

Updike’s narrative style. The preterite, according to Barthes, “ is the expression of 

an order, and consequently o f a euphoria. Thanks to it, reality is neither mysterious 

nor absurd; it is clear, almost f a m i l i a r . I n  addition, he contends that what makes
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this approach to narrative so euphoric is that it is “the very act by which society 

affirms possession of its past and its possibility.”^̂  In other words, by imposing 

order in hindsight -  by rewriting the past as a fixed and knowable narrative -  the 

preterite also proclaims security for the fiiture.

However, in drawing parallels between the Barthesian conception of the 

narrative preterite and the preservative purpose of the Updikean sentence, I do not 

simply mean to suggest that Updike’s use of the past tense in much of his writing 

makes it possible to interpret his technique in this way. The Rabbit novels, famously 

written in the present tense, display a similar sense of imposed order and narrative 

conservation and are therefore just as typical o f this drive towards fixity and 

preservation in prose. For example, the following description o f Harry’s daughter- 

in-law, Pru, occurs early in Rabbit at Rest:

She too is wearing a bathrobe, a little quilted shorty patterned with violet 
morning glories and their vines. Her freckled thighs have that broad bland 
smoothness of car fenders. Her feet are long and bony, pink in their toe- 
joints and papery-white on top, in cork-soled, lipstick-red clogs. Her toenail 
polish is chipped, and Rabbit finds that sexy too. (Rest, 37)

The insistent, present tense narration o f this passage does not make Updike’s 

technique here any less “the expression o f an order” or the reduction of reality to a 

concrete “point of time” than the earlier passages from Couples and Roger’s 

Version. With its plenitude o f adjectives and similitude -  the smoothness o f car 

fenders, the whiteness of paper, the red of lipstick -  as well as an attention to detail 

that telegraphs Rabbit’s attraction, the passage proclaims a regulated world, a 

system in which “reality is neither mysterious or absurd” but is instead laid out in its 

entirety. Barthes illustrates how third person narration, a convention that “signifies 

and carries through the action of the novel,” performs a similar function to the 

preterite in its imposition of clarity and order on to the otherwise unknown or 

arbitrary and his is a usefiil way for examining how the preservative instincts of the 

Updikean sentence functions even in the present tense world o f Harr)' Angstrom.^*

In his study of nostalgia in early Victorian fiction, Nicholas Dames contends 

that, “dislocation is the dilemma nostalgia is invented to solve.”^̂  As has been 

examined in the previous section, the idea of dislocation or estrangement is central 

to the nostalgia that has been prevalent in John Updike’s writing since the “change
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and corruption” wrought by the ’60s. In other words, the role of nostalgia as a 

source of order in the midst of feelings of dislocation is similar to the role, identified 

by Barthes, o f third person narration and the preterite in the midst of potential 

meaninglessness and “the existential roots of knowledge.” In both cases it is 

Lowenthal’s idea of “the condition of having been” that is invoked as an ordering 

and calmative measure.

5. THE FEAR OF FINDING NOTHING: SOME PROBLEMS WITH

UPDIKEAN NOSTALGIA

“Things change.... Is world’s sad secret.” (Rest 327)

Seek My Face (2002) continues the yearning and nostalgic tone that characterizes 

much of Updike’s post-Cold War writing. Cast as a long interview between a young 

art journalist, Kathryn, and a seventy-eight-year-old painter, Hope Chafetz, the 

narrative takes the form of a series of reminiscences by Hope, some of which she 

shares with her inquisitor and some of which she decides to keep for herself. In his 

examination o f the role of nostalgia in pastoral poetry, Laurence Lemer makes the 

point that while, “Any emotion can provide the impulse of a lyric poem ... nostalgia 

can provide its structure as well. For nostalgia posits two different times, a present 

and a longed-for past, and on this contrast a poem can be built.”™ As will be 

illustrated in a later chapter, this idea of nostalgia as a structuring principle is 

evident in many of Updike’s post-Cold War novels, in particular Ford 

Administration and Lilies. Seek My Face is also structurally predicated on ideas of 

nostalgia and memory with the interview format allowing Updike to construct a 

narrative based primarily on reminiscences.

However, whereas the broadly “historical” focus o f the two earlier novels 

impacts upon their form in very distinctive and ordered ways -  Ford 

Administration's hybrid structure and the generational saga form o f Lilies -  the 

impression given by Seek My Face is o f memory as an unreliable deluge. The novel 

runs for almost 300 pages without chapter breaks as, partly out o f an elusive sense 

o f obligation to Kathryn and partly out of an intense loyalty to her past, Hope’s 

recollection o f the intertwining of her life with the story of postwar American art
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leaves her both physically and emotionally exhausted. The novel is, therefore, 

Updike’s most prolonged and self-reflexive meditation on memory and on the uses 

of nostalgia. This final section of the chapter will explore some of the problems or 

complications that emerge from Updike’s nostalgic narratives, issues that will be of 

great relevance in later chapters. In Seek My Face, Updike highlights and examines 

many of these difficulties.

The novel is book-ended by Hope’s reflections on the easy chair “with its 

faded coarse plaid and broad arms of orangish varnished oak” {SF 3) that dates from 

before her childhood, has followed her through three marriages and numerous 

homes, and in which Kathryn sits awkwardly in the fi'ont parlour of Hope’s home 

for the duration of the interview. Hope sees sentimental items such as this chair as 

in some way “more loyal than organic friends, who desert us by dying” {SF 4) and 

in this way the chair comes to act not only as a symbol of Hope’s past but also as a 

stand-in for the frequently tangible and material nature of her memory. At the end of 

the novel, with her interviewer returned to New York, Hope once again thinks about 

the chair and remembers herself as a little girl finding, at her grandfather’s 

prompting, a half dollar coin and a penny between the chair’s two cushions. On 

subsequent childhood explorations she also found items under the seat and the novel 

ends with Hope considering whether to look there now. She decides against it, in 

part because of her anticipation of the physical discomfort the endeavour would 

cause her and in part because, we are told, “she is afraid o f finding nothing” {SF 

276).

Hope’s fear of finding nothing, with its dual implication of the unreliability 

o f memory and the defamiliarizing changes wrought by time, is symptomatic of the 

most telling aspect of the interrogation of memory and nostalgia found throughout 

Seek My Face. As Hope relates moments from her past, and that of her husbands, 

she constantly questions the accuracy of these recollections. In a remark that echoes 

Ben Turnbull’s comment in Toward the End o f  Time that “memory [is] no less self- 

serving than our other faculties” ( r  71) -  as well as Benedetto Croce’s oflen-quoted 

assertion that all history is contemporary history^’ -  Hope tells Kathryn, “How one 

remembers slowly replaces what really was” {SF 42). With the advent of a new 

millennium, Hope even wonders whether she is now denied access to her memories
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and often feels that “a large blank door ... has slammed, holding her life behind it 

like a child smothering in an abandoned refrigerator” {SF 6).

Hope’s uncertainty surrounding her ability to remember is accompanied by a 

disquiet relating to the very authority o f such memories. At one point in the 

interview she wonders, “Who is she to speak for these dead men, just because she 

has out-lived them?” {SF 109). The idea of authority is crucial to Updikean 

nostalgia and that Seek My Face interrogates it in this way is, therefore, extremely 

significant. As has been illustrated previously, Updike’s writing is heavily 

predicated on the capacity of memories and impressions to be accurately captured 

and faithfully recorded. From “The Dogwood Tree” onwards, Updike’s writing, 

both fiction and non-fiction, presumes a mastery over memory and the authority to 

nostalgically invoke a stable past against which to set the “change and corruption” 

brought about by time. Hope’s uncertainty results in an undermining o f this power 

that is reminiscent of Roland Barthes’ playfully destabilizing autobiography. 

Throughout this text -  during which he asks, “What right does my present have to 

speak of my past?”^̂  -  Barthes utterly undercuts the presumption that subjects have 

the competence to relate their own past experience. At one point he concludes, “I 

abandon the exhausting pursuit of an old piece of myself, 1 do not try to restore 

myself (as we say of a monument).”^̂  In Seek My Face, Hope, in fact, goes so far as 

to undermine the very narrative conventions used to capture and describe the past -  

conventions examined in the previous section as forming a significant part of 

Updike’s narrative style -  when, in a passage that could almost come from Barthes’ 

autobiography, she asks:

What is it, in our pasts, that we keep trying to recover, what misplaced 
marvel trod under in our haste to live the days, the days which, once gone, 
acquire the majesty o f eternal testimony - / woi' there, I  did this, the times 
were such, I  was beautiful and pregnant with my potential, my beautiful 
future? {SF m )

What Seek My Face achieves, therefore, is a subtle examination of the very 

mechanics of memory and nostalgia. Hope does not simply question whether she 

has the right to speak for her dead husbands but even whether she can act as arbiter 

of her own past. In contrast with the tone of “The Dogwood Tree,” with its 

presumption not only o f control and mastery over memory but also of the ability to
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faithfully convey such recollections, Hope’s narration of her own past is marked by 

uncertainty to the extent that half-way through the interview she even fears that she 

“ is beginning to sound like a windbag” {SF 141). Her fear o f finding nothing is, 

therefore, representative of a wider sense of doubt concerning memory and 

authority in the novel and this results in a destabilization of nostalgia.

In concluding this chapter, it is worth highlighting two further difficulties 

that can arise from Updikean nostalgia and that will be o f relevance to later 

chapters. The first of these is the tension in Updike’s writing between individual and 

community nostalgia. As the narrator of “When Everyone Was Pregnant” reads 

about ’50s styles and values making a comeback in early-’70s America he signals 

his estrangement from this retro fixation by stating “But my Fifties won’t come 

back” (M W 9\). In other words, although the narrator’s nostalgia for the ’50s relies 

heavily upon ideas of community and collective action -  “everyone” was pregnant, 

“the world’s” atomic fears created a widespread climate of consumption and well

being -  the longing he feels is ultimately tied to essentially personal memories, to 

his ’50s, not just to the ’50s as an era or an abstract concept.

Nicholas Dames acknowledges this uneasy relationship between the 

individual and the social dimensions o f nostalgia when he writes, “nostalgia is a 

socially binding form of memory, a memory for society, that nevertheless can only 

be produced by the spontaneous remembrances of individuals.” "̂* Similarly, Fred 

Davis notes that whilst nostalgia has a “private, sometimes intensely personal 

character,” it is, nevertheless, “a deeply social emotion.”^̂  The complex nature of 

nostalgia as identified here by Dames and Davis is a source o f much of the tension 

in Updike’s nostalgia narratives as examined in later chapters. In The Political 

Unconscious, Jameson argues “that all literature must be read as a symbolic 

meditation on the destiny of community” and this is an extremely useful way of 

reading Updikean nostalgia and should be borne in mind throughout what follows.^* 

However, in examining nostalgia as a way of appealing to -  or even trying to 

engender -  ideas of community, it is important to note that the origin o f this 

yearning is generally feelings of personal dislocation and estrangement that are 

frequently incompatible with broader social reflections.

The second feature of nostalgia that is a recurring source of difficulty in 

Updike’s writing is the way in which it frequently generates an ultimately insoluble
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predicament for his characters. The following passage comes towards the end of 

“When Everyone Was Pregnant”:

But never get bored with how the train slices straight. Lightly rocking. 
Through intersections of warning bells tingling, past playgrounds and back 
yards, warehouses built on a bias to fit the right-of-way. Like time. Cuts 
sleepwalking through everything. {MW 96, emphasis added)

In other words, in spite of the yearning of the narrator and the “warning bells” he 

may hear as the lenses of “fear and gratitude” are discarded, time’s dispassionate 

trajectory continues, slicing through cherished eras regardless of their values. 

Perhaps a self-evident proposition, it is nonetheless one to which Updike’s 

characters are generally reluctant to accommodate themselves. The Updike 

sentence, as has been examined previously, relies upon a belief in the ability of art 

to control time -  “None o f this would be important,” Hope thinks in Seek My Face, 

“if paint didn’t harden” {SF 50) -  and to acknowledge the ruthlessness o f time’s 

arrow is to undermine this belief “Scenes from the Fifties” begins with the reluctant 

acknowledgement, “Yes. Time does pass” {LL 152) and after lecturing Rabbit on 

American decline in Rabbit at Rest, Mr. Shimada, the Toyota executive, tells him, 

“Things change.... Is world’s sad secret” (Rest 327).

In tandem with this frequently grudging acknowledgement o f the onward 

momentum of time is a corresponding sense that the longed-for past is receding, 

always just out o f reach. When, in The Coup, Ellellou’s American wife Candy notes 

that, “It turns out the Fifties were when all the ftjn was, though no one knew it at the 

time,” the implication is not simply that the bygone era may have represented an 

unsurpassable highpoint for America -  a point also made by Updike in his 

Newsweek essay on the decade^^ -  but also raises the possibility that no age can be 

sufficiently perfect as to produce true happiness.’* With this is mind, it is worth 

noting that neither of the two most “’50s” of Updike’s novels -  both in terms of 

when they are set and when they were written -  Rabbit, Run and The Centaur, 

portray the subsequently longed-for decade as an idyllic time. Early in The Centaur, 

Hummel, the mechanic, says to George Caldwell, “These are bad days” and George 

replies, “It’s no Golden Age, that’s for sure.”’  ̂Similarly, it is the quintessentially 

’50s, containment-era constraints of family and community that makes Harry run in
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the first Rabbit novel just as it is the overwhelming strength of these ties that make 

his full escape ultimately impossible.

As Donald Greiner has put it, “One puts down an Updike novel with the 

understanding that happiness is generally not possible. His characters are always 

dissatisfied because the grace they once felt is lost somewhere in the past while the 

assurance they seek is beckoning forever from the future.”**̂ When seen in this way, 

nostalgia in John Updike’s writing assumes a circular, unsolvable dimension. Like 

George Bowling in Orwell’s Coming Up fo r  Air, their yearning frequently takes the 

form of “a hangover from the past” that both stems from and causes even greater
O 1

dissatisfaction.
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CHAPTER TWO

“WHAT’S THE POINT?”: RABBIT AT REST TOWARD THE END OF

TIME AS POST-COLD WAR NOVELS

1. INTRODUCTION

We, the survivors o f the Cold War, must ask ourselves once more: What 
does it mean to be an American? ' (J.K. White, Still Seeing Red)

Harry “Rabbit” Angstrom’s observation in Rabbit at Rest (1990) that, “Without the 

cold war, what’s the point of being an American?” {Rest 367) has, in the years since 

the novel’s publication, become the post-Cold War reflection par excellence in 

American culture and beyond. Quoted by such diverse sources as Stephen J. 

Whitfield in his study o f Cold War culture,^ foreign policy expert Samuel P. 

Huntington,^ Chris Hables Gray in an essay on the September 11 terrorist attacks,'* 

and even an article from Notre Europe, a European research and policy unit funded 

by the European Commission,^ it also, perhaps inevitably, provides the title for this 

chapter. Suggestive as it is of Richard Hofstadter’s famous assertion about America 

that, “ It has been our fate as a nation not to have ideologies but to be one,” Rabbit’s 

anticipation of national life without the superpower conflict has quickly achieved 

epigrammatic status.^ However, this has resulted in a tendency to overlook the 

nuanced context in which the statement appears and in commencing this chapter -  

the purpose o f which is to examine the range of post-Cold War reflections in Rabbit 

at Rest and Toward the End o f  Time (1997) -  it is worth analysing the immediate 

context for Rabbit’s famous reflection as this will anticipate and illuminate much of 

what follows.

The passage comes towards the end of Rabbit at Rest, as Harry Angstrom 

drives south from Pennsylvania to Florida for the final time in order to escape the 

consequences of a sexual encounter with his son’s wife. He passes some military 

installations in Virginia and begins to think about the role that war has played in his 

life:

Harry thinks of his Army time and it comes back as a lyric tan, a translucent 
shimmer of aligned faceless men, the curious peace o f having no decisions
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to make, o f being told entirely what to do. War is a relief in many ways. 
Without the cold war, what’s the point o f being an American? Still, we held 
out. We held off the oafs for forty years. History will remember that. {Rest 
367)

In the context of the examination of Updike’s nostalgia and narrative style in the 

previous chapter, what is most apparent about this passage is the way in which it is 

once again suggestive of a desire to offset the “change and corruption” wrought by 

time with an appeal to a preserved past. The highly impressionistic nature of the 

opening sentence -  “a lyric tan, a translucent shimmer” -  is, in fact, reminiscent of 

the sensuous descriptions used in “The Dogwood Tree” and both passages share this 

evocative use of language in the service of memory and preservation. Furthermore, 

Rabbit’s nostalgic memory o f his “army time” is predicated on a conception of the 

’50s as a time of salutary uniformity and consensus, the “community of look-alikes 

and do-alikes” {U 728) fostered by the Manichaeistic fears of the early Cold War 

years and examined at length by Don DeLillo in Underworld. In other words, 

Harry’s anxiety as the Cold War draws to a close is a continuation o f Updike’s 

disquiet, as examined in the previous chapter, at the dislocation between personal 

and national narratives after the ’60s. He fears the possibility that the “aligned 

faceless men ... having no decisions to make” could be replaced by tendencies 

towards disorder and secession. Allied to this disquiet at the potential loss o f Cold 

War consensus is the paradox that lies at the heart of much o f the post-Cold War 

nostalgia in Updike’s writing. For Harry, the superpower conflict brought both a 

“curious peace” and a “relief’ that are threatened by the dissolution of the Soviet 

Union. This counter-intuitive notion of war as peace and peace as uncertainty -  or, 

as Mr. Shimada in Rabbit at Rest puts it, “Peace a kind of war also” {Rest 325) -  

will recur in many forms throughout the works studied in this thesis.

Returning to the above passage, it becomes clear in examining Rabbit’s 

thoughts immediately following his doubts over American post-Cold War identity 

that his reflections here are considerably less straightforward than is generally 

acknow ledged. When quoted out of context, as it so frequently is, the seeming 

starkness of his asking, “What’s the point?” is suggestive o f despair and o f a 

pending existential crisis on a national scale. Whilst there undoubtedly is this 

intimation in the passage -  and much of what follows in this chapter will explore
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this crisis -  it is crucial to note that Rabbit, never unduly given to either cogitation 

or doubt, immediately answers his own question by stating, “Still, we held out. We 

held off the oafs for forty years.” Furthermore, he strengthens this qualification with 

an appeal to history to recognize America’s resilience and, as he would perhaps see 

it, its ultimate victory in the Cold War. Attempts, such as this, to counterbalance 

post-Cold War doubt or despair by invoking more positive images o f America, 

images that are often composed of strongly nostalgic or symbolic elements, are also 

a recurring constituent of Updike’s depiction of American life after the superpower 

conflict and will be examined later in the chapter. Rabbit’s recourse to a preserved 

and stable version of American history also presages Updike’s use o f a similar 

strategy in Memories o f  the Ford Administration and In the Beauty o f  the Lilies.

In his introduction to the collected Everyman edition of the Rabbit quartet, 

John Updike describes the way in which these four novels -  written at roughly ten 

year intervals from the late ’50s to the late ’80s -  began to function for him as “a 

kind of running report” not only on changes in the lives of his characters but also on 

the changing face o f America during this period. He writes: “My impression is that 

the character of Harry ‘Rabbit’ Angstrom was for me a way in -  a ticket to the 

America all around me. What I saw through Rabbit’s eyes was more worth telling 

than what I saw through my own.... He kept alive my native sense of wonder and 

hazard.”’ In looking through Rabbit’s eyes, Updike explores the shifting boundaries 

of American identity during the postwar period. Changes in the fortunes o f his 

characters -  and in how they see themselves in relation to America -  reflect 

Updike’s evolving sense of his country.

As was explored in the previous chapter, this dual attempt to document and 

account for transformations in American experience over the years was the principal 

motivation for Updike’s return to the character o f Harry Angstrom in Rabbit Redux 

and this impetus remains apparent throughout the quartet. In fact, this aspect of the 

Rabbit novels, what Dilvo I. Ristoff calls their “synecdochic mode,” becomes more 

apparent as the quartet progresses as though America’s increasing distance fi"om the 

wholeness and knowability o f the ’50s demands ever greater need for “Rabbit’s
Q

eyes.” Rabbit is Rich begins in explicitly synecdochic terms with Harry observing 

the panic buying caused by the oil shortage of June 1979 and remarking that, “The 

fucking world is running out of gas ... the great American ride is ending” {Rich 7)
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and features, towards the end o f the novel, an aerial view of America during the Iran 

Hostage Crisis as “disgraced and barren, mourning her hostages” {Rich 393). As 

Ristoff puts it, “For Rabbit, the scene America is the most important event of his 

life. Without America Rabbit is inconceivable.”^

However, in reading the Rabbit novels in this way, it is important to note 

that they are not simply concerned with depictions of “the scene America” but, 

crucially, trace a trajectory of decline in American life throughout the second half of 

the twentieth century, a trajectory that is, o f course, inherently conducive to 

nostalgia. Harry informs his son Nelson in Rabbit is Rich, “That was the good old 

days. These are the bad new days” {Rich 154) and this sense of diminution and 

dwindling of expectations, of community, of strength, and o f desire itself suffuses 

the novels. As Janice Angstrom talks to Harry, in Rabbit at Rest, about changes in 

America since their childhoods she notes that, “That was a simpler world” {Rest 

67). Later, when Harry tries to account for his increasing estrangement from the 

America all around him he senses that “the bottom fell out” back in the ’70s when 

the flagship department store in Brewer was closed down. This change, we are told, 

made him realise that “the world was not solid and benign” {Rest 382-83).

Therefore, whilst Ristoff is correct in stating that, “The concern with 

placing the stories so precisely in time and space is Updike’s open invitation to the 

audience to read, along with the novels, a text which parallels and complements 

them,” this overtly historicized reading of the Rabbit novels must not simply limit 

itself to identifying the “real” historical moments depicted therein -  the moon 

landing, the Chappaquidick incident, or the Lockerbie bombing -  but must also be 

attuned to how these events impact upon the tone and declensionist trajectory of the 

novels.'*’ In introducing his notion of “the political unconscious,” Fredric Jameson 

states that its task is “to restructure the problematics of ideology, of the unconscious 

and o f desire, o f representation, of history, and o f cultural production, around the 

all-informing process of n a r r a t i v e .This attention to narrative manifestations of 

otherwise unrepresentable phenomena must be central to any fully historicized 

readings of the Rabbit novels. In other words, Updike does not simply give us the 

nightly news as filtered through the Angstrom family. Instead, the impact of the 

nightly news on Americans throughout this period is frequently reflected in the tone 

of the narrative or embodied by the moods and actions of the characters.
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In the opening section of Rabbit at Rest, as Janice talics to her son Nelson 

about the course o f Harry’s life, she informs him that, “He had a hard time when we 

were younger giving up his dreams and his freedom but he seems to be at peace 

now” {Rest 120). This chapter will examine this idea o f being “at peace” in a post- 

Cold War context and its impact upon Updike’s depiction of Harry Angstrom in 

Rabbit at Rest and Ben Turnbull in Toward as well as on the representation of 

America in both novels. The latter novel, published seven years after Rabbit at Rest, 

can be examined extremely rewardingly within this context of post-Cold War 

reflection and reappraisal and, whilst belonging to a very different fictional world, 

recapitulates many o f the themes of Rabbit at Rest. It is, in other words, clearly 

intended by Updike to be another instalment of his “running report” on America.

2. “THE AFTER-WAR”: THE STATE OF THE UNION AS OF RABBIT AT

REST AND TOWARD THE END OF TIME

But it isn’t the war that matters, it’s the after-war. The world we’re going
down into....'^ (George Orwell, Coming Up fo r  Air)

Post (Cold) War America?
In March 1992, John Updike was asked by Forbes magazine to write an article in 

response to the question, “Why, when Americans have it so good, do we feel so 

bad?” The article, written by Updike on his sixtieth birthday, is presented as a “State 

of the Union Message” and immediately suggests that American decline is the 

primarj' cause of “feeling so bad.” Updike notes that, “The question suggests its 

own answer; because Americans had it so good, they feel bad now” and goes on to 

use his own seniority -  “In my sixty years of being an American I have seen ... 

considerable social change” -  as a vantage point from which to decry the mostly 

damaging and enervating nature of this change.*^ This article will be examined 

fijrther later in this chapter but for now it is worth noting the way in which it 

demonstrates the extent to which much of Updike’s non-fiction output in recent 

years overlaps to a considerable degree with the concerns o f his novels and short 

stories. For example, his Newsweek article on the ’50s, examined in the previous 

chapter, effectively acts as a summary of his fictional writing on the decade and his
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“Letter to a Baby Boomer,” also referred to previously, recapitulates many of his 

cautionary sentiments relating to Nelson Angstrom’s postwar generation.

As with the Rabbit novels and Toward the End o f  Time, these articles are, 

for Updike, “a way in ... to the America all around.” Furthermore, the mood of 

reflection and reappraisal that characterizes these articles and novels makes quite 

explicit the fact that it is America in the wake of the Cold War that is being 

examined. As with Orwell’s George Bowling, Updike’s concern here is with “the 

after-war,” with the path o f decline -  “the world we’re going down into” -  taken in 

the aftermath of conflict. This section will examine Updike’s meditations on the 

state of his nation in these two novels. However, before analysing Updike’s 

depiction of the psychological and physical state of post-Cold War America in 

Rabbit at Rest and Toward it is, perhaps, necessary to illustrate further the extent to 

which both novels share this focus.

Charles Berryman states of Rabbit at Rest, that although “Updike and his 

main character have lived their adult lives in the context of the Cold War ... the 

news of its passing is minimal in [the novel].” ''* Even discounting, for the moment, 

Updike’s own invitation to read Harry’s death and the end of the Cold War as 

closely linked (a comment that will be explored later in this chapter), this 

interpretation of Rabbit at Rest is inattentive to one o f the most resonant themes in 

the novel and could only be valid if we take “news o f its passing” to refer solely to 

the reproduction in the novel of newspaper, television, or radio reports directly 

announcing the final days of the conflict.

Although written at a time when Communist Russia was ostensibly still 

America’s rival superpower. Rabbit at Rest is a novel that quite openly and 

repeatedly anticipates the post-Cold War era. Marvin Lundy, in DeLillo’s 

Underworld, tells a visiting baseball enthusiast, “You see the cold war winding 

down. This makes it hard for you to breathe” {U 170), and this could also be 

regarded as a succinct encapsulation of Rabbit’s malaise in the novel. From Harry 

wondering, “What’s the point of being an American?” to his comment to the staff at 

Springer Motors, “I miss it.... The cold war. It gave you a reason to get up in the 

morning” {Rest 293) to Janice’s memories of “the days when we were still scared of 

the Russians” {Rest 264), Rabbit at Rest contains repeated references to the end of 

the superpower conflict. Therefore, although “news” of the passing of the Cold War
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may be scarce in the novel -  although, as will be argued in a later chapter, Rabbit’s 

preoccupation with the Lockerbie bombing is clearly symptomatic of a shifting of 

world narratives away from the relatively safe bipolarity of the Cold War -  a sense 

of the conflict coming to an end pervades the novel.

Furthermore, this concern with post-Cold War America is augmented by the 

fact that the main characters see themselves, and are frequently seen by others, as 

representatives of an America in decline. When, in Rabbit is Rich, Nelson Angstrom 

informs his mother that, “The economy is sh o t... we can’t hack it, we don’t have 

the discipline the Japs and Germans do” {Rich 243), his use o f the collective 

pronoun clearly invites readers to interpret his statement as referring both to the 

increasingly sated and indolent members of the Angstrom family as well as to 

Americans generally. Similarly, Nelson’s sense, at the start o f Rabbit at Rest, that 

the Toyota Corporation sees the proprietors o f Springer Motors as “Soft lazy 

Americans, over the hill” {Rest 29) suggests awareness on the part of the characters 

of the synecdochic mode in which Updike has placed them. In other words, not only 

do Harry Angstrom and his family give Updike greater purchase on America but 

they also frequently seem aware that their lives have this illustrative or emblematic 

dimension. When, towards the end o f the novel, a Toyota representative visits 

Springer Motors, both he and Rabbit automatically assume the roles of proxies for 

their respective nations and the resulting lecture -  “In U.S., Toyota company hope 

to make ireands of order in ocean of freedom.... Too much disorder ... no more 

Toyota franchise at Singer Motors” {Rest 326) -  takes on a significance that goes far 

beyond the fate of a Pennsylvanian car lot.

The assertion that post-Cold War America is a major focus of Updike’s in 

Toward is, on the face of it, a rather less straightforward proposition. Set in the year 

2020 after a nuclear war with China has left all but the coastal United States “a 

radioactive dustbowl” {T 88), the novel features digressions on cosmic theory {T 16- 

17) and heat-death (T 327-28) as well as descriptions of the disastrous effects of the 

Millennium Bug {T 107), an abandoned orbiting space station {T 37), and 

rampaging inorganic creatures known as “Metallobioforms” ( n  10-11). In other 

words, the novel appears to have more in common with conventional Science 

Fiction writing than with the more straightforward cataloguing o f American life 

seen in the Rabbit novels and other works by Updike.
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However, it is Updike’s very engagement with major environmental or 

social changes in the wake of the Sino-American War -  changes that often form the 

basis of Science Fiction narratives -  that gives the novel a contemporary 

provenance. The origins of the war -  described by Ben as, “ less between us and 

China than between China and our protege Japan, over the control of Asia, 

including separatist Siberia” {T 147-48) -  are clearly suggestive of an escalation of 

the Cold War-era war-by-proxy while the course of the war itse lf- “mostly a matter 

of highly trained young men and women in sealed chambers of safety reading 3-D 

computer graphics and pushing buttons, thus obliterating quantities of civilians who 

never knew what hit them” {T 286) -  is a realization of the Cold War nightmare of a 

dehumanized techno-war resulting in massive casualties.

In describing the nostalgic basis o f much Science Fiction writing, Adam 

Roberts notes that this mode of writing “does not project us into the future; it relates 

to us stories about our present, and more importantly about the past that has led to 

this present. Counter-intuitively, SF is a historiographic mode, a means of 

symbolically writing about history.” '^ In other words, despite a surface fascination 

with the future. Science Fiction writing always engages with the historical origins of 

the present. In his “Special Message” for the Franklin Library edition of the novel, 

Updike notes that his “basic feeling about the future seems to be that it will not be 

much different from the present, just as the present enjoys a close relation to the 

past.” '^ William Pritchard has noted that the novel, “while ostensibly ... set in the 

future,” is, in fact, “remarkably backward looking in much of its temper.” '  ̂

Therefore, despite the novel’s superficially outlandish setting, Updike’s vision of 

America in 2020 is intended to provide a vantage point from which to examine 

contemporary America.

Updike also draws upon an even earlier tradition o f American self-appraisal 

in his depiction of post-(cold) war America in Toward. In the final section of the 

novel, the narrator Ben Turnbull describes himself and his wife in their house 

overlooking Massachusetts Bay as “here on this hill, in our post-war, post-law-and- 

order twilight” ( r  270-71). Not only is their own “post-war” state evocative of the 

post-Cold War American ’90s but Updike’s phraseology is also clearly intended to 

echo the seventeenth-century Governor o f Massachusetts Colony John Winthrop 

who, in “A Model o f Christian Charity” (1630) expressed a hope that the new
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colonies be an example of Ciiristian living by famously stating: “For we must 

consider that we shall be as a city upon a hill. The eyes of all people are upon us.”'* 

Invoking this Puritan tradition of exacting standards further enables Updike to trace 

American decline in Toward from original ideals to postwar compromise.

The End of the “Superstory”

Shortly after asking himself what the point is o f being American without the Cold 

War, Harry Angstrom continues his drive south to Florida and as his car radio plays 

the songs of his childhood interspersed with news reports about overseas bombings 

and America’s drug problem he begins to feel increasingly estranged from, and 

disorientated in, his beloved nation. We are told that, “Rabbit feels betrayed. He 

was reared in a world where war was not strange but change was: the world stood 

still so you could grow up in it” {Rest 382). This notion of war as a guarantor of 

continuity and a charm against the disquieting effects o f change is a key to Updike’s 

reflections on post-Cold War America in Rabbit at Rest and Toward. It was, of 

course, the longevity and relative constancy o f the Cold War that made it, for Harry, 

synonymous with stability and the betrayal he feels is that of someone who has 

grown accustomed to the rules o f a game that is now no longer being played.

Thomas Friedman refers to the Cold War as a “superstory” for Americans, a 

phrase that captures the way in which, over time, the conflict became an 

overarching narrative that could be put into service to explain all facets of American 

life.'^ According to J.K. White, “For decades. Cold War ‘victories’ and ‘defeats’ 

defined [America’s] national moods.” *̂’ In other words, although Nadel is correct in 

identify ing the early ’60s as a time when the containment metanarratives o f the 

early Cold War years began to lose their power, the Cold War itself retained its grip 

on the American imagination and became, in the words o f Marvin in Underworld, 

“the one constant thing” {U 170).^'

In attempting to analyse the longing he feels for the days of his childhood, 

George Bowling, in Coming Up fo r  Air, asks himself: “And yet what was it that 

people had in those days? A feeling o f security, even when they weren’t secure. 

More exactly, it was a feeling o f continuity This sense of discontinuity in the 

absence of the Cold War “superstory” is central to Updike’s depiction of post-Cold 

War America. As Miller puts it, “Many of Updike’s characters become nostalgic for
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the early Cold War not because life in 1950s America was necessarily better than 

life in late Cold War America, but because it was so much easier to read.”^̂  

Furthermore, the end of the Cold War is portrayed in both novels as 

resulting in a dangerous loss of balance in American life. Among the features of 

America’s “post-law-and-order-twilight” as depicted in Toward is an increase in 

crime and public disorder. With the collapse of federal government and a greatly 

reduced police force, Ben Turnbull pays protection money to local thugs while 

chaos reigns seemingly unchecked in America’s cities. Ben notes that in what 

remains of postwar American society, “Telephone booths are vandalized; graffiti 

cover every stone surface consecrated to beauty and visual harmony. Children 

acquire guns and shoot each other as casually as images are flicked away on 

television” (r300). This description of social collapse and lawlessness is 

reminiscent o f Updike’s description, in his 1992 “State of the Union” article, of 

“Every major city bear[ing] the signs ... of a common civic life swamped by the 

wrathful indifference of young people to whom society offers little.” '̂*

However, in order to fully appreciate a context for the chaos, squalor, and 

violence depicted in Toward, attention must be paid to Turnbull’s comment 

immediately following this account of America’s problems. He notes that, “The 

world by itself is not enough; there must be another, to give this one meaning” (T 

300). Turnbull’s diagnosis centres on the fact that the state of America in the wake 

of the Sino-American War, effectively the Cold-War-made-hot, is the result of an 

imbalance caused by a lack o f “meaning.” Interestingly, as he lies in hospital 

awaiting his angioplasty in Rabbit at Rest, Harry Angstrom echoes this sentiment. 

Remembering how, back when Nelson was bom, the hospital was entirely run by 

nuns, he thinks:

Vocations drying up, nobody wants to be selfless any more, everybody 
wants their fun. No more nuns, no more rabbis. No more good people, 
waiting to have their fun in the afterlife. The thing about the afterlife, it kept 
this life within bounds somehow, like the Russians. Now there’s just Japan, 
and technology, and the profit motive, and getting all you can while you can. 
{Rest 226)
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In other words, both Ben and Harry sense a lack of equilibrium in America and both 

link this to the absence of an external countervailing force -  “another world,” “the 

Russians,” “the afterlife.”

In the absence of such balance, America is not only disordered and 

undisciplined -  Harry senses that “nobody [is] minding the store” {Rest 6) -  but also 

increasingly marginal. Talking to his colleagues at Springer motors he asks:

Do you ever get the feeling ... now that Bush is in, that we’re kind o f on the 
sidelines, that we’re sort of like a big Canada, and what we do doesn’t much 
matter to anybody else? Maybe that’s the way it ought to be. It’s kind of a 
relief, 1 guess, not to be the big cheese.... You know who I blame? The old 
Ayatollah, for calling us the Great Satan. It’s like he put the evil eye on us 
and we shrank. (Rest 297)

Judie Newman has argued that in Rabbit at Rest, “as the Cold War comes to an end 

... America fmds itself liberated into insignificance, consigned to the sidelines” and 

in the absence of the Manichaean Cold War “superstory” this sense of an America 

devoid of authority or purpose pervades the novel.^^ However, it is interesting to 

note in the above passage the way in which the imprecision o f Rabbit’s language -  

“kind of,” “sort of,” “I guess” -  suggests a reluctance to surrender the focal global 

position that the Cold War guaranteed. Also significant is the way in which Rabbit 

instinctively finds consolation to offset any sense of despair that may arise from 

acknowledging America’s peripherality. His sense of America as merely “a big 

Canada” -  the second largest country in the world after Russia -  suggests that 

Harry’s innate sense of American superiority remains fundamentally unshakable. 

Furthermore, his suggestion that the Ayatollah is to blame for “shrinking” America 

shows a continued willingness to identify an external enemy, a reflex that is 

symptomatic of a lasting attachment to Cold War-style oppositionality and a feature 

of Updike’s writing that will be examined at length in Chapter Four.

The impact o f the absence o f the Cold War as a unifying narrative for 

Americans can also be seen in Rabbit at Rest in the various attempts to locate or 

develop another issue around which America can unite. Joe Gold, one of Rabbit’s 

golfing partners in Florida informs him that, “the bulk of this country is scared to 

death of the blacks. That’s the one gut issue we’ve got” (Rest 49), a hypothesis that 

implicitly signals the absence of the Cold War-era anticommunist crusade as a
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guarantor of national consensus. Similarly, the images of consumption and 

addiction that run through the novel -  from Harry’s addiction to junk food to 

Nelson’s cocaine habit and Janice’s continued reliance on alcohol -  are suggestive 

o f a nation seeking release or distraction in the absence of unity of purpose. Updike 

has stated that, “There’s the idea floating about in Rabbit at Rest that America 

makes us addictive” and this sense o f listlessness and dependency is clearly one of 

Updike’s posited responses to the question “What’s the point of being an 

American?”^̂

Allied to this idea that addiction and overconsumption are America’s new 

master-narratives is the idea in Rabbit at Rest that play and leisure are replacing 

American values of hard work and industry. Judie Newman has highlighted the 

extent to which meditations on work form one o f the “major strands braided 

together” throughout the Rabbit novels and, in this context, the shift to an enervated 

form of leisure in Rabbit at Rest is enormously significant.^^ From the Angstrom’s 

six-month vacations in the “mass-produced paradise” of Florida {Rest 35), to 

Nelson’s plan to sell jet skis instead o f cars at Springer Motors {Rest 345), to Harry 

listlessly playing arcade games with his grandson {Rest 87), the sense of pleasure 

and escapism as the driving force in late-’80s America is clearly related to the 

waning of the Cold War. As Newman points out: “In Rabbit at R e s t ... desire is 

overindulged, actively encouraged by a society intent on keeping its members 

unquestioningly inside the American myth.” *̂

Harry longs for a return to the simpler America he remembers from his 

childhood, a world made safe by war rather than one made incomprehensible by 

change. He fondly remembers the mood o f the nation during World War II -  “the 

ration stamps, the air-raid drills, the screaming eight-column headlines every 

morning” -  but what he really yearns for is the simplicity and bipolarity o f those 

days -  “God versus Satan a simple matter of the miles gained each day on the road 

to Aachen” {Rest 221) -  a Manichaeism that he fears has ended for good with the 

waning of the Cold War “superstory.”

“Not Triumph but Exhaustion”

In his hugely influential work. The Clash o f  Civilizations (1996) -  a meditation on 

the direction that American foreign policy should take in the wake of the Cold War
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and a work whose adversarially-fixated thesis will be further examined in Chapter 

Four -  Samuel Huntington makes the following comments about the problems 

facing America and the West in the period after the end of the superpower conflict:

The West’s victory in the Cold War has produced not triumph but 
exhaustion. The West is increasingly concerned with its internal problems 
and needs, as it confronts slow economic growth, stagnating populations, 
unemployment, huge government deficits, a declining work ethic, low 
savings rates, and in many countries including the United States social 
disintegration, drugs, and crime. Economic power is rapidly shifting to East 
Asia ... and the Islamic world is increasingly hostile towards the West.^^

This extract -  with its references to “exhaustion,” “internal problems,” “huge 

deficits,” “social disintegration,” and newly emerging threats o f an economic and 

terrorist nature -  could almost act as a thematic summary o f Rabbit at Rest. Derek 

Leebaert echoes Harry’s assessment, arguing that, “Ultimately, the cost of 

America’s effort [in the Cold War] was felt as a waste of spirit.” ®̂ Early in Rabbit at 

Rest, as he plays golf with Bernie Drechsel, Harry confesses his disquiet at recent 

changes in America by telling his partner, “Under Reagan, you know, it was like 

anesthesia.” Tellingly, Bemie’s response -  “When you come off anesthesia, it hurts 

like hell” {Rest 50) -  anticipates not only Harry’s medical experiences later in the 

novel but also the post-Cold War American exhaustion and anguish described by 

Huntington.

In fact. Rabbit’s association o f the Reagan years with a sense of security and 

numbness suggests that Updike regards this era as a microcosm of Cold War 

America as a whole and the shock and pain referred to by Bemie Drechsel can be 

read as yet another anticipation of American difficulties in the wake of the 

superpower conflict. According to Martin Amis, “If history is a nightmare from 

which we are trying to awake, then the Reagan era can be seen as an eight-year 

blackout. Numb, pale, unhealthily dreamless: eight years of DO NOT DISTURB. 

This was the Reagan sleep, when America crashed.” '̂ Rabbit obviously shares this 

sense that the presidency of a containment-era screen idol, a man who eagerly 

resurrected the Manichaeistic rhetoric of the early-Cold War and upped the stakes 

against the “Evil Empire,” helped to soothe America’s discomfort following 

Vietnam and President Carter’s years o f malaise. However, the state of the America
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all around him -  “Everything falling apart” {Rest 6), “Nobody else has to pay for 

what they do, everybody else gets away with eveiything” {Rest 319) -  suggests that 

much of this sense of a reinvigorated America was simply unsustainable window- 

dressing. Baudrillard asks, “Can Reagan be considered the symbol of present-day 

American society -  a society which, having once possessed the original features of 

power, is now perhaps at the face-1 ift stage?” and this sense of an America lacking 

energy and authority and trying in vain to relive former glories -  for example, 

promoting pleasure and happiness through leisure and consumption rather than 

through consensus and victory -  pervades the novel.^^ Commenting on America 

after the Cold War, Francis Fukuyama has stated that, “As with a star that has gone 

supernova, the light emanating from the United States continues to shine brightly at 

the periphery of the universe, where it is observed by various Russians, Chinese, 

Lithuanians, and the like; but the energy at the core is rapidly extinguishing.”^̂  

Harry’s view of America towards the end of the Cold War is somewhat more 

prosaic -  at one point he notes that “America’s going down the tubes” {Rest 194) -  

but, as will be illustrated in the next section, his nation’s extinguishing energy is 

mirrored by his own physical and psychological decline.

In accounting for Updike’s seemingly unusual choice o f setting and subject 

matter in Toward, Miller notes that, “Predictions about the future amount to the 

same thing as nostalgia for the past: both offer alternative ways of considering the 

present by playing around with possibility.” '̂' As has been established earlier, the 

quasi-Science Fiction mode in which the novel is set does not preclude it from 

engaging with either contemporary American concerns or their historical origins. In 

fact, as Miller suggests, Updike’s placing of the novel in an imagined future, allows 

him to “play around” with certain possibilities relating to post-Cold War America. 

For example, imagining an America devastated by nuclear war enables Updike to 

engage with the impact of Cold War weaponry on the American psyche, an issue 

that is also central to Don DeLillo’s Underworld. Alan Nadel has written that, “The 

ascent to nuclear power ... empowers an absurd discourse, one that necessarily 

elides the distinction between history and science fiction, for it necessitates the 

understanding of an event that cannot exist retrospectively.”^̂  This conception of 

the difficulties in engaging directly with the very circumstances that underpinned 

the Cold War -  enormous quantities of nuclear weapons on both sides and the
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reality of Mutual Assured Destruction -  illustrates the way in which Updike’s 

narrative mode in Toward gives him a purchase on the “exhaustion” of the 

American “after-war.”

In a similar fashion, much of the novel plays out as dystopian reality many 

of the fears for post-Cold War America raised by Updike in Rabbit at Rest and in 

articles such as his 1992 “State of the Union” address. The collapse of Cold War-era 

consensus and cohesion is represented in the novel by the effective breakdown of 

federal government. Ben notes that “the District of Columbia is entirely given over 

to deserted monuments and warring gangs” {T 119), the President is described as an 

“anonymous, derided man” attempting to encourage repopulation o f the Mid West 

{T 76), and the dollar has given way to each state issuing its own scrip. Even the 

condition of Ben’s American flag -  “it is so frayed the stripes are coming apart at 

their ends, each becoming a thin pennant” {T 38) -  is invested with Updike’s 

anxiety about postwar disorder and secession.

3. “WHEN YOU DIE YOU DO THE WORLD A FAVOR”: THE POSTWAR

REFLECTIONS OF HARRY ANGSTROM AND BEN TURNBULL

The shrunk-back war ached in their testicles.^^ (Ted Hughes, “A
Motorbike.”)

“Rabbit’s Eyes”
As has been discussed in the introduction to this chapter, John Updike has famously 

claimed that the character of Harry Angstrom provided him with a “way in” to the 

American experience. What Updike sees o f America when he looks through 

“Rabbit’s eyes” -  or, as he puts it elsewhere, “When I am in his head -  when I am 

riding him, so to speak”^̂  -  becomes “more worth telling” than a simple recounting 

of his own observations. Elsewhere, Updike makes the following comments about 

the function of fictional characters: “Put it this way: Fictional persons are 

objectifications of actual impressions of life received by the author. Because they 

are not actual, the author is free to invade their privacy and confide to us their 

thoughts and sensations.” *̂ It is because o f this idea that Rabbit’s decade-spanning 

experiences in middle America can be read as a form of parallel social history that
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critics such as Judie Newman, Dilvo I. Ristoff, and Stacey Oister have been able to 

engage in such illuminating and thorough historicized readings of the Rabbit novels.

Interestingly, however, there is little consensus among critics as to the exact 

nature of Harry’s position in relation to America. Updike’s invitation to readers to 

assume a connection between Rabbit’s fortunes and those of his nation has led to 

several unsuccessful attempts to establish a firm basis for this connection. Edward 

P. Vargo claims that, in the course o f the four novels, Harry remains essentially the 

same but that the massive shifts occurring within American society during this 

period mean that his position in relation to his nation is constantly changing. In 

other words, “What looked like rebellion against society and authority in Rabbit, 

Run developed into patriotic defence o f the Vietnam War in Rabbit Redux and, in 

Rabbit is Rich, into ... cosy acceptance.”^̂  Ristoff agrees, claiming that in these 

novels, “The essentially static agent is placed upon an essentially dynamic social 

text” with Rabbit as a passive and reactionary force in relation to the maelstrom of 

contemporary America.^^

Charles Berryman departs from this notion of a fundamentally passive or 

receptive Rabbit, claiming that, “Updike creates a protagonist for each decade who 

runs contrary to the prevailing mood o f the country.” Arguing that Harry is 

rebellious when America is conformist (in Rabbit, Run), reactionary when it is 

radical (in Rabbit Redux), wealthy when it is economically troubled (in Rabbit is 

Rich), and depressed when it is hopeful (in Rabbit at Rest), Berryman’s positing of 

Harry as both fundamentally American and yet consistently out of step is sensitive 

to the subtlety and complexity of the novels.'^' However, this model is not only 

flawed in its overly-rigid schematization of the novels -  for example, Harry is not 

entirely and consistently reactionary, nor is America unequivocally radical, in 

Rabbit Redux -  but also seems to misread elements of the novels in an attempt to 

establish the basis for juxtaposition. For example, can Harry’s mood in Rabbit, Run 

be classed as simple rebelliousness? More pertinently in the present context, 

Berryman’s characterization of the America of Rabbit at Rest as hopeful appears 

seriously flawed. Finally, Jack DeBellis attempts to define the exact nature of 

“Rabbit’s eyes” by claiming that Harry “is a representative o f America, if not of 

Americans,” a statement that appears to simply replace one reductive reading with 

another."’̂
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What all these examples, each emphasizing slightly different aspects of 

Rabbit’s character and of the America in which Updike places him, reveal most 

about the Rabbit novels is the inherently indeterminate nature o f Harry Angstrom’s 

position in relation to his beloved nation. This uncertainty is, in fact, established by 

Updike early in Rabbit, Run when, soon after fleeing Brewer, Harry stops at a 

roadside cafe;

In the hush his entrance induces, the excessive courtesy the weary woman at 
the counter shows him amplifies his strangeness. He orders coffee quietly 
and studies the rim of the cup to steady the sliding in his stomach. He had 
thought, he had read, that from shore to shore all America was the same. He 
wonders. Is it just these people I’m outside, or is it all America? {Run 29)

In other words. Rabbit himself is unsure as to how representative he is o f the 

America all around him and throughout the quartet Updike makes no attempt to 

establish him as definitively either an outsider or an insider. Harry is, in other 

words, a fictional character before he is an American Eveiyman, a peripheral 

dissident, or a personification o f America itself and this gives Updike much greater 

freedom and scope for insight in exploring the American experience through his 

eyes.

This section will examine the way in which Harry Angstrom and Ben 

Turnbull embody and underscore many of the meditations on post-Cold War 

America explored in the previous two sections. After first examining how the aging 

and decline of these two men is reflected in a strong sense of despair and 

misanthropy in the novels, it will next consider the depiction of Rabbit and 

Turnbull’s corporal experiences -  from the medical conditions o f both men to their 

sexual encounters -  before ending with an account o f their attitudes to literature and 

narrative.

Of course, neither Harry nor Ben is simply a fictionalized representation of 

America just as neither man is firmly established by Updike as a critic of, or 

counterpoint to, the state of American society. Equally, it should be stated here that 

it is not the intention of this section to posit some sort of definitive psychological 

link between these men and their creator. Updike has been careful to distance 

himself from both -  of Turnbull he has written that he, “is far fi'om being me ... 

autobiography strikes me as one of the dullest of genres,” while he notes o f Rabbit
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that, “ like every stimulating alter ego, [he] was many things the author was not” -  

and what follows should not be read as an attempt to dispute this by embarking on a 

form of biographical criticism/^ However, the experiences and reflections o f both 

men -  not only as they look out on America but also as they inhabit their own 

bodies and engage in their quotidian pursuits -  clearly reflect many of the broader 

post-Coid War reflections of both novels.

From Decline to Despair

The trajectory of American decline traced by the Rabbit novels is reflected in the 

path of Harry’s life. Updike, in fact, links the two elements, stating that he wanted 

Rabbit, Run to be about “an American predicament, the predicament of the ex-High 

School athlete.” '̂* As Harry puts it himself in Rabbit, Run, “after you’re first-rate at 

something, no matter what, it kind of takes the kick out of being second-rate” {Run 

87) and all four novels are informed by this sense that Rabbit’s best years are 

behind him, that everything since his High School glory years has been a 

disappointment and a compromise.

This decline, of course, reaches its terminal conclusion in Rabbit at Rest and 

as Harry lies in hospital at the end of the novel after his second heart attack, Janice 

acknowledges the downward curve of her husband’s life. She notes that, “He had 

come to bloom early and by the time she got to know him ... he was already drifting 

downhill” {Rest 423). Throughout the novel. Rabbit himself appears aware that he is 

reaching the end of his dwindling existence. After a bad day on the Florida golf 

course he thinks, “Not his day. Will he ever have a day again?” {Rest 48) and later 

he reflects on “his decrepitude, his drying up, the running down o f his inner 

processes” {Rest 241). Similarly, the recently retired Ben Turnbull feels his life is 

winding down and sublimates his fear o f aging into “an unfocussed dread o f time 

itself’ {T 3) and an interest in heat death, the final end o f a universe that he imagines 

as “packed black with death” { T 19). With his “professional usefulness” over {T22), 

Ben regards himself as “a useless housebound retiree” {T 149), with only a marginal 

role to play in the world.

Both men respond to this immersion in decline with moments of intense 

depression and misanthropy. After mistakenly eating some bird food on an 

excursion with his grandchildren. Rabbit “sees his life as a silly thing it will be a
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relief to discard” {Rest 85) and later, as he reflects on the overcrowded planet and 

his son's ambivalence towards him, he thinks, “When you die you do the world a 

favor” {Rest 193). At one point, after eating a forbidden bag of com chips, we are 

told that Rabbit “hates himself, with a certain relish” {Rest 272) and, as Matthew 

Wilson has pointed out, Harry’s continued addiction to salty junk food after his first 

heart attack and resultant angioplasty gives his death an almost-suicidal 

dimension.'*^ Ben Turnbull is equally morose and pessimistic for much of Toward, 

referring to “that stir of mild misery we call life” (7289) and regarding himself as 

“a patient with a dwindling appetite” when faced with each new day {T 3).

Updike has described Rabbit at Rest as “a depressed book about a depressed 

man, written by a depressed man” and this sense of personal despondency and even 

self-disgust that is felt by the protagonists of both novels clearly ties in with the 

bleak depiction of post-Cold War America assessed in the previous section/^ The 

“dread of time itself’ felt by Ben and shared by Harry is symptomatic o f a nostalgic 

desire to preserve a lost youthful essence and to reverse the direction of time’s 

arrow, a desire that could also be seen as a response to America’s marginalization 

and exhaustion after the superpower conflict. According to Miller, “The waning of 

the Cold War has caused [Rabbit] to realize, as he has suspected all along, that his 

life has been pointless.”^̂

“Herders of Our Bodies”
Toward the End o f  Time takes the form of a series of diary entries written over the 

course of a year by Ben Turnbull as he languishes about his house and reflects on 

his aging and on the state of postwar America. For example, early in the novel we 

get the following account of Ben’s morning routine:

I undress my body, shower it, dress it again, in slightly different clothes. No 
more need for the crisp business suit and shirt.... My papery feet with their 
purple etching of veins beg for their socks and ever more shapeless 
moccasins. We are the herders of our bodies, which are beasts as dumb and 
bald and repugnant as cattle. Death will release us from this responsibility, 
which grows, morning by morning, ever heavier. {T 52)

This passage not only expresses Ben’s disgust at his own aging physical being but 

also is suggestive of the acute estrangement he feels from his own body. He refers
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to “my body” and “our bodies” rather than “m yself’ and “ourselves” and this sense 

of disjunction or defamiliarization is increased by the objectifying language -  

“shower it, dress it” -  as well as by the description of his feet as “papery.” Later, 

this corporal dissociation is underscored when he reveals that, “Confronting myself 

in the shaving mirror has become the major hurdle to each day.... 1 see that ugly 

brother with his hair thinned and whitened and his dead-looking earlobes” (T  143). 

Ben’s sensations here are almost the reverse o f Jacques Lacan’s “mirror-stage” 

whereby the child, upon seeing its own reflection in a mirror, begins to conceive of 

itself as a unified being. Ben’s reflection serves to emphasize both his fragmented 

state and his estrangement from his physical being.

As a former athlete, Harry Angstrom’s physicality was once the central facet 

o f his identity. From the opening paragraph of Rabbit, Run -  which describes him as 

“twenty-six and six three. So tall, he seems an unlikely rabbit” {Run 5) -  the extent 

to which Harry’s size and strength are key to his self-conception is stressed 

throughout all four novels. However, in Rabbit at Rest he too experiences his own 

version of Ben Turnbull’s “mirror-stage”:

Harry catches a sudden reflection of himself and is startled by how big he is, 
by how much space he is taking up on the planet.... Though his inner sense 
of himself is of an innocuous passive sp irit... there is this other self seen 
from the outside, a six-foot-three ex-athlete weighing two-thirty at the least 
... a fearsome bulk with eyes that see and hands that grab and teeth that bite, 
a body eating enough at one meal to feed three Ethiopians for a day, a 
shameless consumer o f gasoline, electricity, newspapers, hydrocarbons, 
carbohydrates. {Rest 316)

In other words, Harry’s body has changed from being the primary signifier o f his 

selfhood and uniqueness to functioning as an indicator o f how far he has fallen from 

the athletic prowess of his youth and how alienated he feels from his somatic 

presence. Furthermore, the description of Rabbit, towards the end o f this passage, as 

an unthinking machine driven by a desire to consume is clearly a prime example of 

an instance where he fiinctions as a symbol of America as a whole. In this way, the 

corporal estrangement that he and Ben experience becomes invested with national 

significance.

The estrangement that Harry and Ben feel from their bodies is increased by 

the medical experiences of both men. In the course o f the novels. Rabbit has a
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serious heart condition and Turnbull undergoes a prostate operation. In Rabbit’s 

case, his ailment is quite explicitly linked to the state of America. His Australian 

doctor informs Janice that Harry’s heart is “tired and stiff and full o f crud ... a 

typical American heart, for his age and economic status” {Rest 137), a diagnosis that 

further reflects the exhaustion and overconsumption that characterize America in 

the novel. Furthermore, Rabbit’s sense of estrangement from his own body is also 

increased by his illness and medical experiences. He is struck by “the terror of being 

trapped inside his perishing body, like being in a prison cell with a madman who 

might decide to kill him at any moment” {Rest 184) and later this feeling of 

dissociation is given a visual dimension when he is offered the chance to watch his 

angioplasty on a hospital monitor as it is being carried out, an experience he refers 

to as like watching “the Rabbit Angstrom Show” {Rest 225). Once again. Rabbit’s 

body here becomes a symbol of American malaise and. when seen in this way, his 

physical deterioration carries with it the idea of an unruly and fragmented body 

politic increasingly estranged from an original state of unity and vigour.

Ben Turnbull’s illness also increases the extent to which his body has taken 

on national characteristics. Even before he is diagnosed with prostate cancer he 

regards his body as “a swamp in whose simmering depths fatal infirmity must be 

brewing” {T22)  and after receiving news o f his ailment he describes himself as “a 

perambulating bushel of defective innards” (r251). After his operation he reflects 

on “the violence done my unruly flesh” (T’266), a phrase that encompasses not only 

the decimation of most of America during the war with China but also the chaos and 

lawlessness that exist in its wake.

Ben’s cancer also serves to further underscore the sense of decay, futility , 

and dread that characterize his meditations on sex throughout the novel. He 

describes his wife as “more of a disciplinarian than a comfort” (T’22) and notes how 

she “makes [his] heart race, once with appetite, now with fear” {Tl) .  His pursuit of 

release and meaning through sex leads to a mutually abusive relationship with a 

drug-addicted prostitute but this fails to reconnect him with his physical being and 

the sense of professional uselessness he feels following his retirement also informs 

his erotic life. He regards his genitals as “ lumps of obsolete purpose” {T 169-70) 

and consistently links sex with degeneration and death, remembering an encounter 

with “an overweight gum-chewing whore” in the following terms: “my semen
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arrowed outward, into darkness, like the minutes of my manhood ticking away” {T 

214-15). His sexual obsolescence is emphasized for him when the operation to 

remove his cancer leaves him impotent. He reflects on '‘the pathetic shrunken wreck 

the procedures made of my beloved genitals” (T’268) and later wonders “How could 

so superfluous an appendage ever have served as the hub of my universe?” (r291). 

This sense of emptiness and futility in the absence of the focal point of one’s 

identity is also once again suggestive of Rabbit’s questioning of the purpose of 

being American without the Cold War.

Updike’s depiction of Harry’s sex life in Rabbit at Rest also plays out this 

sense of national torpor and dissatisfaction. Rabbit, as his creator has admitted,

“lives ... exclusively in the realm of the present and the sensational” and throughout 

the four novels there is a sense that sex is the realest thing left to him after the 

fading of his athletic powers."** Sexual activity seems to lie at the very centre of 

Rabbit’s self-image and he imagines that his Jewish golfing partners in Florida must 

see him as “a big pale uncircumcised hunk of the American dream” {Rest 46). Lying 

in a motel bed on his way to Florida towards the end of the novel “he jerks o f f ... to 

show himself he’s still alive” {Rest 372) and he later reflects on how “All his life 

seems to have been a journey into the bodies o f women” {Rest 388). That Rabbit 

conceives of his own erotic life in such terms, as a sort of reverse parturition, is 

suggestive of the comfort and surrendering of responsibility that he has consistently 

sought in sex.

However, his pursuit of release through Eros is not only frequently 

compromised by exhaustion -  rather than feel attracted to his female colleague in 

Springer Motors, “the thought of that wiry young female body seeking to slake its 

appetites affects him like the thought of an avalanche” 318-19) -  but is also 

increasingly overwhelmed by the lure of Thanatos. He wants to ask his 

aforementioned golfing partners, “Tell me how you’ve got on top o f sex and death 

so they don’t bother you” {Rest 57) and later, thinking about AIDS, Rabbit reflects 

that “Love and death ... can’t be pried apart any more” {Rest 168). As Rabbit 

approaches his death the spread of the virus in America serves to further underline 

for him the way in which death has begun to overwhelm life. As Updike has pointed 

out, Harry’s sexual experiences in Rabbit at Rest amount to little more than “a bit of 

incest and impotence, while his old bed partners are joining the dead” and his
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description o f his encounter with Nelson’s wife Pru -  “She was hard-up and I was at 

death’s door” (Rest 361) -  is suggestive of this sense of joylessly going through the
49motions.

Harry’s sexual exploits are infused with a national significance throughout 

the Rabbit quartet. His relationship with Ruth in Rabbit, Run results not only in a 

temporary abandonment o f his family but also in an exploration of sexual 

boundaries and both are indicative of the inherent instability in the postwar 

domestic ideal. In one of Rabbit Redwc's more disturbing passages, Harry’s 

relationship with Jill is described in terms o f America’s involvement in Vietnam;

Small curdled puddles of his semen then appear on her skin, and though 
easily wiped away leave in his imagination a mark like an acid-bum on her 
shoulders, her throat, the small o f her back; he has the vision of her entire 
slender fair flexible body being eventually covered with these invisible 
bums, like a napalmed child in the newspapers. {Redux 141-42)

In Rabbit is Rich, the way in which Harry’s prosperity provides him with a false 

sexual momentum -  “he lies tumescent amid scattered gold” {Rich 201) -  is 

suggestive of national entropy kept at bay by conspicuous consumption. As he 

listens to his car radio towards the end o f Rabbit at Rest, Harry explicitly associates 

America with youth and sexual vigour by reflecting that the music is aimed at 

“empty heads and overheated hormones, an ocean white with foam” {Rest 382). 

However, in increasingly placing himself outside of this erotic energy -  he imagines 

“the fun going on, amazingly, without him” {Rest 348) -  Rabbit is representative of 

an exhausted America.

“All this wasted effort”: Reading, Writing, and Narrative

!n an article written for the New York Times Book Review to coincide with the 

publication of Rabbit at Rest, Updike explicitly links his decision to kill off Harry 

Angstrom with the ending of the Cold War:

Like me, [Harry] has lived his adult life in the context of the Cold War. He 
was in the army, ready to go to Korea, hawkish on Vietnam, proud of the 
moon shot, and in some sense always justified, at the back of his mind, by a 
concept of freedom, o f America, that took sharpness from contrast with
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Communism. If that contrast is gone, than that’s another reason to put him,
regretfully, to rest in 1990.^°

This article, with its suggestion of a close connection between Rabbit’s fortunes and 

those of America and of the way in which a post-Cold War loss of balance impacts 

upon both, evokes many of the themes already discussed at length in this chapter. 

However, what is most interesting about Updike’s assessment o f Harry’s demise is 

the way in which it suggests a series of implications for post-Cold War writing 

generally. In other words, Updike’s sense of “Why Rabbit Had to Go” is not simply 

that Harry’s death was an inevitable by-product of the classic Cold War “concept of 

freedom” losing currency but that the lack of a clear national narrative after the end 

of the superpower conflict also makes the construction o f fictional narrative more 

difficult. This sense of a crisis of narrative is the corollary o f Miller’s assertion that 

Updike consistently depicts the ’50s as not necessarily better than what followed in 

America but certainly as “easier to read” and in beginning the above passage by 

comparing his life to Rabbit’s -  “Like me” -  a clear link is established between 

“reading” the Cold War (both in terms of reading novels set during the conflict and 

interpreting one’s life in relation to it) and “writing” the Cold War.^' Updike has 

stated elsewhere of the Rabbit novels that, “deciding to wind up the series was a 

kind of death for me” and this sense of personal loss arises, at least in part, from the 

impending absence of a stable national narrative to which Rabbit’s fortunes could 

be l i nked . I n  other words, the implication of Updike’s comments on the end of the 

series is that without the Cold War, there was no point in there being a Harry 

Angstrom.

Updike has written of his decision to return to Rabbit’s character and milieu 

as a response to the turmoil in America at the end o f the ’60s that “he would serve 

as a receptacle for my disquiet and resentments, which would sit more becomingly 

on him than on me.”^̂  In a similar fashion, Harry, in Rabbit at Rest, is imbued with 

Updike’s sense that the end of the superpower conflict results in a loss of narrative 

clarity and an attendant sense of uncertainty and even futility in relation to reading 

and writing. As his granddaughter Judy “channel hops” across a seemingly endless 

array o f drama and comedy shows on television he thinks, “So many emergencies 

... so much canned laughter, so many actors’ tears, all this effort to be happy, to be 

brave, to be loved, all this wasted effort” (Rest 94). Not only is this passage
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symptomatic o f the general sense o f life’s meaninglessness that Harry suspects 

throughout the novel but it also suggests a loss o f interest in fiction’s attempts to 

infuse life with excitement or consequence. Later in the novel. Rabbit reflects on 

how real families, unlike those on television, “get bogged down into ... a state 

where nothing happens” {Rest 389) and yet the insistent fabrications o f “unreal” 

families clearly no longer hold any interest for him either.

Like Rabbit, Ben Turnbull has little time for fictional representations o f life. 

However, his reflections on this subject relate directly to literature and are, 

therefore, more overtly self-reflexive in terms o f assessing the fate o f post-Cold War 

narrative. He notes, “1 never read fiction; after all its little hurly-burly what does it 

amount to but more proof that we are o f all animals the most miserable?” {T 46). 

This comment once again suggests not only a belief in life’s hollowness but 

ultimately also an acknowledgement o f the absurdity o f  artistic depictions o f  life. 

Reflecting on the collection o f “tum-of-the-century first editions” that belonged to 

his wife’s grandfather, Ben seems amazed that, “Even men, men o f means, attended 

to books then as if to carven caskets in which a crucial secret, a key to living, might 

be locked” {T 60-61). Ben himself, however, can find neither sustenance nor 

consolation in what Updike elsewhere calls the “sacred atmosphere o f  books.” '̂* The 

sense o f exhaustion and ruin that he identifies both in him self and in postwar 

America precludes comfort o f that sort and the chaos and devastation he has 

witnessed all around him turns narrative into mere “hurly-burly.”

It is, however, through Ben Turnbull’s reflections on writing that we see 

most clearly this idea o f post-Cold War narrative crisis. An author o f sorts, the 

entries in his diary are frequently concerned with questioning the purpose o f  their 

composition and they thus provide a form o f  metafictional commentary. He asks 

himself, “What is wrong with me, that 1 want to leave a trace, by scribbling these 

disjunct and jumpy notes concerning my idle existence?” and he views his writing 

as “Spoiling paper -  no worse and no better than scribbling on a bridge pad” {T25-  

26) and, later, as “polluting” the page (7287). Furthermore, he discerns in the very 

mechanics o f written composition additional evidence o f the futility o f his desire to 

make a record o f  his life -  “my pen becomes impossibly heavy in my hand” {T19),  

“The paper as I write curls limply and rejects the abrasion o f the graphite” (T205)  -  

and this idea o f life as actively resisting attempts to document and comprehend it
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not only suggests the impossibility of faithful artistic representation but also further 

underscores the barrenness of postwar America. Ben also describes his writing 

routine as “languish[ing] about the house, writing these paragraphs now and then as 

if by dictation” {T 13), an account that simultaneously suggests and undermines the 

traditional idea of release through artistic inspiration. He writes as though imbued 

by an external force and yet these “disjunct and jumpy notes,” passages that reflect 

the fragmented nature o f America after the war with China, fail to rouse him from 

his torpor.

In addition to this, Ben is the archetypal unreliable narrator. Not only does 

he occasionally embark upon extended passages in which he suddenly imagines 

himself in various historical roles -  for example, as an Egyptian grave robber (T'61 - 

66) or concentration camp guard ( r  241-43) -  but the descriptions he gives o f his 

daily life are also frequently of an indeterminate nature. Early in the novel he 

reports that he has killed his wife -  “ I have a memory o f wheeling and shooting her” 

-  but he is uncertain as to the veracity of this memory -  “It is not clear to me that 

Gloria is dead ... there was no body” (7"41) -  and it later transpires that she has 

simply been away at a conference. However, even Gloria’s return -  “I had not shot 

her ... my mind became a blank in which isolated words like ‘conference’ and ‘the 

gift shop’ and ‘Singapore’ nonsensically bobbed” {T 141-42) -  is reported more as 

an impression than a fact. This impressionistic sense o f reality is bolstered by Ben’s 

fascination with cosmic theory. His disdain for fiction is matched by an interest in 

writing on science and yet this diversion serves to ftarther increase his sense of 

disorientation. He is intrigued by Heisenberg’s indeterminacy principle ( r i 6 )  and 

the sense of uncertainty that pervades his written observations owes much to this 

idea of the impossibility of maintaining a stable and authoritative position in 

relation to what one perceives.

This acknowledgement of, and even revelling in, the vague and unstable 

nature of reality is, o f course, at odds with the main characteristics of Updikean 

narrative as they were established in the previous chapter. Ideas of preservation, 

order, knowability, and circumscription appear to be thoroughly undermined by 

Ben’s refusal or inability to master his environment and by his disjointed and 

disorientated writing. The final section of this chapter will examine this premise 

further by investigating whether Ben’s world, and that of Harry Angstrom in Rabbit
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at Rest, is really one without consolation. However, for now it is worth reflecting on 

the similarities between the uncertainty that characterizes much of Ben’s writing -  

at one point he notes, “1 write this while doubting its truth” ( r 2 1 1 )  -  and the doubts 

of Hope Chafetz in Seek My Face, examined in the previous chapter, concerning her 

ability to faithfully recall her past. The authority of both memory and narrative are 

undermined in the novels and this impacts significantly on the way in which the past 

can act as a stabilizing or comforting presence.

4. “OUR SHATTERED CIVILIZATION”: REPRESENTATIONS OF 

PROGRESS AND HISTORY

Progress is a comfortable disease.^^ (E.E. Cummings)

In a 1991 essay on the shortcomings of the term “post-colonial,” Anne McClintock 

contends that the end of the Cold War has inflicted substantial damage on Western 

notions of progress. She claims that:

The collapse of both capitalist and communist teleologies o f ‘progress’ has 
resulted in a doubled and overdetermined crisis in images o f future time.
The uncertain global situation has spawned a widespread sense of historic 
abandonment, of which the apocalyptic, time-stopped prevalence o f ‘post-’ 
words is only one symptom.^^

The suggestion here is that the ideologies at either pole of the superpower conflict 

were claimed by their respective adherents to guarantee progression and betterment 

of both a personal and an economic nature -  the two being unquestioningly linked -  

and that their foundering in the ’80s (with the collapse of the Soviet empire and the 

worldwide economic recession) substantially undermined people’s faith in the idea 

that the path o f history led inevitably onward to improvement. While McClintock’s 

positing of capitalism’s collapse is, of course, open to dispute, the extent to which 

her conception o f “a global crisis in ideologies of the future, particularly the 

ideology o f ‘progress’” is reflected in both Rabbit at Rest and Toward is highly 

significant.^^

In heralding “the end of history,” Francis Fukuyama stated that, “the logic 

of modem natural science would seem to dictate a universal evolution in the
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direction o f capitalism.” *̂ While later chapters on the work of Don DeLillo will 

engage more fully with Fukuyama’s post-Cold War teleology, John Updike also 

confronts the assumption that the end of the superpower conflict marks the 

culmination of western achievement. According to Ristoff, Harry’s view o f the end 

of the Cold War in Rabbit at Rest is that it is “less a goal achieved than the loss of 

purpose in life” but Updike’s critique goes further than simply implying an absence 

of purpose.^^ As has previously been illustrated, both novels trace a trajector>' of 

decline on both a national and personal level. As Harry and Ben age and dwindle, 

the America in which they have spent their lives struggles and deteriorates in the 

absence of a clear national narrative. However, in addition to this, both novels also 

challenge and undermine the very idea o f historical progress.

Therefore, when Harry wonders, “Without the cold war, what’s the point of 

being an American?” he is not simply expressing his misgivings about the role of 

America in a world suddenly bereft o f Cold War Manichaeism but is also calling 

into question the path of American history that has brought him to this point. 

Rabbit’s disillusionment with America is often expressed in terms that undermine 

conventional notions of progress. His reflection that, “Most o f American life is 

driving somewhere and then driving back wondering why the hell you went” {Rest 

22) not only evokes his abortive attempt at escape in Rabbit, Run but also suggests 

that futility and circularity are more typically American than straightforward linear 

progress. Later he extends this interrogation beyond America by asking, “what has 

Western man done with all his precious privacy anyway? To judge from the history 

books, nothing much except invent the gun and psychoanalysis” {Rest 42). This 

legacy implies, at least for Rabbit, a course o f self-destruction and self-indulgence 

rather than one of advancement and success.

Harry’s disenchantment with the idea of progress is also manifested in his 

conception of the course that his own life has taken. He suspects that, “the whole 

point of his earthly existence has been to produce little Nellie Angstrom, so he in 

turn could produce Judy and Roy, and so on until the sun bums out” {Rest 38), a 

journey predicated on entropy rather than self-improvement. Furthermore, the 

means by which he would like to reverse this entropic trajectory -  “ I want to crawl 

back into my parents but they’re dead already” {Rest 181) -  is suggestive not only 

of a deeply-rooted nostalgic impulse similar to the longing for a return to the
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wholeness and simplicity of America in the ’50s but also makes clear the ultimate 

impossibility of achieving such regression. The comforts of a nostalgic return are 

offered and withdrawn in the same breath and both Rabbit and America continue on 

a compromised trajectory that promises progress but is marked by inevitable 

disappointment. Events in America also call into question this idea of natural 

progression. The fate of the car lot -  summed up by Harry as “Springer Motors ... 

went up in coke and pills for a queer” {Rest 337) -  subverts the traditional Horatio 

Alger-style tale of American business success and the recurring news throughout 

the novel of plane crashes and environmental pollution further undermines the 

assumption that technology is a guarantor o f social and personal improvement.

It is, however, through Harry’s meditations on America itself that the 

critique of progress is most apparent. Driving to Florida towards the end o f the 

novel. Rabbit feels “bloated” and thinks, “God’s country. He could have made it 

smaller and still made the same point” (Rest 373). This weary and acerbic 

commentary on America has more in common with Charlie Stavros’ response to 

Harry’s American flag decal in Rabbit Redux -  “Look. The Mississippi is very 

broad. The Rocky Mountains really swing” {Redux 47) -  than with Harry’s usual 

instinctive patriotism -  “We’ll go it alone, from sea to shining sea” {Rich 428) -  and 

suggests that America itself is bloated and distended and that the “manifest destiny” 

that underpinned its expansion has led finally to fatigue. Later on his journey, Harry 

reflects on his decision to flee family strife by heading south. He feels, we are told, 

“ less light than he thought he would, escaping Brewer. You are still you. The U.S. is 

still the U.S., held together by credit cards and Indian names” {Rest 379). Once 

again this passage is suggestive of inescapable exhaustion and disunity. However, it 

is crucial to note that America’s chief characteristics as identified by Rabbit are both 

fundamentals of American progress and development in the past and in the present. 

The implication here is that both America’s violent history o f territorial expansion 

at the expense of Native Americans and its indebted present of excessive 

consumption have led to the dejection and uncertainty that pervade the novel. In 

Rabbit Redux, Harry reacts to the collapse of American consensus in the ’60s by 

stating, “Food goes bad, people go bad, maybe a whole country goes bad” {Rediix 

76) and Rabbit at Rest takes this notion further by explicitly linking this decay to 

ideologies predicated on betterment.
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Jean Baudrillard sees in America a fetishization o f progress that is ultimately 

underpinned by false momentum. He notes that, “This entire society, including its 

active, productive part -  everyone -  is running straight ahead, because they have 

lost the formula for stopping.” ®̂ This sense of an unchecked, but equally unfruitful, 

rushing forward is apparent in the very title o f Toward the End o f  Time and Ben 

Turnbull’s “unfocussed dread of time itself’ (73 ) suggests an idea of progress as a 

danger rather than a salvation. The primary reason for this fear of progress is, of 

course, America’s recent experience of nuclear war with China. When Ben suggests 

to his daughter-in-law that, “The world must be repopulated,” her response -  “For 

another slaughter of some kind” ( r i9 8 )  -  indicates a complete loss of faith in the 

course of history as a narrative of perpetual improvement. This idea of the 

inevitability of further violent conflict is also suggested by the war memorial in 

Villages (2004) on which “a considerable space has been left for future casualties, in 

future conflicts.” '̂

Furthermore, the references in Toward to America’s inception are also 

tainted by this sense of failed progress and postwar ruin. Reflecting on the 

prevalence of skin cancer among Americans, Ben thinks, “The Columbus-haters are 

right: we Northern Europeans should never have veered south across the roiling 

Atlantic into this dazzling New World. It was a pit-failed Eden; it was forbidden 

fruit; we drank too much and lost our faith. We began to speckle and rot” {T 43-44). 

Further authority is granted to Ben’s musings on the very origins of his nation by 

the position o f his house overlooking Massachusetts Bay and by Updike’s 

aforementioned paraphrasing of Winthrop’s vision o f America as “The City on the 

Hill.” This judgement of America as a failed experiment, like Rabbit’s reference to 

“credit cards and Indian names,” undermines notions of American progress. It is 

even suggested later that the Sino-American War could be punishment for 

America’s violent origins; “revenge administered by the Mongolian superpower of 

that Asian continent from which the North American aborigines had crossed the 

Bering land-bridge” (7308). Civilization, as Ben observes it, is “shattered” {T 162), 

with the idea of progress and providence exposed as a sham by violence and social 

collapse.

Two further features of postwar America as depicted in Toward emphasize 

this view of progress. The twentieth-century dream of space exploration has been
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discontinued, a regression represented by the abandoned space station left orbiting 

the earth after its inhabitants have died one by one of starvation. Ben sees this event 

as a symbolically significant betrayal, referring to the station as “an embarrassment, 

a bad conscience” and noting that, “Once my species had been strong enough to put 

it up there, and now it was out of our reach” {T  37). He also recalls how moon 

exploration -  an event referred to in Rabbit Redux as proving “that the U.S. is the 

crown and stupefaction of human history” {Redux 20) -  simply proved Earth’s 

satellite to be “obdurately meaningless” (7’51). He later satirizes the NASA- 

inspired optimism of the ’60s by referring to his first walk down the driveway after 

his prostate operation as “One small step for man” (T  282). This sense that America 

has pulled back from the pinnacle of its technological advancement not only 

undercuts the notion of technology as a one-directional guarantor of human 

betterment but also, once again, suggests the exhaustion o f Cold War ideology. The 

impetus behind the space race as it was depicted in Rabbit Redux was an intense 

international competitiveness that Harry clung to back in the late ’60s but this has 

become utterly redundant for Ben Turnbull in 2020.

It is, however, through the existence o f “metallobioforms,” or 

“pseudozoans,” in Ben’s environment that Updike makes his most striking 

statement about the linking o f technology and progress in contemporary America. 

The novel’s most overtly science fiction element, Ben’s description of the origins 

and characteristics o f the “metallobioforms” is worth quoting at some length:

Purely inorganic creatures exist on this planet, as yet a mere underbrush to 
the flesh-and-blood, oxygen-breathing fauna but indisputably existent and 
evolving.... The microscopic first forms, it is conjectured, arose in city 
dumps, or more likely dumps attached to the perimeter of vast army bases or 
nuclear-fuel plants wherein a soup of spilled chemical and petroleum by
products was energized by low-level leaks o f radioactivity.... One phylum, 
the “oil-eaters,” “lives” o f f ... traces o f petroleum.... The other, the “spark- 
eaters,” takes energy from electricity itself.... These metallic pests never 
need to sleep or mate; they are free to devote all their days to 
consumption.... (7110-11)

In his account of the science fiction genre, Adam Roberts highlights the critic Darko 

Suvin’s identification of “the novum” as the key element in all science fiction. For 

Suvin, “the novum” is the thing or things in a science fiction narrative that
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distinguishes the world portrayed therein from the world as we recognize it. 

Examples of “nova” would, therefore, include the existence of “Replicants” in 

Philip K Dick’s Do Androids Dream o f  Electric Sheep? and the ability to travel 

through time in Robert Zemeckis’ Back to the Future movies. Roberts maintains 

that, “ It is not so much the ingenuity of the novum, or the strangeness of it, that is 

important; it is the symbolic purchase its points of difference provides on the world 

we live in.” “̂ This is an extremely useful model for interpreting the significance of 

the metallobioforms in Toward. Updike’s creation of these rapacious, inorganic 

creatures has meaning only when seen in relation to the state of postwar America in 

the novel. Their emergence next to “vast army bases and nuclear-fuel plants” clearly 

mark them as the unintended offspring of Cold War technology just as their 

capacity for unlimited consumption mirrors the insatiable and addicted America of 

Rabbit at Rest.

In addition to this, the concept of “posthuman evolution” as suggested by the 

contemporary philosopher John Gray further illuminates the “symbolic purchase” 

offered to Updike by the pseudozoans. Gray suggests that:

Humans are no more masters o f machines than they are of fire or the wheel. 
The forms of artificial life and intelligence they are constructing today will 
elude human control just as naturally occurring forms of life have done.
They may even replace their creators.... The replacement of humanity by its 
own artefacts is a curious prospect. But could the highly evolved offspring 
of human artefacts be more destructive of other forms of life than humans 
themselves? Humans could soon find themselves in an impoverished 
environment different from any in which they have ever lived.... Only a 
breed of ex-humans can thrive in the world that unchecked human expansion 
is creating.

The decimated state of America in the novel has been caused by “unchecked human 

expansion” and the pseudozoans appear more adept at surviving in this 

“impoverished environment.” When seen in this light, the metallobioforms that 

threaten Ben’s environment are both inevitable products of human technological 

progress while at the same time they represent the primary threat to the continuation 

of this progress.
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5. THE CONSOLATIONS OF BEING AN AMERICAN: NOSTALGIA AND 

THE FOURTH OF JULY

In his preface to More Matter, John Updike accounts for the frequency with which 

he is asked to write on national issues by noting that, “Among living American 

authors, 1 take, it may be, an anomalously positive or at least hopeful view of our 

Republic’s progress.” '̂* This image of Updike as a writer committed to recording 

and preserving “positive” and “hopeful” American values, for example those 

associated with the unity and prosperity of the ’50s, is supported by the previous 

chapter’s examination of the centrality of nostalgia and patriotism to his work and 

will be central to the analysis of Ford Administration and Lilies in the next chapter.

It is, however, a characterization that appears to be considerably at odds with the 

analysis, so far in this chapter, of Rabbit at Rest and Toward as essentially bleak 

depictions of post-Cold War American entropy and ruin and attendant personal 

disaffection, illness, and despair. These novels appear to be less reflections o f their 

author’s “anomalously positive” take on America than they are gloomy and 

coruscatingly critical anomalies within Updike’s oeuvre.

However, both novels resist such straightforward categorization and in 

concluding this chapter it is necessary to illustrate the ways in which Updike refuses 

to allow bleakness and despair to overwhelm these narratives. In other words, the 

post-Cold War nostalgia in evidence in both novels takes more forms than simply 

anxiety and disgust at the state of America in the absence of Cold War-style unity of 

purpose. A character in one o f Updike’s own novels is fascinated by the tension that 

can often exist in fictional writing between the writer’s innate optimism and the 

compromised or debased reality he takes as his subject. The way in which this 

tension is described and commented on provides a significant insight into the 

resilience of Updike’s optimism. Brent Mueller, the deconstructionist academic in 

Ford Administration, has, according to narrator Alf Clayton:

[Done] well at Yale, publishing that short but trenchant deconstruction of 
Whitman’s and Emerson’s optimism entitled Other People’s Facts, delving 
up from stray phrases the two Protestant white men’s awareness that 
American expansionism was fuelled by black slavery, child labor, domestic 
oppression of women, and government-sponsored swindling and slaughter 
of Native Americans. They knew all this, the sublime scribblers, and
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achieved optimism by dint of suppressing it.... Are things now any 
different? AIDS, famine, boat people, ghetto hopelessness, children by the 
million bom to misery. If a man had half a heart, he’d drown. Optimism 
isn’t a philosophical position; it’s an animal necessity, like defecation. {MF 
359)

Clayton’s point here is that the mechanism by which the great figures of American 

literature “achieved optimism” was less a literary or philosophical strategy, as 

Mueller would have it, than a simple instinctive need to remain hopeful in the face 

of unpleasant realities. This sense of a human compulsion towards optimism is 

crucial for what follows as it suggests that it is Updike’s view that the “positive or at 

least hopeful” elements of his work need not be seen as existing in dynamic conflict 

with, or contradiction to, the gloomy outlook expounded in much of Rabbit at Rest 

and Toward. Unlike Mueller’s attempt to prove “from stray phrases” that Emerson 

and Whitman suppressed the dark underpinnings of nineteenth-century America, 

Clayton’s view of writing suggests that light and shade can coexist in narrative.

Taking as its point of departure the depiction of the Independence Day 

celebrations in both novels, this section will attempt to account for Updike’s efforts 

to offset the pessimism inherent in both novels by drawing on symbolic and 

nostalgically inflected images of America. After examining other manifestations of 

this tendency in both novels, it will next explore the attempts made by various 

critics, in particular James Wood, to account for this proclivity towards optimism in 

Updike’s work. The chapter will then conclude by examining the way in which the 

epiphanic mode in Updike’s writing is frequently linked to patriotism and nostalgia 

and by suggesting an explanation for this feature of the novels in terms o f Fredric 

Jameson’s idea of narrative “aporia.”

Miller notes that Harry’s attachment to America in Rabbit Redux is fuelled 

by inherently Cold War notions of competition and self-preservation.^^ Other 

characters in the novel recognize this and, when faced with Harry’s instinctive 

resistance to her radical opinions on America, Jill tells him: “You carry an old God 

with you, and an angry old patriotism” {Redux 203). This sense of negatively 

intoned patriotism continues to influence Harry in Rabbit is Rich where his 

prosperity is predicated on global economic malaise and the anxiety of his fellow 

citizens. In Rabbit at Rest, Harry is, of course, still capable o f feeling considerable 

anger in relation to America but, as has been explored at length in this chapter, this
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often manifests itself in feelings o f despair and disillusionment as the Cold War 

ends.

The notable exception to this disenchanted tone and “angry old patriotism” 

comes when Harry is asked to partake in the local Independence Day parade. 

Rabbit’s position in relation to America is here made more explicit than at any other 

point in the quartet as he Scotch-tapes a gray goatee beard to his chin and leads the 

parade as Uncle Sam. Already stirred to nostalgia by the fact that the parade begins 

from the yard of his old High School, Harry’s experience o f leading the patriotic 

procession is by some distance the novel’s most joyous passage:

He feels giddy, ridiculous, enormous.... They call to him. They wave 
ironically, calling “Yaaaay” at the idea of Uncle Sam, this walking flag, this 
incorrigible taxer and frisky international mischief maker.... They remember 
him .... There seem to be many young -  babies, tots, a bubbling up of 
generation on generation since the town brought him forth.... A spirit of 
indulgence, a conspiracy to be amused, surrounds and upholds his parade as 
he leads it.... The whole town he knew has been swallowed up, by the 
decades, but another has taken its place, younger, more naked, less fearful, 
better. And it still loves him.... {Rest 305-07)

What is most notable about this passage is the way in which many of the attributes 

o f both America and Harry that are elsewhere in the novel taken as evidence of 

entropy and collapse -  on the one hand, Harry’s age and bulk and the sense that he 

is seen by others as somehow ridiculous and on the other, America’s exhausting 

effects on its citizens, its increasing distance from its origins and its immersion in a 

culture of pleasure -  are here interpreted as signs o f durability and even 

rejuvenation. Rabbit’s size here lends him authority and his legacy as a High School 

basketball star makes him a representative of past American achievement and 

inspires a nostalgic fondness in the crowd. Likewise, America here is “frisky” and 

“incorrigible,” its exploits are characterized as mischievous rather than enervating 

and its pursuit of diversion “upholds” the spirit of the parade rather than 

undermining it. For once, Harry seems happy to concede that America’s trajectory -  

and that of his own life -  may not be entirely one o f decline and as the parade 

episode reaches its conclusion, “the impression giddily -  as if he has been lifted up 

to survey all human history -  grows upon him ... that all in all this is the happiest 

fucking country the world has ever seen” {Rest 308).
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An account of Fourth of July festivities also provides Toward with a rare 

moment of cheerfulness:

Independence Day: my American flag flapped noisily on the pole in the east 
wind off the sea.... Downtown, around the convenience store, white boys in 
droopy loose shirts and shorts and girls in tighter foxy duds watched the 
holiday seep away like spilled soda on hot concrete. The insouciance and 
innocence of our independence twinkled like a kind of sweat from their bare 
and freckled or honey-colored or mahogany limbs. Sometimes I think the 
thing I’ll mind about death is not so much not being alive but no longer 
being an American. {T 228)

Once again, the symbolic importance of the event seems to energize the very 

language Ben uses just as it provides him -  and indeed, the suggestion is, all 

Americans -  with temporary relief from despondency. The American flag, earlier 

described as fi'ayed and too fragile for display, here provides a distinguished visual 

and sonic focal point for the festivities. Reminiscent o f Baudrillard’s description of 

the Stars and Stripes as “n o t... a heroic sign, b u t ... the trademark o f a good 

brand,” the suggestion here is that it acts as simple assurance of an innate 

“Americanness” that gives the day its special character.** Likewise, Ben portrays his 

fellow citizens as erotically charged by America’s independence and his description 

of glistening bodies indicates a temporary revival both of Ben’s dwindling libido 

and of national vitality generally. Finally, the passage ends with a reflection that 

could act as a response to Rabbit’s question as to the point of being American 

without the Cold War. The Fourth of July makes Ben realize that even in the 

absence o f unity and prosperity, the feeling of “being an American” persists and can 

act as a stirring consolation.

Whilst the Fourth of July episodes provide both novels with a similar sense 

of alleviation from otherwise largely negative and jaundiced personal reflections 

and observations on America, it is important to note that this impulse towards 

consolation and affirmation is also strong elsewhere in the novels. “Minorit>' 

Report,” a poem written by Updike in the late ’60s during a stay in England, 

concludes with the lines, “Don’t read your reviews/A*M*E*R*I*C*A:A'ou are the 

only land,” and this sense o f maintaining commitment to one’s national identity, and 

one’s inner life, even in the face of mounting disillusionment on both fronts, is 

evident throughout.*^ For example, when Harry is talking to Charlie Stavros about
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heart surger>', his friend attempts to reassure him by asserting that Harry’s body is 

simply “a soft machine.” Harry’s inner response -  he shirks from Stavros’ view and 

would rather see himself as “A God-made one-of-a-kind with an immortal soul 

breathed in. A vehicle of grace. A battlefield o f good and evil. An apprentice angel” 

{Rest 196) -  reveals, once again, the reluctance to accept life’s limitations that 

fuelled his disquiet in Rabbit, Run and that is clearly also in evidence in his 

observations during the Independence Day parade.

When Harry talks to his colleagues at Springer Motors about aging baseball 

players, he thinks that they should recognize that their best is behind them and retire 

gracefully {Rest 295). However, in spite of his feelings o f being exhausted and 

distended throughout the novel Harry himself never really stops striving. His 

attempts to grow accustomed to “politically correct” language are attributed to the 

fact that he is “still trying to keep up with America ... as it dances ahead ever 

young, ever younger” {Rest 232) and the circumstances of his ultimately fatal heart 

attack -  wearing brand-new sports shoes and playing basketball against a young 

black man -  suggests not only a nostalgic attempt to recapture youthful vigour but, 

more importantly, a refusal to surrender to his physical limitations. Updike has 

accounted for this aspect o f Harry’s behaviour in Rabbit at Rest by stating, “God he 

can doubt, but not America,” a residual optimistic patriotism that clearly echoes 

Updike’s sense of how he differs from many other American writers.^*

Ben Turnbull’s observations in Toward also frequently evince this idea of an 

irrepressible core o f personal and national optimism. Ben acknowledges that in spite 

of his “dread o f time itself’ his appetite for each new day never really diminishes {T 

3). Later, in the midst of numerous meditations on his own physical decay, he 

concedes that, “Men die, but mankind is as tough and resilient as the living wood 

that groans and sighs outside my window” {T27S). In fact, what Pritchard calls 

“Ben’s Thoreau-like investment in minutely describing the changing days and 

seasons” suggests an underlying faith in natural and cyclical rejuvenation that seems 

at odds not only with the suggestion of linear and finite time implicit in the novel’s 

title but also with Ben’s despair at postwar American d e c a y W h e n  seen in this 

light, the references to attempts made to repopulate America’s desolate centre in the 

wake of the war {T 76, 206) suggest national resilience and hint at potential 

regeneration rather than a straightforward entropic destiny. In this way, Ben’s
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observations and thoughts on his own existence, and on the state of America, 

contain both deep-seated hope and seething disillusionment. There is, however, no 

sense of conflict between the two positions, one does not preclude the other and the 

suggestion is rather that both constitute human experience. Updike claims that,

“Life in action, in its disreputable and irresponsible optimism is the subject [of 

Toward]."^'^ In fact, the instinctive resilience o f Ben’s position becomes almost 

similar to that o f Beckett’s “Unnamable” who famously concludes, “1 can’t go on. 

I’ll go on.” '̂

In reviewing Updike’s fourth prose collection. Odd Jobs, Martin Amis posits 

Updike and Beckett as perfect literary opposites. He notes how the prolificacy and 

exuberance o f the former contrasts with the bleak minimalism of the latter and 

caricatures Updike as a “psychotic Santa o f volubility” unable to cease literary 

production.^" In its suggestion of a connection between Updike’s formidable output 

and the iushness o f his prose, this is a useful place from which to begin an attempt 

to account for the tenacious optimism and patriotism of Rabbit at Rest and Toward.

In an essay entitled “John Updike’s Complacent God,” James Wood 

criticizes what he sees as the inherently self-satisfied nature o f Updike’s prose. 

Although he focuses primarily on the overtly theological content of Updike’s novels 

-  in particular Roger’s Version and Lilies -  Wood’s analysis is nevertheless highly 

instructive in attempting to account for the apparent discrepancy between the 

personal/national disenchantment that lies at the heart of Rabbit at Rest and Toward 

and the frequent moments of joy and consolation in both novels. According to 

Wood, Updike:

[Finds] it hard to picture absence.... For as soon as [he] begins to picture it, 
he fills the emptiness with words and images.... [It] is hard for the reader to 
imagine any of Updike’s characters feeling metaphysically abandoned. For 
they always have the world to comfort them, which is a kind of religion in 
Updike’s work. The world’s textures are what redeem us for all our 
deficiencies. Treating the real like food, Updike’s characters consume more 
of it when miserable.’^

In other words. Wood sees in Updike an unwillingness to engage fully with notions 

of doubt, desertion, and absence and a related tendency towards an immersion in 

sensual experience that is incompatible with such themes. He refers to Updike’s
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prose as having a “stainless quality” arising from the fact that the world it depicts 

“seem[s] to exist as a divine visual gift, and as a consolation or reassurance.” "̂* This 

critique, o f course, brings to mind Richard Stem’s famous comment that Updike’s 

work is undermined by an “inability to stop fondling detail.”^̂

In introducing the role of nostalgia in the Updikean imagination in the 

previous chapter, it was argued that Updike’s prose style is predicated upon a belief 

in the ability of the written word to circumscribe and preserve what is being 

described. This conviction also lies at the heart of what Wood believes is the 

inherent reluctance in Updike’s novels to take risks and confront uncertainty and 

despondency on their own terms. That such “real anguish, or agony” is forestalled 

by the consolations of a sensually evoked world depends, once again, on this belief 

in the power of prose to faithfully describe and contain such a world.^^ It is through 

this combined notion of consolation and preservation that the moments o f joyful and 

patriotic respite in Rabbit at Rest and Toward can best be understood.

In “The Dogwood Tree,” Updike recalls his feelings as a young boy on 

seeing an enormous cloud as he played outside. In attempting to account for the 

pivotal effect this moment had on him he notes that, “It is as if the soul is a camera 

shutter customarily set at ‘ordinary’; but now and then, through some inadvertence, 

it is tripped wide open and the film is flooded with an enigmatic image.” ’̂ The 

epiphanic mode described here remains a central feature throughout Updike’s 

writing and clearly contributes significantly to what James Wood refers to as the 

“quality of fattened paganism in Updike, which finds the same degree of sensuality 

in everything, whether it is a woman’s breast or an avocado.” *̂ However, what is 

significant in the context o f this chapter is the way in which this sense o f epiphanic 

comfort felt by Harry Angstrom and Ben Turnbull is so closely related to inherently 

nostalgic and symbolic evocations o f America. It is not simply “the world” that 

comforts both men and prevents them from feeling “metaphysically abandoned” but 

an essential Americanness, a source o f patriotic succour that the novels turn to when 

events in the outside world begin to lead the protagonists to despondency.

An article on the Fourth of July, written for the New England Monthly, 

highlights the reasons why this date is chosen by Updike as a focal point in both 

novels for a rallying of the spirits and a reassurance of American vigour. He refers 

to the date as “This most American o f holidays” and, in language strikingly similar
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to that used by Ben Turnbull, states that Independence Day reminds him of 

“freedom felt in the body i t s e l f . I n  other words, if the character of Harry 

Angstrom provides Updike with a “way in” to America, the symbolic significance 

o f the Fourth o f July becomes, for him, a sort of shorthand for the best aspects of 

“being an American.” Updike’s grasp of the importance of the symbolic to patriotic 

feeling is a striking feature of much of his non-fiction writing. In a speech at the 

1986 PEN Conference in New York City -  where his “anomalously positive or at 

least hopeful” remarks were markedly at odds with speeches by panel chairman E.L. 

Doctorow and fellow guest Rosario Murillo -  he spoke of the “spark of warmth and 

wonder and gratitude” he feels when he sees a blue mailbox and of his attachment to 

“the flag called the Stars and Stripes, and to the eagle with his claws full o f arrows, 

and the symbols for the dollars and cents, and the map showing our national 

westward expansion.”*'̂  Similarly, his 1992 speech at the Chicago Humanities 

Festival, with its references to freedom and equality as “those two bluebirds of hope 

and aspiration swooping in our American skies,” evinces a strong appreciation of 

the visual dimension to national loyalty as does Mr Klipspringer’s description, in 

The Coup, of the patriotic swell he experiences upon seeing “that old soapy-looking 

Capitol dome from the window of [a] jet.”*'

Furthermore, Updike notes how the tradition and history that underpin the 

festivities makes the day inevitably tinged by nostalgia: “Slightly melancholy, too, 

seems the Fourth’s great show of red, white, and blue, harking back to a primitive 

patriotism that can only make us feel a bit inadequate.”*̂  Once again, therefore, it is 

the contrast between a debased present and an idealized past that provides the 

catalyst for nostalgia. However, in the context of Rabbit at Rest and Toward, it is 

interesting to note that, while the symbolic trappings of the Fourth of July -  the 

parade, the American flag, the saluting Uncle Sam -  create a nostalgic setting that 

offsets the otherwise frequently bleak depiction of America, this alleviation is 

sufficiently strong to prevent either protagonist reflecting further on American 

inadequacy for the duration o f the holiday. In Rabbit is Rich, Harry bemoans the 

craze for floodlighting flagpoles in American towns -  “waste of electricity, soaking 

up the last dribble of energy flying the flag” {Rich 213) -  and yet as he and Ben 

approach their deaths they both appear to recognize the energizing effects o f such 

patriotic displays.
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In examining the “political unconscious” of Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim, 

Fredric Jameson draws upon the distinction, established by Georg Lukacs in Theory 

o f  the Novel, between “Leben” (the contingencies and compromises of life) and 

“Wesen” (fully realized essence, meaning, and wholeness). For Jameson:

The inner dynamism of such oppositions springs from their 
incommensurability, their ec-centricity [sic] as a weighing o f two 
incomparable phenomena: on the one hand, genuine degraded but existent 
inner-worldly experience, and on the other, sheer ideal, nostalgia, an 
imagined wholeness that is part o f the existent real only insofar as it is 
dreamed there and projected by this particular real world, but has no other 
substance.*^

This model is, of course, strikingly similar to the contrast between the “motions of 

grace” and “external circumstances” in Rabbit, Run's Pascalian epigraph and 

throughout the quartet Harry struggles to reconcile himself to the disparity between 

the “God-made one-of-a-kind” he instinctively feels himself to be and an attenuated 

and fragmented reality that makes him feel like “disposable meat” (Rest 14).*  ̂For 

Jameson, the significance of such an opposition or dilemma was not its logical 

accuracy -  for such uneasiness is, by its very nature, subjective -  but rather “ its 

existence as a symptom” o f wider social uncertainty. He states that this incongruity 

becomes manifest in narrative in the form of, “an antimony of the mind, a dilemma, 

an aporia, which itself expresses -  in the form of an ideological closure -  a concrete 

social contradiction.”*̂

This idea o f narrative aporia is extremely useful for examining the apparent 

discrepancy between the overall tone of post-Cold War unease and disenchantment 

in Rabbit at Rest and Toward and the moments of epiphanic consolation typified by 

the Fourth of July episodes in both novels. That America at the end of the Cold War 

appeared to abound with “concrete social contradictions” -  declining prosperity, 

increased perception of internal and external threats, economic domination by Japan 

-  has been examined at length in this chapter and will again be apparent later in the 

thesis. Updike’s inherently nostalgic and epiphanic prose style precludes anything 

other than a temporary yielding to feelings o f despair and abandonment and yet the 

consolations of America felt by Harry Angstrom and Ben Turnbull serve only to 

highlight the distance between American post-Cold War “Leben” and “Wesen.”
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CHAPTER THREE 

“MORE HISTORY THAN HISTORY BOOKS”: MEMORIES OF THE FORD 

ADMINISTRA TION, IN THE BEA UTY OF THE LILIES, AND THE 

PRESERVATION OF AMERICA’S PAST

1. INTRODUCTION

As computers know, the past is mere storage, to be called upon only as the 
present calculation requires.' (John Updike, Villages)

In a 1968 interview with Charles Thomas Samuels, John Updike was asked if he 

agreed that American history was “normally absent” from his work. Updike’s 

response reveals much about his conception o f himself as a novelist and also 

provides a fascinating insight into his views regarding the historical provenance of 

what is often regarded -  as in this case by Samuels -  as the inherently ahistorical 

realm of “domestic fiction.” He counters, “Not so; quite the contrary,” before 

asserting, “In each of my novels a precise year is given and a President reigns.” 

After providing examples of this from his early fiction, Updike’s reply concludes 

with the following assertion: “My fiction about the daily doings of ordinary people 

has more history in it than history books, just as there is more breathing history in
'y

archaeology than in a list of declared wars and changes o f government.”

Updike’s defence of the historical content o f his work in this exchange is 

essentially two-fold, consisting of claims to both factual accuracy -  represented by 

the provision of exact dates for the action and references to the corresponding 

American President -  and the more nebulous area o f historical authenticity -  the 

implication that an examination of “the daily doings o f ordinary people” can amount 

to a legitimate “breathing history.” This, in turn, reveals much about Updike’s 

views concerning the construction of historical narrative as it suggests that a balance 

between basic facts and authentic impressions can result in a valid and cogent 

fictional account that is more historically sound than the more straightforwardly 

“factual” and “objective” style of conventional history writing. This conception of 

fiction’s historical resonance is a rewarding point from which to commence an 

examination o f John Updike’s use of American history in his post-Cold War 

writing.
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In an entry in iiis John Updike Encyclopaedia under the heading 

“Verisimilitude and Research,” Jack DeBellis argues that critics such as Ristoff 

have proven that the care taken by Updike in locating each of his novels in a precise 

historical period means that “future historians could reassemble a facsimile of 

America from his books.”  ̂This assertion is, o f course, reminiscent o f Joyce’s 

famous boast that Dublin, should it ever be destroyed, could be entirely rebuilt from 

the pages of Ulysses and carries with it similar implications of total mimesis and 

neutrality. The idea that Joyce’s Dublin and Updike’s America correspond precisely 

to some objective reality -  a reality that they could even replace if necessary -  is, 

however, both fanciful in overstating the role of exact detail in their respective 

narratives and misleading in suggesting an impartiality of approach that is wholly 

absent. At one point in Memories o f  the Ford Administration, New England 

historian Alf Clayton breaks off from his historical account and asks his editors, “Is 

this the place ... for me to confess my basic optimism and even exhilaration in 

regard to the American process?” {MF 79). This interjection makes explicit the 

inevitable involvement of the historian/novelist in the past they are recreating -  thus 

echoing E.H. Carr’s famous reminder to study the historian before you begin to 

study his facts -  and thus complicates DeBellis’ model of straightforward mimesis.'* 

Updike’s “breathing history” is, therefore, both more and less than a list of 

coordinates from which a historical replica of America could be reassembled. 

Ristoff, in commencing his “scene-oriented” approach to the Rabbit novels, claims 

that Updike composed these narratives “not only with a geographic map in front of 

him but also with a map o f the socio-economic and political concerns of America in 

mind.”  ̂The suggestion, once again, is of painstaking accuracy with regards to 

historical detail. However, RistofPs concluding assertion that Updike’s view of 

history consists of a “deneutralization of facts” complicates this idea of 

straightforward fictional reflection and gestures towards the essence o f Updike’s 

approach.^ For example, the black-tie party in Couples brings to bear the multiform 

dimensions of personal desire and domestic anxiety on the “neutral fact” of 

Kennedy’s assassination just as Rabbit Redwc examines the “neutral fact” of 

America’s involvement in Vietnam through the “deneutralizing” prism of Rabbit’s 

competitive patriotism and the conflict and disorder within the Angstrom family. 

Writing of his aborted venture to write a novel about President Buchanan in the late
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’60s, Updike concedes that, “My attempted pages showed me too earthbound a 

realist or too tame a visionary for the vigorous fakery of a historical novel” and it is 

through these twin notions of “vigorous fakery” and deneutralized facts that we can 

begin -  in a chapter that explores, among other texts, Updike’s finally-completed 

“Buchanan novel,” Memories o f  the Ford Administration -  to assess Updike’s 

treatment of American history/

In examining the focus of John Updike’s post-Cold War “breathing 

histories” it is also useful to explore one of Jean Baudrillard’s observations on 

American attitudes to the past. According to Baudrillard:

America ducks the question of origins; it cultivates no origin or mythical 
authenticity; it has no past and no founding truth. Having known no 
primitive accumulation o f time, it lives in a perpetual present. Having seen 
no slow, centuries-long accumulation o f a principle of truth, it lives in 
perpetual simulation, in a perpetual present of signs. It has no ancestral 
territory.*

This notion o f an America restricted to a perpetual present and without interest in, 

or access to, origin and tradition is not only the apotheosis of the Baudrillardian 

ideas of simulacra and the hyperreal but also implies the existence of a fiction in 

which “the daily doings o f ordinary people” would evince no “primitive 

accumulation of time” and thus provide no historical insight. That Updike’s 

dedication to In The Beauty o f  the Lilies -  “To Martha who loves ancestors and also 

descendants” -  explicitly lays claim to the “ancestral territory” that is missing from 

Baudrillard’s model suggests no such willingness on Updike’s part to surrender 

origins just as its dual perspective -  ancestors and descendants -  hints at the role of 

historical fiction in meditating on the fiiture as well as examining the past.

This chapter will examine the ways in which John Updike, in his two post- 

Cold War novels that most explicitly deal with American history -  Memories o f  the 

Ford Administration and In The Beauty o f  the Lilies -  not only refuses to “duck the 

question of origins” but is openly engaged in an attempt to locate and preserve the 

idea o f an American “founding truth.” However, that this engagement does not 

preclude forms of historical simulation and, furthermore, frequently exhibits an 

ultimate inability to escape “a perpetual present of signs” will become clear as the 

chapter progresses. After investigating the ways in which Memories o f  the Ford
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Administration explores the difficulties of historical composition and the ways in 

which the personal and the political interact from within a range of historical 

perspectives, it will go on to examine Updike’s twentieth-century family saga. In 

The Beauty o f  the Lilies, as an attempt to create a unified, linear narrative from a 

chaotic and multiform era.

However, before starting to explore these two novels, it is worth continuing 

this introduction with some ftirther remarks on the role of nostalgia in Updike’s 

historical fiction and the ways in which the end o f the Cold War impacts upon this. 

In establishing the context for his examination of Updike’s oeuvre from a Cold War 

perspective, D. Quentin Miller argues that Updike’s “writings reflect nothing less 

than the torturous growth of a wide-eyed, optimistic, self-assured, relatively unified 

nation in the 1950s into a jaded, cynical, self-doubting, fragmented, but mature 

nation in the 1990s.” He further notes that, “Updike’s America is driven by the 

constant negotiation between what our nation hopes to be and what it actually is.”^

As has been argued at length in previous chapters, it is the way in which 

Updike associates this sense of lost potential with the postwar years of consensus 

and prosperity and a subsequent trajectory o f decline that provides the mainspring 

for much of the nostalgia in his post-Cold War writing. An analogous sense of 

nostalgic contrast is in evidence in the two novels to be examined here but this is 

clearly complicated by the fact that much o f the action o f both novels takes place 

prior to Updike’s cherished ’50s. The issue of whether it is fruitful to draw 

comparisons between the nostalgia for the early-Cold War certainties found in the 

Rabbit novels and Toward the End o f  Time and the nostalgia evinced in the further 

retreat into earlier periods of American history in Ford Administration and Lilies 

must, therefore, be resolved before proceeding to examine the two latter novels.

In delineating his “sociology o f nostalgia,” Fred Davis defines nostalgia as 

“a positively toned evocation o f a lived past in the context o f some negative feeling 

toward present or impending circumstances” (emphasis added).'® This definition 

appears problematic in the light of Updike’s recreation of periods o f American 

history that he has not experienced at first hand. Elsewhere, however, Davis asserts 

that the “distinctive rhetorical signature” of nostalgia is the contrast between the 

past and a considerably less ideal present and, as will be shown throughout this 

chapter, it is once again this sense of dissimilarity thrown into sharp relief by the
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end of the Cold War that underpins the nostalgia in these two novels." As Miller 

puts it, “It does not matter whether one’s recollection o f the past is accurate or not; 

the impression of the past as a better time makes the present more bearable, though 

inferior,” and in the case of Updike’s fiction this past does not, as Davis argues, 

have to be “ lived.” '  ̂ It can equally be a more general “American past,” an historical 

space in which the unity and meaning missing from the post-Cold War present can 

be located.

In his memoir “A Soft Spring Night in Shillington,” Updike summarizes an 

evening stroll around his hometown in the following terms:

There had been much self-conscious about my walk this night, a deliberate 
indulgence of a nostalgia long since made formal in many words. I had 
propelled my body through the tenderest parts of a town that was also 
somewhat my body. Yet my pleasure was innocent and my hope was 
primitive. I had expected to be told who I was, and why, and had not been 
entirely disappointed.'^

This sense of nostalgia as a voluntary surrender to memory and a wilful immersion 

in that which is removed from the “change and corruption” wrought by time is very 

much in line with the analysis of Updikean nostalgia in the introductory chapter to 

this section. This is also, however, an extremely helpful passage for beginning to 

explore the way in which Updike’s recreation o f “non-lived” periods of American 

history is bom of a similar tendency. The search for meaning and identity -  “who I 

was, and why” -  that lies at the heart o f Updike’s walk through Shillington is also 

very much in evidence in Ford Administration and Lilies as Updike’s narrative is 

removed from its usual broadly contemporary setting and “propelled” through parts 

o f American history; places where, Updike feels, the “origin or mythical 

authenticity” referred to by Baudrillard are located. These two novels, therefore, 

contribute further to the “many words” o f nostalgic provenance written by Updike.

However, in concluding this introductory section, it is worth briefly setting 

forth the parameters of an issue that will inform not only the examination of 

Updike’s post-Cold War “historical novels” in this chapter but also the analysis, in a 

later chapter, of Don DeLillo’s reappraisal o f Cold War history in Underworld. This 

concerns the extent to which nostalgia either enhances or de-legitimizes historical 

narrative. As has been examined in the opening chapter on Updike’s nostalgia, Fred
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Davis argues that nostalgia is “a deeply social emotion” and that nostalgic sentiment 

can, therefore, “make an identifiable generation of what would otherwise remain a 

featureless demographic cohort.” Consequently, for Davis, this “yearning for 

yesterday” can often “cultivate a sense of history” among those that experience it.'‘* 

For Fredric Jameson, on the other hand, the postmodern era is distinguished by a 

loss of historicity and this inability to think historically is, he contends, the result of 

being trapped within nostalgic versions o f the past. He notes that, “Faced with these 

ultimate objects -  our social, historical and existential present, and the past as 

‘referent’ -  the incompatibility of a postmodernist ‘nostalgia’ art language with 

genuine historicity becomes dramatically apparent.” '  ̂This notion of a history 

constructed of largely commercially driven images will be explored in greater depth 

in relation to UnderworldhuX is also of enormous relevance for what follows in this 

chapter. The post-Cold War nostalgia that drives Updike’s reflections on American 

history in these two novels issues from a perception of the present as somehow 

deficient of the values o f former eras and yet the representation of these eras is, as 

will be revealed throughout this chapter, inescapably influenced by selective and 

nostalgically-inflected readings of the past.

Jameson refers to the difficulty of viewing the past “as we peer across our 

historical gap and try to focus the landscape o f the past through nostalgia-tinted 

spectacles.” '^ This phrase is reminiscent o f Harry Angstrom’s view of history as 

described in Rabbit is Rich. History is, for Rabbit, “a tinted fog ... marked off in 

centuries like a football field, with a few dates -  1066, 1776 -  pinpointed and a few 

faces -  George Washington, Hitler -  hanging along the sidelines, not cheering” 

{Rich 15). Later in this novel, however, a fuller appreciation o f history becomes an 

aspect of the lifestyle to which Rabbit aspires and as he contemplates the den in his 

new home, “He thinks in this room he might begin to read books, instead o f just 

magazines and newspapers, and begin to learn about history, say” {Rich 417). By 

Rabbit at Rest, Harry has successfully developed a taste for reading history books -  

exploring “that sinister mulch of facts our little lives grow out of before joining the 

mulch themselves” {Rest 35) -  and his fitful reading of Barbara Tuchman’s The 

Last Salute throughout the novel could be seen as marking the start of the “retreat 

into the past” identified by Miller in Updike’s post-Cold War w riting .H ow ever, 

just as Rabbit’s interest in American history is rooted in wholly contemporary
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circumstances -  home-ownership, increasing wealth, the leisure time afforded by 

semiretirement, as well as a half-formed sense that America has somehow gone 

wrong -  Updike’s depiction of America’s past in Ford Administration and Lilies has 

an inescapably post-Cold War provenance.

2. IN RETROSPECT: WRITING HISTORY AND READING AMERICA IN

MEMORIES OF THE FORD ADMINISTRA TION

Writing History

[It] is when History is denied that it is most unmistakably at work.'* (Roland
Barthes, Writing Degree Zero)

In his “Special Message” for the Franklin Library edition of Ford Administration, 

Updike asserts that a major theme of the novel is “the impossibility of recovering 

the past, whether as nostalgia or as history,” a statement that suggests that even 

Jameson’s contention that true historical awareness has been superseded by 

nostalgic simulation overstates the facility with which any trace of former times can 

be recaptured.'^ The novel takes the form o f a submission by historian A lf Clayton 

to a written symposium to be published in Retrospect, the journal of the “Northern 

New England Association of American Historians,” on the subject of “Memories 

and Impressions of the Presidential Administration of Gerald R. Ford (1974-77)” 

{MF 3). The joke that runs throughout the novel is that the NNEAAH -  an acronym 

that seems to deflate its own pretensions at objectivity and seriousness -  end up 

getting a lot more than simply a routine set of historical recollections as Clayton’s 

sprawling submission appears to resist being contained within a single linear 

structure. On the one hand, his account o f the Ford years focuses little, or rather not 

at all, on the “Administration” of the thirty-eighth President and is more concerned 

with descriptions of his own sexual encounters and domestic arrangements during 

this era. On the other hand, roughly half of Clayton’s narrative is set in the early 

part o f the nineteenth century and takes the form of a series o f imaginative and often 

florid accounts of the romantic tragedies and political compromises in the career of 

James Buchanan, the fifteenth President o f the United States.
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Alf Clayton’s submission seems, therefore, to accord with Updike’s 

previously quoted comments to Samuels about the validity of fictional “breathing 

history” rather than to suggest the “impossibility o f recovering the past.” Clayton 

may conclude his narrative with the admission, “The more 1 think about the Ford 

Administration, the more it seems 1 remember nothing” {MF 369), but his account 

of Ford-era America is immersed in the very domestic minutiae that Updike sees as 

the key to fiction’s claims at capturing historical nuance. Furthermore, Clayton 

contends that his work on Buchanan was “composed under the benign overarch of 

the Ford Administration” and so “no doubt [partakes] o f some of that 

Administration’s intellectual currents” (MF35). In other words, Updike’s assertion 

that the novel demonstrates that the past cannot be recovered either as history or as 

nostalgia is undercut by a narrative the very hybrid structure of which gestures 

towards the existence of an historical truth that can only be arrived at through a 

variety of historical perspectives aided by the “vigorous fakery” and “deneutralized 

facts” of historical fiction. History, denied not only by Updike in his introductory 

message but repeatedly contested and undermined by Clayton throughout his 

submission, is, therefore, unmistakably at work in the novel.

In discussing Vladimir Propp’s analysis of Russian Folk tales, Fredric 

Jameson notes that Propp’s formalist approach is most useful at the moment when 

the text being examined deviates from its basic schema; that is, when it fails to 

remain true to the “formula” because the “formula” cannot contain all the narrative 

elements of the text. For Jameson, “the value of such narrative models lies in their 

capacity to register a given text’s deviation from them, and thereby to raise the more 

dialectical and historical use of this determinate formal difference.” ®̂ This is useful 

for a discussion of Updike’s use of American history in Ford Administration. The 

novel plays with notions of straightforward historical narrative -  from its 

deliberately misleading title to the elusive promise of a routine academic history 

contained in Clayton’s written submission -  only to self-consciously deviate from 

such a formula. However, this deviation, in turn, whilst appearing to arise from a 

disavowal o f the soundness of historical narrative is itself a “determinate formal 

difference” of substantial historical significance. This section will examine the ways 

in which the repeated questioning o f notions o f conventional historical narrative in 

the novel actually works to promote the idea of a compelling and insightful fictional
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history, a history that examines changes in American life through an inherently 

nostalgic contrasting of the values of various epochs.

Commenting on his attempts in the late ’60s at writing a novel about the life 

of James Buchanan, Updike notes that he was unable “to move the novel forward 

through the constant pastiche and basic fakery of any fiction not fed by the springs 

of memory.” Suggestive o f Davis’ contention about the need for a yeamed-for past 

to have been experienced at first hand by the nostalgic subject, Updike’s difficulties 

with his first attempt at the Buchanan project -  he eventually abandoned the 

undertaking, opting to write Rabbit Redux instead and used his material on the 

former President for his only play, Buchanan Dying, published in 1974 -  have, the 

suggestion is, been overcome by the time of writing Ford Administration. Tlie 

figure of Alf Clayton is key to this rediscovered ability to create a fictional narrative 

in which Buchanan could be placed. Again, Updike’s introduction to the Franklin 

edition of the novel is highly instructive on this point. Clayton is described here as:

[An] intervening author who would in his fictional person shoulder all the 
difficulties 1 had encountered in my travails o f historical reconstruction. Let 
him and not me take on the fatal cheapness, the inevitable jaunty falsity of 
any attempt to animate individuals more than a century dead.... He would 
suffer historical authorship on my behalf and himself be an historical figure, 
a survivor of the Ford Presidency.^'

Clayton is, in other words, essentially a device through which Updike can 

circumvent the anxiety he felt about constructing a fictional narrative around a basic 

framework of historical fact. He acts as a buffer between Updike and the hazards of 

the historical novel, absorbing and voicing his creator’s concerns about the 

indeterminacy of narrative history and enabling Updike to survey a range of 

historical eras and thus construct a “breathing history.”

In composing his submission for the NNEAAH symposium, Clayton is 

effectively acting as an historian of two eras -  the Ford Administration and the ante

bellum Buchanan era -  and he encounters substantial obstacles in assembling a 

reliable narrative from either. On the one hand, his memories of the Ford 

Administration are repeatedly suggested to be deeply untrustworthy. Memory', he 

suggests, is inherently suspect -  “[It] has a spottiness, as if the film was sprinkled 

with developer instead of immersed in if ’ {MF 9) -  and he appears to revel in the
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fact that his own recollections from the mid-’70s are particularly unreliable. At one 

point he asks, “For that matter, was there ever a Ford Administration? Evidence for 

its existence seems to be scanty” (MF 76) and his account later finds him at a loss as 

to what President Ford actually did, conceding, “As far as I know, he was perfect” 

{MF 354). On the other hand, Clayton’s years o f research into the life of President 

Buchanan -  by the time o f the Ford Presidency he had spent over a decade working 

on an “often-commenced, ever-ramilying, and never-completed book” on the 

subject {MF 26) -  leave him no better equipped to fashion a unified narrative fi'om 

that period either. Instead he arrives at a “definitive awareness that historical truth is 

forever elusive” (MF 14), revealing in a footnote to his editors at Retrospect that, 

“At some point history becomes like topography: there is no why to it, only a here 

and a there"' {MF 262). Furthermore, even these basic facts -  the topographical 

“here” and “there” -  do not themselves guarantee authenticity, rather, “As in 

physics, the more minutely we approach them, the stranger facts become, with leaps 

and contradictions of indecipherable quanta” {MF 75).

The positing of a porous membrane between the personal and the historical 

further increases this sense of history’s innate unreliability. The belief that the 

“daily doings of ordinary people” are impacted upon by broader historical and 

political events is a key feature of much of Updike’s writing -  especially, as Miller 

illustrates, in the novels after Couples -  but Ford Administration goes further in 

exploring the ways in which personal and domestic arrangements influence the very 

construction o f historical accounts. Clayton is carefiil to establish the “historical 

context” for his one-night stand with the mother of a student -  suggesting that Ford 

“presided over a multitude” o f such affairs {M F2\1) -  and he later reveals how this 

incident “kept intruding” on his attempts “to model Buchanan’s love for King” on 

his relationship with his mistress Genevieve {MF2A2).

Faced with such an array of impediments to writing his account of 

Buchanan’s life -  difficulties, it is possible to conclude, also experienced by Updike 

in the ’60s when faced with the same project -  Clayton is offered a solution by the 

arrival of a “deconstructionist” in his University’s English department. Brent 

Mueller’s Derridean credo -  he proclaims that, “all history consists simply o f texts: 

there is no Platonically ideal history apart from texts, and texts are inevitably 

indefinite, self-contradictory, and doomed to a final aporia” {MF 35) -  inspires
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Clayton and appears to suggest a way for him to reconcile his desire to create a 

narrative around Buchanan’s life with his awareness o f the instability and 

indetenninacy of the historical facts he has at his disposal. He thinks, “So why not 

my text, added to all others? 1 leaped in ... to overcome my mistaken reverence for 

the knowable actual versus supposition, my illusory distinction between fact and 

fancy” {MF 35).

However, it is crucial to note that Clayton’s approach to historical narrative, 

whilst exhibiting elements of Derridean playfulness, is notably lacking the 

resistance to fixed meaning and final surrender to multiplicity that more typically 

characterizes deconstructionist work. The precision and care urged by the author’s 

“Note” at the start of Buchanan Dying -  “Were this play ever to be produced, care 

should be taken with the lighting and the accents”^̂  -  makes clear the extent to 

which Updike’s vision o f the past is ultimately resistant to such determinedly open- 

ended thinking. In fact, Clayton later reveals himself to be openly hostile to 

Mueller’s approach, referring to it as a “dark art” {MF 103) and scathingly alluding 

to “the voice of today’s thinking, debunking in a false demotic accent” {MF 289). In 

other words, the freedom from the confines o f the strictly knowable promised by 

deconstructionist views of history enables Clayton to overcome his reticence 

regarding the inclusion of supposition in his historical account -  what is referred to 

in The Coup as “the spongy turf of psycho-historical speculation” -  and yet, as will 

be examined in the next section, this only serves to enable the construction o f a 

heavily nostalgic, multi-planed “breathing history” that is inherently reliant on 

stability of outlook.^^

It is repeatedly suggested throughout the novel that the composition o f such 

a history requires a more fluid and protean narrative style than is normally found in 

historical accounts. Early in his submission, Clayton asks his editors at Retrospect 

not to “chop up [his] paragraphs into mechanical ten-line lengths” adding that, 

“some thoughts will run long as rivers in thaw, and others will snap off like icicles” 

{MF 5). That these editors will consider his account o f the Ford Administration 

unusual and even unusable is a source for much of the comedy in the novel. Even 

Clayton seems aware of the highly idiosyncratic nature of his narrative, conceding 

that it is “unlikely” that Retrospect will use much of his writing on Buchanan (MF 

228) and apologizing for “[rattling] on in this unprintable way” {MF 106).
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However, the context in which Clayton’s account o f Ford-era America is 

unwieldy, eccentric, and potentially “unprintable” is, of course, that of an academic 

journal seeking a contribution to a historical symposium, not that of the fifteenth 

novel by a writer committed to exploring the porous border between the personal 

and the historical and examining “the daily doings of ordinary people” in order to 

achieve historical authenticity. In other words, it is through this question of 

appropriate narrative style that Updike once again allows Clayton to “shoulder all 

the difficulties” of writing history in an overall context that promotes the historical 

validity of the novel form. In a passage on Buchanan’s response to the death of his 

beloved Ann Coleman, Clayton considers the difference between history and 

fiction:

The texts are like pieces of a puzzle that only roughly fit. There are little 
irregular spaces between them, and through these cracks, one feels, truth 
slips. History, unlike fiction and physics, never quite jells', it is an armature 
of rather randomly preserved verbal and physical remains upon which 
historians slap wads o f supposition in hopes of the lumpy statue’s coming to 
life. (MF 165, emphasis added)

Updike is deliberately blurring the distinction between the two forms of writing 

here, in the process revealing Clayton to be part-historian and part-novelist. Rather 

than being daunted by the frequent lack o f documentary evidence on the minutiae of 

Buchanan’s life, Clayton reveals that as an historian his “tropism was towards the 

unlit, the underside, the region of shades” (MF 178) and the “wads of supposition” 

he slaps on throughout his submission to Retrospect -  whether about Buchanan’s 

life or his own memories of the Ford years -  are often explicitly cast as fictional. He 

apologizes for using “the anti-historical tense o f perpetual motion” in his account of 

Buchanan {MF 135) -  a phrase that seems to deliberately evoke the insistent present 

tense o f the Rabbit novels -  and even acknowledges that his account of America 

during the mid-’70s is more suitable to the category o f “Modem fiction” {MF 296).

In testing the limits of historical narrative in Ford Administration, Updike is, 

therefore, stating a case for the role of the novel as historical document. The 

implication is that the uncertainties o f history are suitably counteracted by the 

tendency of fictional prose, especially as practised by Updike, to “jell” and hold 

within distinct boundaries. Early in the novel, after recounting an incident from the
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Ford era, Clayton admits, “The abovesigned is not entirely sure, at this distance of 

time” before noting in brackets that the interval between the Ford Administration 

and A lf s account in the early-’90s is “far less ... than elapsed between the ministry 

of Jesus and the composition of the earliest Gospels” {MF 85). This claim of 

authenticity in spite of inevitable indeterminacy is an essential part o f Updike's 

examination of writing history in Ford Administration and, as will be explored in 

the next section, makes possible the inherently nostalgic post-Cold War reading of 

American history that emerges from the novel.

Reading America

“All these nineteenth-century people made sense, in a way we can't anymore.”
(M FIO l)

As has been explored at length in previous chapters, the nostalgia found in John 

Updike’s writing most frequently takes the form of a process by which desire and 

meaning are transferred from an uncertain or debased present to a secure and 

knowable past. For example, faced with an America left insecure and indebted as 

the Cold War ends, Harry Angstrom drives around Brewer “hurting himself with the 

pieces of his old self that cling to almost every comer” {Rest 150) and Hope 

Chafetz, in Seek My Face, recalls her youth as a time when people “[got] more fun  

out of being American” and “things still felt new” {SF 141). This pattern of 

identify ing the past as a locus of misplaced purpose and value is also very much in 

evidence in Ford Administration. The nostalgic transfer of meaning to the past is, in 

fact, facilitated by the approach to writing history that is promoted within the novel. 

In other words, just as the character of Harry Angstrom became a vehicle for 

Updike’s impressions of contemporary America, the hybrid narrative structure and 

range of historical eras depicted in Ford Administration enables Updike to comment 

nostalgically on America’s fortunes from the early nineteenth centurj' to the post- 

Cold War presidency of George H. W. Bush. Once again, therefore, the idea of 

contrast underpins this nostalgia.

America during the Ford Administration, as described by Alf Clayton, is a 

nation left “hurt and headless” {MF 5) by the resignation of President Nixon and 

rendered punch-drunk by the profusion o f “bizarre headlines and queer television”
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{MF A) emerging in the aftermath of “Lyndon Johnson’s supercharged Sixties” {MF 

5). It is an America apres le deluge o f the Vietnam-era, the mood of which is 

summed-up by Alf, in a passage describing a faculty party at his university, as “A 

certain mid-Seventies disappointment that the sky had not fallen.” “The Ford era,” 

he recalls, “was a time o f post-apocalyptic let-down, of terrifying permissiveness 

(A/F 247-48).

Furthermore, in a way that once again demonstrates the porous borderline 

between the personal and the historical, this “terrifying permissiveness” also 

suffuses Clayton’s domestic life. Alf describes his position prior to leaving his wife 

as being “blamelessly sunk in domestic torpor and psychosexual compromise” {MF 

25), a surrendering of responsibility that is suggestive of individual helplessness in 

the face of the prevailing national mood. Having left his family, he describes his 

vantage point as being from “the teetering height of [his] corrupt adulthood” {MF 

96) and he later summarizes his occupation during the Ford Administration as 

“postgraduate work in adultery and child neglect” {MF 150).

It is in the context of this depiction of a degraded and dissolute America 

during the Ford era that the part of Clayton’s narrative dealing with James 

Buchanan begins to take on significance and the model of contrast that sustains the 

nostalgia in the novel is established. The nation in which Buchanan grew up is 

described as “miniature America” {MF 31) and “a mere Atlantic apron of 

cultivation and settlement” {MF 27). This sense of an almost virginal America not 

only differs from the inner city decay described by Alf -  in Ford’s “fallen times,” 

the statues of Washington and Adams that Clayton passes daily have been defaced 

by obscene graffiti {MF 79) -  but also from the sexual habits of the Ford era. In 

contrast with the unftjlfilling sexual rapacify o f the mid-’70s -  Alf reflects that “in 

those far-off Ford days in was assumed that any man and woman alone in a room 

with a lock on the door were duty-bound to fuck” {MF 16) -  Clayton notes how 

“Nineteenth-century men were more easily gratified short of orgasm than men of 

our time” {MF 230). As he informs his mistress Genevieve, “All these nineteenth- 

century people made sense, in a way we can’t anymore” {MF 101).

For Clayton, it is the figure of James Buchanan that epitomizes the civilized 

and sense-making attributes that, for him, characterize early nineteenth-century 

America. He sees him as a “gallant” and accommodating statesman {MF 13) and his
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attachment to Buchanan -  he counters his wife’s accusations of the former 

President’s dreariness by declaring, “I love him” {MF 14) -  is such that, in the midst 

o f the tawdriness o f his Ford-era domestic arrangements, he admits to feeling 

“lighter” when he thinks about him {MF 13). That Buchanan was America’s only 

bachelor President further appeals to the ruinously libidinous historian. In fact, 

Clayton explicitly de-sexualizes Buchanan, maintaining that he “was a virgin -  our 

only virgin President!” {MF 109) and even musing on “the President as national 

mother” {MF 86).

This inherently nostalgic reading of American history -  implying a decline 

from ante-bellum elegance to post-’60s turpitude -  is also reflected in the contrast in 

narrative style from Clayton’s frequently scathing and jaded impressions of the Ford 

years to his careful and affectionate recreation of Buchanan’s era. The hybrid 

structure of the novel invites this comparison and allows the shifts from one 

narrative mode to the other to mirror what Clayton sees as the shifting values of the 

respective eras. For example, weary and self-mocking descriptions of Ford-era 

social events -  “1 wondered if the Muellers would be there, and if Genevieve, mia 

promessa sposa, would give me any kind of betrothed glance. As I imperfectly 

remember, they were, and she didn’t. Not a glance. The perfect pretender” -  are 

immediately followed by lavishly detailed and sincerely-toned portraits of 

Buchanan’s milieu, descriptions that revel in the very materiality of nineteenth- 

century America:

The twelve hours’ carriage ride from Philadelphia still jolted queasily in 
Buchanan’s bones, further stiffened by the damp chill of late November, as, 
darkness having already descended, he climbed the six granite steps.... 
Beneath its semi-circular fanlight, between its side-lights of leaded clear 
glass, the door was freshly painted black in the latest Lancaster style, setting 
off quite brilliantly the polished brass knocker in the shape of a mermaid 
suspended head down, her bare breasts doing the knocking: a fanciftjl 
conceit from which the gentleman’s hand instinctively flinched.... {MF59)

In a similar fashion, the sexual vulgarity o f the mid-’70s is depicted in a style -  

“Her wetness had become so extreme I kept slipping, like a man in smooth-soled 

boots on a mudbank, and even before my last throb of ejaculation I was starting to 

resent this whole act of intercourse, which had been less than half, I felt, my idea” 

{MF 19) -  that contrasts starkly with Clayton’s self-consciously sentimental and
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romantic rendering of the death by laudanum of Buchanan’s sweetheart Ann 

Coleman:

The potent tawny liquid, forming by cohesion its tremulous mound in the 
spoon’s small bowl, glints as the housemaid, freckled plump Abigail, lifts it 
towards Ann’s parted lips. The doctor has surrendered the operation as too 
intimate for a man still as robust as he, upon a patient so replete with 
attractions, though distraught. The coolness of the pewter couches the 
insistent push of the liquid. The servant tips up the spoon’s handle, and Ann 
swallows. {MF 127-28)

In other words, Updike’s prose becomes another vehicle for encapsulating the 

nostalgic belief that the nineteenth century “made sense” in a way that post-’60s 

America does not. The implication is that the decline in personal, domestic, and 

national values detailed in the novel was accompanied by a concomitant decline in 

the weight and substance of experience itself and that this falling off affects the 

quality of narrative prose. In this way, Clayton’s scrupulous recreation o f the 

language of the era is part of the same inherently nostalgic project that sees him 

recreate and glorify its code o f behaviour.

This sense of nostalgic contrast is further multiplied in the novel by the 

inclusion of references to other eras in American history. A lf s eighty-year-old 

mother, who visits the Clayton family during the Ford years, is explicitly cast as a 

representative o f an era between Buchanan and Ford -  she was, we are told, “born 

when Cleveland was President the second time” {MF 138), and is later referred to as 

“belong[ing] to the Roosevelt administrations” {MF 159) -  and her reactions to her 

son’s domestic plight serve to further underline the contrast with the values of 

earlier times. She informs the family that, unlike the personal freedoms o f post-’60s 

America, “When I was a little girl, people did things one way, or they were driven 

o u r  {MF 141) and A lf s description o f the world facing her in the ’70s -  “Rampant 

divorce, cohabitation without benefit o f marriage rites, unapologetic homosexuality, 

promiscuous communes. Loyalty to spouse a joke, loyalty to nation a scandal” {MF 

142) -  is essentially a recapitulation of the contrast implied throughout the novel.

The fact that Clayton’s submission to the NNEAAH is written in the early- 

’90s, in the aftermath of the Cold War and during the presidency of George H. W’. 

Bush, adds yet another historical perspective to the narrative and further deepens the
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texture of the novel’s nostalgia. Clayton recalls being in New York to attend a 

conference on “Cold War Deformations o f Developing-World Economies” {MF 

168) during the Ford years and as an historian, he is acutely aware of the Cold 

War’s epochal nature. In adding this more contemporary perspective to the 

narrative, Updike seems to complicate the contrast established in much o f the novel 

between Buchanan-era propriety and Ford-era promiscuity. Clayton, in fact, 

frequently appears nostalgic for aspects of the latter era. Writing in a post-AIDS 

context, he fondly remembers that, “Bodily fluids had no deadly viral dimension in 

the dear old Ford days” {MF 22) and he later suggests an ever-deepening American 

anxiety as he notes that, “In the Ford era, superstitious dread of lawyers and 

stockbrokers as potential sources o f financial ruin had not been superseded by fear 

o f failing banks and outlandish hospital bills, as in the present. Bush era” {MF 278). 

However, rather than idealizing the Ford years, this occasional softening o f attitude 

towards America in the ’70s has the effect of fiarther emphasizing the trajectory of 

American decline that underpins so much of the nostalgia in Updike’s post-Cold 

War writing. A lf s summary of the second half of the twentieth century -  “World 

war, Holocaust, cold war, oil spills, famine, massacre, serial killing, man the vermin 

o f the planet” {MF 169) -  has much in common with the undermining of ideas of 

progress and the gloomy views of recent history found in Rabbit at Rest and Toward 

and suggests that the deterioration o f American values implied by Clayton’s hybrid 

narrative continues up to the immediate post-Cold War context in which his 

submission is composed.

Before moving on to examine how John Updike tackles this notion of 

American decline in Lilies, it is worth concluding this discussion o f Ford 

Administration with some comments on the way in which Clayton’s narrative is 

suggestive o f Jameson’s contention that nostalgic recreations of the past tend 

towards simulation rather than true historicity. In Washington Irving’s “Rip Van 

Winkle,” the Old Dutch gentlemen that Rip encounters playing bowls in the 

Kaatskills, in a vision that precedes his twenty years o f sleep, are described as 

reminding Rip of “the figures in an old Flemish painting, in the parlour o f . . .  the 

village parson, and which had been brought over from Holland at the time o f the 

settlement.” '̂* The implication of this is that Rip, although nostalgically drawn to the 

values and slower pace of life of earlier times, cannot himself access this history
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directly and can, therefore, only reach it at second hand, through artistic depictions 

of this period. In a similar fashion, A lf s description of his mother as “a relic of a 

lost Norman Rockwell type of family” {MF 140) suggests that the historian is 

similarly, as Jameson puts it, “condemned to seek history by way o f pop images” of 

the past and this undermines the extent to which his version of America’s past can 

be read as anything other than a nostalgically comforting backwards projection. In 

other words, although Clayton has a tendency to nostalgically locate meaning in the 

past, this past is itself a simulation based largely on a search for meaning and 

substance. The nineteenth-century figures in A lf s narrative “make sense” not 

because of the innate sense-making nature of their times but because this is the 

function they are accorded by the historian’s nostalgic vision.

Baudrillard suggests a context for such a view of history in the following

terms:

Whereas so many generations ... lived in the march of history', in the 
euphoric or catastrophic expectation of a revolution -  today one has the 
impression that history has retreated, leaving behind it an indifferent nebula, 
traversed by currents, but emptied of references. It is into this void that the 
phantasms o f a past history recede ... simply to resurrect a period when at 
least there was a history ... when at least life and death were at stake.^^

This is an extremely useful context for reading Clayton’s painstaking recreation of 

the Buchanan era in the novel. As has been argued previously, these parts of the 

novel forcefully proclaim their historical nature by way of an elaborate prose style 

that draws on the language and rhythms of the era and dramatic action -  whether it 

is the death of Ann Coleman or the political discussions in the build-up to the Civil 

War -  that frequently insinuates that “life and death” are “at stake.” These signifiers 

of “a period when at least there was a history” contrast with the “void” and 

“indifferent nebula” o f Clayton’s contemporary sphere, whether during the Ford 

years or in the post-Cold War era in which his account is composed.

Towards the start of the novel, Clayton introduces a shift from Ford-era to 

Buchanan-era narrative with the interpolation, “Or, in another part o f the emerald 

forest” {MF 89). As well as drawing attention to Clayton’s technical difficulties in 

arranging his hybrid narrative, this sentence also emphasizes the essentially 

fantastic and illusory nature of A lf s historical reconstructions. As Hope states in
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Seek My Face, “How one remembers slowly replaces what really was” {SF 42) and 

A lf s desire to locate a time when American life “made sense” -  a time when, as he 

sings at the end of the novel, “all my troubles seemed so far away” {MF 368) -  

becomes the primary factor in his writing of history and his reading of America.

3. “A CONTINUOUS STORY”: IN THE BEAUTY OF THE ULIES  AS 

“THESIS NOVEL” AND HISTORICAL NARRATIVE

In times of change or crisis, nations look to the past and infer a narrative that 
erases all conftision and contradiction.... (Jean Pickering and Suzanne 
Kehde, “Introduction,” o f  Nostalgia, Gender, and Nationalism)

American History and the Family Saga Structure
Early in the second section of Lilies, Teddy -  the main representative of the second 

generation of Wilmots depicted in the novel -  confronts his mother over what he 

knows to be the root cause of his father’s earlier decision to leave the Calvinist 

ministry, a decision that imperilled the family financially and confirmed their 

declining fortunes. He claims that Clarence Wilmot’s inquiring mind and advanced 

education led directly to his loss of faith, asserting, “If he hadn’t known so much he 

wouldn’t have had to quit the church.” His mother, on the other hand, is determined 

to gloss over what she regards as a shameful episode in the family’s past and is 

insistent that Clarence’s decision had a physical cause and that he “had to quit 

because his body failed.” We are then given the following insight into Teddy’s 

reaction in the midst of this dispute:

It exasperated the boy to the point of tears, the way she was always 
remaking the truth, so that the simplest facts o f their family history kept 
sliding around underneath them. He used to wonder how the stories o f Jesus’ 
miracles and Resurrection could have been spread across the world if they 
were not true, but his mother had showed him how. {IBL 140)

Teddy, in other words, believes that his family history is fixed and knowable and he 

resents his mother’s attempts to exploit the inherent uncertainty of events and any 

ambiguity resulting from the passage o f time.

During an argument with his mistress Genevieve in Ford Administration, 

A lf Clayton is “thrilled by [her] totalitarian ability to alter history” (MF 291), an
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acceptance of history’s mutability that at least in part arises from his own self- 

serving desire to historically justify his Ford-era transgressions. By Lilies, however, 

the implication is that there is much more at stake. Teddy cannot allow “the 

simplest facts” of the Wilmots’ story to shift from the anchored positions where he 

feels he can control and protect them. His outlook, like that of most of Updike’s 

characters, is inherently nostalgic -  we are told that following his father’s death “He 

kept half-expecting time to be reversed and Father to walk in the door” {IBL \ 36) -  

and yet this reversing of time would clearly be entirely on his terms and would, 

therefore, conform to the fixity of the past as he sees it. Teddy, therefore, relies 

upon an ordered and secure mode o f relating his family history, even to himself.

Introducing the novel for the Franklin Library, Updike notes that in seeking 

to write a novel that was “expressive o f America with sufficient breadth and 

generality,” he adopted a structure that enabled him “through this throng of 

identities to tell a continuous story, o f which God was the hero.” *̂ The structure that 

allowed for this linear history is that of the generational family saga and Updike 

notes that, with Lilies, his “hope was to tell a family saga in terms o f God’s dealings 

with four generations.”^̂  In an interview given at the time of the novel’s 

publication, Updike provides a further insight into this desire to portray twentieth- 

century America as an historical continuum. Commenting on the treatment of 

Hollywood in the novel, he laments the fact that modern cinema doesn’t “give you 

the sense of a really coherent moral world,” noting that, unlike the amorality he sees 

in contemporary films, “The old films sort of hung together as sermons.” The search 

for a consistent moral vision in the midst of an increasingly relativistic attitude to 

ethical issues in society at large is a recurring theme in Updike’s fiction, especially 

in his writing in the late-’60s where the climactic fires in Couples and Rabbit Redwc 

can be seen as acknowledgements o f the difficulties involved in attempts to resolve 

such complications. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that later in this interview 

Updike refers to Lilies as a “thesis novel,” a remark that is suggestive not only of the 

degree of research Updike embarked upon in preparing to write the novel -  it 

includes an “Afterword” consisting of a substantial list of acknowledgements and 

sources -  but also o f the existence of a sustained proposition throughout the 

narrative, an argument that once again demands an ordered and linear structure.^®
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This first section of the final part of this chapter will examine the way in 

which the use of the family saga structure in Lilies allows John Updike to present 

tw'entieth-century American history as a single and continuous story and how this, 

once again, results in an inherently nostalgic vision of America. It is, therefore, 

important to emphasize that in examining Lilies in this section, 1 will be primarily 

concerned with the novel’s form rather than its content (although elements o f this 

will be discussed later in the examination o f the treatment of decline in the novel). 

Furthermore, my analysis deliberately looks beyond Updike’s statement about the 

central role of God in the novel. Commenting on “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 

Evening” during a talk at the Bread Loaf School of English in 1955, Robert Frost 

urged his audience to attend to what a poet is “up to” rather than simply “what he
31means” and a similar emphasis on technique will be fruitful here.

In his examination of George Gissing’s The Nether World, Fredric Jameson 

notes that the novel is “best read, not for its documentary information on the 

conditions of Victorian slum life, but as testimony about the narrative paradigms 

that organize middle-class fantasies about those slums.”^̂  In this way, the reading of 

Lilies in this section will focus primarily on the insight it provides into a way of 

organizing the chaotic and multiform nature of twentieth-century American history 

along the intrinsically ordered narrative paradigms of the family saga rather than on 

either the action o f the novel or any “documentary information” on recent American 

history that this may contain. A section focussing more on plot and character in the 

novel will follow this, arguing that the version of America’s past promoted by Lilies 

tends towards historical simulation and stereotype. In addition, the fourth and final 

chapter on John Updike will include a section examining the depiction of America’s 

twentieth-century wars in the novel.

In his essay “The Historical Text as Literary Artefact,” Hayden White blurs 

the distinction between historical and fictional writing by stressing the role o f 

narrative organization and form in the composition of history. He notes that:

History -  the real world as it evolves over time -  is made sense of [in 
conventional historical narrative] in the same way that the poet or novelist 
tries to make sense of it, i.e., by endowing what originally appears as 
problematical and mysterious with the aspect o f a recognizable, because it is 
familiar, form. It does not matter whether the world is conceived to be real 
or only imagined, the manner of making sense o f it is the same.^^
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This emphasis on the propensity of historical writing to make sense of the 

inherently “problematical and mysterious” nature o f the un-narrated past -  o f “raw 

history,” as it were -  is illuminating not only in the context of A lf Clayton’s 

construction o f a narrative in which nineteenth-century people “make sense” and 

post-’60s people do not but also in providing an insight into Updike’s use of the 

family saga structure in Lilies. White argues that there is something inherently 

novelistic about the historian’s marshalling of fact and event into narrative and it is 

in the area of narrative form that this is most apparent. Clayton bemoans the fact 

that “Composing history is like packing a suitcase with objects that persist in 

overflowing, or underfilling the space” {MF 191) and yet the implication of White’s 

assertion is that, like the novelist, the historian can custom make his suitcase with a 

form that effectively disguises any potentially imperfect fit.

Robert Zemeckis’ 1994 film Forrest Gump is a useful example for 

illustrating the way in which the disorder and tumult of recent American history can 

be contained within a single narrative. Forrest Gump’s life, as he tells it to an ever- 

shifting captive audience from his seat at a small town bus stop, acts as a distinct 

narrative thread onto which most major events in America in the second half of the 

twentieth century can be hung. He teaches Elvis Presley how to dance; provides the 

inspiration for “Shit Happens” bumper stickers and “Smiley Face” t-shirts; meets 

Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon at the White House; fights in the Vietnam 

War and visits China as a table tennis-playing ambassador at the height o f the Cold 

War; witnesses the desegregation movement at the University o f Alabama; and even 

inadvertently helps to foil the Watergate burglary. The film also traces the 

development o f the American counterculture through Forrest’s childhood friend 

Jenny who poses for Playboy magazine; protests against the Vietnam War; consorts 

with the Black Panthers and the SDS; and battles addictions to drugs and alcohol. In 

other words, in spite of Forrest’s often-quoted philosophy that “Life is like a box of 

chocolates, you never know what you’re gonna get,” the narrative form employed 

by the film precludes any such unexpectedness. His repeated collisions with 

American history may be unpredicted by the largely oblivious protagonist but the 

film’s drive to co-opt all the disparate strands o f recent American history -  from the 

moon landing that plays on television in the background of one scene to the success
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of Forrest’s unintentional investment in Apple Computers -  ensure that nothing is 

unanticipated by the audience. In Writing Degree Zero, Barthes argues that “The 

Novel is a Death; it transforms life into destiny, a memory into a usefiil act, duration 

into an orientated and meaningful time” and this sense of narration as the point at 

which uncertainty is made to yield to linearity and order is an extremely useful way 

of reading the marshalling of American history in both Forrest Gump and Lilies?'*

Whilst walking in the Mt. Judge Independence Day parade in Rabbit at Rest, 

Harry feels as though “he has been lifted up to survey all human history” {Rest 308), 

and in seeking, with Lilies, to write an historical novel spanning what he refers to as 

“the American century,” Updike requires a similarly panoramic mode.^^ 

Furthermore, the chronologically broad span o f such a history necessitates a form 

that presupposes both continuation and antecedence and the “coherent moral 

world,” the path of which he seeks to explore, requires a tightly circumscribed range 

of characters. In this way, the family saga structure adopted by Updike in the novel 

acts in a similar way to Forrest Gump’s singular life story in enabling this vision to 

be contained and transformed into “an orientated and meaningful time” thus 

promoting a form o f historical determinism. The Wilmots are cast as archetypal 

Americans “going back to near the beginning” of the country’s history {IBL 110) 

and each of the novel’s four sections examines the fortunes of a family member 

from one of four generations from the early twentieth century up to the post-Cold 

War early-’90s. This segmentation of the novel makes explicit not only the onward 

movement of time through the narrative but also enables Updike to present a series 

o f emblematic narrative tableaux -  from the clash o f the Protestant work ethic w ith 

the beginnings of the labour movement at the start of the century to the rootless and 

spiritually credulous nature of the post-’60s generation -  that encapsulate his 

nostalgic thesis of American decline.

In investigating the relationship between the historian and the historj' they 

are composing, Dominick LaCapra draws attention to: “The way in which objective 

knowledge of the past, furnished by procedures such as periodization, is 

supplemented by what Freud would have called a transferential relation to the object 

of study -  one whereby the problems we investigate find their displaced analogues 

in our account of them.” *̂ Whilst the concept o f “objective knowledge of the past” 

is, of course, inherently problematic, this “transferential relation” is also in evidence
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in historical fiction where the displacement o f history’s problems inevitably 

supplements the narrative and removes any pretence at offering unfurnished 

“objective knowledge.” For example, in Ford Administration, the problems 

encountered by Alf Clayton in providing an adequate and accurate account o f Ford- 

era America become displaced within the narrative resulting in a hybrid and 

bifurcated structure in which the narrative focus frequently shifts to the Buchanan- 

era as a time when, as Baudrillard puts it, “at least there was a history.”

This displacement of historical complications into the narrative account of 

this history is even more apparent in Lilies where the very “periodization” of the 

past posits a collapse of meaning in twentieth-century America. Miller has noted 

that the perspective o f the novel “encourages us to locate meaning in the past.” ’̂ 

However, it is important to illustrate how this question of historical perspective in 

the novel bears a close “transferential relation” to what Updike sees as the major 

problem experienced by America in the twentieth century. In other words, the 

perspective o f the novel establishes a contrast between an era o f unity and purpose 

early in the century to a time of rootlessness, credulity, and random violence in the 

post-’60s and post-Cold War eras. This decline is even encapsulated in the headings 

given to the different generational sections with the first two -  “Clarence” and 

“Teddy” -  suggesting a unity of identity that becomes fragmented and difftise in 

line with fracturing American narratives with the two subsequent generations -  

“Essie/Alma” and “Clark/Esau/Slick.”

Some critics have even suggested that such is Updike’s disillusionment with 

these later generations that the quality of the novel declines in line with the 

depiction of the declining condition of American experience. Jim Paul notes that 

whilst Updike “seems utterly at home in the first half [Lilies] describing the daily 

round of middle class life in the early part of the century,” as the narrative turns to 

the second half o f the twentieth century he “seems at sea in the world of condoms 

and Uzis and soundbytes.” Furthermore, Paul notes that this shift “leaves [the] 

reader wondering whether Updike’s heart is still in the book, and whether he can 

manage to care about these contemporary characters.” *̂ Whether or not these final 

parts of the novel see Updike struggling as a novelist to depict new areas of 

American experience, it is clear that this portrayal o f American life towards the end 

o f the novel is a further example of LaCapra’s contention regarding the way in
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which the difficulties encountered in composing history become displaced within 

historical narratives themselves. The periodized overview implied by the family 

saga structure enables Updike to narrate the latter stages o f the novel -  which 

describe a Waco-style standoff and conflagration involving Clarence Wilmot’s 

great-grandson Clark -  in a style that encompasses the debasement and decline of 

post-’60s America. In fact, the frantically cinematic style in which the final 

confrontation is related -  “Within the Temple, the sounds and shouts, the 

splinterings distant and near, the unintelligible blaring voices from outside, the 

thuds and gusts of tear gas and wind-whipped flame had been merged in a great 

rushing, a dragon on the other side of the wall” {IBL 480) -  brings to mind Philip 

Roth’s frequently-quoted assertion about the difficulty encountered by the 

American novelist “in trying to understand, describe, and then make credible much 

of American reality.”^̂

H istorical Sim ulation

Prior to introducing the Wilmot family, Lilies begins with a brief description of the 

filming of a motion picture entitled The Call to Arms and directed by D.W. Griffith. 

This account serves a dual purpose in prefacing the novel’s main action and 

characters. On the one hand, the reference to the nascent art o f film-making serves 

to introduce the motif of America and the movies that runs through the novel from 

Clarence Wilmot’s retreat into movie houses to escape the drudgery o f his post

ministry job as a door-to-door encyclopaedia salesman to his granddaughter Essie’s 

rise to stardom as the Hollywood star Alma DeMott to the cinematic violence of his 

great-grandson Clark’s death at the end o f the novel. More importantly, however, 

Updike’s reference to the filming o f The Call to Arms -  an historical drama set 

during medieval times -  allows for a brief but significant metafictional commentary 

on the twentieth-century composition o f historical narrative. Griffith’s film -  like 

Don DeLillo’s imagining of Eisenstein’s “ lost” Unterwelt in Underworld, entirely 

the novelist’s creation -  is shot in the Wilmot’s hometown o f Paterson, New Jersey 

in a location that includes “groomed, medieval-appearing oaks” but also 

“command[s] a hazy view o f New York City, less than fifteen miles eastward” {IBL 

3). However, in keeping with the verisimilitude demanded of historical films, “the
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moving-picture camera was aligned to exclude any such modem view” {IBL 4) and 

the pretence of medieval England is painstakingly maintained.

Updike’s reference to the care with which the camera must be placed in 

filming scenes set in the distant past draws attention to the technical difficulties of 

faithfully composing historical narrative and the implication is clearly that this care 

w ill also be taken, and these difficulties surmounted, in the novel that follows. That 

a pure and unvarnished history is to be provided in the novel is also suggested by 

the reference, also in this opening scene, to the frequently overlooked “mass of 

human suffering and striving” upon which New York City is built {IBL 4). This is 

also hinted at by Teddy Wilmot’s memory that “he had seen Charlotte Weed’s ankle 

when she reached down and scratched herself in American-history class” {IBL 121).

However, this account of the shooting of an historical film also draws 

attention to the inherently constructed nature of Updike’s historical vision and so 

carries with it an implication of the inevitable involvement of the technical means of 

recording “the past” in the recreated narrative history itself In other words, the 

camera may be carefully aligned to exclude a view of New York City but it cannot, 

in the final instance, eradicate its own existence and this is also true of the 

inevitably anachronistic perspective o f the writer engaged in composing historical 

narrative. This final section of the chapter will examine the inescapably 

contemporary nature of Updike’s view of twentieth-century American history in 

Lilies, arguing that the creation of consistently exemplary historical characters and 

situations serves to undermine claims to unvarnished historical authenticity and 

tends rather towards historical simulation.

It is, in fact, interesting to note, in the context o f the opening episode of 

Lilies, how both Jameson and Baudrillard draw attention to the broadly ahistorical 

nature of “historical” films, as this will illuminate much of the following discussion. 

Baudrillard contends that history invades cinema as imaginary content during 

noticeably peaceftil or neutral periods. However, he argues that this historical 

content is frequently inherently implausible, not in spite of its outward signiflers of 

verisimilitude but precisely because o f this superficial accuracy. Using the example 

o f Stanley Kubrick’s Barry Lyndon (1975), he claims that, “one never did better, 

one will never do better in ... in what? Not in evoking ... in simulating. All the 

toxic radiation has been filtered, all the ingredients are there, in precise doses, not a
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single error.”'*'̂  Baudrillard, in other words, would contend that Updike’s claims to 

historical authenticity are illusory on the grounds that the technical ability to 

navigate the difficulties of excluding modem views from one’s historical recreation 

does not guarantee a privileged or more accurate view o f history.

Fredric Jameson also emphasizes the way in which contemporary historical 

films are symptomatic o f what he calls an “evaporation of history” rather than ftjlly 

historicized attempts to examine the past. For him, these “nostalgia films” cater for 

an “appetite for images of the past, in the form of what might be called simulacra” 

and that this postmodern desire for simulated history is suggestive o f “a return of 

the repressed, an unconscious sense o f the loss of that past which this appetite for 

images seeks desperately to overcome.”^' Elsewhere, he notes that nostalgia films 

recreate “the past as fashion plate and glossy image.”^̂  Updike himself appears to 

acknowledge this feature of historical films in Villages when Owen recalls a dream 

of a party that had “the gloss and high color of a party in a movie, a ’fifties movie, 

or a present-day film’s retro ’fifties, where the women are too dressed up....”'*̂

Updike’s casting of Lilies as the novelistic equivalent of a carefully wrought 

historical film and his use of this analogy as a means o f sustaining claims of 

historical validity are, therefore, inherently problematic. In fact, the historical film’s 

iterated assertions o f epochal embodiment -  shared, as will be demonstrated 

presently, by Lilies -  can demand such a level of continued endorsement from 

within the narrative that the resultant history can lack any of the specificity or 

unexpectedness that characterize the historical moment. Updike’s “vigorous 

fakery,” in other words, triumphs over true historicity.

James Wood is highly critical of this tendency in Updike’s novel and his 

assessment is a worthwhile starting point for examining specific examples of 

historical simulation in Lilies. According to Wood, “The historical novel, as 

practised nowadays, is merely science fiction facing backwards, with all the 

attendant crudities,” an analogy that evokes interesting parallels between Lilies and 

Toward the End o f  Time and suggests that Updike’s purpose in the novel is 

ultimately an examination of America’s present, post-Cold War circumstances. 

Furthermore, Wood contends that:
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Updike’s book moves through this century’s decades, and it forces smooth 
pacts between its characters and historical events. The danger in such novels 
is that characters will be no more than pacts themselves, composite 
agreements between colour and expectation. And in particular, the writer 
will have to ensure that his characters do not act simply because historical 
events demand that they should (dancing the Charleston in the 1920s, going 
off to Spain in the 1930s, becoming anti-Communist in the late 1940s, and 
so on). Alas, Updike’s characters in this book are historically exemplary. 
History is used not to challenge but to confirm a character’s essence."*"*

W ood’s analysis suggests an inherently contemporary view o f the past that Updike 

not only fails to exclude from his historical reconstruction in the novel but that 

actively participates in this process.

This historical exemplarity is apparent, for example, in the use o f  dialogue in 

the novel. Characters in Lilies frequently become mouthpieces for what Updike 

obviously regards as quintessentially American sentiments at various points 

throughout the century. In early century Paterson, for example, characters proclaim 

their adherence to “classic” American capitalist values o f hard work and 

independence -  local mill-owner Dearholt states that “Work is the way o f the 

country” {IBL 30) and a young Italian immigrant declares, “ I like A m erica.... It is a 

hard country but you are free” {IBL 33) -  while, several years later, America’s 

involvement in World War I is the main topic o f conversation, with Jared Wilmot 

asking, “who wants to live in a world run by Germans?” {IBL 117). During the ’50s, 

Essie Wilmot comments on the anticommunist blacklist in Hollywood -  “The 

Hollywood film industry is the most patriotic industry in the country and did 

everything it could to cheer on America in the war” {IBL 282) -  and later in the 

century Clark W ilmot joins a flindamentalist religious cult and becomes a 

spokesman for its secessionist views -  “ [We] try to live by the literal Word o f  the 

Lord ... We want to be left alone. Is this un-American? I say it’s real American” 

{IBL 427). In other words, what characters talk about in the novel explicitly 

illustrates and proclaims from which point in “the American century” they are 

speaking.

These “pacts between characters and historical events” are also in evidence 

in the professional occupations o f the main characters. Clarence W ilmot’s 

transformation from Calvinist minister to encyclopaedia salesman is explicitly cast 

as representing the ultimately unsatisfactory shift from spiritual to secular
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knowledge -  he tells one of his customers that his volumes contain, “All the 

information there can be, and it breaks your heart at the end, because it leaves you 

as alone and bewildered as you were not knowing anything” {IBL 101) -  whereas 

Teddy’s job with the postal service is intended to signify his patriotic reliability -  

“what [was] more dependable than the U.S. government? ... he liked the idea of 

serving the country somehow” {IBL 204). The involvement of Alma’s brother 

Danny with the CIA allows him to become a mouthpiece for the values o f Cold 

War-era containment -  “I’ll ... make friends for America. I’ll help the U.S. keep a 

presence” {IBL 347) -  while Clark encapsulates the purposelessness and torpor of 

post-’60s America by being “professionally amorphous” {IBL 377).

That such ostensible fidelity to the changing parameters of American life 

throughout the twentieth century disqualifies Lilies, as Wood argues, from claims to 

historical authenticity marks a significant change in the criteria by which historical 

fiction is to be judged. In fact, for Georg Lukacs the birth o f the historical novel was 

dependent upon just such surface accuracy. He claims that, “What is lacking in the 

so-called historical novel before Sir Walter Scott is precisely the specifically 

historical, that is, the derivation of the individuality of characters from the historical 

peculiarity of their age.”'*̂  Lilies is, of course, replete with this form of historical 

specificity -  from Jared Wilmot’s shrapnel wound in World War I {IBL 115) to the 

smell of “ incenselike sweetness” from Alma DeMott’s hippy husband {IBL 362) -  

but Wood views such detail as examples of Updike ensuring “that his characters ... 

act simply because historical events demand that they should.”

A revealing and highly instructive engagement with such questions of 

historical exemplarity is to be found in E.L. Doctorow’s novel Ragtime (1975), a 

text whose playful attitude to early twentieth-century American history not only 

makes it an illuminating co-text to Lilies but also helps to shed light upon the 

transition from Lukacs to Wood in terms o f the assessment o f historical fiction. 

Ragtime famously begins with an apparent pledge o f historical homogeneity:

Patriotism was a reliable sentiment in the early 1900s ... The population 
customarily gathered in great numbers either out of doors for parades, public 
concerts, fish fries, political picnics, social outings, or indoors in meeting 
halls, vaudeville theatres, operas ballrooms ... That was the style, that was 
the way people lived. Women were stouter then. They visited the fleet 
carrying white parasols. Everyone wore white in summer. Tennis racquets
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were hefty and the racquet faces elliptical. There was a lot of sexual fainting.
There were no Negroes. There were no immigrants.'*^

However, this blithe summary of epochal uniformity is quickly disrupted by a 

reference to the famous anarchist Emma Goldman who exposes the inherent 

conservatism of such a vision -  “Apparently there were Negroes. There were 

immigrants” -  and raises the possibility that history is not univocal but rather 

composed of a multitude o f often competing voices.'*^ The novel then goes on to 

examine many of these disparate strands, granting key roles to African American 

and immigrant characters and exploring the personal loneliness that often existed 

beneath the outward appearance of collective well being. In fact, the narrative voice 

that intermittently provides a Dos Passos-style summary of America’s mood during 

the time in which the novel is set becomes increasingly playful, at one point 

describing America during the Presidency of William Howard Taft as “a great 

farting country.” *̂

In Ragtime, therefore, Doctorow examines the relationship between 

historical fiction and the past it purports to describe, in the process exposing the 

choices faced by the historical novelist and engaging playfully with their role in 

either confimiing or challenging historical stereotypes. Doctorow’s characters -  

many of them, like Goldman, drawn from “real life” -  do, as Lukacs demands, 

derive their individuality “from the historical peculiarity of their age” but, unlike 

Lilies, they are positioned within a history that accommodates multiplicity and 

dissenting perspectives. Updike’s characters, on the other hand, display their 

grounding in American history by proclaiming their typicality. Just as the family 

saga structure enables Updike to re-stage twentieth-century America as an historical 

continuum, the novel’s characters are employed to ensure that, like Forrest Gump’s 

all-encompassing life story, all the landmarks of “the American century” are 

included.

It is, in fact, profitable to view this retrospective construction of a linear and 

archetypal American past in terms of Jean Baudrillard’s theories o f simulation as 

this sheds additional light on the functioning of nostalgia in the novel. According to 

Baudrillard, simulation is “the generation by models of a real without origin or 

reality: a hyperreal.” He contends that this process has become so all-pervasive in 

postmodern society that, “The territory no longer precedes the map, nor does it
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survive it. It is ... the map that precedes the territory ... that engenders the 

territory,” a condition he famously refers to as “precession o f simulacra.”^̂  

Baudrillard hypothesizes that this precession “ is inaugurated by a liquidation o f all 

referentials” or, in other words, when the external source on which a representation 

is to be based disappears.^® Elsewhere, he notes that, “History is our lost referential, 

that is to say our myth” and it is in the context o f  this notion o f  the liquidation of 

history as a stable source that we can begin to see the connection between nostalgia 

and the simulation o f history in Lilies. In the absence o f a stable referential, 

Updike’s positing o f recent American history as a univocal continuum serves to 

engender just such an arrangement and allows a linear story to emerge from a 

“throng o f identities.” The exemplarity o f the Wilmot family helps to 

retrospectively generate a sense o f pattern and destiny in American history just as it 

is the absence o f any external referential that contains such stability and pattern that 

creates this need.

Baudrillard further suggests that this absence o f referentials can often lead to 

a sense o f loss and yearning that in turn results in the “ Panic-stricken production” of 

simulacra.^^ In other words, “When the real is no longer what it was, nostalgia 

assumes its full meaning” and it is this nostalgia that underpins the creation o f  a 

simulated real without origins.^^ That this simulation should conform to the broadest 

archetypes -  that Updike’s characters should dance the Charleston in the ’20s {IBL 

161), wear “VIVA LA V.C.” T-shirts in the ’60s {IBL 364), and drive Japanese cars 

in the ’80s {IBL 373) -  is evidence o f nostalgia’s standardizing tendencies. 

According to Shaw and Chase, nostalgia “represents the victory o f the standardised 

over the particular, o f  received language over dialect. It imposes a set o f cultural 

and aesthetic filters between the reader and the richness, specificity and diversity o f 

the past.” "̂* In attempting to preserve America’s past, therefore, Updike’s nostalgia 

results in a standardized account in which history is simulated and homogenized in 

order that it may exist in a preservable form.
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CHAPTER FOUR

NAZIS AND COMMUNISTS, TOYOTAS AND TERRORISTS: THE OTHER 

IN UPDIKE’S POST-COLD WAR WRITING

1. INTRODUCTION

While one-world expectations appear at the end of major conflicts, the 
tendency to think in terms of two worlds recurs throughout human history. 
People are always tempted to divide people into us and them, the in-group 
and the other, our civilization and those barbarians.' (Samuel P. Huntington, 
The Clash o f  Civilizations)

In a speech at Iowa Western Community College during the 2000 US Presidential 

election campaign, George W. Bush commented on the transition in America from a 

Cold War to a post-Cold War mindset. He noted that, “When ! was coming up, it 

was a dangerous world, and you knew exactly who they were. It was us versus 

them, and it was clear who them was. Today, we are not so sure who they are, but 

we know they’re there.”  ̂Often grouped together with other so-called “Bushisms” 

and quoted as evidence of the speaker’s supposed muddled thinking and poor 

grammar, this statement -  and the outlook it suggests -  is deserving o f more serious 

scrutiny. Bush’s summary implies that the perils that faced America during the Cold 

War -  “it was a dangerous world” -  were, in fact, made safer and more manageable 

by the concomitant knowledge of the Soviet enemy -  “you knew exactly who they 

were.” Furthermore, the implication is that the dissolution o f the global 

Manichaeism that characterized the superpower conflict has not resulted in the 

disappearance o f a belief in external threats to America -  “We know they’re there”

-  but has instead simply destroyed the interpretative framework that allowed these 

threats to be identified and contained -  “we are not so sure who they are” -  and thus 

resulted in an increased sense of danger. In fact. Bush’s tortuous syntax here -  “it 

was clear who them was” -  could be seen as symptomatic of the difficulty and 

disorientation faced by Americans in attempting to adjust to the colossal geo

political shifts o f the post-Cold War era and the ways in which these developments 

utterly changed the parameters of their views on threat and security. As comedian 

Bill Hicks noted, “In the midst o f all the elation over the fall of communism in the
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Soviet Union, one important fact has been overlooked -  the United States has lost 

its ‘Bogeyman.’” ^

The present chapter will examine how this shift from Cold War binarism to 

a more fluid and uncertain global system post-1989 impacts upon the depiction of 

the Other in John Updike’s post-Cold War writing and frequently results in feelings 

of nostalgia for the relative certainties of the superpower conflict. The term “Other” 

is capitalized throughout in order to denote both the monolithic status it is often 

accorded and the degree o f psychological investment required for its continuance. 

After introducing the notion that Updike’s view of the Cold War was predicated on 

the sense of anchored dualism suggested by Bush’s speech, it will go on to explore 

the way in which In the Beauty o f the Lilies nostalgically portrays America’s 

tw'entieth-century wars -  its most overt and dramatic encounters with the Other -  as 

salutar}' and invigorating. The next two sections will examine the treatment o f w'hat 

Updike posits as America’s two most pressing post-Cold War threats. The first 

analyses Updike’s depiction -  most noticeably in Rabbit is Rich and Rabbit at Rest 

-  o f the emergence of Japan as economic rival to the United States and the second 

explores the representation of terrorism -  specifically that carried out by Islamic 

fundamentalists -  in Updike’s writing, again in the final two Rabbit novels and also 

in his post-September 11 story, “Varieties o f Religious Experience.” The chapter 

will then conclude by attempting to account for this enduring need for an Other in 

Updike’s writing after the Cold War by drawing on the work o f Scottish psychiatrist 

R.D. Laing.

This chapter will, therefore, have a broader focus than the two previous 

chapters, exploring a wide range of Updike’s writing rather than concentrating on 

one or two novels. In its examination o f the links between Updike’s writing and 

other works of post-Cold War history and political theory -  especially in the 

sections dealing with Japan and the terrorist threat -  the approach is also more 

overtly historicist than that of the preceding chapters. Furthermore, the exploration 

throughout the chapter of the Manichaeistic elements of the American Cold War 

experience, and the often-apparent desire in Updike’s work to make this model 

applicable in a post-Cold War context, provides a useful and illuminating link to the 

analysis in the next chapter of DeLillo’s approach to issues o f Cold War binarism in 

Underworld. In other words, it is through their treatment o f this archetypal post-
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Cold War concern -  how America emerges from the long-established adversarial 

atmosphere of the superpower conflict -  that the work o f Updike and DeLillo 

throughout this period can be most fruitfully linked.

Throughout Updike’s writing, the Cold War is depicted as a clash between 

America and a fixed and knowable enemy. The narrator of “When Everyone Was 

Pregnant” links the security and prosperity he felt in the ’50s to the fact that “an 

absolute enemy” existed beyond “the sparkling horizon” (MW  93) and when, in 

Lilies, the young Danny Wilmot informs his family that, “the Soviets have 

successfully tested their intercontinental ballistic missile.... So they have one and 

we don’t,” we are told that, “He sounded the way he did when Essie had been 

allowed to do something he wasn’t” {IBL 344-45). In fact. Miller perceptively 

argues that the adversarial outlook o f early-Cold War America has a significant 

influence on the domestic lives of many of Updike’s characters. He claims that 

Rabbit Angstrom’s instinctively combative nature -  what JefTH. Campbell calls his 

“Middle American competitive individualism”  ̂-  is as much born of his 

commitment to Cold War-style rivalry -  what Jill in Rabbit Redux calls “the 

competitive American context” {Redux 202) -  as it is the result of his experience as 

a high school athlete.^ Furthermore, he claims that this type of rigid competition is 

given such a central role in Updike’s early fiction because it “maintains postwar 

prosperity and ensures the rights of the individual.”  ̂ In other words, the rivalry that 

underpinned the Cold War became absorbed into the domestic realm and provided a 

model for the lives of many Americans during this period. In fact, Lilies locates this 

sense of American competitiveness earlier in the century with Teddy Wilmot 

anxiously noting that, “He didn’t want to compete, and yet this seemed the only way 

to be an American” {IBL 139) -  a reflection that contains significant echoes of 

Rabbit’s doubts about “being an American” in the absence o f the Cold War {Rest 

367) -  and Jared Wilmot congratulating the pregnant Emily on “making good 

American babies to hold off the heathen Chinee” {IBL 224).

In introducing the importance of the Cold War Other in Updike’s writing, it 

is worth examining a passage towards the end of Rabbit is Rich, a novel in which 

America’s borders seem increasingly porous and in which both Harr)' Angstrom and 

America are faced with a growing array o f adversaries. The novel begins during the 

oil shortage o f June 1979 with Harry, seemingly unaware of the irony of his
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observations, noting that although “the great American ride is ending” for many of 

his compatriots, his prosperity is assured by the fuel efficiency of the Japanese cars 

he sells {Rich 7). Throughout the novel Updike plays with this idea that Rabbit’s 

wealth is ultimately dependent upon American decline. For example, along with 

selling Toyotas, he decides to speculate in precious metals, a market that 

traditionally thrives in times of global instability, and amasses a considerable sum 

by taking advantage o f the global uncertainty caused by the Iran Hostage Crisis and 

the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The sources of Harry’s wealth, therefore, create 

a palpable tension both in the novel and in the mind of the protagonist. Rabbit is 

clearly living the American dream of financial opportunism and conspicuous 

consumption but this is frequently and significantly accompanied by the awareness 

that the America in which he enjoys this wealth is increasingly beset by both 

economic and ideological Others.

The uncomfortable contradiction at the heart of his wealth becomes fiilly 

apparent late in the novel as he watches the half time entertainment at the Super 

Bowl. He sits and watches the cheerleaders and:

On the ‘a-all aboard’ they snake together in what is supposed to be the 
Chattanooga Choo-choo and then produce, out there in cloudless California, 
flashing sheets like tinfoil that are supposed to be solar panels. ‘Energy is 
people,’ they sing. ‘People are en-er-gy!’ Who needs Khomeini and his oil? 
Who needs Afghanistan? Fuck the Russkis. Fuck the Japs, for that matter. 
We’ll go it alone, from sea to shining sea. {Rich 427-28)

As epiphanies go, this is both typical of Harry’s instinctive competitive patriotism 

and also clearly undercut by every aspect of the novel up to this point. It does, 

however, reveal much about the role o f the Other in the American Cold War 

mentality. On the one hand, simply by evoking Iran, Afghanistan, Russia, and 

Japan, Rabbit is acknowledging a world that has moved irrevocably beyond the 

insularity and relative self-sufficiency o f America in the ’50s. In a literal sense, all 

four nations dismissed by Harry have either directly or indirectly helped to make 

him rich. On the other hand, however, to see Harry’s angry dismissal o f America’s 

foes as simply untenable is to risk missing the point. During the quintessential 

American moment of watching the Super Bowl -  in Updike’s short story 

“Grandparenting,” one character asks another, “How can you call yourself an
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American and not watch the Super Bowl?”  ̂-  Harry’s own inner dwindling is halted 

and he is temporarily invigorated by an instinctive defence of America, a defence 

that is dependent on the existence of identifiable opponents. In other w'ords, that 

America is unable to “go it alone” is ultimately less significant than the fact that the 

enduring presence of an Other is enough to unite and energize. Furthermore, this 

persistent need for an external opponent enables Harry to shift from a classic Cold 

War stance -  “Fuck the Russkis” -  to one that attempts to accommodate changes in 

geopolitical and economic circumstances -  “Fuck the Japs” -  and this shift is 

apparent in many of the texts examined throughout this chapter. As Harry says to 

Janice of Nelson’s return to the Angstrom house earlier in the novel, “It’s great to 

have an enemy. Sharpens your senses” {Rich 117).

That the stability and balance that characterized the Cold War era may be 

lost with the end of the conflict is a major concern in Updike’s writing. Reviewing 

the Russian novelist Elena Bonner in 1986, he notes that:

In these last years ... there has arisen the sensation that the Soviet Union is 
not the enemy. Its political religion has fallen flat; free enterprise is creeping 
in even into its own sluggish system; as a nation it is soggy with internal 
problems, and some of them resemble ours. Perhaps radical Islam is the 
threat, or, from another angle, Japan; but Russia, like a gruff chess foe who 
has grown corpulent and distracted over the years, seems an almost 
comfortable neighbor in the global village.*

What is significant about Updike’s analysis in this passage is not simply that he 

gives an early indication of the post-Cold War anxiety and nostalgia that would 

become such a large part o f his work after 1989 but the suggestion that what robs 

Russia of its long-standing role as Other is its increasing similarity to America. This 

issue o f convergence and continuity will be discussed in greater depth in the next 

chapter in the analysis o f DeLillo’s epilogue to Underworld. Faced w'ith a situation 

in which Russia appears to be yielding to American-style free enterprise and is 

confronted by American-style problems, Updike begins immediately to speculate on 

the emergence o f a new antagonist against which America can define itself As 

Miller puts it, “Updike’s definition of American identity is so dependent upon 

global competition that when one enemy bows out o f the ring, another must 

instantly take its place.”^
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This psychological need for a post-Cold War enemy is revealed in even 

starker terms in an article entitled “People Wrapped to Go” submitted by Updike to 

The New Yorker in April 1991. Inspired by the sight of homeless people sleeping on 

New York subways like “figures out of Samuel Beckett,” Updike sees their plight as 

symptomatic of a threatened collapse in global order:

Suddenly it seems the world is full of countries that just don’t work.... The 
U.S.S.R., our former fellow-superpower, is in some kind of meltdown.
There used to be friendly countries and countries we didn’t like, but all 
appeared to have a system that made the use of a collective noun feasible: 
‘they,’ ‘we.’ Now many of the contracts that held people within boundaries, 
and defined their routes to all the human necessities, seem to be dissolving, 
and it isn’t so much a case of good and evil or wise and unwise but of order 
and chaos, with chaos gaining.'*’

The way in which Updike, in this passage, links prosperity and well-being to the 

viability of demarcative collective nouns reveals the full extent to which the bipolar 

atmosphere and language of the Cold War became embedded in his consciousness. 

The counter-intuitively secure Manichaeism of the superpower conflict -  “friendly 

countries and countries we didn’t like” -  provided a sense of global functioning that 

has given way, in Updike’s mind, to a new and less controllable division between 

“order and chaos.” Much of his post-Cold War writing is, therefore, concerned with 

attempts to name and contain this “chaos,” in the process transforming it into an 

identifiable Other.

This enduring tendency to divide the world into two opposing groups is a 

feature of much of the speculative political theory that emerged in great quantity 

from America following the Cold War. The titles of best-selling books by Benjamin 

Barber -  Jihad vs. Me World ( 1996) -  and Thomas Friedman -  The Lexus and the 

Olive Tree (2000) -  attest to this inclination as does the Republican Party 

advertisement during the 1992 Presidential campaign which asked, “In a world 

where we’re just one unknown dictator away from the next major crisis, who do you 

most trust to be sitting in this chair?”"  Even Samuel Huntington, whilst ostensibly 

warning against trying to apply a simple us-them binary to the post-Cold War world 

on the grounds that the non-Westem world is made up of so many different 

“civilizations,” notes that, “Instead o f ‘East and West’, it is more appropriate to 

speak of ‘the West and the rest’, which at least implies the existence of many non-
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12Wests.” In other words, a bipolar framework that allowed American self-definition 

to stay dependent upon the existence o f a countervailing Other remained an 

attractive proposition even after the collapse o f the Manichaeism of the US/Soviet 

divide. In fact, Huntington’s prediction that the West will become involved in a 

series of “clashes of civilizations” had an enormous influence on American foreign 

policy in the post-Cold War years.

Miller’s observation that Updike’s work post-1989 is frequently concerned 

with the fact that, “If America were to continue to prosper, it would have to find 

some replacement for the shattered Cold War consensus that opposed the monolith 

of communism,” is, therefore, applicable to a range o f writing during this period.'^ 

As Chris Hables Gray notes:

A state o f war is still deemed necessary. For the United States, the Soviet 
Union used to supply the enemy and the Cold War was ongoing. Now the 
enemy is more diffuse, although just as ubiquitous. Domestic communists 
have been replaced by drug pushers and users, international communist 
agents by international terrorists, and the Cold War by perpetual low- 
intensity wars, with the occasional mid-intensity conflict as well. The 
persistence o f war is clear.''^

In other words, that the language and outlook o f a nation at war “ is still deemed 

necessary” in America is, Gray argues, as much the result of a ingrained longing for 

a sense of secure oppositionality as it is a response to continued global conflict and 

uncertainty.

2. “A COLORING OF EM BATTLEMENT AND PATRIOTIC PRID E” : IN  

THE BEAUTY OF THE LILIES  AND AM ERICA’S TW ENTIETH- 

CENTURY WARS

The war. Winning that war. Victory, victory, victory had come! No more 
death and war!’  ̂(Philip Roth, American Pastoral)

In “Rabbit Remembered,” as Janice Harrison looks back over the life o f her former 

husband, she recalls his abiding disappointment at not being sent to fight in Korea 

and instead returning home from his two years o f Army training in Texas to a 

settled life in Brewer. Although she sees the fact that the Korean War finished too
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early for Rabbit to fight as ensuring that he was “never sent to die,” she also senses 

that, for him, this may have acted as a confirmation that the triumphs of his life as a 

High School basketball star were about to give way to compromise and torpor. Alf 

Clayton, in Memories o f  the Ford Administration, also reveals how he was poised to 

join the American forces in Korea before “The war ended before 1 was eighteen, and 

1 remember feeling slightly cheated” (A/F202). Meditating on Harry's regrets over 

Korea, Janice concludes that, “Nobody wants war but men don’t want only peace 

either” {LL 188).

Written a decade after the end of America’s involvement in a conflict that, 

although ostensibly “cold” (in reality, of course, frequently extremely violent and 

costly with approximately 91,000 US troops killed in the wars in Korea and 

Vietnam) lasted for almost half a century and came to define many aspects o f the 

national mood, this summary of Rabbit’s attitude to war is enormously significant. 

Fred Davis notes that, “Almost anything from our past can emerge as an object of 

nostalgia, provided that we can somehow view it in a pleasant light” and the 

implication of Janice’s observation is that, for men such as her former husband, the 

tranquil and mundane aspects of peacetime can provide this nostalgic impetus.'^ If 

“men don’t want only peace either,” therefore, the post-Cold War ’90s -  essentially 

the first time since December 1941 that America had not been involved in global 

conflict -  provided plenty of opportunity for reflection on the role o f war in 

American history.

According to Miller, the nostalgia evident in much of John Updike’s writing 

during this period is frequently not only a response to post-Cold War uncertainty 

but is often also “a tribute to Cold War America.” '^ As has been examined at length 

in an earlier chapter, this tribute often takes the form o f fond reflections on the ’50s 

as a decade o f Cold War consensus and prosperity. The historical focus o f Lilies, 

however, allows Updike to retreat even further into history and to examine the 

impact of war on life in America throughout the twentieth century. In justifying his 

response to the Vietnam War, Updike recalls how he “had been reared in the static, 

defensive world of the Depression, to which the World War added a coloring of 

embattlement and patriotic pride” and a similar sense o f war as salutary and 

invigorating emerges from Lilies}^ Furthermore, it is frequently suggested 

throughout the novel that the energizing impact o f war on America is closely related
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to the existence of a wartime Other against which Americans could unite. If, as 

Susan Mansfield contends, war can be seen as a form of discourse between the 

human and the Other, then Lilies illustrates how this exchange is itself maintained 

through the triumphalist and patriotic discourse that accompanies war.'^

The century-spanning scope o f the novel, along with the pointedly 

emblematic nature of the characters, makes possible the inclusion of numerous and 

sustained references to, and meditations on, America’s twentieth-century wars. In 

fact, the way in which these wars are incorporated into the structure of the novel is 

itself suggestive of the extent to which global conflict became normalized for many 

Americans during this period. Unsurprisingly, therefore, from Jared’s experience as 

a soldier wounded in France during World War I, to Essie’s fascination with 

newsreel footage from World War II, to her later anti-Vietnam stance, and Danny’s 

job with the CIA during the second half of the Cold War, the impact of war on the 

Wiimot family is considerable.

In delineating the features of American “victory culture,” Tom Engelhardt 

draws attention to what he calls “the American war story.” This narrative, according 

to Engelhardt, not only guaranteed that America would emerge victorious from any 

militarj' confrontation but also ensured that American involvement in any such 

endeavour was inherently and unquestionably justified. He summarizes this attitude 

by noting that, “After all, hadn’t American history been a processional of 

progress...? Weren’t defeats ...ju s t mobilizing preludes to victory? Ultimate 

triumph ... was a given; and victory, when it came, was guaranteed to bathe all 

preceding American acts in a purifying glow.” ®̂ This outlook is very much in 

evidence in the treatment of both World Wars in Lilies. Preparing to join the 

American Army during World War I, Jared Wiimot reassures Teddy of his safety by 

invoking a picture of American invincibility -  “What’s to be scared of? They see 

that old red, white, and blue flappin’ away, they’ll run, the dumb Huns” {IBL 117)- 

and later in the century as she watches newsreel footage from World War II, we are 

told that “Essie did not doubt that the Germans and Japanese would be rolled back 

and crushed” {IBL 255).

Recalling life in America during World War II, Updike has described the 

atmosphere as “exciting and righteous,” adding that this is “a rare combination.” '̂ 

This idea that the assured success o f the “American war story” was accompanied by
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wartime feelings o f  dynamism and exhilaration in America recurs throughout the 

depiction o f World War II in the novel. Engelhardt notes how, for many Americans, 

the war “had a dreamy, unwarlike quality” as millions emerged from the Great 

Depression to “[find] themselves with jobs, cash, and prospects” and this is in 

evidence throughout the novel.^^ For the Hollywood-obsessed Essie, the conflict is 

cast in the following terms:

The war was horrible, all those young soldiers being killed and babies being 
bombed and the Nazis murdering a whole village at Lidice and everything, 
but wonderful, too, happening so far away, in so many o f what they called 
‘theatres’, and making all the movie stars go about selling bonds and putting 
on shows for the troops with the USO. The war gave everybody something 
to do {IBL 253).

Reminiscent o f Harry Angstrom’s memories o f the war -  “Jumping on tin cans and 

balling foil for his anti-Hitler bit” {Rest 244) -  this idea o f war as a guarantor o f 

excitement is crucial for understanding Updike’s post-Cold War nostalgia. The 

implication o f Essie’s conception o f the war is that although the newsreels provide 

her with a summary o f the ongoing horrors, a combination o f her geographical 

distance from the conflict, the unifying impact o f having “an absolute enemy,” and 

the generalized sense o f national vigour and purpose that accompanied the war 

allow her to imbue these newsreels with the excitement o f motion pictures.

For the characters in the novel, World War II “was like a wind that had 

stirred up everything not fastened down” {IBL 266). Along with Essie’s starstruck 

fascination with the conflict, her mother is employed making bullet casings {IBL 

253), her brother Danny makes machine gun noises in his sleep {IBL 256), and 

Uncle Jared makes a fortune from a copper mine in Colorado {IBL 260-61). In fact, 

later in the novel, he reflects on the war as the “Best damn thing [that] ever 

happened to this country” {IBL 372). This idea o f World War II as the event that 

ensured American supremacy and prosperity is yet another important context for 

Updike’s tribute to American “victory culture” in Lilies. With the Cold W ar over 

and high-profile commentators declaring “the end o f  history,” this recreation o f the 

invigorating atmosphere o f “embattlement and patriotic pride” during the conflict 

can be seen as an attempt to preserve this aspect o f  America’s past. In “ Rabbit 

Remembered,” Nelson notices that the World War II tank in the public park in
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Brewer “has been recently taken away, and a pretty little white-and-green bandstand 

built” {LL 225) and the depiction o f American life in Lilies as enhanced during this 

war is, to some extent, addressed at this fear o f peacetime forgetting.

The existence o f a monolithic wartime Other is key to the depiction o f 

America’s twentieth-century wars as salutary in the novel. According to Engelhardt, 

a major component o f the “American war story” was “a sanguinary tale o f w'arfare 

against savage lesser peoples” and this is in evidence throughout the novel. From 

Jared’s reference to “dumb Huns” and “Krauts” during World War 1 {IBL 117, 119) 

to Essie's imagining o f  “buglike” “Huns and Japs” in World War II {IBL 255) to 

Danny’s conception o f Communists as people who “don’t play fair” and “put 

everybody who disagrees with them into concentration camps” {IBL 283), this 

absolute wartime adversary serves two major purposes, both o f which are key to 

examining Updike’s treatment o f the Other in his post-Cold War writing. On the 

one hand, this unequivocal enemy provides a focal point against which Americans 

can unite. Updike recalls how the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour "‘'welded us ... 

into a fighting nation” (emphasis added) and elsewhere notes how, during World 

War II, “political differences ... were submerged in our common identity as young 

Americans doing our bit to defeat Hitler and Mussolini and Hirohito.” '̂* The 

implication here is that war unites Self against Other and this is clear in the novel in 

Essie’s feelings o f being “enclosed” with the rest o f  the audience as she watches 

newsreel footage o f Nazi atrocities and o f being “encircled” and “protected” by 

“ Roosevelt and God and Churchill and Stalin” against these absolute enemies {IBL 

255).

Closely related to this wartime unity, the existence o f a menacing global 

Other also serves to justify American involvement in armed conflict. Jared’s 

remarks on “dumb Huns” are swiftly followed by his father Clarence defending 

America’s entry into World War I in the following terms: “Wilson is right -  

America can no longer hide from the role it must play in the world. We are, as 

Abraham Lincoln said, the last, best hope on earth” {IBL 118). This doctrine o f 

American interventionism is ultimately dependent upon the existence o f 

dangerously un-American forces worldwide against which humanity must be 

protected. This belief was, o f course, to become a mainstay o f  orthodox Cold War 

thinking and is repeated later in the novel by Danny W ilmot who believes that his
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job  with the CIA involves “the future o f the globe” {IBL 347) and who reminds 

Clark that the freedoms enjoyed by young Americans are “based on the willingness 

o f someone else to do the fighting for them” {IBL 393). As well as being a source o f 

unity and excitement, therefore, America’s twentieth-century wars as depicted in 

Lilies are necessary confrontations with intractable enemies and for America’s 

“victory culture” to survive, this interpretation o f war had to endure.

As has been discussed at length in Chapter One, the Vietnam War and the 

domestic turbulence it caused in America represented a failure o f this early-to-mid 

twentieth-century American war narrative. Writing o f  his reaction to Vietnam-era 

dissent, Updike notes that, “ I whose stock in trade as an American author included 

an intuition into the mass consciousness and an identification with our national 

fortunes -  thought it sad that our patriotic myth o f invincible virtue was crashing, 

and shocking that so many Americans were gleeful at the crash.”^̂  Lilies represents 

this collapse in terms o f the divergence o f personal and national narratives. Essie 

W ilmot’s patriotism and youthful glee during World War II becomes a disdain for 

the machinations o f the Cold War -  she dismisses them as “ like boys’ games” {IBL 

347) -  and later, as the actress Alma DeMott, a fashionably pro-Vietcong stance. In 

Rabbit is Rich, Harry says o f religion that, “without a little o f it, you’ll sink” {Rich 

184) and Lilies explores the idea that a loss o f faith leads inexorably to decline both 

through Clarence W ilmot’s embracing o f secularism early in the novel and through 

the shattering o f  postwar American consensus as typified by Essie’s transformation 

from gleeful patriot to pacifist ingrate. This idea o f  postwar decline is also 

suggested elsewhere in the action o f the novel. Esther Wilmot justifies her affair 

with Peter Pulsifer by noting that he and his wife “hadn’t slept together since the 

Armistice” {IBL 179) -  an implication o f  postwar loss o f sexual vitality similar to 

that explored in a previous chapter in relation to Rabbit at Rest and Toward -  and 

Essie is embarrassed by her mother’s “shapeless, wobbly flesh” when she returns to 

housework after her wartime munitions work {IBL 268).

It is, however, through Clark W ilmot’s involvement with Jesse Smith’s 

Temple o f True and Actual Faith that the fate o f America in the absence o f  the 

unifying narrative o f  war is explored most fully. Taking place in late-1989 and 

early-1990, the Waco-style siege at the Temple compound is explicitly cast in post- 

Cold War terms, as violence in the absence o f war’s self-justifying and containing
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narrative. Rushing to join the media frenzy that surrounds the siege in Colorado, 

Alma DeMott thinks that she “might make the nightly news, unless Bush invaded 

Panama” {IBL 465). Elsewhere, during a press conference, an FBI spokesman is 

described as having a jaw that looked “a bit like the President’s when he spoke of 

Manuel Noriega” {IBL 463). Taking place within weeks of the fall of the Berlin 

Wall, President Bush’s invasion of Panama with 27,000 US troops in December 

1989 -  significantly codenamed “Operation Just Cause” -  was America’s first post- 

Cold War military intervention and its position as a parallel event to the Temple 

siege in Lilies is clearly intended to herald a new, and less secure, context for 

American war. The siege itself is cast in militaristic terms with Jesse aligning 

himself with “those who wage war upon Gog [“Government o f the Godless” -  

Smith’s term for America]” {IBL 399) and Clark’s involvement described as a 

conscription {IBL 439).

In fact, Clark’s post-Vietnam status is implicitly invoked as a context for his 

involvement with the cult. On hearing that Jesse is a veteran o f the conflict he 

exclaims, “That’s cool. Was it as wild as they had it in Apocalypse Now?” {IBL 384) 

-  another insight into the potentially dangerous distortions of “historical” films -  

and at the moment when he becomes involved with the armed siege we are 

reminded that he “had been too young for a military draft” {IBL 439). Furthermore, 

the military vehicles that are used by the US Army during the siege are pointedly 

described as “the same green as in Vietnam and before that” {IBL 491), an image 

that implies both continuity in the continued use of the vehicles and radical 

discontinuity in their use on American soil to attack a secessionist cult.

In this way, this final episode of the novel is broadly similar to Don 

DeLillo’s examination of post-Cold War randomness and violence in Mao II, 

Underworld, and Cosmopolis (to be explored in Chapter Six). In tracing America’s 

wartime journey from the Wilsonian interventionism of World War I to the inward- 

directed violence of Jesse Smith’s cult -  the very name “Temple of True and Actual 

Faith” suggestive of an obsessive desire for certainty in the midst o f shattered 

narratives -  Updike examines and reappraises the role o f war in shaping the 

American character.
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In the short story “Bech Noir,” we are given the following insight into a 

recent alteration in the mindset of Henry Bech, whose most recent novel. Going 

South, is about an orphan of the Korean War:

As Bech aged, his thoughts turned to war. He had fought in one over a half- 
century ago. At the time, and for most of the time since, he had thought of 
war as an aberration, a dehumanizing episode to be gotten through and 
forgotten. But lately he had begun to wonder if Hemingway and Tolstoy 
weren’t right: war was truth, in an unbearably pure state. It has shaped the 
map and spawned the most vigorous moral principle, that of tribal loyalty

This reassessment of the significance and value of war is very much in evidence 

throughout Lilies. With the Cold War over, Updike’s “thoughts turned to war” and 

the novel not only makes a case for the frequently salutary effects of armed conflict 

on a national scale but highlights the extent to which these effects rely upon the 

existence of an easily identifiable global Other.

3. “THE COLD WAR IS OVER, THE JAPANESE WON”

Forbes showed a one-dollar bill in which George Washington’s face was 
replaced by Mount Fuji.^^ (Walter LaFeber, The Clash)

In Rabbit at Rest, when Harry returns to Springer Motors after his angioplasty he is 

struck by a pervasive sense of dissolving boundaries. The Philadelphia Phillies have 

just traded away two of their longest-serving players and the Tiananmen Square 

protests in China disturbed him, not because o f the brutality o f the eventual 

government crackdown but because “the kids were allowed to run the show for a 

month” before any intervention {Rest 293). He is also troubled by the presence of 

his new female colleague, the deep-voiced and sport-fixated Elvira Ollenbach. He 

regards her self-assurance and professional ambition as alarmingly masculine and 

her rapport with the equally empowered female clientele at Springer Motors leads 

him to the following reflection:

They have jobs, money, even the young ones that used to be home making 
babies. If you look, more and more, you see women driving the buses, the 
delivery trucks. It’s getting as bad as Russia; next thing we’ll have women 
coalminers. Maybe we already do. The only difference between the two old
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superpowers is they sell their trees to Japan in different directions. {Rest
292)

What is most arresting about this passage is not only the fact that Rabbit’s 

disorientation causes him to conflate two of the key ways in which he senses the 

limits and rules of society disintegrating -  there is, of course, no clear link between 

gender-based changes in the American workforce and the softening of Cold War 

enmities -  but also the way in which he can immediately substitute one worldwide 

adversary for another. He senses that the rivalry between America and the Soviet 

Union -  rivalry that has served a metanarrative function in his life -  is waning, but 

he instinctively sees this uneasy convergence in terms of relations with a new global 

Other.

In making this connection between the end o f the Cold War and the 

emergence of Japan as a fresh rival to America, Rabbit is expressing a view that was 

extremely prevalent in America during this period. When, in 1989, economic 

analyst and Asia expert Chalmers Johnson famously stated, “The Cold War is over, 

the Japanese won” he was not only articulating a widespread sense of post-Cold 

War anticlimax and disappointment -  the exhaustion rather than triumph identified 

by Huntington and examined in a previous chapter in relation to Rabbit at Rest and 

Toward the End o f  Time -  but also referring to a growing feeling that the net 

beneficiary of the conflict had been the nation that America had defeated in a war 

less than half a century previously but that had, since then, developed as a 

formidable economic force.^* In this context, Leebaert refers to Japan’s ability “to 

move steadily forward, transforming itself from wartime predator to scarcely free 

rider to exaggerated threat” and notes how, “For several years ... many Americans 

would see Tokyo as more ominous than Moscow.”^̂  It is also interesting to note the 

way in which, in singling out a nationality -  “the Japanese” -  rather than simply a 

nation, Johnson’s statement appeals to a personalized sense o f grievance and 

rivalry. If “the Japanese” won the Cold War, what would be the response of 

ordinary Americans like Harry Angstrom? This section will examine the depiction 

of Japan and the Japanese as America’s post-Cold War Other in John Updike’s 

writing.

In “Rabbit Remembered,” as Nelson Angstrom recalls his involvement with 

the party scene in Brewer in the late-’80s, he invokes the broader socio-political
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context of the era with the phrase “Japan worries” {LL 266). This sense o f American 

disquiet in relation to Japan is in evidence in much o f Updike’s writing, both fiction 

and non-fiction, throughout this period. In his March 1992 “State of the Union” 

article, for example, the fact that “the Japanese own Rockefeller Center” appears to 

compound the decline and poverty he notices in New York.^*’ Crucially, however, 

the fact that this disquiet over Japanese spending power is fostered by an American 

media eager to locate a new global rival is suggested in both Rabbit at Rest, where 

Harry and Judy watch “a scare documentary about foreigners buying up American 

businesses” {Rest 93), and Lilies, where Clark listens to a radio report claiming that 

“Japanese investors ... last year bought up to six billion dollars’ worth of American 

real estate” {IBL 374).

As he reports to Harry on the condition o f Springer Motors early in Rabbit at 

Rest, Nelson’s frustration at both the design o f the latest Toyotas and interference 

from Head Office leads to some exasperated general comments about Japan’s new 

role in America. He says;

They treat us like dirt, Dad. They see us as soft. Soft lazy Americans, over 
the hill. Ten more years they’ll have bought the whole country. Some 
television show I was watching, they already own all of Hawaii and half of 
L.A. and Nevada.... What’re they going to do with it? Set off Japanese atom 
bombs? {Rest 29)

Nelson’s insinuation that Japan is capitalizing on American decline will be 

examined in greater depth later in this section but his reference to “Japanese atom 

bombs” is also worthy of closer scrutiny. On the one hand, the suggestion, albeit 

humorous, that Japan intends to use land in Nevada as a nuclear test site shows 

Nelson’s unwillingness or inability to dispense with a Cold War frame of reference 

for interpreting the motives of global rivals. Brought up to think in terms o f a 

Manichaeistic arms race, he cannot accommodate the entrepeneurship and financial 

opportunism of the Japanese investors within this model. On the other hand. 

Nelson’s reference to Japanese nuclear bombs exploding in America carries with it 

the inevitable reverberations of the American bombing o f Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

This, in turn, highlights the extent to which the events and propaganda of World 

War 11 are a crucial historical context for interpreting the portrayal o f Japan as 

America’s post-Cold War Other in Updike’s writing.
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In “The Dogwood Tree,” Updike recalls how, during World War II, “The 

Japanese seemed a race of demons capable of anything” and Rabbit’s view of the 

Japanese is informed by his childhood immersion in similar wartime propaganda?’ 

Speculating, in Rabbit is Rich, on the reason for the disparity between Toyota’s 

official car colours -  “Copper Metallic” -  and how the cars actually look -  

“creosote brown” -  Harry remembers the wartime cartoons showing “the Japanese 

wearing thick glasses” and he thinks, “can [it] be true, they don’t see too well” {Rich 

31). In Rabbit at Rest, as he awaits the visit o f a Toyota executive to Springer 

Motors he “remembers from his boyhood in World War II how very cruel the 

Japanese were” and thinks, “What a long way we’ve come since then” {Rest 321). 

This invocation of Japan as wartime adversary is also emphasized by Harry’s 

tendency to associate it with Germany, the other wartime-enemy-tumed-postwar- 

success-story. In Rabbit is Rich he bemoans the economic indiscipline of America 

when compared with “the Japs and Germans” {Rich 243) and in Rabbit at Rest it is 

revealed that, in spite of his instinctive resentment, “the Japanese interest him 

professionally.” Harry wonders how “they and the Germans do it, when America’s 

going down the tubes?” {Rest 194).

It is this disparity between Japan the economic power of the ’80s and ’90s 

and Japan the vilified adversary of World War II that not only accounts for the 

disorientation of characters like Harry Angstrom who are slow and reluctant to 

adjust but also helps to explain the (re) emergence o f Japan as Other after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union. Referring to America’s changing enemies throughout 

the four Rabbit novels, Stacey Olster contends that, “The threat that communist 

aggression poses in the first two novels is replaced by ... the edge that technology 

affords Japan in the fourth.”^̂  However, it is crucial to note that it is more than just 

technology and economic strength that enables Japan to so effectively replace the 

Communist threat in this way. John Gray argues that whilst, “Today Japan is a 

mature industrial society fully comparable with Britain or Germany,” it remains 

fundamentally Other to an American rubric of economic success on account of the 

fact that it “has not accepted western values, and shows no signs of doing so.”^̂  In 

other words, Japan’s position as America’s post-Communist Other for Rabbit, 

though most immediately manifested in economic terms, is in fact rooted both in the 

wartime xenophobia of his childhood and in Japan’s oriental Otherness. Edward
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Said has famously argued that, “Everyone who writes about the Orient must locate 

himself vis-a-vis the Orient” and Updike’s figuring o f Japan as America’s post-Cold 

War rival is ultimately dependent upon a position o f assumed diametrical 

opposition.^'*

It is, however, through the success of Japanese-made cars in America that 

Updike explores Japan’s role as America’s post-Cold War Other in greatest depth. 

He has described this phenomenon in overtly martial terms as a “Japanese auto

invasion” and “The triumphant Japanese raid on our domestic automobile market,” 

phrases that once again carry with them not only the resonance of Pearl Harbour and 

World War II but also the archetypal Cold War suggestion that intra-national 

rivalries have an inescapably martial dimension.^^ Furthermore, when Updike 

claims that the way in which America’s “quintessential native industry” has been 

“gutted by the invasion of better-made, lower-priced foreign cars” is “at the very 

heart of our discouragement,” it becomes clear that, for him, this phenomenon is 

symptomatic of American entropy and dwindling.^^ Rabbit is Rich goes so far as to 

portray Detroit -  the centre of the domestic motor industry -  as America’s dying 

heart, a once great bastion of American enterprise and ingenuity left impotent by 

laziness within and efficiency outside her borders. Arguing with Nelson about the 

relative merits of Japanese and American cars. Rabbit says:

‘Let me tell you something about Toyotas.... They’re put together by little 
yellow guys in white smocks that work in one plant cradle to grave and go 
crazy if there’s a fleck of dust in the fliel injector system and those jalopies 
Detroit puts out are slapped together by jigaboos wearing headphones 
pumping music into their ears and so zonked on drugs they don’t know a 
slothead screw from a lug nut and furthermore hate the company.’ {Rich 
321)

The implication here is that not only have the age-old values o f American industry 

withered, enabling more industrious and conscientious foreign competitors to take 

up the mantle but also that these competitors have succeeded through being 

fundamentally different to their American counterparts.

Rabbit’s belief that Detroit and America are incapable o f competing with 

these “little yellow guys” also encapsulates the extent to which America’s 

confidence was shaken by the emergence of Japan as an economic rival. When, also
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in Rabbit is Rich, Nelson complains to Harry about the consistently defective nature 

of the American products he buys, his father can only respond by saying, “We used 

to be the best” {Rich 113). Nelson, in turn, replies, “So I’m told,” a rejoinder that 

carries with it implications of a deep-seated and long-term decline in America that is 

being capitalized upon by Japan. The narrator of “When Everyone Was Pregnant” 

nostalgically notes of the ’50s that, “nobody owned Japanese cameras then” {M\V 

93) and this connection between American decline and the success of Japanese 

products is also seized upon by Jesse Smith, the David Koresh figure in Lilies, who 

tells his fellow Americans: “Most of you millions out there call yourselves 

Christians don’t believe it; you’re scared of death. Scared o f losing your imported 

Japanese rattletrap...” {IBL 453). In other words, the proliferation of Japanese 

products becomes, for Updike, an index of American decline. As early as Rabbit 

Redux, Janice Angstrom’s affair with Charlie Stavros is cast within these terms -  

Harry says, “Some slick-talking, kinky-haired, peacenik-type Japanese-car salesman 

lured her away” {Redux 160-61) -  and when, in Rabbit is Rich, Harry thinks, 

“Another five years with these cars and he’ll be talking Japanese” {Rich 25), the link 

between his profession and the sapping o f his American vitality is made explicit.

Japan’s emergence as post-Cold War Other in Updike’s writing is, however, 

ultimately dependent upon its ability to compete with America in a much broader 

and more fundamental sense. In a 1990 interview, Updike noted that, “The Japanese 

now have the money, they are the world’s rich nation and this is a role that America 

had ever since I was a boy. It’s a bit o f a shock.”^̂  In the short story “Aperto, 

Chiuso” (1991), Allenson also suspects that Japan’s wealth is allowing it to 

supersede America’s place in the world. Travelling frugally on account of the weak 

dollar, he notices a young Japanese woman tipping a Venetian gondolier -  “Some 

yen disguised as lire” -  and thinks, “The Japanese were flooding the world with
T O

money, as once Americans did.” As LaFeber puts it, Japan’s surprise emergence 

“to challenge a U.S. industrial powerhouse that had dominated international markets 

since the end of World War II” forced America into some potentially uncomfortable
• • 39self-exam mation.

The full extent of Japan’s threat to American wealth and economic 

dominance is made clear towards the end o f Rabbit at Rest when Springer Motors is 

visited by the Toyota executive Mr Shimada. As he surveys the damage done to the
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company by Nelson’s embezzlement, Rabbit’s Japanese visitor subjects him to a 

lecture on America’s deficiencies, a castigation that is worth quoting at some 

length;

[These] years o f postwar, Japanese, man and woman, have great respect for 
United States. Rike big brother. But in recent times big brother act rike rittle 
brother, always cry and comprain. Want many favors in trade, saying 
Japanese unfair competition. Why unfair? Make something, cheaper even 
with duty and transportation costs, people rike, people buy. American way in 
old times. But in new times America make nothing, just do mergers, do 
acquisitions, rower taxes, raise national debt. Nothing comes out, all goes in 
-  foreign goods, foreign capital. America take everything, give nothing.
Rike big brack hole.... Japan a rittle ireand country, must make do with very 
near nothing. Not rike endless China, not rike U.S. No oiru wells, no great 
spaces. We have only our people, their disciprine. Riving now five years in 
Carifornia, it disappoints me, the rack o f  disciprine in people o f  America. 
{Rest 323-25)

Mr Shimada’s diagnosis o f  an America compromized by pettiness and indiscipline 

and effectively treading water whilst living on former glories is, o f  course, very 

much in line with the depiction o f the state o f the nation throughout the novel as 

examined in Chapter Two. However, along with the caricaturing o f the Japanese 

accent -  a signifier o f linguistic Otherness that can, perhaps, be attributed to Harry’s 

clinging to World War Il-era stereotypes o f  the Japanese as his annoyance mounts -  

what is most interesting about Mr Shimada’s observations is the way in which 

Japan’s success is portrayed as being based upon values that are inherently 

incompatible with American individualism. In other words, the feeling that Japan 

has usurped America’s place in the world is, in fact, a transference into 

fundamentally Cold War-style terms o f  an awareness that changes in socio

economic realities worldwide have adversely affected America’s position in the 

world. John Gray summarizes this shift and contrast by noting that, “Japan remains 

the only true economic superpower. It is the world’s greatest creditor; its 

households are among the world’s greatest savers” while “The US is the world’s 

largest debtor; its household savings are ... negligible.” *̂̂ A gallery owner in the 

short story “The Rumor” bemoans the fact that, though wealthy, her Japanese 

customers aren’t adventurous enough to buy her more unorthodox pieces. She notes, 

“When you think about it, their whole society, their whole success really, is based
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on everyone being alike, everyone agreeing.”^' O f course this image of consensus- 

based national success contains striking echoes of much of Updike’s writing on the 

’50s, a uniformity suggested in the title of “When Everyone Was Pregnant” and by 

Updike’s own characterization of the decade as “conformist.”^̂  In this way, 

therefore, Updike’s positing o f Japan as America’s rival in a post-Cold War context 

is inherently nostalgic not only in seeking to maintain Cold War-style bilateral 

rivalry but also in identifying Japan with many of the qualities nostalgically 

associated with ’50s America.

As he recalls the “Japan worries” that preoccupied America in the late-’80s. 

Nelson Angstrom notes that, “With the century ending all this is sinking into the 

history books” {LL 266). In other words, Japan’s position as burgeoning rival to 

America, while a recurring theme in his work from Rabbit is Rich to Lilies, is not 

sustained in Updike’s writing. That this eventual waning o f the threat posed by 

Japan was the result of the economic slowdown that hit the country in the mid-’90s 

-  ironically, a recession that LaFeber attributes to the fact that the insular and 

protectionist Japanese economy suffered in the globalized post-Cold War era -  

further underscores the extent to which Updike’s figuring o f Japan in the role of 

post-Cold War Other represents a broader shift in global focus from military to 

economic matters."*  ̂ If, however, the pre-recession Japanese “miracle” allowed 

Japan to fill the role o f economic rival to America in Updike’s writing, the 

ideological and military threat posed by Communist Russia reappears after the Cold 

War as the menace o f Islamic fundamentalist terrorism.
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4. “A CURRENTLY ANONYMOUS AND CERTAINLY INEFFABLE 

ENEMY”: TERRORISM AND POST-COLD WAR AMERICA

“The Prophet’s vivid Paradise is our atomic bomb.” '̂' (John Updike, The 
Coup)

In view of a terrorism always presented as absolute evil, evil in-itself and 
for-itself, all the other evils fade into the background, and are even to be 
forgotten; since the fight against terrorism coincides with the common 
interest, it already is the general good, and the State, which magnanimously 
conducts it, is good in-itself and for-itself Without the wickedness of the 
devil, God’s infinite bounty could not appear and be appreciated as is 
fitting.'*^ (Gianfranco Sanguinetti, On Terrorism and the State)

That America’s ability to “hold o ff’ the Communist threat throughout the Cold War 

didn’t guarantee prosperity and economic pre-eminence after the end of the conflict 

was, of course, a bitter pill for Harry Angstrom and many other Americans to 

swallow. J.K. White quotes the angry observation o f a shipyard worker from 

Groton, CT, that, “We won the Cold War, and now they’re saying ‘Here’s a pink 

slip.’”'*̂  Ostensibly involved in a decades-long zero-sum game, the fact that 

America outlasted its enemy only to discover that the conventional rules of winning 

and losing were apparently no longer applicable felt to many like a betrayal. 

Furthermore, the emergence, towards the end of the Cold War, of Japan, the hated 

and caricatured enemy of World War II, as an economic rival to America could be 

seen as compounding this disillusionment. Rabbit’s journey from defiantly 

displaying a stars-and-stripes decal on his Ford Falcon at the height of the Vietnam 

War to being on the receiving end of a Toyota executive’s theories of American 

decline in the late ’80s is, therefore, emblematic o f America’s struggle to come to 

terms with losing its postwar aura of being both pivotal and invincible.

However, as has been illustrated in the previous section, Japan’s position as 

an identifiable international entity -  aided, o f course, by its status as despised Other 

during World War II -  allowed for a persistence o f Cold War-style global 

Manichaeism. In other words, Johnson’s comment “The Cold War is over, the 

Japanese won” actually serves to highlight the endurance of a major facet o f the 

Cold War mentality beyond the prototypical US-Soviet binary. Updike’s focus on
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Japan in much of his post-Cold War writing can, therefore, be seen as arising from 

an awareness o f the peculiar comfort of having a clearly recognisable enemy.

The emergence of terrorism as a threat to America during the later stages of 

the Cold War and beyond is, as illustrated by the quote from George W. Bush that 

begins this chapter, less containable within this model. The insistence of Alvin 

Bernstein of the National Defense University, during a speech at the University of 

Maryland in July 1990, that even after the Cold War, the US needed to keep large 

ground forces in order to protect against “a currently anonymous and certainly 

ineffable enemy” encapsulates this sense o f disorientation and apprehension.'*^ 

Bernstein’s choice o f words is also reminiscent of Sanguinetti’s description of 

terrorism as “an obscure, mysterious, perfidious, merciless, and, in a word, 

chimeric, enemy.”'** If the post-Cold War terrorist threat is literally “ineffable” -  

that is, too immense to be expressed in words -  this arises at least in part from its 

resistance to conventional models of inter-state conflict. As Adrian Guelke notes, 

“the end of the bipolar system that existed between 1945 and 1989 represented a 

qualitative change in the nature of the international political system, with important 

implications for the concept of terrorism. In retrospect, it seems that the bipolar era 

was a period of remarkable stability.”'*̂  Former CIA director James Woolsey puts 

this disquieting shift in more vivid terms by stating that, “we now live in a jungle 

filled w ith a bewildering variety of poisonous snakes, and in many ways the dragon 

was easier to keep track of.” °̂

This section will examine the portrayal o f this terrorist threat in Updike’s 

writing. After examining the way in which the treatment of the oil shortage and the 

Iran Hostage Crisis in Rabbit is Rich signals a shift in the world narrative that Harry 

and Nelson reluctantly sense in the novel, it will go on to analyse the role of the 

Lockerbie bombing in Rabbit at Rest before concluding with some comments on the 

short story “Varieties of Religious Experience.” In this way, this section will 

introduce many themes relating to the portrayal of terrorism as a post-Cold War 

phenomenon that will be developed and assessed ftirther in relation to Don 

DeLillo’s work in Chapter Six. While Updike and DeLillo differ greatly in their 

depiction of terrorism -  a divergence that is seen most clearly in terms o f DeLillo’s 

examination of terrorism’s relationship with technology and modernity, although 

Updike does begin to explore this connection in “Varieties of Religious Experience”
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-  the fact that both authors address the phenomenon directly in their post-Cold War 

writing is itself highly significant. That the protean and typically stateless nature of 

terrorism contrasts greatly with the relative stability of Cold War binarism does not, 

in other words, preclude the tendency to portray it in monolithic terms in order to 

confer upon the terrorist the status of post-Cold War Other. Criticizing what he sees 

as the tendency of many American conservatives to exaggerate the terrorist threat, 

George Soros notes that, “Communism used to serve as the enemy; now terrorism 

can fill the role” and both DeLillo and Updike examine the parameters of this 

shift.^'

Although not explicitly linked to the emergence of the terrorist threat, the 

depiction, in Rabbit is Rich, of the reaction o f Americans to the role of Arab states 

in the oil shortage o f 1979 is a highly instrucfive starting point for examining this 

aspect of Updike’s writing. This response not only foreshadows the unease that 

many Americans would come to feel in relation to the Middle East but, more 

importantly, it marks a significant shift in the world narrative away from Cold War 

binarism -  including its geopolitical proxies such as Cuba and Vietnam -  to a world 

of more variables. As Stacey Olster points out, oil grants the Middle East 

considerable leverage in the world of Rabbit is Rich and it is a sense of America’s 

hopeless dependence on oil and its subsequent vulnerability to this influence that 

informs the attitude towards Arab states in the novel.^^ When, in response to a 

reference to Arab wealth. Buddy Inglefinger, one o f Rabbit’s country club friends, 

exclaims, “Jesus, those Arabs.... Wouldn’t it be bliss just to nuke ‘em all?” {Rich 

159) he is not only betraying this sense of impotence and annoyance but is also 

revealing America’s continued reliance on Cold War metanarratives and the 

assurances of a no-longer-tenable “victory culture.”

Later, in conversation with Charlie Stavros, Rabbit predicts an end to this 

Arab leverage. Having read about the issue in Consumer Reports, he declares, 

“Sodium wafers, that’s the answer. Electricity straight from sunlight. It’s about five 

years off.... Then we can tell those Arabs to take their fucking oil and grease their 

camels with it” {Rich 207). This response to the oil shortage once again illustrates 

America’s frustration at the shift in global focus with both Harry and his favourite 

magazine anxious to envisage a scenario that would enable America’s return to self- 

sufficient pre-eminence. Rabbit’s characterization of the target o f his frustration is
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also significant in its signalling of the emergence o f the Arab as a new global 

adversary. The Otherness of Arabs is emphasized in Rabbit’s outburst both by the 

invoking of familiar stereotypes and by the deliberate ridiculing and undermining of 

Arab influence. In other words, Harry is self-defensively imagining Arabs so 

primitive that they would have no use for their oil were they not exporting it to 

America. Said has argued that classic Orientalist discourse “ imposed limits upon 

[Western] thought about the Orient” and, faced with feelings o f frustration and 

impotence. Rabbit seeks comfort in these limits.

The increasing influence on America of events from a region of the world 

previously excluded from Cold War conceptions o f East and West is flirther 

suggested in Rabbit is Rich by references to the Iran Hostage Crisis. The first 

explicit reference to terrorism of this sort in Updike’s writing, the Crisis -  during 

which the staff o f the US Embassy in Tehran were held hostage for 444 days -  

seems to suggest a further disquieting shift in global realities. David Patrick 

Houghton has stated that the duration, location, and seemingly intractable nature of 

the Crisis led to widespread feelings of “disillusionment, frustration, and national 

impotence” in America and this is clearly in evidence in the novel. '̂* The 

penultimate chapter begins with a sentence -  “The hostages have been taken” {Rich 

289) -  the starkness of which goes beyond merely reporting the news to encapsulate 

this feeling of depressed powerlessness. Harry, struggling to deal with what he sees 

as Nelson’s destructive influence on Springer Motors, sees the events in Iran as 

further evidence o f youth run amok -  “Khomeini and Carter both trapped by a pack 

of kids who need a shave and don’t know shit” -  and senses that, “ if you could get 

the idiotic kids out o f the world it might settle down to being a sensible place” {Rich 

327). The full extent to which this chaotic world threatens Rabbit’s domestic scene 

is suggested later when he and Janice argue about Nelson as “A muffled sound of 

chanting comes through the papered wall, Iranians outside the Embassy 

demonstrating for the benefit o f the TV cameras” {Rich 328). This image of the 

intrusion of a new ideological threat into the American home prefigures the extent 

to which terrorism would come to undermine Rabbit’s sense o f secure American 

borders.
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In the context of this sense of encroachment on the American consciousness. 

Nelson’s proposed solution to the Iran Hostage Crisis -  an incident that feels to him 

“like a pill caught in his throat” -  is worthy of close scrutiny. He thinks:

Take a single big black helicopter in there on a moonless night, commandos 
with blackened faces, a little piano wire around the throats of those freaky 
radical Arabs, uuglh, arg, you’d have to whisper, women and children first, 
and lift them all away. Drop a little tactical A-bomb on a minaret as a calling 
card. Or else a tunnel or some sort of boring machine like James Bond 
would have. (Rich 294-95).

This rather muddled strategy is highly instructive in a number o f ways. Not only 

does it foreshadow the botched rescue mission of April 1980 -  in which eight 

American servicemen died in the Iranian desert -  but, as with Nelson’s comments 

on Japanese land ownership in Nevada and Buddy Inglefinger’s desire to “nuke” the 

Arabs, his idea of dropping “a little tactical A-bomb” shows an inability to adapt to 

crises outside of a Cold War framework. Interestingly, Houghton actually blames 

America’s ineffective response to the Crisis on just this inflexibility. He says, 

“Mired as it had been in the Cold War and preoccupied with the Soviet threat, the 

United States had focused on building up its nuclear armaments in preparation for a 

possible superpower confrontation, but nuclear resources were next to useless in this 

case.”^̂  In fact, the descent of Nelson’s plan into cinematic fantasy typifies this 

inability to envisage an effective way of dealing with this new threat. Furthermore, 

his labelling of the hostage-takers as “freaky radical Arabs” shows an ill-informed 

desire to identify and blame a monolithic Other -  although predominantly Muslim, 

Iranians are not Arabs -  that is echoed later by Rabbit when he asks, “Who needs 

Khomeini and his oil?” (Rich 428) and is once again suggestive o f a longing for 

Cold War certainties.

By examining the impact of the oil shortage and Iran Hostage Crisis on the 

American consciousness in this way. Rabbit is Rich posits a world starting to come 

unhitched from the stabilizing narratives of the Cold War. Updike explores this 

development in greater depth in Rabbit at Rest. In fact, where the moon launch and 

the gas shortage act as the controlling images in Rabbit Redux and Rabbit is Rich 

respectively. Rabbit at Rest takes as its dominant metaphor the midair explosion of 

Pan Am flight 103 over Lockerbie, an event that takes place roughly ten days before
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the action of the novel begins. The Lockerbie bombing fascinates and terrifies 

Rabbit and the novel contains several passages in which he attempts to make sense 

of its savage randomness. Early in the novel he thinks:

There has been a lot of death in the newspapers lately ... before Christmas 
that Pan Am flight 103 ripping open like a rotten melon five miles above 
Scotland and dropping all these bodies and flaming wreckage all over the 
golf course and the streets of this little town.... Imagine sitting in your seat 
being lulled by the hum of the big Rolls-Royce engine and the stewardess 
bringing the clinking drinks caddy and the feeling of having caught the plane 
and nothing to do but relax and then with a roar and giant ripping noise and 
scattered screams this whole cozy world dropping away and nothing under 
you but black space... {Rest 5).

This passage not only illustrates the extent to which Harry has come to view 

terrorism as a very real threat to his sense of American well-being but also posits 

terrorism as a symptom of global chaos, destroying the boundary between domestic 

safety and the “black space” of violent tumult. For him, the attack renders 

“everything upside-down and void o f mercy and meaning” {Rest 74).

This focus on the Lockerbie bombing serves two main ftinctions in the 

novel, both of which illustrate the growing impact of terrorism on the American 

psyche. On the one hand, the notion of a plane with a ticking bomb on board clearly 

ties in with Harry’s serious heart condition. His morbid fascination with the 

bombing of Flight 103 comes in part, therefore, from Rabbit’s sense that the 

comfort and abundance of his life may also be ended suddenly and violently at any 

moment. This metaphor -  the novel’s very first sentence sees Rabbit in an airport 

feeling as though he is awaiting “his own death, shaped vaguely like an airplane” 

{Rest 1) -  only has meaning in a context in which terrorism has come to be viewed 

as a genuine threat. That Harry, o f course, suffers two heart attacks in the course of 

the novel -  the second, and ultimately fatal, one being explicitly cast as a midair 

explosion, taking place as Rabbit leaps to throw a basketball {Rest 420) -  serves to 

further underline this threat.

More significantly, however, the central role o f the Lockerbie bombing in 

Rabbit at Rest represents a continuation o f the anxiety expressed in Rabbit is Rich 

about the emergence of international terrorism as a replacement for the more stable 

and knowable perils of the Cold War. Terrorism experts Zulaika and Douglass have
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described Lockerbie as “the very paradigm of terrorist atrocity” and the event that 

provided the American public with “the ultimate proof of terrorism’s extreme 

danger” and the bombing functions with such force in the novel as it posits this 

dramatic recasting of the world narrative.^^ Miller argues that Rabbit’s reaction to 

the bombing suggests an America that is psychologically unprepared to cope with 

global terrorism as a replacement for the Cold War.^^ Harry struggles throughout 

the novel to come to terms with the situation, at one point noticing that Janice’s 

black leather pocketbook looks like a bomb before remembering that modem 

terrorist bombs are no longer of the spherical cartoon variety but can now be 

moulded and packed into suitcases {Rest 234). America’s enemy is, therefore, no 

longer a demonic “Russki,” the Manichaean Other with whom Harry had grown so 

comfortable, but is now a faceless terrorist who can operate with relative impunity 

and strike at American targets far outside her borders. Guelke refers to this change 

as “the waning of the communist threat and the waxing of the terrorist threat,” a 

synopsis that appears to imply a substantial connection between the two 

developments.^* However, as with the depiction o f the emergence of Japan as 

economic competition, it is more usefiil to note the way in which Updike conflates 

the terrorist threat with the end of the Cold War in Rabbit at Rest in order to suggest 

American unease at the absence of a clearly defined enemy.

Furthermore, although Rabbit’s post-Lockerbie unease arises in part from 

his realization of the seemingly invisible nature of America’s new enemy, the novel 

does feature several attempts to name or locate this more elusive adversary. After 

once again musing on “those bodies fallen smack upon the boggy Scottish earth like 

garbage bags full of water,” Harry warns his airport-bound son about “Those damn 

Arabs” (Rest 145), and Janice is alarmed by the fact that the rock stars she sees on 

television “don’t bother to shave, like ... Arab terrorists” {Rest, 118). Once again, 

both of these observations illustrate the extent to which terrorism provides 

Americans with a new frame of reference and signals a continuation o f the tendency 

in Rabbit is Rich to identify Arabs as America’s new Other.

However, it is also crucial to note that at several points in the novel, the 

indeterminate and, as Bernstein would have it, “ineffable” nature of America’s new 

enemy is emphasized in order to suggest increased vulnerability. For example, the 

novel contains the following description of some mild vandalism that Harry notices
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on the grounds o f the Florida condo complex in which he and Janice spend the 

winter months: “Between Buildings A and B, several o f  the overhead sodium lights 

... have been mysteriously smashed: they’re out there, the criminals, watching and 

waiting for the security guards to nod, so the fortress o f sleeping retirees can be 

stormed” {Rest 68). Obviously reminiscent o f  Bush’s assertion that “we are not so 

sure who they are, but we know they’re there,” this figuring o f  America as a 

“fortress o f sleeping retirees” vulnerable to attack from watchful, malevolent, and 

invisible forces perfectly encapsulates this sense o f post-Cold War unease. This 

impression is reinforced shortly after when Rabbit plays a Space Invaders arcade 

game with his grandson and while munching on popcorn both players fail to hit a 

single attacker. Rabbit notes, “Well Roy, if  it was all up to us, the world would be 

taken over by space monsters” (Rest 87), a reflection that resounds throughout the 

novel in its emphasis on both American vulnerability and the quasi-mythical 

ferocity o f the post-Cold War Other.

Updike’s 2002 short story “Varieties o f  Religious Experience,” written in 

the aftermath o f the September 11 terrorist attacks, represents a continuation o f this 

examination o f terrorism as a replacement for the Cold War and the figure o f  the 

terrorist as America’s new Other. As Dan Kellogg watches from his daughter 

Gretchen’s apartment in Brooklyn Heights as smoke pours from the World Trade 

Center, he wonders “who and what the perpetrators and purpose o f this event may 

have been.”^̂  This immediate response, with its focus on both the apparent 

senselessness o f the act and the indeterminate nature o f the perpetrators, is, o f  

course, a recapitulation o f Rabbit’s response to Lockerbie. O f course, the sheer scale 

o f  these attacks, along with their occurrence on American soil, represents an 

enormous escalation from Lockerbie in terms o f  terrorism’s impact upon the 

American psyche and this is also reflected in the story. Alex Houen refers to 

September 11 as “a day in which terrorism exploded into the sheer viscerality o f 

fact” and this is clearly the case for Dan.^° His first thought upon seeing the South 

Tower fall is that, “There is no God” and soon after he becomes aware o f  “ looking 

at a, for him, new scale o f things -  that o f Blitzkrieg, o f  exploding volcanoes.” Ted 

Honderich has written about the way in which, for many, these events confirmed 

that “some restraining god was dead” and Dan attempts to take this disturbing 

suggestion on board, resigning himself to the fact that, “No hand o f  God intervened.
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because there was none.”^' Furthermore, his recourse to old-style war terminology -  

“ Blitzkrieg” -  in attempting to account for the “new scale o f things” suggests a 

difficulty in accommodating this disturbing change as well as a quasi-nostalgic 

tendency to fall back on familiar guidelines.

Updike’s description of what Dan sees in the immediate aftermath of the 

collapse of the South Tower is also significant in this context: “The earth below ... 

groaned and spewed up a cloud of ash and pulverized matter that slowly, from his 

distant perspective, mushroomed upward.” Updike here seems to be quite 

deliberately using the most evocative of Cold War images -  the devastating 

mushroom cloud of a nuclear explosion -  in an unfamiliar and inherently post-Cold 

War context in order to highlight the way in which America’s concerns have been 

transformed by terrorism. “Apologies to Harvard,” an Updike poem from 1973, 

recalls “the Bomb, which after all / Went /wmSHROOM! as we entered puberty” but 

what Dan witnesses is devoid of any such youthful excitement.^^ The image o f a 

nuclear-style mushroom cloud rising from Manhattan was, for people of Dan’s 

generation, the embodiment of the very worst Cold War nightmare and his figuring 

o f the collapse of the World Trade Center in these terms further underscores the 

new parameters of the terrorist threat.

Later, when he retreats from the Brooklyn Heights balcony into the library 

of his daughter’s apartment there is another, more direct reference to the superpower 

conflict. In the library, we are told, are a number of books belonging to Gretchen’s 

ex-husband including “Cold War thrillers” and “outdated medical texts.” Updike’s 

explicit linking o f these two types of book suggests a mutual outmoded and 

anachronistic quality and further implies that the events of September 11 mark the 

final obsolescence o f Cold War reference points. The “spy vs. spy” binary and 

malevolent “red” o f the Cold War thriller is, in other words, as useless and 

dangerous a guide for decoding the meaning of September 11 as an old medical text 

would be for treating a newly discovered disease.

In positing an increasingly complex and chaotic world in which terrorism 

and acts of random violence have come to replace the secure oppositionality of the 

Cold War, “Varieties of Religious Experience” is, therefore, similar to the final two 

Rabbit novels. In ending this section, however, it is crucial to draw attention to two 

ways in which the focus o f the story allows for a more comprehensive examination
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of terrorism that represents a progression from these earlier concerns and moves 

closer to Don DeLillo’s treatment of the subject. Firstly, terrorism is directly linked 

in the story to technology and modernity. Contrary to Luis Rubio’s pronouncement 

that, “ It was modernity that was attacked by the Islamic radicals on September 11” 

Gretchen’s Anguillan nanny, Lucille, sees the attacks as proof o f the inherently 

dangerous nature of contemporary life:

I was telling Vicky how on Anguilla when I was a girl, no one had 
electricity, and telephones were only for the police, who rode bicycles 
wherever they went on the island. The only crime was workers coming back 
from three months away being vengeful with their wives for some mischief. 
The tallest building two stories high, and when there was no moon people 
didn’t leave their cabins.

Whereas previously, as in Rabbit is Rich and Rabbit at Rest, Updike’s post-Cold 

War nostalgia in relation to terrorism manifests itself as a longing for the counter

intuitive fixity and security o f the Cold War, this linking of terrorism and modernity 

marks a further deepening in the texture of Updike’s nostalgia. Lucille depicts the 

Anguilla of her childhood as a pre-modem Eden -  similar, in this sense, to Alf 

Clayton’s depiction of ante-bellum “miniature America” (MF 31) -  where the lack 

o f modem communications and transport and the absence o f skyscrapers is a 

guarantee of safety. Later in the story, Dan appears to concur with this assessment, 

arguing that, “Those towers were taller than they needed to be. The Arabs were 

right -  they were a boast.” This suggested alliance between terrorism and modernity 

will be examined further in relation to Don DeLillo and is particularly apparent in 

Cosmopolis.

Updike’s treatment o f terrorism in “Varieties o f Religious Experience” is 

also noteworthy in its depiction of the terrorists themselves. In a short piece written 

in the immediate aftermath of the September 11 attacks, Updike writes of his 

amazement that, “Determined men who have transposed their own lives to a 

martyr’s afterlife can still inflict an amount o f destruction that defies belief”*'* This 

horrified fascination is clearly in evidence in the story, the second part o f which 

takes the form of an imagined meeting at a Florida strip club between Mohamed 

Atta, the Egyptian engineer believed to have been the ringleader of the hijackers, 

and Nawaf al-Hazmi, one o f the young Saudi men involved in the Al-Qaeda plot.
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Along with Mr Shimada’s visit to Springer Motors in Rabbit at Rest, this episode is 

Updike’s most extensive analysis o f America’s post-Communist Other and is 

remarkable not only in its attempts to imagine the terrorist’s opinions o f America 

but also in its examination of their motivations for carrying out the attacks.

The club where Atta and al-Hazmi are attempting to blend in with ordinary 

America by getting drunk is described as “a dim unholy place.” Atta thinks of 

America as an “unclean society disfigured by an appalling laxity of laws and an 

electronic delirium of supposed opportunities and pleasures” and describes the 

uneaten food that sits before them on the tables as “poison” and “garbage not fit for 

a street dog.” This narrative voice in which Atta’s critique of American society is 

delivered is, in other words, broadly similar to the descriptions o f American waste, 

lassitude, and entropy in, among others Rabbit at Rest, Toward the End o f  Time and 

Updike’s “State o f the Union” article o f March 1992 and this convergence adds an 

intriguingly self-critical dimension to his observations. In fact, when the waitress at 

the club is described as “a pot of curdled lewdness, of soured American 

opportunities” and the food as “like everything in this country, excessive and 

wasteful,” the distinction between Atta’s voice and that of Updike’s post-Cold War 

disillusionment seems to narrow considerably. James Wood argues that Updike’s 

“fondness for an expressive phrase” is such that he often “inserts himself 

oppressively” into the speech or thoughts o f his characters and this is extremely and 

interestingly apparent in his depiction o f Atta’s attitude to America.^^ The phrase 

“soured American opportunities” is, in other words, unmistakably Updikean and 

that Updike’s critique of the disappointments of contemporary America informs his 

depiction of an Arab terrorist represents a new type of engagement with the figure 

of the Other.

Furthermore, the description of the terrorists’ motivation in this section of 

the story represents a significant attempt by Updike to think his way into the mind 

of this new Other. In this way, the devotional zeal felt by Atta -  he imagines the 

“final purity” of “Paradise” and is elated by the “greatness of the deed held within 

him” -  is one of the varieties of religious experience explored in the narrative and 

is, therefore, implicitly put on a par with Dan’s Episcopalian doubt or the prayers of 

an old w oman on one of the hijacked planes. In fact, the section o f the story 

featuring Atta and al-Hazmi is similar to The Coup in containing a number of
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quotations from The Koran -  for example, “For the unbelievers we have prepared 

fetters and chains, and a blazing fire” *̂ -  and this is also suggestive of a degree of 

research on Updike’s part in his attempt to understand the ideas inspiring the 

terrorists.

Crucially, however, Updike also imagines a more broadly social motivation 

for the hijackers. As Atta watches the strippers at the Florida club he thinks o f his 

“quartet of sisters” in Cairo and we are told:

It was to keep them from ending as sluts that he had dedicated himself to the 
holy cause. They were too light-headed to know that the temptations 
twittering at them from television and radio were from Satan, designed to 
lure them into eternal mire. Their parents, in their European clothes, their 
third-rate prosperity measured out in imitation Western goods, were blind to 
the evil they had wrought upon their children.

Although couched in overtly religious terms, this positing of a social and cultural 

stimulus to Atta’s suicidal zeal is significant in both engaging with and distancing 

the Other. In imagining that Atta wishes to shield his sisters from Western 

influence, Updike is, on the one hand, invoking a familiar and universal impulse -  

the desire to protect one’s family -  whilst, on the other hand, imagining this impulse 

directed at the strengthening o f the boundary between America and Other.

Speaking of his intention to write “a novel about post-9/11,” Updike has said 

that, “1 feel I should have a try. I think if you’re a writer you try to make something 

out of everything that happens.”^̂  That “Varieties of Religious Experience” -  a 

story that perhaps marks the start o f this attempt -  gives a central role in this 

depiction to the figure o f the terrorist is enormously significant. Unlike the “pack of 

kids who need a shave and don’t know shit” that Harry imagines in Rabbit is Rich, 

the terrorists in “Varieties of Religious Experience” are clear-sighted and motivated 

by both religious and social concerns. However, as will be explored in the next and 

final section of the chapter, this more thorough engagement with the figure of the 

terrorist need not be seen as arising out o f increased sympathy or understanding but 

could, instead, be figured as a response to a pressing need for a more clearly 

delineated Other.
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5. “NEVER AN END TO NEEDING”

“Fear. That’s what makes us poor bastards run.*’ {Redux 152)

In the final pages of Lilies, the news of Clark’s death in the siege at the Temple of 

True and Actual Faith reaches his uncle Danny at his home in the suburbs of 

Washington DC. Danny Wilmot, who worked as a CIA operative in Eastern Europe 

and South East Asia during the Cold War, was transferred back to headquarters as 

the superpower conflict petered out and “given a desk job in the Middle Eastern 

section, trying to figure out how to keep Saddam Hussein as a burr under Iran’s 

saddle.” He is, therefore, perfectly positioned to observe changes in the global 

narrative. In fact, Updike’s reference here to American involvement in the political 

complexities o f Iran/Iraq relations implies a world that has become increasingly 

multifarious and unstable since Rabbit is Rich. Furthermore, the fact that the novel 

was written in the aftermath of the First Gulf War allows this description o f Danny 

Wilmot’s job to highlight the way in which America’s attempt to implement a Cold 

War-style policy o f containment in relation to Iraq was eventually to collapse at 

great cost.

Danny’s comments after watching television footage of the siege are, 

therefore, of enormous significance in accounting for the persistence of the Other in 

Updike’s post-Cold War writing. Responding to a question from his Cambodian 

wife about whether Clark was the nephew he sometimes referred to as a “ loser,” 

Danny automatically broadens the implications o f this phrase and applies it to 

America’s ambivalent post-Cold War circumstances. He says, “I’ve been wondering 

lately if losing and winning are as different as we like to think.” He then tries to 

account for his nephew’s violent end, but his characterization of Clark as a child 

who always “needed more” leads him, once again, to draw parallels with the mood 

of contemporary America. He concludes, “There’s never an end to needing. We beat 

the Communist pricks and now the world is full of other pricks” {IBL 488-89).

Danny’s post-Cold War reflection, with its positing o f a continual 

succession of antagonistic Others against which America must position itself, is, of 

course, consistent with Updike’s exploration in his post-Cold War writing of the 

emergence of economic competition from Japan and the ideological and lethal threat
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of terrorism. However, his suggestion that this proliferation of opponents arises out 

o f an endless need is worthy o f closer scrutiny. Earlier in the novel, America is 

described as a “land of promise where yearning never stops short at a particular 

satisfaction but keeps moving on, into the territory beyond” {IBL 333) and Danny’s 

observation implies that this “yearning” extends to the perpetual identification o f an 

Other.

In fact, Lilies attempts to account for the recurrence o f this us/them binary 

by invoking America’s puritan heritage and its reliance on the concept o f duality. 

Early in the novel, as Clarence Wilmot attempts to follow the convictions of his 

atheistic epiphany, he is twice confronted by versions o f this Manichaeistic 

metanarrative. While out visiting his ill parishioners, one of them reminds him of 

the tenet of Limited Atonement that underpins Calvinist doctrine: “There’s the elect 

and the other, damned. It’s in the Bible, over and over, right out of Jesus’ mouth. It 

makes good sense.... You can’t have good without the bad, that’s why the bad 

exists” {IBL 46). Later, after being informed of Clarence’s loss o f faith, the local 

Presbyterian moderator attempts to reinscribe Clarence’s scepticism within church 

doctrine by arguing that, “Unfaith is a cohort of faith, as Satan is a cohort of God. It 

is the shadow that shapes the truth into form, the No that must be said, so that the 

Yea can ring out” {IBL 75). Calling upon the religious foundations of America in 

this way allows Updike to examine the origins of the adversarial impulse within the 

American psyche. The implication of these insights into puritan thinking is that, on 

the one hand, a belief in the absolute categories “elect” and “damned” is easily 

transformed into a broader inclination to divide people into “good” and “bad” and 

that, on the other hand, this form of binary thinking is often supported by the self- 

justifying logic of balance and equilibrium. The philosopher o f ethics Peter Singer 

has noted of George W. Bush that, “No other president in living memory has spoken 

so often about good and evil, right and wrong” and Updike explores the origins of 

such Manichaeism in Lilies^^

In his 1961 work Self and Others, the Scottish psychiatrist R.D. Laing 

examines the dynamics o f the Self/Other relationship in terms that are extremely 

germane to this aspect o f Updike’s post-Cold War writing. For Laing, 

“complementarity” is the concept that underpins the connection between Self and 

Other and he defines the term as representing “that function o f personal relations
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whereby the other fulfils or completes self.” He continues, “A woman cannot be a 

mother without a child. She needs a child to give her the identity o f a mother. A 

man needs a wife for him to be a husband. A lover without a beloved is only a 

would-be lover.... All ‘identities’ require an other: some other in and through a 

relationship with whom self-identity is actualised.”^̂  In this model of inter

dependence and complex mutual definition, the Other ceases to be simply an 

external entity to be identified and objectified and the distance between Self and 

Other is no longer simply marked by dissimilarity or even enmity. Laing, in other 

words, introduces a dynamic of mutual need and this transforms our analysis of the 

relationship. He argues that, “Other people become a sort of identity kit, whereby 

one can piece together a picture of oneself’ and this conception of the Other’s role 

in identity formation is apparent throughout Updike’s writing.™ In fact, that Danny 

Wilmot’s wife is Cambodian suggests the degree of “complementarity” that became 

involved in America’s relations with the Cold War Other.

In Lilies, during World War II, Essie Wilmot is terrified by the sound of 

warplanes flying overhead until she is comforted by a hug and the single word 

“Ours” from her grandmother {IBL 256). Reminiscent of Klara Sax’s post-Cold War 

reflections on American B-52s in Underworld (U75) -  to be examined in later 

chapters -  the comfort Essie feels at the realization that the planes are not dangerous 

but rather defending “us” against “them” is dependent upon this dynamic. This, of 

course, brings to mind Updike’s previously quoted assertion that Harry Angstrom 

always felt “justified, at the back of his mind, by a concept of freedom, o f America, 

that took sharpness from contrast with Communism.” In Rabbit Redux, Harry 

explains to his sister Mim that the war in Vietnam is “a kind of head fake. To keep 

the other guy off balance” and is instinctively resistant to her suggestion that rather 

than a single “other guy,” America might just be faced with “a lot o f little guys” 

{Redux 311). Redolent o f Lyotard’s assertion that the postmodern condition is 

characterized by “incredulity toward metanarratives” and a concomitant 

proliferation o f micro-narratives, Mim’s positing o f a world in which America may 

not be faced with a monolithic Other is unacceptable to Rabbit as it not only 

undermines his competitive instincts but, more importantly, impacts upon his sense 

ofself.^'
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This fundamental need of the Self for an Other is underscored, for Laing, by 

his positing of a scenario in which Other cannot fulfil its defining role in the dyad. 

He notes that, “The unresponsive or impervious other induces a sense o f emptiness 

and impotence in self.... The more self destroys other, the more empty self 

becomes. The more empty the more envious, the more envious the more 

destructive.”^̂  This imagining of an unresponsive Other was very much part o f the 

American experience in the late-’80s and early-’90s with the waning and eventual 

dissolution of the Soviet Union and the chain of events delineated by Laing can be 

traced in much o f Updike’s writing throughout this period. The psychological and 

national “emptiness” that Rabbit feels arises, at least in part, from this disquieting 

sense of having lost an enemy. The envy and destruction that results from this loss 

finds an outlet in numerous ways from the verbal attacks of Harry and Buddy 

Inglefinger against “the Japs” and “the Arabs” to Clark Wilmot’s involvement in a 

“real American” secessionist cult {IBL 427) to the devastating Sino-American 

nuclear conflict that breaks out between the end o f the Cold War and the start of 

Toward the End o f  Time. Laing notes that, “Perhaps the greatest solace in religion is 

the sense that one lives in the Presence of an Other,” an analogy that accounts for 

this drive to form a self-defining binary.^^

l.aing actually extends his analysis of this pervasive need to suggest its 

impact upon cases o f paranoia. He notes:

In typical paranoid ideas o f reference, the person feels that the murmurings 
and mutterings he hears as he walks past a street crowd are about him. In a 
bar, a burst of laughter behind his back is a joke cracked about him. When 
one gets to know such a person more specifically, one often discovers that 
what tortures him is not so much his delusions o f reference, but his 
harrowing suspicion that he is of no importance to anyone, that no one is 
referring to him at all.̂ '*

In this scenario, therefore, the Self is once again thwarted by the absence or 

indifference of the Other and the full extent to which the former relies upon the 

latter is implied by the suggestion of the mental anguish caused by the dread of 

being “of no importance to anyone.” In other words, the fear that invigorates and 

propels characters such as Harry Angstrom -  he notes in Rabbit Redux that fear is 

“what makes us poor bastards mn'XRedta 152) -  is revealed in Updike’s post-Cold
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enemy might cease to exist. White notes that, “Fear is an animating emotion, 

especially in the United States” and Laing’s concept o f Self/Other 

“complementarity” is an extremely useful model for analysing this feature of 

Updike’s writing.^^ By Rabbit at Rest Harry feels as though “he is not really there, 

but is a ghost being humored. His words are just noises” {Rest 293) and this waning 

of Harry’s feelings of American exceptionalism is explicitly linked throughout the 

novel to the dissolution of Cold War rivalries.

In a letter to D. Quentin Miller in 1995, Updike notes how, “The global 

other these days seems divided between the Arabs and the Chinese.”^̂  As well as 

providing an ironic counterpart to Laing’s celebrated notion o f “the divided self,” 

this idea of a post-Cold War “divided Other” against which America must attempt 

to define itself is indicative of both the persistence of the Manichaeistic mindset of 

the superpower conflict and also the frequent disorientation involved in maintaining 

such an outlook. In “Rabbit Remembered,” as New Year’s Eve 1999 approaches, 

Billy Fosnacht tells Nelson of the Panama Canal, “ In ten years the Red Chinese will 

control it, just you watch” {LL 323). The American “needing” that Danny Wilmot 

suggests there is no end to persists in Updike’s characters but often remains 

couched in fundamentally Cold War terms.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

UNDERWORLD  AND THE DE-DOXIFICATION OF COLD WAR

MANICHAEISM

1. INTRODUCTION

As a novelist... I could claim that history is a kind of fiction in which we 
live and hope to survive, and fiction is a kind o f speculative history, perhaps 
a superhistory, by which the available data for the composition are seen to 
be greater and more various in their sources than the historian supposes.' 
(E.L. Doctorow, “False Documents”)

In The Politics o f  Postmodernism (1989), Linda Hutcheon claims that the key 

concern of postmodern art is “to de-naturalize some of the dominant features of our 

way of life; to point out that those entities that we unthinkingly experience as 

‘natural’ are in fact ‘cultural’; made by us, not given to us.” Unlike Fredric 

Jameson who argues that postmodernism is inherently incompatible with true 

historicity, Hutcheon claims a political and historicist vocation for the postmodern 

novel.^ In so doing, she makes extensive use o f Roland Barthes’ approach to 

examining the production of meaning in popular culture. In fact, her conception o f a 

de-naturalizing of society’s dominant features -  o f exposing the way in which all 

cultural forms of representation are ultimately ideologically grounded -  is strikingly 

similar to Barthes’ explanation of the impetus behind his study o f modem myth. In 

his introduction to Mythologies he writes:

The starting point of these reflections was usually a feeling of impatience at 
the sight of the ‘naturalness’ with which newspapers, art and common sense 
constantly dress up a reality which ... is undoubtedly determined by history 
... I resented seeing History and Nature confused at every tum, and I wanted 
to track down, in the decorative display o f what-goes-without-saying, the 
ideological abuse which, in my view, is hidden there."*

In examining DeLillo’s creation of an underhistory o f the Cold War in Underworld, 

it is highly rewarding to make use of Hutcheon’s theorizing o f the postmodern and 

in particular its Barthesian elements. She appropriates Barthes’ notion of “the doxa” 

as contained in his autobiography -  “Public Opinion, the mind o f the majority, petit 

bourgeois Consensus, the Voice of Nature, the Violence of Prejudice”  ̂-  and claims
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that the possibilities of postmodern narrative enable novelists to write against the 

doxa -  to “de-doxify” -  exposing the ways in which society’s dominant features are 

created and sustained in our culture.^ Barthes saw the doxa as inherently both 

repressive and dishonest, believing that, “against Doxa, one must come out in 

favour of meaning, for meaning is the product of History, not of Nature.”  ̂

Postmodern works o f art, Hutcheon claims, perform a de-naturalizing critique of 

“what-goes-without-saying” by investigating the social and ideological production 

of meaning.

It is in its approach to history -  for Barthes, the frequently concealed but 

ultimately inescapable source of society’s “natural” features -  that Hutcheon sees 

the postmodern novel’s de-doxifying potential. She refers to this kind of writing as 

“historiographic metafiction,” a term that accounts for what she sees as the dual 

impulses in these novels of documentary historical actuality on the one hand and 

formalist self-reflexivity on the other.* By adopting this stance, by realizing that an 

exploration of the role o f narrative in the creation of history results in an 

undermining of the doxa, writers are able at once to endorse and interrogate history.

Underworld’s prologue is a perfect example of this “historiographic 

metafictionai” approach. DeLillo sets out to document the events surrounding a 

famous ballgame -  to the point of ftimishing us with an exact date and time -  yet, in 

doing so, his use of multiple angles and multiple stories results in a problematizing 

o f reference that calls into question exactly which, or whose, story is being told. 

Along with telling the story o f the “Shot Heard Round the World” -  the eleventh 

hour home run that won the pennant for the Giants -  DeLillo is also raising the issue 

o f how we come to know the past -  why is 3 October 1951 remembered for a 

baseball game and not for the Soviet atomic test that also took place that day? -  and 

whose narrative has primacy in this remembering, whose “history” are we reading -  

Cotter Martin, the young African American boy who sneaks in to the Polo Grounds; 

Russ Hodges, the radio announcer; or J. Edgar Hoover, who watches from the 

stands?

This is a continuation and further refining of the approach taken by DeLillo 

in Libra, his re-imagining o f the Kennedy assassination -  is it Oswald’s story that is 

being told or is it the story o f Oswald’s entanglement in a narrative constructed by 

others and what is the role of CIA historian Nicholas Branch in the composition of
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this story? -  and both novels can be said to take familiar historical “texts” -  the 

Cold War and the Kennedy assassination respectively -  and to “de-doxiiy” them in 

order to call into question the ways in which these texts have been constructed and 

are normally read. It is important to note, in referring to Libra as an example of a 

de-doxifying postmodern text, that the doxology of the Kennedy assassination is not 

simply the anti-conspiratorial theory of the lone gunman, although this would 

clearly be one aspect of it. It is not in his positing o f a potential web of conspiracy 

relating to the assassination that DeLillo “de-doxifies” the accepted view of the 

event and it is for this reason that Libra is ultimately a richer and more 

comprehensive account of the assassination than, for example, Oliver Stone’s JFK  

(1991). It is through granting Oswald a voice and a history, through introducing the 

notion that randomness and chance may have influenced the development o f the 

plot, and by presenting us with an official historian swamped by the sheer volume 

of data related to the event, that DeLillo widens the accepted view of what exact 

elements comprise the history o f the assassination. Underworld's approach to the 

Cold War is similarly multifaceted and interrogative.

This chapter will explore the ways in which DeLillo’s de-doxification of 

Cold War history in Underworld complicates ideas of nostalgia and memor>'. In 

escaping the confinements of conventional historical narrative, DeLillo is able to 

examine the often contradictory nature of post-Cold War nostalgia, to expose the 

ways in which history can be appropriated and commodified, and even, through a 

sophisticated reading of consumer capitalism, to interrogate whether the Cold War 

and post-Cold War eras can be said to exist as distinct epochs in American history.

In Underworld, we see the Cuban Missile Crisis -  the Cold War event par 

excellence and, in the novel, a microcosm of the half-century o f nuclear standoff- 

as filtered through the (largely DeLillo-invented) comedy routines o f Lenny Bruce. 

Lurching from gig to gig across five cities during a week of unprecedented global 

tension, he delights in screaming “We’re all gonna die!” {U 506, 547, 584, 594) at 

his audience and in exploring the fateful destinies implicit in the bizarre names of 

leading figures in the Kennedy administration {U 591). It is during his gig at Miami 

Beach, mere miles away fi"om the American blockade o f Cuba, that we see Bruce 

responding to the portentous and Manichaean events o f the week by exploring the 

possibilities of a wider history, a history that exists outside of strict Cold War
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binaries and that takes account o f what Doctorow calls the “greater and more 

various” data available to the novelist writing about the past. He says:

The Navy boarded a ship yesterday at the quarantine line. First ship 
boarded. Armed boarding party. Bet your ass it was tense, baby. Turns out 
the ship’s not carrying missiles. Carrying truck parts and toilet paper. See, 
there it is, ordinary life trying to reassert itself. That’s the secret meaning of 
this week. The secret history that never appears in the written accounts of 
the time or in the public statements of the men in power. Those beautiful 
bombs and missiles. Those planes and submarines ... Meanwhile some old 
grubby farmer in Cuba is waiting for a carburetor for his beat-up tractor.
And he’s been wiping his ass with the lettuce crop. {U 593-94)

This re-imagining o f Cold War history beyond the restrictive logic of superpowers 

in conflict allows for a highly complex and sophisticated examination of nostalgia 

in Underworld. DeLillo’s narrative approach is sensitive to the minute ways in 

which global events can impact on individuals. This notion o f an underhistory -  the 

layers of narrative beneath the grand events -  complicates the way in which the past 

can be recovered and related. In his essay “The Power of History,” DeLiilo argues 

that, “It is fiction’s role to imagine deeply, to follow obscure urges into unreliable 

regions o f experience ... The novel is the dream release, the suspension o f reality 

that history needs to escape its own brutal confinements.” He goes on to claim that, 

“There is pleasure to be found ... in a version of the past that escapes the coils of 

established history and biography” and describes experiencing this pleasure while 

writing Underworld?

This is, of course, markedly different from Updike’s approach to American 

history as examined in Chapter Three. For Updike, the attraction of the past is its 

status as a fixed space in which to locate meaning and desire and against which to 

set the instability and uncertainty o f the present, until it too can become history. 

History, for Updike, is a comfort to be embraced rather than a prison from which to 

escape through creative re-imagining. Early in Underworld, Nick Shay responds to 

the paranoia and conspiracy theorizing he notices all around him by stating that, in 

his view, history is “A single narrative sweep, not ten thousand wisps of 

disinformation” {U 82). This, however, is a way o f thinking that is thoroughly 

undermined throughout a vast novel in which every one of these “wisps” is 

examined. Exploring the past as “versions” rather than a linear succession of
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episodes as reported on the nightly news and recorded in school textbook enables 

DeLillo to escape the “brutal confinements” of History in its capitalized and 

monolithic form and to create a multi-layered historical narrative.

DeLillo’s approach takes account o f the possibilities and repercussions that 

are inextricably bound-up with the imposing and monolithic events of the Cold 

War. Histor>' in Underworld is what occurs outside in the street and in people’s 

deepest thoughts, not just at conference tables and presidential offices. The Cuban 

Missile Crisis becomes a nuisance for a farmer, America’s weapons programme is 

shown to be a barrier to a young man’s dream of starting a family (J7 416), and 

Sputnik’s orbit causes an American housewife to speculate anxiously on the 

Sovietization o f her refrigerator {U 519). This approach is, in fact, reminiscent of 

Stephen Dedalus’ meeting with Mr. Deasy in the “Nestor” episode of Ulysses where 

the young man responds to his employer’s reductive teleology -  “All history moves 

towards one great goal, the manifestation of God” -  by jerking his thumb at the 

open office window and remarking that God is “A shout in the street.” '® Tellingly, 

this notion is echoed in the pages of Underworld when Cotter Martin sits down to 

do his history homework and thinks, “out the window ... [is] exactly where the 

answer is” {U 147). The “power of history” that DeLillo felt in writing Underworld 

is, therefore, the power to imagine a past that goes beyond the telling of surface 

events, to embrace Doctorow’s notion of fiction as a speculative “superhistory.”

In discussing the richness o f historicized readings of romance texts when set 

against the hermeneutic limits imposed by the reification of realism, Fredric 

Jameson notes that:

[Romance] once again comes to be felt as the place o f narrative 
heterogeneity and o f freedom from that reality principle to which a now 
oppressive realistic representation is the hostage. Romance now again seems 
to offer the possibility o f  sensing other historical rhythms, and of demonic or 
Utopian transformations of a real now unshakably set in place.'' (Emphasis 
added)

Whilst it would be absurd to claim Underworld as a romance narrative, or even its 

postmodern equivalent, it is usefiil to note the ways in which DeLillo’s approach to 

historical narrative is radically different from that o f Updike in Memories o f  the 

Ford Administration or In The Beauty o f  the Lilies. This greater “narrative
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heterogeneity” and freedom from the “reality principle” of linear and capitalized 

History allows DeLillo to “sense other historical rhythms” in his post-Cold War 

reflections. In an interview given to mark the publication of Libra, DeLillo stated 

his belief that, “the novel which is within history can also operate outside it -  

correcting, clearing up and, perhaps most important of all, finding rhythms and 

symmetries that we simply don’t encounter elsewhere.” ’̂  This is clearly what 

DeLillo aspires towards in both Libra and Underworld. The narrator of DeLillo’s 

first novel, Americana, acknowledges the difficulty o f retelling past experience 

when, in a remark that evokes the narrative organization of Ford Administration and 

Lilies, he notes, “Too much has been disfigured in the name o f symmetry ... Too 

much has been forgotten in the name of memory.” '^ Underworld is an attempt to 

resist the comforts of straightforward nostalgia by avoiding these strategies of 

forgetting and disfigurement.

Underworld is a novel in which the very basis o f Cold War thinking is 

consistently de-doxified and interrogated. Cold War “doxology,” as expounded in 

post-World War II America, was a monolithic metanarrative constructed around the 

notion o f a Manichaean struggle for nothing less than civilization itself Its stated 

belief was that the world was split into two camps, that “communization was the 

great menace confronting mankind,” and that the arms race was necessary in order 

to keep this menace in check.''* J. Edgar Hoover, one of the enforcers of this master 

narrative and the key figure from official Cold War history depicted in the novel, is 

aware o f all that is staked on this Manichaeism when he notes that America and the 

Soviets “bring each other to deep completion” (J751). Furthermore, we are told that, 

“there is that side of him, that part of him that depends on the strength of the 

enemy” {U 28). Hoover’s reliance on oppositionality is later made explicit by the 

mask-maker Tanya Berenger who tells the FBI head that he is “very black and 

white” {U 563). The idea of the Cold War as a black-and-white struggle recurs 

throughout the novel. Matt Shay recalls the famed chess match between Bobby 

Fischer and Boris Spassky as “a summer’s rousing theatre of black and white” {U 

457) and Albert Bronzini watches children play at war games on the Bronx streets 

and thinks, “once you’re it, name-shorn, neither boy nor girl, you’re the one who 

must be feared. You’re the dark power in the street” {U 677). However, the title of
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part 6 o f the novel, “Arrangement in Gray and Black,” suggests the existence of a 

narrative that cannot be reduced to such simple terms.

In its creation o f an underhistory o f the Cold War, Underworld de-doxifies 

the repressive and simplistic logic on which this Manichaeism was based. The novel 

“comes out in favour of meaning” by highlighting both the ways in which this 

“natural” state of oppositionality was created and sustained by specific historical 

forces and the inadequacy of viewing the complex and fragmentary nature of 

contemporary life in these binary terms. The “Long Tall Sally” art installation 

described in part 1 of the novel in which de-commissioned B-52 bombers -  the 

ultimate enforcers of Cold War Manichaeism -  are painted in bright washes of 

colour represents this process. To de-doxify Cold War Manichaeism is to restore 

both colour and depth to the narrative o f the era.

Alan Nadel refers to containment as an “epistemological nightmare” that 

became unsustainable, largely as a result o f its inner contradictions and this is one 

o f the key aspects of Cold War America that DeLillo explores most thoroughly in 

Underworld}^ In part 5 of the novel we see the advertising executive Charles 

Wainwright at work in his Madison Avenue office. He is a man engaged in a 

business in which “Every third campaign featured some kind of play on weapons” 

{U 529). Wainwright recalls the furore caused when an advertisement for Equinox 

Oil -  “White car versus black car. Clear implication. U.S. versus USSR” {U 529) -  

receives complaints not from the Soviet embassy as anticipated but from several 

groups promoting racial equality {U 530). In other words, the straightforward 

Manichaean narrative of the early-Cold War years is ultimately found wanting when 

it attempts to account for the multiplicity of narratives and the relentless flow of 

information in the (post) modem world. The classic Cold War story of black-and- 

white fell apart as different versions o f what exactly this opposition consisted of 

began to proliferate.

Before examining the various aspects of Underworld’s de-doxification of 

Cold War Manichaeism, it is important to note briefly the ways in which DeLillo’s 

creation o f a secret history o f the superpower conflict is aided by his conception of 

its impact not only on the American people but also on the very existence o f stable 

and knowable truth. Not only is the Cold War portrayed as being, to a large extent, 

dependent on secrecy and subterranean acts -  Hoover notes that, “For every
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atmospheric b la st... a hundred plots go underground, to spawn and skein” (t/5 1 ) -  

but it also, as Marian Bowman muses as she listens to anti-Vietnam protests in her 

home town, '■‘change[d] the rules of what is thinkable” {U 599). This process is 

attributed throughout Underworld to the existence of nuclear weapons and to the 

arms race that effectively began on the day of Bobby Thomson’s home run in 1951.

In the novel’s epilogue, the Russian entrepreneur Viktor Maltsev makes the 

point that because of nuclear weapons, “Everything is true.... Once they imagine 

the bomb, write down the equations, they see it’s possible to build, they build, they 

test in the American desert, they drop on the Japanese, but once they imagine in the 

beginning, it makes everything true.... Nothing you can believe is not coming true” 

{U 801-02). The treatment of the Cold War’s military context in Underworld will be 

examined in greater depth in the next section but for now it is enough to note that 

DeLillo’s impression of the workings o f the conflict as a network o f secrets and 

rumours masking an unthinkable reality allows him to work on a much wider 

historical canvas. At one point Matt Shay, on a break from his weapons work in the 

American desert but recounting the story of the use o f army-uniformed pigs to test 

the heat of atomic blasts, asks his girlfriend “Is this when history turned to fiction?” 

{U 459). This idea o f the blurring o f fact and fiction is reminiscent o f DeLillo’s 

belief in the novel as “the suspension o f reality” and further illustrates the way in 

which his creation of a Cold War underhistory is aided by a diagnosis of the 

realities of the conflict as being, ultimately, dependent on this suspension being 

widespread throughout the period.

2. “COMPLEX LONGINGS”: NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND POST-COLD

WAR NOSTALGIA

With a nod of acknowledgement towards Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow, the idea 

that “Everything is connected” acts as a kind of slogan throughout Underworld {U 

289 & 825), encapsulating for DeLillo both the hyperlinked quality of the world he 

is describing and the cross-referential nature of his own narrative creation.'^ James 

Wood sees this aspect -  what Mark Osteen refers to as DeLillo’s “convergence of 

technique and theme” '^ -  as the novel’s great failing, claiming that, in his paranoid 

pursuit of connections, “DeLillo uses his characters to force home his themes.” '*
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Rather than a shortcoming, however, this refusal on DeLillo’s part to allow for the 

neat compartmentalization o f experience -  either as it is lived or as it is remembered 

-  adds greatly to Underworld’s examination o f the impact of the Cold War on the 

American psyche and this in turn results in a thorough interrogation, and de- 

doxification, of nostalgic impulses in post-Cold War America.

In his study of the use of the past in early-Victorian fiction, Nicholas Dames 

refers to nostalgia as “an absence ... of memory in its purest form.” '^ As has been 

argued previously, John Updike’s post-Cold War writing is frequently characterized 

by just such an absence. Lilies, for example, presents twentieth-century America 

through a series o f generational stereotypes and the narrator of Ford Administration 

repeatedly admits his difficulty in remembering anything from the period about 

which he is writing. DeLillo’s approach in Underworld can be seen as an attempt to 

restore a “purer form” of memory to writing about the Cold War by depicting 

history, both personal and national, as an intricate web in which all points 

eventually connect.

Nick Shay tells us early in the novel that one of the reasons he has settled in 

Phoenix is that he likes “the way history did not run loose here. They segregated 

visible history. They caged it, funded and bronzed it, they enshrined it carefully in 

museums and plazas and memorial parks” {U 86). However, Nick’s view of history 

is later shown to be symptomatic of a wider aversion to the painful nature of 

personal memory that is probably related to his father’s disappearance and an unruly 

adolescence that culminated in his accidental shooting of a friend. Once again, 

therefore, DeLillo sets about dismantling Nick’s complacent assumptions about 

history’s containable nature. This repudiation o f the notion that memory can ever be 

successfully selective, that history can be “caged,” suggests that it is not enough to 

simply feel nostalgic, to transfer desire to a remembered version of the past, one 

must be fully aware o f what exactly the object o f this yearning is and of the context 

in which the nostalgia arises.

For DeLillo, the overarching context for the Cold War was the existence of 

nuclear weapons. In interrogating Cold War nostalgia, therefore, Underworld is 

engaged in a thorough re-nuclearization o f the Cold War experience. The novel, in 

other words, features constant reminders that, no matter how much Americans 

became accustomed to life under the bomb and no matter how fondly this period
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may be remembered, what underpinned the entire era was what Matt Shay calls “a 

system predicated on death from the sky” {U 458).

In part 3 of the novel -  in spring 1978 -  Nick Shay and some of his waste 

management colleagues take a break from a conference to visit a nearby landfill 

site. As they talk about various categories o f waste, Jesse Detwiler, a former ’60s 

radical and “garbage guerrilla,” predicts that in the future, “the hot stuff, the 

chemical waste, the nuclear waste, this becomes a remote landscape of nostalgia. 

Bus tours and postcards.” When a colleague challenges him, he responds by saying, 

“Don’t underestimate our capacity for complex longings. Nostalgia for the banned 

materials o f civilization, for the brute force of old industries and old conflicts” {U 

286).

However fanciful Detwiler’s theories may sound early on in the novel, by 

the epilogue we see these “complex longings” in operation. As they enter the 

Kazakh test site, Nick experiences “a kind o f homesickness” {U 793) and when 

Brian notices that “the gate resembles the entrance to a national park” he is told by 

Viktor “don’t be surprised there will be tourists here some day” {U 792). Later we 

see former nuclear sites recast as modem holy wells as Nick’s son reads on the 

Internet about “people flocking to uranium mines in order to cure themselves” {U 

806). Not only do these examples tie in with the novel’s idea that “everything is 

true” and that, in an age o f nuclear weapons, it is best to “half believe the most 

implausible things because you’d be stupid not to” {U 467) but they also make 

explicit the extent to which a nostalgia for the Cold War cannot escape being a 

nostalgia for Cold War weaponry and the oppositionality on which their existence 

was founded.

In an essay on the nuclear weapons industry, Martin Amis notes that, “If you 

stare at nuclear weapons long enough, you start to lose your grip on what they are, 

what they do” and we see this atomic age trompe I ’oeil at work on various 

characters throughout the novel.̂ *  ̂Jean Baudrillard has noted o f America during the 

Cold W ar that, “Everyone is weary of these apocalyptic visions -  the great scenario 

of the nuclear threat, the theatrical negotiations, ‘Star Wars.’ In the end, they defend 

themselves with a lack of imagination.” '̂ We certainly see in the novel a failure to 

grasp the true potential of atomic weaponry -  Klara notes that, “We all tried to think 

about war but I’m not sure we knew how to do this.... Because they had brought
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something into the world that out-imagined the mind” {U 76) -  but what is more 

apparent in Underworld is, in fact, something approaching a fondness for the Cold 

War’s military context. Klara Sax, the conceptual artist who is marking the post- 

Cold War era by painting de-commissioned B-52s in the desert, remembers 

listening to these planes patrol America’s borders during the Cold War and “feeling 

a sense of awe, a child’s sleepy feeling of mystery and danger and beauty” {U 75) 

and Sister Edgar, a “cold war nun” and Hoover’s double in the novel, is attracted by 

the bomb’s godlike capacity for judgement and punishment and conjures the atomic 

flash as a charm against the squalor and chaos of her Bronx neighborhood {U 245). 

When Matt Shay hears the faint boom of a bomb test in the desert we are told that it 

“awed and moved him” {U 408) and this is one o f the many references to the 

sublime and quasi-religious quality of nuclear weapons; references which culminate 

in the epilogue when God and the bomb become effectively interchangeable -  “The 

jewels roll out of her eyes and she sees God. No, wait, sorry. It is a Soviet bomb she 

sees” 826).

Nick Shay’s younger brother Matt is the character in the novel closest to the 

inner workings o f the arms race. A former bombing target co-ordinator in the 

Vietnam War, he spends the early-’70s in the New Mexico desert working on what, 

in the oxymoronic argot of the Cold War, are referred to as “safmg mechanisms” for 

nuclear devices {U 452). Surrounded by morbidly obsessive “bombheads” in the 

claustrophobic and Pynchon-esque confines o f “the Pocket,” he comes to feel that 

his work is inherently incompatible with his aspiration to be the head of a normal 

American family. On a camping trip with his girlfriend Janet he yearns for her to 

share this conviction and imagines saying, “Aren’t you going to tell me that you 

don’t want me to do this kind of work, for your sake, and the baby we’ll have, and 

the home we’ll own someday?” {U 461). Martin Amis would, perhaps, observe that 

he has stared at nuclear weapons for long enough to regain a sense of what they are 

capable of, a defamiliarization that is possibly the result of Matt daily passing a 

protester carrying a sign that reads “World War III Starts Here” {U 404).

However, in the context of Cold War America as described by DeLillo, Matt 

is out of step, not only with his girlfriend but also with the majority of the 

population. The extent to which Americans accommodated themselves during the 

Cold War to the secure oppositionality on which the bomb was predicated is most
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clearly seen in the character o f Janet Urbaniak, Matt’s girlfriend and eventual wife. 

Later in the novel, but chronologically earlier, we see her as a nurse in Boston 

running home from work and living in constant fear of random street violence {U 

566). Seven years later, however, she reacts in a chillingly businesslike fashion to 

Matt’s concerns saying, “It’s important work ... We need the best people to do this 

work” {U 453) and reminding Matt of his “duties and obligations” to keep America 

safe from Soviet attack {U 455). He even imagines her justifying the unthinkable 

excesses o f America’s weapons programme by telling him, “Whatever we’re doing 

in secret ... they’re doing something worse” {U 461). This transition from nervous 

young woman to pragmatic declaimer of the Manichaean logic behind Cold War 

weaponry suggests that, like many others in America, she learned to stop worrying 

and love the bomb.

This response to life in the shadow of nuclear war is, of course, reminiscent 

o f the Updikean notion of “fear and gratitude” (MJV93); the sense that Americans 

were protected rather than threatened by the existence of nuclear weapons. 

However, in Underworld, DeLillo refuses to simplify the implications of nuclear 

nostalgia and retreat into the comforts of Cold War stability by consistently 

juxtaposing the mythology o f the bomb with its horrific potential. The protagonist 

o f DeLillo’s second novel. End Zone (1972), attempts to cure himself of his 

obsession with nuclear weapons by imagining a different part of America in flames 

every day and Underworld employs a broadly similar strategy

As has been discussed at length, a key aspect of John Updike’s post-Cold 

War nostalgia is its appeal to notions of community, to the idea that the precarious 

balance of Cold War geopolitics created a unify of spirit in Americans and gave 

them “a (revokable) license to have fun” {MW 93). DeLillo also explores aspects of 

Cold War-era communalify in Underworld. As a schoolboy in the early-’50s. Matt 

Shay relishes the duck-and-cover drills that are regularly practiced by his class 

because, “There was a sense o f acting in unison that he found satisfying.... It was a 

communify of look-alikes and do-alikes” {U  728). The idea that such crowd 

participation can alleviate an individual’s “soul-lonely pain” (M 16) is examined by 

DeLillo in Mao //an d  is a recurring theme throughout his writing. However, it is 

important to note that in once again associating this comfort with a “system 

predicated on death from the sky,” Underworld undercuts any sense of the cosiness
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of Cold War security arrangements. When Matt thinks about the forthcoming drill, 

for which he has put on a new dog tag, he notes that “the drill was not a remote 

exercise but was all about them, and so was atomic war” (C/ 718). The use of dog 

tags in duck-and-cover drills has been anticipated earlier in the novel in Matt’s story 

about the use o f live pigs in early blast tests {U 459) and the implication is that the 

reality of atomic war being “all about” schoolchildren in New York is that they are 

rendered equally dumb and powerless by the theocratic might o f the bomb. The 

existence o f nuclear weapons may have helped to foster a sense of community 

among Americans but DeLillo implies that the cost of this was that the population 

effectively became atomic guinea pigs. One of Matt’s bombhead friends wonders 

whether the concrete and steel bunkers beneath schools in the New Mexico desert 

are “to protect the kids from Soviet bombs or from our bombs and our fallout” {U 

411). In the last instance, Underworld suggests, nuclear weapons and radiation 

don’t discriminate and thus any nostalgic memory o f America’s “nuclear umbrella” 

is fundamentally undermined.

Lenny Bruce’s comic routines during the Cuban Missile Crisis also expose 

the terrifying flipside to the sense of community engendered in America during the 

Cold War. His shrieks of “We’re all gonna die!” leap in the blood of his audience 

and bond them {U 547). However, when he reminds his audience that “we won’t get 

killed for being Jewish. That’s the tricky part. They’ll kill us for being American” 

{U 591), we see that the shift in world narrative from the first to the second half of 

the twentieth century has radically changed the nature o f both fear and community 

and that the resultant bonding of America cuts both ways. On hearing news of the 

Soviet nuclear test in the prologue. Hoover looks around at the crowd and wonders 

if they realize that, “All these people formed by language and climate and popular 

songs and breakfast foods and the jokes they tell and the cars they drive have never 

had anything in common so much as this, that they are sitting in the furrow of 

destruction” {U  28). In other words, even if everybody in America doesn’t think that 

they’re all in it together, the indiscriminate reach o f nuclear weapons and the 

Manichaean logic o f the Cold War ensure that this must be the case. To live in 

America during the Cold War meant to run the risk o f being killed as an American.

Nick and Klara both note in the course of the novel that the bombs carried 

by the B-52s were not, in the end, released {U 76, 122). However, Underworld
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consistently makes clear that the bomb was not a benign myth or “some peaceful 

use o f atomic energy with home-heating applications” but “a weapon ... an 

instrument of conflict” {U 23). DeLillo’s re-nuclearization of Cold War memory de- 

doxifies the sense of the Cold War as an era o f natural balance and security and thus 

greatly complicates the issue of post-Cold War nostalgia. As Martin Amis puts it, 

and DeLillo would no doubt agree, in spite of all the euphemisms and complacency, 

“nuclear weapons are what they are and do what they do: they multiply matter by
-y'i

the speed of light squared; they deal in tons o f blood and rubble.”

3. “WAR AND TREATIES, EAT YOUR W HEATIES” : THE

COM M ODIFICATION OF NOSTALGIA AND HISTORY IN 

UNDERWORLD

Strictly speaking, the humans of an age of affluence are surrounded not so 
much by other human beings, as they were in all previous ages, but by 
objects.^"' (Jean Baudrillard, The Consumer Society)

In part 2 o f Underworld, sometime around the late-’80s, Nick Shay’s wife Marian 

has a chance meeting with one of her husband’s colleagues, Brian Classic, at a 

vintage motor show. He walks “donnishly” among cars, stopping to peer 

lasciviously under the “hoods raised for the pleasure o f connoisseurs” ( t /  161) and 

credits his presence at the show to “a sort of schoolboy itch” {U 163). This nostalgic 

episode in turn inspires Brian to seek out the baseball memorabilist Marvin Lundy, 

a meeting that eventually leads to Nick buying the home run baseball from the “shot 

heard round the world.” Brian, we are told, visits Marvin in order “to talk about old 

ballplayers, stadium dimensions, about nicknames and minor league towns ... to 

surrender himself to longing” { U 171). However, he gets a lot more than he 

bargained for and is instead confronted with a lecture from Marvin on the 

complexities o f Cold War nostalgia.

He sees the link between Brian’s interest in cars from the ’50s and his 

attraction to the objects of baseball’s golden age and tells him:

You feel sorry for yourself You think you’re missing something and you 
don’t know what it is. You’re lonely inside your life.... You used to have the 
same dimensions as the observable universe. Now you’re a lost speck. You
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look at old cars and recall a purpose, a destination.... You’re worried and 
scared. You see the cold war winding down. This makes it hard for you to 
breathe. (C/170)

In other words, Marvin sees how Brian’s feelings of dislocation and nostalgia at the 

end o f the Cold War are sublimated into a questing after objects from a more easy to 

read era. In other words, Jameson’s belief that, “we are condemned to seek History 

by way of our own pop images and simulacra of that history” is very much in 

evidence in Brian’s progression from “a sort o f schoolboy itch” to examining the 

inner workings of containment-era cars and eventually wanting to “surrender 

himself’ to baseball memorabilia.^^ In his nostalgic acquisitiveness, the only way 

that Brian can access his lost ’50s is through the pursuit o f ’50s objects and this, in 

turn, reconstitutes the period itself as object and simulacra. He feels like a “lost 

speck” in the maelstrom of the late-Cold War and has, therefore, turned to a reified, 

commodified version of history in which to locate himself

If Barthes and Hutcheon both conceived o f de-doxification as the promotion 

o f historical origins in order to combat the discursive bad faith of “natural” origins, 

then what we see in Underworld is an awareness o f the ways in which the media- 

and capital-saturated context of contemporary life make even an appeal to history a 

far from straightforward strategy. DeLillo further complicates the notion o f post- 

Cold War nostalgia by showing how the acquisitiveness and media-driven longing 

that fuels consumer capitalism can co-opt and manipulate the past, turning it into yet 

another marketable commodity. DeLillo’s approach, therefore, goes beyond the 

uncovering o f historical origins to an acknowledgement that this history is never 

pure, it always comes to us in an already commodified form. A character in his first 

novel, Americana, argues that “To consume in America is not to buy; it is to 

dream.”‘  ̂However, in Underworld we see that such a dream is no longer simply a 

private experience but can be engineered by marketplace interests to become what 

Matt Shay calls “A dream someone’s dreaming that has me in it” {U 458).

The French Situationist Guy Debord has the following to say about the 

impact on the individual of a culture in which desire is created and promoted 

through advertising images:
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At the technological level, when images chosen and constructed by someone 
else have everywhere become the individual’s principal connection to the 
world he formerly observed for himself, it can certainly not be forgotten that 
these images can tolerate anything and everything; because within the same 
image all things can be juxtaposed without contradiction. The flow of 
images carries everything before it, and it is similarly someone else who 
controls at will this simplified summary o f the sensible world ... leaving no 
time for reflection, and entirely independent of what the spectator might

27understand or think of it.

In a similar fashion, DeLillo is concerned with the extent to which images and 

products have come to act as an interpretative apparatus through which the 

individual encounters the world. Murray Siskind, in White Noise, has devoted his 

career to trying to decode this “flow of images” and notes that in the supermarket, 

“Everything is concealed in symbolism, hidden by veils of mystery and layers of 

cultural material” {WN 37). In Underworld, the ad executive, Charles Wainwright, 

tells a client about secret cameras that are hidden on supermarket shelves to monitor 

which type of packaging is most attractive to the browsing housewives {U 531), 

technology that highlights the way in which desire -  even the apparently 

straightforward desire to recover a lost past experiences -  can be created, sustained, 

and manipulated.

Underworld is a novel that explores the increasing commodification of 

everything from art to the poverty of the Bronx and it is DeLillo’s conception of the 

rapacious and instinctively co-opting nature of global capitalism that enables him to 

do so. As economist Gerard Greenfield points out, “the current stage o f capitalism is 

not simply about trade in the traditional sense o f selling more products across 

borders. It is also about feeding the market’s insatiable need for growth by 

redefining as ‘products’ entire sections that were previously considered part o f ‘the 

commons’ and not for sale.” *̂ From the boy in Cotter Martin’s class who eats his 

history book ( t /  141) to the historically-inflected advertising slogans that run 

through Cotter’s head as he does his homework -  “The downfall o f empire and the 

emergence o f detergents.... War and treaties, eat your Wheaties” (J7 141) -  to the 

existence of nuclear national parks. Underworld examines the implications of this 

redefining of history as product.

By depicting the way in which people can attempt to recapture the past 

through a fetishization of past objects, DeLillo strips nostalgia of the
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straightforward yearning for community that is so apparent in much o f John 

Updike’s post-Cold War writing. Marvin tells Brian that he is just one of many 

people who visit his baseball shrine in order to surrender themselves to longing and 

he refers to these visitors as “the fraternity of missing men” {U 182). As Baudrillard 

notes, this commodification of history results in a yearning for an immersion in 

things, not in people. The “missing men” visit Marvin alone and the only thing 

connecting them is their shared nostalgic acquisitiveness. Whilst this de- 

communalizing of memory is never fully complete -  the third, and final, chapter on 

DeLillo will examine the existence of a “nostalgic surplus” in Underworld -  it does 

result in a further de-doxification of the strategies involved in post-Cold War 

nostalgia.

In the account o f his road trip investigating the American hyperreal, 

Baudrillard has stated that in America, “all that is cultivated -  ... all culture -  

[becomes] national parks.”^̂  The suggestion that themed national parks will be 

created in order to commemorate the Cold War recurs throughout Underworld and 

implies both the potentially absurd distortions of the American historical 

imagination and the extent to which nostalgia can become a commercial concern. 

This vision of “Tourists wearing respirator masks and protective suits” (JJ 289) is 

suggestive of the phenomenon, also observed by Baudrillard, o f American tourists 

travelling to the far north of Canada and hiring Eskimo tunics and clubs to re-enact 

the Gold Rush. Baudrillard notes that these day-tripping prospectors are 

“consuming in ritual form something which was an historical event, and has been 

forcibly reactualized as legend.” '̂’

This distortion of memory by kitsch is a key way in which DeLillo 

problematizes the notion of post-Cold War nostalgia. For example, at the height of 

the Cuban Missile Crisis, he depicts Lenny Bruce trying to look on the bright side of 

“the mass destruction of nuclear exchange” by reminding his audience that, “all this 

cold war junk is going to be worth plenty, as quaint memorabilia” {U 593).

DeLillo’s suggestion, in other words, is that the commodifying tendency of 

contemporary nostalgia distorts our historical sense to the extent that even present 

dangers are reduced to their projected nostalgic value. The implication o f Bruce’s 

reminder is that the nostalgia industry encouraged Americans to regard nuclear
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fallout shelters as embodiments of old-world charm even as Soviet missiles 

threatened their lives.

Underworld also complicates questions o f nostalgia by investigating what 

lies behind this yearning. When Marvin visits San Francisco in 1978, tracing the 

genealogy o f the home run baseball, he visits a street of specialist businesses 

including a “Conspiracy Theory Cafe” ((7319) and a store selling baseball 

memorabilia. He also calls in to a shop in which several men stand around furtively 

leafmg through old National Geographic magazines. He identifies the status of these 

w'ell-thumbed and smudged magazines as “fetish items” and speculates that what he 

is observing in this shop is a yearning based primarily on a drive to consume, “A 

pornography o f nostalgia” {U 320). This is a key phrase for exploring DeLillo’s 

treatment o f post-CoId War nostalgia not only as it is suggestive o f fetish ization but 

also as it signals an interest in the ways in which longing can be distorted when 

desires become emptied o f any wider significance and become ends in themselves.

DeLillo has stated that his 1978 novel Running Dog -  which concerns the 

quest for a reputedly pornographic video shot in the Hitler’s bunker -  was an 

attempt to capture “a sense of the terrible acquisitiveness in which we live, coupled 

with a final indifference to the object.” '̂ The depiction of both these seemingly 

opposed emotions in Underworld -  materialistic desire on the one hand and bored 

detachment on the other -  underlines what, for DeLillo, is the ultimate consequence 

of attempts to access the past through objects alone. The journey o f the famed home 

run baseball through the novel illustrates this shift from obsessed coveting to 

eventual disregard. First bought for $32 dollars outside Yankee Stadium in 1951 {U 

652), it journeys through four decades of American life -  becoming, in the process, 

one o f the few stories that links DeLillo’s sprawling and encyclopaedic narrative -  

before being eventually bought by Nick Shay for $34,500 {U 132). Not only does 

this journey represent the increasing commodification o f history but it also 

illustrates the way in which this process results in a gradual leeching of desire, 

resulting in a final indifference to the object pursued. As Nick prepares to buy it 

from Marvin, he admits that he doesn’t fully understand why he wants so badly to 

own the ball {U  191) and la ter-w hen it is wedged unceremoniously on a shelf in 

Nick’s bedroom (i7 131) -  we are told that he tends to forget why he bought it (C7 

809) and can only say that owning the ball is “about the mystery of bad luck, the
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mystery of loss” {U 97). Once again, therefore, this pursuit of the past through 

objects alone results in an increasingly distant past as the momentum of pursuit 

supersedes and consumes the elusiveness o f memory.

To construct a history around objects and consumption is also to confer it 

with the in-built obsolescence of all consumer products. Throughout the novel 

DeLillo repeatedly highlights the way in which consumption implies waste and vice 

versa. When Nick and his wife go shopping, they see “products as garbage even 

when they sat gleaming on store shelves, yet unboughf’ ( t /  121) and when Brian 

visits the Fresh Kills landfill on Staten Island he looks out on the mountains of 

w aste and sees “all the appetites and hankerings ... every kind of used and lost and 

eroded object of desire” {U 185). Old magazines are racked and sold in a shop in 

San Francisco but essentially the same items are bundled and left out for the 

garbage collection by the Shays in Phoenix {U 89). As DeLillo depicts them, there 

is ultimately little difference between the two acts.

The incorporation of history into this voracious cycle of consumption and 

waste is underlined in the novel by the consistent linkage of waste management and 

archaeology. Nick’s firm build “pyramids of waste above and below the earth” {U 

106), Jesse Detwiler maintains that “Civilizations did not rise and flourish as men 

hammered out hunting scenes on bronze gates and whispered philosophy under the 

stars ... garbage rose first, inciting people to build a civilization in response” {U 

287), and a story is told about the ancient Mayans using burial “as a convenient 

means of garbage disposal” {U 767). These references also bring to attention the 

different ways in which history can be both interpreted and re-created and DeLillo’s 

recasting of Cold War history, in its attention to sedimented layers o f memory, 

interpretation, and linkages, has notable archaeological elements.
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4. THE ROAR OF MONEY IN DELILLO’S PANOPTICON: CONSUMER 

CAPITALISM AND CONTINUITY IN UNDERWORLD

32Don’t forget the real business o f the War is buying and selling. (Thomas 
Pynchon, Gravity’s Rainbow)

Nostalgia as False Memory; Money, Corporations, and the Cold War

The most direct series o f post-Cold War reflections in Underworld are found in the 

interview Klara Sax gives to French television in part 1 about her “Long Tall Sally” 

art project. As she tries to explain the motivation behind her creation of an 

enormous installation of brightly painted B-52s in the desert, she strays on to more 

general observations about the world in the wake of the Cold War and in doing so 

her tone is unquestionably nostalgic. She says, “Power meant something thirty, forty 

years ago ... it held the world together.... Many things that were anchored to the 

balance of power and the balance o f terror seem to be undone, unstuck. Things have 

no limits now” {U 76). Klara’s sentiments here clearly follow a now familiar pattern 

in which nostalgia becomes a response to what is perceived as an uncertain present 

or future by making the past a locus for the missing unity or security. However, 

because “everything is connected,” Klara’s musings on the lack of stability and 

intelligibility at the end of the Cold War lead her to a brief digression on the 

economic circumstances o f the post-Cold War period. She says, “Money has no 

limits. I don’t understand money anymore. Money is undone” (U76)  before 

continuing to discuss the impact of the end of the superpower conflict on the flow of 

fear and violence in the world.

The nostalgia that Klara Sax feels at the end of the Cold War is not, 

however, o f an entirely straightforward nature. She is, for example, clearly reluctant 

to admit that what she is feeling in creating “Long Tall Sally” amounts to nostalgia 

at all and says of the Cold War balance o f power, “Not that I want to bring it back. 

It’s gone, good riddance. But the fact is” {U 76). However, as the above quotes 

illustrate, “the fact is” that Klara sees the end o f the superpower conflict as marking 

a decisive shift in epochs and that this shift is broadly characterized by a loss of 

symmetry and comprehensibility and impacts on everything from personal security 

to the world economy. Once again we are reminded of Fred Davis’ view that the
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“distinctive rhetorical signature” of nostalgia is the contrast between the past and a 

considerably less ideal present.

In her discussion of the postmodern novel’s “subversive scrutiny” o f the 

norms of both Active and historical narrative representation, Linda Hutcheon uses 

Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children -  in which the wrong date is deliberately 

given for Gandhi’s assassination -  as an example o f the way in which this type of 

fiction can de-doxify “even such obvious and ‘natural’ constraints” as chronology 

In the backwards trajectory of the main part of its narrative -  the story begins in 

1992 before moving in separate parts to the late ’80s, 1978 and 1974. We then get a 

series of snapshots from the ’50s and ’60s before ending up in New York in 1951 on 

the day after the baseball game described in the prologue -  Underworld is even 

more explicit in its de-doxification o f the idea o f straightforward chronological 

description. This paratextual element enables DeLillo to deal with issues of 

comparison and contrast between the post-Cold War and Cold War eras in an 

unusual and ultimately extremely illuminating way. In starting the main part of the 

novel with an examination of post-Cold War America during which many 

characters such as Klara, Nick and Marvin voice their responses to the end o f the 

conflict before going on to provide a description o f American life at various points 

throughout the Cold War, DeLillo is able to imply a subtle but significant degree of 

continuity between these eras. This undermines Klara’s conception of the end o f the 

Cold War as signalling a momentous epochal change and this in turn results in a 

further complication of the certainties and comforts o f post-Cold War nostalgia.

Klara’s ideas about the boundless and unconfmed nature of money in the 

post-Cold War world may seem like a shrewd diagnosis o f the macroeconomic 

impact of the recent redrawing o f geopolitical realities were it not for the fact that 

later in the novel, but eighteen years earlier, we are presented with this fragment of 

a conversation she has with art collector Carlo Strasser:

And of course she said, ‘What do you think about?’
And he said, ‘Money.’
She laughed.
‘I sometimes wonder what money is,’ she said.
‘Yes, of course, exactly. This is the question. I will tell you what 1 think. It is 
becoming very esoteric. All waves and codes. A higher kind of intelligence. 
Travels at the speed of light.’ {U 386)

1



In other words, the uncontainable characteristics of money were being discussed in 

America a decade and a half before the fall o f the Berlin Wall. Klara, in her 

interview with French television in 1992, is, whether she knows it or not, repeating 

the theme of this earlier conversation in the guise of an explicitly nostalgic post- 

Cold War observation. The implication is clearly that the shift in geopolitical 

realities has created vaguely nostalgic impulses in Klara but that in following these 

impulses she may not be accurately recounting her sense of contrasting eras. 

Similarly, Nick’s reflections in 1992 on the role o f corporations in forming the 

identities of their employees -  “The corporation is supposed to take us outside 

ourselves. We design these organized bodies to respond to the market, face 

foursquare into the world.... You feel the contact points around you, the caress of 

linked grids that give you a sense o f order and command.” (U  89) -  is “pre-empted” 

later in the novel by his observation, in 1978, that “Corporations are great and 

appalling things. They take you and shape you in nearly nothing flat, twist and 

swivel you. And they do it without overt persuasion, they do it with smiles and 

nods, a collective inflection of the voice” (U 282).

This sense throughout Underworld of continuity between the Cold War and 

post-Cold War eras results in a further de-doxification o f Cold War Manichaeism 

that undermines even the notion of the past and present existing as discrete entities 

and certainly calls into question the extent to which 1989 can be established as a 

global w atershed. It is highly significant that the start and progression of the Cold 

War is described in detail in the novel -  the Soviet “Shot Heard Round the World” 

of October 1951 effectively marked the end of America’s nuclear monopoly and the 

start of the arms race -  but there is no description, or even mention, of the great 

symbolic endings of the conflict. In fact, one character even jokingly raises the 

possibility that the conflict isn’t actually over at all and that the Russians are simply 

waiting for America to lower its guard (t/81). As Peter Knight puts it: “The end of 

the Cold War presents itself as a belated, convenient and dramatic explanation for 

what is documented in subterranean ways throughout the novel.” '̂*

As the examples of Klara’s theory of money and Nick’s reflections on 

corporations suggest, in order to investigate the underlying cause o f this suggestion 

of continuity in Underworld, it is necessary to return to the treatment of consumer 

capitalism in the novel. In examining Cold War history through the lens of
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consumption, DeLillo suggests that the strict segregation of past and present is yet 

another inadequate oppositionalism. In this way, the nostalgia that results from such 

binary thinking is thoroughly interrogated and undermined.

At the start o f the epilogue, Nick Shay sits in a football hooligan-themed bar 

on the forty-second floor o f a new office building in the post-Cold War hyperreal of 

Moscow ’s new “wholly open economy of plunder and corruption” {U 795). The 

band on stage are dressed as suicide bombers, the man at the next table is a 

professional Lenin look-alike, and Nick and Brian Classic are waiting to be taken to 

Kazakhstan to witness the destroying of nuclear waste by means of nuclear 

explosion. As Nick takes all this in, he shares his nascent post-Cold War reflections 

with Brian, reflections that call into question the extent to which the grand 

oppositional narrative of the Cold War remained relevant to the actual developments 

-  both global and personal -  that took place throughout the conflict:

Capital bums off the nuance in a culture. Foreign investment, global 
markets, corporate acquisitions, the flow of information through 
transnational media, the attenuating influence o f money that’s electronic.... 
Some things fade and wane, states disintegrate, assembly lines shorten their 
runs and interact with lines in other countries. This is what desire seems to 
demand. A method of production that will custom-cater to cultural and 
personal needs, not to cold war ideologies o f  massive uniformity. {U 785-86, 
emphasis added)

In the late ’80s, Marvin warns Brian about the Cold War going out of business {U 

182) and this is very much how the end o f the conflict is figured by Nick -  the 

disintegration of the Soviet Union as an inevitable fading and waning similar to the 

downsizing of the inefficient arm o f a large company. The implication o f this is that 

the Manichaeistic “cold war ideologies of massive uniformity” long ago proved too 

weighty for the rapacious proliferation of money and consumer products required 

by the logic of a consumer economy and in its place another level of continuity and 

connections took precedence with the assimilation o f the global economic model -  

what is described in Players as the power and energy provided by the “roar of 

money” (P 13) -  into people’s everyday lives.

In his teleological and economically dependent reading of the end o f the 

Cold War, Francis Fukuyama argues that a key reason for the end of the conflict 

was that “capitalism has proven far more efficient than centrally planned economic
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systems in developing and utilizing technology, and in adapting to the rapidly 

changing c o n d i t i o n s . . . . I  will return to Fukuyama later in this chapter in order to 

highlight how DeLillo fundamentally differs in his approach to post-Cold War 

circumstances but for the moment it is sufficient to show that this emphasis on 

economic efficiency superseding the ideological basis of the Cold War is common 

to both works. In fact, if the prologue o f Underworld presents us with the awful 

possibility of the “Triumph of Death” at the hands o f nuclear weapons, we see by 

the epilogue -  sardonically entitled “Das Kapital” one hundred and thirty years after 

Karl Marx predicted the inevitable failure o f the system -  that it is, in fact, 

multinational capitalism that has triumphed. Replacing both the production-based 

“cash nexus” identified by Thomas Carlyle and Marx and the “cold war ideologies 

of massive uniformity” is what Fukuyama calls “the universal economic nexus of 

modem consumerism.”^̂

In Toward the End o f  Time, John Updike hints at a similar recognition of the 

capacity of wealth to endure beyond the surface tremor of world events. In a 

passage that is strikingly similar to Nick’s reflections on the world economy in 

Underworlds epilogue, Ben Turnbull writes, “data banks blank out, governments 

fade away, inflation makes a mockery o f currency. But the genius of capitalism 

dictates that wealth, once established, endure, to lure others to labor for it. Wealth 

survives wars, idiocy, and high personal unworthiness” ( r  208-09). However, as has 

been explored in an earlier chapter, Updike’s sense o f capitalism’s ultimate 

independence from the nationalistic ideologies of the Cold War generally finds 

expression in his writing in the recurring sense that Japan and its economic success 

was the ultimate beneficiary of the Cold War. In this way, the Manichaeistic logic 

of the conflict -  the grand narrative o f two countries in opposition -  persists for 

Updike. On the other hand, DeLillo’s recognition that, as Nick thinks at the start of 

the novel, “The system flows forever onward” {U 63) and that this system is 

ultimately indifferent to the notion o f statist ideologies in conflict enables him to 

explore the ways in which the roar o f money came to drown out the sound of 

debating presidents.
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The New Narrative: Waste, Consumption, and the Kitchen Debate

The narrative sweep of Underworld is book-ended by nuclear explosions in 

Kazakhstan -  the first a grimly ironic counterpart to Bobby Thomson’s game- 

winning home run, the second a private firm’s enterprising way of destroying 

dangerous waste. The persistence of such blasts beyond the end of the Cold War, no 

matter how inventively re-imagined they may be, suggests a high level of continuity 

between the two eras and this is further underlined by the fact that the same bawdy 

joke about Speedy Gonzalez is told by a radio engineer in the Polo Grounds {U 34) 

and a Russian observer at the Semipalatinsk test site {U 794).

The post-Cold War nuclear explosion is different from the blast that began 

the arms race for two main reasons, neither o f which is directly related to 

conventional views of the Cold War. Firstly, the explosion that Nick and Brian 

witness renders in symbolic form the triumph o f capitalism and its indifference to 

the weighty doctrines of the past. Nuclear weapons and the most dangerous of 

society’s waste cancel each other out and all that is left is Nick’s “broker’s fee” {U 

788) and other cash profit. The second difference is this addition of waste into the 

equation. As has been discussed in the introduction to this chapter, DeLillo’s 

resistance to the customary ways in which the Cold War was written about enables 

him to “sense other historical rhythms” and to de-doxify the conventional 

Manichaean narrative of the Cold War. It is in the role o f waste in Underworld that 

we most clearly see the way in which DeLillo’s secret history o f the Cold War 

highlights matters o f continuity and interrogates the impact of consumer capitalism 

on the individual, the environment, and the progress of the superpower conflict. To 

use Doctorow’s terminology, the story o f waste is part o f the data available to 

DeLillo as a novelist but inaccessible to the writer o f traditional history.

As they journey to the test site in the epilogue, Viktor, the Russian 

entrepreneur whose company is selling these explosions, informs Nick and Brian 

that waste is the flip-side, the “devil twin,” of weapons and that the commodified 

nuclear explosions that he hopes will make him rich mark “the fusion of two 

streams of history, weapons and waste.” Waste, he tells them, is “the secret history, 

the underhistory” of the Cold War. For DeLillo, this notion means much more than 

simply that nuclear waste is the “dark multiplying byproducf ’ of the manufacture of 

nuclear weapons {U 791). The Cold War underhistory presented in Underworld is
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one in which weapons, waste, technology, and consumer capitalism are all 

interconnected and form a complex matrix that dwarves the simple black-and-white 

narrative of the conflict. Reflecting on his marijuana-induced epiphany in the 

Pocket, Matt Shay “felt he’d glimpsed some horrific system of connections in which 

you can't tell the difference between one thing and another, between a soup can and 

a car bomb, because they are made by the same people in the same way and 

ultimately refer to the same thing” {U 446). He later thinks, “how can you tell the 

difference between orange juice and agent orange if the same massive system 

connects them at levels outside your comprehension?” {U 465). Once again, the 

scrupulous inter-connectedness o f the novel drives home this point. Weapons 

destroy waste; technology finds its true expression in weapons -  “All technology 

refers to the bomb” {U 467) -  and must be used either to hide or destroy waste as 

economic orthodoxy demands that its production must continue unabated; nuclear 

explosions are ingeniously dragged into the marketplace and by the end of the novel 

“They are trading garbage in the commodity pits in Chicago” {U 804).

In fact, the sense emerges that, as John Duvall puts it, “perhaps as much as 

the proliferation of nuclear weapons, the proliferation o f consumerism and
37disposable goods was a key weapon in America’s Cold War arsenal.” As has 

already been illustrated, America as depicted in the novel is synonymous with 

consumerism. We are told of Marvin’s English bride, Eleanor, that, “her main 

ambition was America ... the things, the places, the bright buzz o f products on the 

shelves” (t/314-15). Martin Amis has argued that the cataclysmic potential of 

nuclear weapons effectively meant that everyone was “on the front line” in the Cold 

War and DeLillo develops this point by linking the arms race and the spread of 

consumer capitalism and by showing that consumption was, for ordinary 

Americans, a major part of the Cold War effort.^* In fact, Jennifer Pincott argues 

that, “The arms race ... could be regarded as an extension of the capital ist-consumer 

drive: the ability to out-produce (the Soviets) at the cost of the individual to ensure 

the system’s welfare.”^̂

It is in Underworld’s frequent linguistic conflation of military hardware and 

consumer capitalism that we most clearly see this link. The appropriation of the 

language of nuclear war is a feature throughout DeLillo’s oeuvre. In Americana, an 

inefficient colleague of David Bell’s is “phased o u t ... [like] an obsolete medium-



range bomber,” and “the notion o f football as warfare” recurs throughout End 

Zone!^^ This merging of language is not, however, DeLillo’s invention. Paul Boyer 

describes how quickly Madison Avenue realized the commercial potential of 

nuclear imagery with “department stores ... running ‘Atomic Sales’ and advertisers 

... offering ‘Atomic Results’” within days of the bombing of Hiroshima.'*’ Robert 

Lowell’s “For the Union Dead” -  with its reference to advertisements for “a Mosler 

Safe, the ‘Rock of Ages’ / that survived the [Hiroshima] blast” -  also recognizes 

this convergence.'*^ This sheds much light on Charles Wainwright’s aforementioned 

nuke-fixated advertising strategy and further suggests that consumption became a 

coping mechanism -  a denial of the power of death -  for Americans during the Cold 

War.

In Underworld, this linguistic overlap becomes one o f the bases for Lenny 

Bruce’s comedy routines during the Cuban Crisis. He describes a school cafeteria 

worker called Bitty who comes home from work to hear one o f President Kennedy’s 

televised speeches to the nation. However, she fails to grasp the enormity of what 

Kennedy’s euphemistic language is circling around. When she hears him mention 

an “Abyss of destruction” {U 507) she assumes he is referring to the title of “one of 

those hard-boiled crime dramas” and then “The speech goes on and on ... and the 

President says something about. Swift and extraordinary buildup. Soviet missiles in 

Cuba. But she thinks he’s talking about the grease in her oven. Yeah, that greasy 

buildup’s beginning to bug me, man” {U 508). This, once again, is the secret history 

of the Cold War, the Cuban Crisis and its impact on the kitchens o f Middle 

America.

This notion o f American kitchens as Cold War battlegrounds is a key aspect 

of DeLillo’s underhistory and needs to be explored ftirther in order to grasp the way 

in which the depiction of consumer capitalism in Underworld serves to de-doxify 

Cold W'ar history. One o f the most bizarrely illustrative episodes in the Cold War 

took place in a mocked-up American kitchen in Moscow on 24 July 1959. Visiting 

the American National Exhibit, Nikita Khrushchev and Vice-President Richard 

Nixon engaged in what Elaine Tyler May calls “one of the most noted verbal 

sparring matches o f the century.”^̂  This event became known subsequently as the 

“Kitchen Debate” and arguably represents the point at which the emphasis of the
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Cold War shifted from weapons to the relative impact of the competing ideologies 

on the domestic lives of their citizens.

Presumably conscious of the panicked talk in America o f the growth of a 

“missile gap” in favour of the Soviets, Nixon set the tone for the informal debate by 

responding to the Russian premier’s opening gambit about the interference of 

America in Soviet affairs by saying, “1 will not comment on the various points that 

you raised except to say this -  this colour television is one of the most advanced 

developments in communication that we have.” "̂̂ Thereafter, Nixon -  in 

Khrushchev’s words “a lawyer for capitalism” arguing against “a lawyer for 

communism” -  repeatedly attempted to highlight what he saw as the existence of a 

“commodity gap” in America’s favour. He emphasized the freedom of consumer 

choice in America saying, “To us, diversity, the right to choose, the fact that we 

have 1,000 builders building 1,000 different houses, is the most important thing.” 

Confidently drawing Khrushchev into the kitchen area o f the exhibit, he pointed out 

the latest built-in panel-controlled washing machine and asked him, “Would it not 

be better to compete in the relative merits o f washing machines than in the strength 

of rockets?” Despite the Soviet leader’s repeated insistence that his people also 

enjoyed such modern conveniences -  “We have such things” -  Nixon was, perhaps 

unwittingly, highlighting the extent to which individual purchase power had become 

a weapon in the Cold War. Baudrillard reports that the $9 million in tax cuts 

announced by the US government in 1954 was ploughed straight back into the 

economy by consumers who bought, among other things, 5 million miniaturized TV 

sets and a million and a half electric carving knives and thus secured the 

continuation of the postwar economic boom, a boom that of course helped to 

finance America’s military expenditure.'*^ It is, therefore, no exaggeration to see the 

kitchen as one of the key battlegrounds of the Cold War.

One of the “Selected Fragments Public and Private” in part 5 of Underworld 

takes place in October 1957 in the split-level suburban house belonging to the 

Deming family. The Demings are part of the American domestic boom of the ’50s, 

an explosion o f both population and consumerism that Updike affectionately details 

in “When Everyone Was Pregnant” and that Elaine Tyler May describes as being 

underpinned by the dream of “successful breadwinners supporting attractive 

homemakers in affluent suburban homes.”^̂  In fact, the Demings fit exactly the
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characteristics of the nuclear family in the nuclear age as set forth by May:

“isolated, sexually charged, cushioned by abundance, and protected against 

impending doom by the wonders of modem technology.” ’̂ Erica moves about the 

kitchen preparing Jell-O chicken mousse for dinner while her husband Rick polishes 

his car and her son Eric -  who later works with Matt Shay in the Pocket as a 

“bombhead” -  is masturbating in his room whilst looking at a picture of “atomic” 

Jayne Mansfield.

William J. Levitt, the creator of modem American suburbia, famously made 

explicit the role of the suburban dweller in the Cold War by saying “No man who 

owns his own house and lot can be a Communist, he has too much to do” and in the 

Deming household we see the extent to which the language and images of the 

conflict seeped into American family life in the suburbs.'** Eric likes to masturbate 

using a condom “because it had a sleek metallic shimmer, like his favourite 

weapons system” (t/514) and prefers Hydrox cookies to Oreos “because the name 

sounded like rocket fuel” {U 519). Erica has “a new satellite-shaped vacuum 

cleaner” {U 520) as well as an enormous collection o f Jell-0 moulds -  including 

one that is “sort of guided missile-like” {U 515) -  and her latest gelatinous creation 

sits in the fridge like a “strontium white loaf’ { U 516). She is the classic ’50s 

homemaker and delights in the very vocabulary of her domestic bliss:

All the things around her were important. Things and words. Words to
believe in and live by.

Breezeway Car Pools
Crisper Bridge parties
Sectional Broadloom {U 520)

However, on the day we meet her. Erica’s mood is vaguely troubled. It isn’t 

until her husband mentions his plan to go out with binoculars after dinner and try to 

spot the Russian satellite Sputnik that she realizes that it is this knowledge of a 

Communist presence in the American sky that is upsetting her. Erica’s suburban 

fulfilment is founded on a view of consumption and domestic comforts as hallmarks 

of comfort and uniqueness. The word “breezeway” suggests “having something 

others did not” ([/516) and this suburban innocence was, at this point, largely 

underpinned by American military strength. The launch of the Soviet satellite
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threatens this sense of uniqueness and causes Erica to thinic, “Did they have crispers 

and breezeways?” {U 519).

Of course, the fact is that Erica need not have worried as -  in a Cold War 

updating of the traditional wartime notion o f guns and butter -  only one side in the 

conflict could launch satellites whilst at the same time extending the opportunity of 

domestic consumer fulfilment to its citizens. A form o f capitalism based around 

ideas of mass consumption gave Americans mastery o f the two streams o f history. 

However, it is not the techno-realities that worry Erica Deming but the death o f an 

idea, the first indication o f a disparity between personal and national narratives. 

Mark Osteen argues that this episode demonstrates that “Containment is never 

perfect,” that the precarious balance America was attempting to enforce both 

internationally and domestically inevitably led to anxiety, discontent and cracks 

appearing in the carefully maintained fa5ade.‘*̂  However, it is more rewarding to see 

this scene as foreshadowing the replacing o f “cold war ideologies of massive 

uniformity” with a system based on an ethos o f consumer capitalism and an early 

indication of the continuity DeLillo posits between the Cold War and post-Cold 

War eras.

The Russian launch of Sputnik in 1957 -  an event that, according to John 

Updike, “violated the azure serene of our national vanity” -  was a deeply unsettling 

surprise for the US government and resulted in a reassessment o f its Cold War 

priorities.^'’ The panic created by the event resulted in the increased appropriation of 

technology and science by the military and saw government funding for scientific 

research increase from $5 billion in 1959 to $13 billion in 1964.^' In showing how 

this techno-scare resulted in the creation of ARPA-net -  the embryonic stage o f the 

World Wide Web -  John Naughton argues that: “Sputnik provided vivid proof of 

the extent to which America had been humiliated by the Soviet Union, a countr>'
C O

th a t ... apparently couldn’t manufacture a decent garden spade.” It is also 

interesting to note that Stephen King begins Danse Macabre, the account o f his 

fascination with the horror genre, by recalling the awful silence that greeted the 

announcement -  during a Saturday matinee in small-town Connecticut -  o f the 

launch of Sputnik. He suggests that this was the first moment of “real terror” in his 

life.^^
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For Erica Deming and other smug American suburbanites, “It was not a 

simple matter, adjusting to the news” {U 519). In fact, the orbiting Russian satellite 

even makes her see her satellite-shaped vacuum cleaner in a new light, as “a clunky 

object filled with self-remorse” {U 520). However, she always has her Jell-O recipes 

to comfort her and the episode ends with her in the kitchen as she awaits the 

reassuring sound -  “the solid clunk o f well-made parts swinging firmly shut” {U 

521) -  that will signal the return o f her husband and son from their Sputnik 

watching.

Erica may be temporarily panicked by the sense she has of the fragility of 

the comforts of containment but she ultimately puts her trust in the trappings of her 

consumer comfort. “Breezeway” and “Crisper” can continue to be words for Erica 

to believe in and live by once they are unhooked from the Manichaean logic of the 

Cold War. DeLillo suggests that an ideology o f consumption based around exalted 

notions of states in conflict is unsustainable as it is vulnerable to the minor shocks 

and upsets provided by the nightly news. Baudrillard identifies a system that is on 

the one hand more fluid and on the other far more powerful. He conceives of 

consumption as “an active form o f relationship (not only to objects but also to 

society and to the world), a mode o f systematic activity and global response which 

founds our entire cultural system.” '̂* A notion of capitalism that was based around 

the idea of consumption as a good in and of itself -  one that “will custom-cater to 

cultural and personal needs” {U 785-86) -  and perpetuated by advertising industry 

appeals to what is referred to in Americana as “a universal third person, the man we 

all want to be” was always more o f a long-term proposition and is the main cause of 

the continuity identified in Underworld the Cold War and post-Cold War

eras.̂ ^

This positing of a lighter, yet more effective, means of social control to 

replace the heavy-handed, yet ultimately fragile, nature of Cold War containment is 

suggestive o f Michel Foucault’s theory of modem society as panoptical in nature. 

Foucault begins his examination o f the Panopticon -  a circular prison based on the 

principle of permanent but unverifiable surveillance and designed by Jeremy 

Bentham in the early nineteenth century -  by describing the draconian system of 

plague prevention that was established in many European towns in the late 

seventeenth century. This system was based on the idea of order by confinement
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with strict curfews and segregation imposed and enforced by a necessarily large 

number of intendants, syndics, and magistrates. The system represented, “the 

penetration of regulation into ... the smallest details of everyday life through the 

mediation of the complete hierarchy

As a development and refinement of these principles, Foucault turns his 

attention to the Panopticon, which he regards as not just a building but as “the 

diagram of a mechanism o f power reduced to its ideal form ... a figure of political 

technology that may and must be detached from any specific use.”^̂  The Panopticon 

represents for him an architectural model so ingenious as to become a generalisable 

blueprint for a widespread social structure. What attracts Foucault to the Panopticon 

is its “lightness” in comparison to the labour-intensive and anxiously imposed 

system of plague supervision. He notes that the effect o f the Panopticon is:

[To] induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibility that 
assures the automatic flinctioning of power. So to arrange things that the 
surveillance is permanent in its effects, even if it is discontinuous in its 
action; that the perfection of power should tend to render its actual exercise 
unnecessary; that this architectural apparatus should be a machine for 
creating and sustaining a power relation independent of the person who 
exercises it; in short, that the inmates should be caught up in a power 
situation of which they are themselves the bearers.^

In other words, it essentially doesn’t matter who acts as the guard in the central 

tower -  or indeed if there is any guard there at all -  as it is the very structure o f the 

Panopticon and the effect that this has on the individuals that are subjected to its 

power that ensures its successful operation. One is reminded of Nick's observation 

that corporations mould people to their use “with smiles and nods” (U  282) and also 

of the fact that in Underworld, American presidents are only ever referred to being 

photographed next to the home run duo Thomson and Branca. We never see the 

exercise of Presidential power and yet the system flows on regardless, monitored by 

what David Bell in Americana refers to as “the unseen janitor who maintains power 

over us all.” *̂̂ In fact, in an article written in the wake o f the September 11 terrorist 

attacks, DeLillo notes that, “In the past decade the surge of capital markets has 

dominated discourse and shaped global consciousness. Multinational corporations 

have come to seem more vital and influential that governments.” ”̂ There is no guard 

in the tower apart from the system itself, a point that is made explicit by the Harlem
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street preacher in the ’50s who claims that the eye on the dollar bill is used for 

surveillance (f/354).

The benefit of the Panopticon’s “ lightness,” as Foucault sees it, is that it 

operates at a level that is not susceptible to the shocks and upsets of a Sputnik or an 

atomic test. He notes that, “The minute disciplines, the panopticisms of every day 

may well be below the level of emergence of the great apparatuses and the great 

political struggles.” '̂ The Panopticon, therefore, acts as a guarantor of continuity, a 

system that ensures order whilst at the same time allowing for progress. It is the 

very opposite of a power structure that relies exclusively on the physical presence of 

an actual figurehead. In fact, “the productive increase of power can be assured only 

if, on the one hand, it can be exercised continuously in the very foundations of 

society ... and if, on the other hand, it functions outside these sudden, violent, 

discontinuous forms that are bound up with the exercise of sovereignty.”^̂

American-style consumer capitalism, as depicted in Underworld, operates in 

much the same way in terms of its subtle but continuous operation at a level deep 

and fundamental enough to withstand changes in personnel or even in the 

geopolitical idiom. In fact, the subtle transition we see in Underworld from the 

heavy-handed anxiety of the early-Cold War years o f containment -  personified by 

Hoover and his encyclopaedic dossiers -  to the consumer free-for-all and triumph of 

kitchen appliances -  both in the home and in landfills -  is entirely reminiscent of 

Foucault’s comparison of plague-era confinement with panopticism. He writes:

In the first case, there is an exceptional situation: against an extraordinary 
evil, power is mobilized; it makes itself everywhere present and visible ... it 
imposes an ideal functioning, but one that is reduced, in the final analysis, 
like the evil it combats, to a simple dualism o f life and death.... The 
Panopticon, on the other hand, must be understood as a generalizable model 
of functioning; a way of defining power relations in terms o f the everyday 
life o f men.^^

The American policy of containment, both nationally and globally, was based on 

notions of oppositionality and balance. Its “ideal functioning” was the imposition of 

a restrictive Manichaeism, a “simple dualism” that was ultimately outgrown by the 

needs of the marketplace. In examining the ideological basis o f consumerist society, 

Baudrillard observes that:
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It is not by heaping comfort, satisfaction and social standing on individuals 
that consumption is able to defuse virulent social tension.... It is, rather, by 
training them in the unconscious discipline o f a code, and competitive co
operation at the level of that code.... This is how consumption can on its 
own substitute for all ideologies and, in the long run, take over alone the role 
of integrating the whole o f society, as hierarchical or religious rituals did in 
primitive societies.^

This idea o f “unconscious discipline” is common both to Foucault’s theory 

of panopticism and to DeLillo’s examination o f post-Cold War nostalgia. Before 

telling the story o f the baseball game, the prologue notes that, “Longing on a large 

scale is what makes history” (f7 11). This is the secret history of the Cold War as 

presented in Underworld -  an underlying narrative o f mass longing based on 

consumption and waste and kept in place more by cameras on supermarket shelves 

than by political figures. A narrative so fundamentally engrained at the most basic 

level as to make the end o f the conflict little more than a symbolic sideshow.

As has already been noted, the central role o f the world economy in 

DeLillo’s depiction of the end o f the Cold War has much in common with Francis 

Fukuyama’s controversial theory o f “the end o f history.” Fukuyama argues that the 

way in which the conflict ended proved, “The fact that capitalism was in some sense 

inevitable for advanced countries, and that Marxist-Leninist socialism was a serious 

obstacle to the creation of wealth and a modem technological civilization” and a 

cursory reading of Underworld’s epilogue would appear to point to the same 

conclusion.^^

However, in concluding this chapter, it is important to emphasize that in de- 

doxifying history, DeLillo is not adding his voice to the chorus announcing its end. 

Fukuyama’s reading of history is explicitly teleological and intentionalist; he 

approaches it as a linear narrative, “a single, coherent, evolutionary process,” 

leading to liberal democracy based on the principles o f free market capitalism.^^ As 

has been shown throughout this chapter, DeLillo’s view o f history as a multi

layered narrative consisting of potential and repercussion as well as grand events is 

fundamentally set against such monolithic theorizing. The de-doxifying 

“historiographic metafiction” identified by Hutcheon is concerned with opening up 

multiple possibilities, not declaring conclusions. Just as history must be consistently
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interrogated and re-imagined, its sprawling and uncontainable nature “flows forever 

onward” and resists endings.

Along with identifying an epoch-spanning continuity that is based on 

consumer capitalism and that results in a thorough de-doxification of post-Cold War 

nostalgia, DeLillo is also aware of the impact that this “Raw capital spewing out”

{U 802) and increased reliance on technology has on visions and expectations of the 

future. The next chapter will examine this feature o f DeLillo’s post-Cold War 

writing with particular reference to the depiction o f terrorism and the sense o f the 

dangers implicit in technology.

I

I
I
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CHAPTER SIX

“THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SENSE OF RANDOMNESS”: TERRORISM, 

TECHNOLOGY, AND AMERICA’S FUTURE IN DELILLO’S

WRITING

1. INTRODUCTION

Our tragedy today is a general and universal physical fear so long sustained 
by now that we can even bear it. There are no longer problems of the spirit. 
There is only the question: When will I be blown up? Because of this, the 
young man or woman writing today has forgotten the problem of the human 
heart in conflict with itself which alone can make good writing.' (William 
Faulkner, Nobel Prize Address 1950)

Don DeLillo, in a 1997 interview for the Book o f the Month Club, spoke about the 

impact of the Cold War on the American psyche in terms of the creation of two 

strands of fear. The first, and most obvious, level o f fear for Americans during the 

Cold W'ar was “the possibility of nuclear exchange,” the horrific communality 

encapsulated in Underworld hy Lenny Bruce’s cries o f “We’re all gonna die!” As 

has been illustrated in the previous chapter, DeLillo’s exploration of post-Cold War 

nostalgia relies heavily upon a fully de-mythologized rereading of this atomic-era 

fear. However, as a writer who is persistently intrigued by what is hidden or 

overlooked -  be it Marguerite Oswald’s testimony to the Warren Commission in 

Libra, the “downwinders” of the Nevada desert in Underworld, or the psychological 

distortions w rought by grief and loss in The Body Artist -  \\ is a deeper level of 

dread that took root in the American mindset during the conflict that is of greater 

interest to DeLillo. He refers to this more ingrained form o f unease as a 

“psychological sense of randomness” and identifies its origins in “the assassinations 

and social disruptions of the 1960s.” He continues by linking this latter state of 

mind with the notion of nostalgia for the Cold War, claiming that this deep-seated 

fear “ is still an aspect o f the culture and it is precisely this unease that will bring 

about a wistfulness for the days of clearly defined confrontation.”^

Just as the notion of continuity was shown in the previous chapter to be a 

crucial part of DeLillo’s examination of post-Cold War America in Underworld, 

this sense of a connection between the Cold War and post-Cold War eras is also

I
1

t
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obviously central to DeLillo’s conception of American fear. This is true both in the 

sense that the source of this “psychological sense of randomness” belongs firmly to 

the Cold War era -  albeit to its most turbulent stage, a time when, as Updike puts it, 

“the demons frozen in the iceberg came out to swarm” -  and, perhaps more 

significantly, that the objects of the fear are assumed by DeLillo to be broadly 

similar whether this fear is felt before or after the end o f the superpower conflict.

In examining DeLillo’s conception of post-Cold War fear it is, therefore, 

crucial to emphasize the extent to which a sense o f the randomness and violence 

inherent in American society has been a key concern throughout his career. In fact, 

commenting on the Kennedy assassination -  for DeLillo, the emblematic moment of 

American violence and “the seven seconds that broke the back of the American 

century” -  in an interview with Anthony DeCurtis, he notes that the event may well 

have invented him as a writer.^ However, it is equally important to note that 

whereas the consumer capitalist-based continuity posited by Underworld and 

examined in the previous section results in an interrogation and undercutting of 

post-Cold War nostalgic impulses, DeLillo explicitly links his notion o f a bifurcated 

fear created during the Cold War to “a wistfulness for the days of clearly defined 

confrontation.” The suggestion is that Americans experiencing subconscious 

feelings of unease outside o f the overarching narrative o f the superpower conflict 

will begin to feel nostalgic for a time when they also felt the more communal and 

manageable fear of nuclear confrontation.

This chapter will look at the development of this “psychological sense of 

randomness” -  along with its attendant nostalgia -  in DeLillo’s work by exploring 

the treatment o f terrorism, technology, and America’s future in his writing, it will 

examine the ways in which DeLillo’s writing has consistently linked American 

violence and the idea of terrorism with technology and with the rapaciousness and 

expansionist tendencies he identifies as the main features of contemporary 

capitalism. This second section will look at how this theme is developed in two 

earlier novels. Players (1977) and The Names (1982), before examining DeLillo’s 

depiction of terrorism in his first novel o f the post-Cold War era, Mao / / ( 1 992).

The third section o f this chapter will explore the treatment of post-Cold War anxiety 

in Underworld and examine the ways in which this disquiet contributes to a sense of 

nostalgia in the novel. The chapter will then conclude with a reading o f DeLillo’s
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most recent novel, Cosmopolis (2003), arguing that this work represents a 

recapitulation of the idea found throughout DeLillo’s writing that the confluence of

technology and capital contains enormous potential for both destructive and 

regenerative violence and emphasizing the central role played by randomness in the 

narrative.

However, before looking at the development of a “psychological sense of 

randomness” in relation to technology and capital in DeLillo’s earlier work, it is 

instructive to examine briefly this aspect of his writing in relation to William 

Faulkner’s 1950 Nobel Address. Faulkner’s oration focussed on the role played by 

literature in helping humanity to endure, noting that the widespread dread of nuclear 

attack made it increasingly difficult for writers to escape fear -  for him “the basest 

o f all things” -  and to concentrate on “the old verities and truths of the h e a r t . I t  is

interesting to note the similarities between Faulkner’s views on literature as 

expressed in this speech and much of the high-profile criticism that has been 

levelled at Don DeLillo throughout his career. In a critique of Underworld, Tony 

Tanner bemoans the lack of clearly differentiated characters in the novel, claiming 

that DeLillo’s “agenda” -  an exploration of American fear and paranoia -  is served 

by merely presenting readers “with a string of more or less sensationalist news 

items or crises.”  ̂James Wood is similarly unimpressed by Underworld’s 

fragmentary structure and paranoid characters, arguing that the novel leaves the 

reader “unmoved at the deepest levels” and that DeLillo responds to what he sees as 

the surreal dread at the heart o f American life “by crawling very close to an outright 

denial of reality’s groundedness.”* In fact, in a review o f Cosmopolis for The New 

Republic, Wood goes further still in claiming that DeLillo’s information-obsessed 

narratives and “merely theoretical interest in human beings” ends up “threaten[ing] 

the existence of the novel form” by telling readers nothing “about the world that 

only the novel form could tell us.”  ̂Both Tanner and Wood clearly agree with 

Faulkner that any novelist preoccupied by fear and apprehension “labors under a 

curse” and “writes not o f the heart but o f the glands.”

However, in DeLillo’s defence, I would argue that the source of this 

preoccupation with fear in his narratives is an acknowledgement of the fact that 

when fear of any nature becomes not only “general and universal” but also “long 

sustained,” it ceases to be a merely physical sensation, as Faulkner classifies it, and
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becomes part o f the deepest psychology not only of individuals but of society at 

large. This anxiety is, therefore, impossible to separate from any exploration of “the 

human heart in conflict with itself.” \n Americana, David Bell realises that feelings 

o f dread have become an intrinsic part of his personal and professional life. He 

notes that, “Once out of the mailroom, I began to learn more about fear. As soon as 

fear begins to ascend, anatomically, fi'om the pit of the stomach to the throat and 

brain, from fear o f violence to the more nameless kind, you come to believe you are 

part o f a hon-ible experiment.”* This description of fear moving beyond any mere 

physical apprehension to become a near-intuitive sense of all-pervasive danger is 

extremely significant. It is also worth noting that this changing conception of fear -  

a moving upward and inward -  is linked to growing sophistication and maturity on 

the part of David Bell. He “learns” more as he leaves the company “mailroom” and 

the ascent of fear in his body mirrors his own ascent to TV executive.

The following quote from Frank Lentricchia acts as an excellent further 

riposte to any definition o f “good writing” that excludes DeLillo’s fear-laden 

novels:

In the context of recent American fiction, the reading o f DeLillo’s writing is 
an experience o f overwhelming cultural density -  these are novels that could 
not have been written before the mid-1960s. In this, their historical rigor, I 
suspect, lies their political outrage: the unprecedented degree to which they 
prevent their readers from gliding off into the comfortable sentiment that the 
real problems of the human race have always been about what they are 
today

Whilst any detailed discussion of changes in the American novel since the ’60s is 

outside the scope of this thesis, it is worth noting that it is in his exploration of a 

deeply ingrained American dread arising out o f a feverish notion o f progress allied 

to the confluence of technology and capital that DeLillo does most to insist that “the 

real problems of the human race” are, far from being universal, rather the product of 

specific historical forces. This is, therefore, yet another aspect of DeLillo’s 

narratives that is closely related to Barthesian readings o f modem myth. Wider 

historical narratives will, DeLillo’s novels suggest, inevitably have an influence on 

“the human heart in conflict with itself” As has been examined in the Introduction, 

DeLillo has himself stated a preference for fiction that takes account of the ways in

i
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which ‘‘Global events ... alter how we live in the smallest ways” and this idea of 

individual or national psychology acted upon by the forces of history is crucial. O f a 

character in Players, it is noted that he is marked by “the suspicion that nothing we 

say or do can be properly gauged without reference to the fear that pervades every 

situation and specific thing” {P 38) and this quality is shared by most o f DeLillo’s 

most prominent characters. As Louis Menand put it in a review of Mao II, “What 

most people worry about only at three o’clock in the morning, or after a very bad 

day at the races, Don DeLillo’s characters worry about ail the time.” '° That this 

pervasive fear is consistently linked to the Cold War -  both as Manichaean 

metanarrative and as ultimate source of the random violence and social disruption of 

the ’60s -  is highly significant when it comes to examining this aspect o f DeLillo’s 

novels.

2. “THINKING TERROR”: DELILLO’S TERRORISTS FROM PLAYERS

TO MAO II

The story of terrorism is written by the state and it is therefore highly
instructive." (Guy Debord, Comments on the Society o f  the Spectacle)

Lyle and Pammy Wynant, the protagonists of DeLillo’s fifth novel Players, work in 

New York’s two main symbols of economic power, the Stock Exchange and the 

World Trade Centre respectively. Lyle is a financial trader working at the epicentre 

o f Wall Street’s “roar of money” {P 13) while Pammy works for a firm that, in “its 

efforts to understand and assimilate grief’ {P 18), has succeeded in the 

commodification of human anguish. Their lives are, as Mark Osteen notes, 

characterized by “the absence of genuine human exchanges” and as a result both are 

drawn into becoming “players” in clandestine plots as a means o f escaping the 

enervation and ennui of their lives.’  ̂Pammy involves herself as the third person in 

a self-destructive gay relationship and Lyle becomes involved in an intellectually 

dense terrorist plot to blow up the Stock Exchange.

John Updike, in a review of Players, has noted that although the novel is 

ostensibly about terrorism, this terrorism is “of an attenuated, urbane sort” and, as a 

result, it is the sophistication both of the prose and of the characters that emerges 

most forceftilly from the novel.T errorism  in Players is certainly accorded neither
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a prominent role in the narrative nor an especially visceral intensity. Terrorist 

plotting in the novel relies heavily on theorizing -  one character calls this “the 

doctor o f philosophy approach to bombing” (P 107) -  and is consistently 

undermined by the presence of the double agent J. Kinnear. However rather than 

being a sign o f unrealistic narrative or overly abstract thematic concerns, the 

treatment of terrorist violence in Players reflects the two main aspects of terrorism 

that have been of interest to DeLillo throughout his work, namely its discursive and 

narrative elements on the one hand and its inseparability from the system of 

technology and capital against which it is so often staked on the other. In other 

words, DeLillo would appear to agree with Debord in regarding terrorism both as 

“story” and as an element of society whose instructiveness lies in its very 

destructiveness.

The plot of the terrorists with whom Lyle Wynant becomes involved is 

symptomatic of what DeLillo argues is the “deep narrative structure o f terrorist 

acts.” '^ Their plan is to attack Wall Street in order to “disrupt ... the idea of 

worldwide money ... bip-bip-bip-bip, the flow of electric current that unites 

moneys, plural, from all over the world” {P 107). This hyper-capitalist de

materialization of money is central to DeLillo’s vision of postmodern violence and 

will be explored in greater depth in relation to Cosmopolis. However, for the 

moment it is worth noting that Lyle’s proximity to this process -  “He’d seen the 

encoding rooms, the micro-filming of checks, money moving, shrinking as it 

moved, beginning to elude visualization, to pass from a paper existence to electronic 

sequences, its meaning increasingly complex, harder to name” {P 110) -  leads 

directly to the lack o f purpose in his life, which in turn leads to his involvement in 

the novel’s terrorist plot.

Moreover, Lyle’s work and social life, as depicted in the novel, are shown to 

already contain the seeds of this violent destruction. The architecture of New York’s 

financial district is described as displaying a “tyrannic grandeur” {P 24) and Lyle 

himself draws attention to the violence needed to maintain the system from which 

both he and Pammy have materially prospered. He says: “the capitalist system and 

the power structure and the pattern of repression are themselves a struggle. It’s not 

an easy matter, being the oppressor. A lot o f work involved. Hard dogged 

unglamorous day-to-day toil” {P 34). The struggle of the bomb-planting terrorist is.
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therefore, pitched against a struggle of another sort. DeLillo has himself famously 

stated that he sees violence in contemporary America as “a kind of sardonic 

response to the dream of consumer fulfillment” and this sense of two types of 

violence in conflict -  official and unofficial -  is common throughout his work.'^

The terrorist violence in Players is, therefore, not really a secret at all but is 

already implicit in the system it is trying to bring down. Kinnear stresses terrorism’s 

difference fi'om the world of banking and commerce by stating, “We don’t have a 

prospectus and we don’t put out an annual report” {P 115). However, rather than 

simply being the diametrical opposite o f this corporate world, as this statement 

would suggest, both “the idea o f ... money” {P 183) and the idea o f terrorism are 

shown to be part of the same discursive system. Lyle’s dalliance with the terrorists 

cannot, therefore, free him from the “sealed o ff’ {P 132) and alienating world from 

which he is trying to escape as terrorism already exists and is nurtured from within 

this world.

This notion o f terrorism as a discourse inseparable from the inner workings 

of the capitalist economy is also one of the central themes o f DeLillo’s seventh 

novel The Names. Written around the same time as Updike’s Rabbit is Rich, The 

Names also shows a growing awareness of how America impacts upon and interacts 

with the rest of the world. In fact, \ f  Americana depicts the Kerouacian journey 

westward of a young man wishing to “Explore America in the screaming night,”

The Names -  written by DeLillo during a period spent in Greece -  acts as a less 

typical but more revelatory eastward passage.’̂  Early in the novel we are told of 

Athens that, “Americans used to come to places like this to write and paint and 

study, to find deeper textures. Now we do business” {N 6). The Names is an 

examination o f the “deeper textures” inherent in America “doing business” with the 

rest o f the world.

The novel’s central character, James Axton, is employed as “Associate 

director of risk analysis. Middle Easf’ (A^48), vigilantly observing socio-political 

events in emerging economies and reaping the benefits of “the living to be made in 

terror” (A^40). As such, he has a highly developed awareness o f the unbreakable 

link between terrorism and the global economy. For example, upon hearing of 

unrest in Tunisia, his first question is “Are they killing Americans?” {N 193). Axton 

is, therefore, yet another o f DeLillo’s characters who knows that “everything is
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connected.” When he is asked about the risk from terrorism in Turkey, one of these 

emerging economies, he can rattle off all the factors that contribute to his analysis:

I had precise figures for nonperforming loans. 1 had classified telex traffic 
between bank branches in the region. I had foreign exchange factors, 
inflation rates, election possibilities, exports and imports. I had cars lined up 
for gasoline, daily power cuts, no water coming out of household taps, 
crowds of unemployed young men standing on comers, fifteen-year-old girls 
shot to death for politics. No coffee, no heating oil, no spare parts for 
combat aircraft. I had martial law, black markets, the International Monetary 
Fund, God is great. (A^50)

Axton is, in other words, at the vanguard of the expansion of American-style 

capitalism into undeveloped regions. He helps to create markets where previously 

existed only countries. Moreover, this expansion is portrayed as a bifurcated process 

wherein some Americans, like Axton’s friend David Keller, set up banks and others, 

like Axton himself, help to contain terrorism, the violent by-product. In fact, the 

novel repeatedly draws parallels between “doing business” and terrorism. Keller’s 

description of a proposed incursion into post-Shah Iran -  “Night drop into Iran. The 

bank’s determined to be the first ones back in. I’ll be leading a small elite group. 

Credit officers with blackened faces” (Â  131) -  is not only intended to foreshadow 

the Hostage Crisis but is also suggestive o f the secrecy and violence of terrorist acts. 

Later in the novel, when Axton talks to Keller’s wife about the situation in Turkey 

he asks her, “Has the bank decided to let them live?” (N  192). This question 

explicitly links the work being done by the novel’s cast o f American businessmen 

with the Ta Onomata cult that haunts the fringes of the novel. The latter group 

moves in secrecy around the Mediterranean and Middle East ritually killing people 

whose initials correspond with the name o f the town they are in. Whilst this 

methodology is obviously redolent of the random violence that informs so many of 

DeLillo’s narratives, the parallels with American business practice abroad suggests 

that the latter is also informed by this arbitrariness. The implication is that the cult 

lets people live or die according to their initials while the bankers make similar 

decisions based on credit ratings and expansion potential.

By looking more closely at the position o f James Axton’s job in The Names 

in relation to the risks he is assessing, one can gain further insight into DeLillo’s 

exploration o f terrorist violence. As Zulaika and Douglass have pointed out, the
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counterterrorism industry, of which Axton is a part, acts in symbiosis with terrorism 

itself by promoting terrorist violence as the “quintessential threat” and therefore 

helping to create an environment in which such acts gain meaning.'^ In fact, Dennis 

A. Foster goes so far as to suggest that, as a risk analyst, Axton is “the silent partner 

o f terrorism, without whom the meaning of terror would be incalculable.” '* That 

Axton is playing a role the significance of which he cannot fully grasp is made 

explicit later in the novel when he finds out that his job has all along been a part of 

the “conspiracies and doublings and brilliant betrayals” of the CIA {N 317). Not 

only does this revelation -  coming after he survives a possible assassination attempt 

-  undermine Axton’s status as an analyst of risk but it highlights the fact that, like 

Lyle Wynant, his involvement in clandestine activities has merely served to make 

him blind to his complicity in much wider and more violent systems.

Referring to the currency of terrorist discourse in a post-Cold War context, 

Zulaika and Douglass assert that:

Thriller writers, who are ever searching for plots of intrigue and characters 
worthy of the trumpeted New World Order, increasingly invoke terrorism as 
a substitute for espionage. The evil other o f the Cold War being moribund, 
we will no longer be taken to Checkpoint Charlie or be presented with a cast 
of KGB villains. Now we must visit terrorist haunts and contemplate 
desperate madmen from the beleaguered comers of the earth or the estranged 
sectors of society.... Thus, we confi'ont the new exemplar of inscrutable 
wickedness, the latest perpetrator o f ultraviolet gore.'

As has been explored at length in Chapter Four, this post-Cold War shift fi-om 

Communism to terrorism is apparent in much o f John Updike’s fiction from Rabbit 

is Rich onwards. In both Players and The Names, however, DeLillo explores 

terrorism not simply as a plot device but as a phenomenon with highly instructive 

discursive and narrative elements. As has been argued in the previous chapter, 

DeLillo’s interrogation of Cold War history in highlights the fact that

America’s “evil other” during the superpower conflict -  the threat of Soviet 

Communism -  became “moribund” long before the fall of the Berlin Wall and was 

replaced by the lighter and more resilient narrative of the global economy and 

consumer capitalism. It is, therefore, important to acknowledge the central role 

played by terrorism in many o f DeLillo’s earlier novels and to note how the
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treatment of terrorism in these texts is closely informed by DeLillo’s sense of the 

inner workings o f this new narrative of economics and technology.

Despite this refusal to acknowledge a clean break between the Cold War and 

what comes after, it is significant that the most thorough study o f terrorism in 

DeLillo’s fiction is contained in Mao II, the first o f his novels published after the 

end o f the Cold War. It is also interesting to note that DeLillo’s portrayal of 

terrorism in Mao II differs in several key respects from that seen in Players or The 

Names. By increasing his focus on the narrative elements of terrorism in this novel, 

DeLillo is able not only to meditate on the ways in which the story o f terrorism can 

thrive and be perpetuated in contemporary America but also to examine the 

relationship between the terrorist and the novelist, the other figure that retreats from 

society and plots in small rooms.

Early in the novel Scott Martineau, the young man who acts as a disquieting 

hybrid of factotum and jailer for the reclusive novelist Bill Gray, is walking through 

New York when he is accosted by a woman who offers him her baby and pleads 

with him to “Take it outside the city, where it’s got a chance to live” (M22).  

Meditating on this encounter, Scott thinks “When there is enough out-of-placeness 

in the world, nothing is out of place” (M22).  From the Swiss poet blindfolded in a 

Beirut basement to New York’s unseen homeless hordes to the bemused middle 

class couple trying to pick out their daughter’s face at a Moonie wedding in Yankee 

stadium, Mao II is a novel preoccupied with this notion of “out-of-placeness,” w'ith 

the fundamental link between dislocation and desolation. The suggestion throughout 

is that such a state is not only an inescapable part o f contemporary existence but 

also contains enormous potential for violence, whether in the frenzied crowds at the 

Ayatollah’s funeral {M 188-93), the lone gunman that Bill imagines tracking him 

down {M 197) or the boys in Beirut who surrender their identities to Abu Rashid’s 

Maoist terrorist group (M233).

This sense o f terrorist violence emerging out of what George Haddad, in a 

conversation with Bill, calls “societies reduced to blur and glut” {M 157), is 

increased in the novel by frequent references to the potential for random 

destructiveness inherent in a society totally reliant upon technology. Speaking to 

Bill about her project of photographing writers, Brita Nilsson remarks:
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Yes, I travel. Which means there is no moment on certain days when I’m not 
thinking terror. They have us in their power. In boarding areas I never sit near 
windows in case of flying glass. I carry a Swedish passport so that’s okay in 
case you believe that terrorists killed the prime minister. Then maybe it’s not so 
good.... I’m careful about reading matter. Nothing religious comes with me.... 
That’s on the one hand. On the other hand I know in my heart I’m going to die 
of some dreadful slow disease so you’re safe with me on a plane. (M 40-41)

This passage highlights the significance for DeLillo of the “psychological sense of 

randomness” of which fear o f terrorism is an increasingly significant part in the 

post-Cold War world. Although Brita knows that it is highly unlikely that she will 

die in a terrorist attack she is also aware that -  like Lenny Bruce’s 

acknowledgement that a nuclear bomb will kill him for being American rather than 

for being Jewish -  her status as a travelling westerner makes her vulnerable. 

Through constantly “thinking terror,” she is forced to alter her behaviour in small 

ways. Later in the novel when Bill leaves a message on Brita’s answering machine, 

he notes the connection between the codes Brita will use to access his message and 

the covert technology of terrorism: “There’s a lot o f violence in that phrase. 

‘Accessing your machine.’ You need a secret code if I’m not mistaken. You enter 

your code in Brussels and blow up a building in Madrid. This is the dark wish that 

the accessing industry caters to” (M 9I).

In his examination o f consumer society, Baudrillard quotes Lisle’s assertion 

that, “The major cost of the consumer society is the generalized insecurity it 

engenders” and this notion -  evident in so many o f DeLillo’s novels -  is central to 

Mao 11?  ̂Although parts o f the novel are set in Beirut, a sort o f geographic 

shorthand for terrorism, the America portrayed in the novel is a place equally 

susceptible to random violence. In fact, the suggestion is made throughout the novel 

that, in its reliance on technology and spectacle, America has become the kind of 

place where terrorism and other radical beliefs can thrive. This is made clear when 

Scott’s partner Karen walks among the homeless o f Tompkins Square and 

repeatedly hears people saying, “ It’s just like Beirut” {M  146, 173). Earlier in the 

novel, at Karen’s Moonie wedding in Yankee Stadium, her father notes that much 

of the recruitment done by the Unification Church is carried out by sending largely 

Asian missionary teams out into American suburbia and says, “Maybe they think 

we’ve sunk to the status of a less developed country. They’re here to show us the
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way and the light” (M5). In this way, the sense o f dislocation and longing 

incubating in what Karen calls America’s “land o f lawns” {M9)  is depicted in the 

novel as not only leaving a dangerous vacuum but actually helping to engender its 

own violent alternative. As Scott notes towards the end of the novel, “We all know 

how the thing we secretly fear is not a secret at all but the open and eternal thing 

that predicts its own recurrence” (Af 219). The violence that people fear in Mao II  is, 

in other words, constantly apparent just below the surface of everyday things.

The idea of terrorism appears more explicitly in Mao II  in the context of Bill

Gray’s meditations on what he refers to as the “curious knot that binds novelists and

terrorists.” Gray believes that “Years ago ... it was possible for a novelist to alter

the inner life of the culture” but that now “bomb-makers and gunmen have taken

that territory” (M 41) and that since Beckett “the major work involves midair

explosions and crumbled buildings” (M 157). This is the aspect of the novel that has

attracted most critical attention with Tony Tanner referring to this comparison
0 1between novelists and terrorists as “ridiculous.” Although it is worth noting that 

DeLillo has himself stated that, in the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks, he 

would be more careful linking novelists and terrorists in his work now, it is 

important to read this aspect of the novel in the context o f DeLillo’s interest in the 

discursive and psychological dimensions of terrorism.^^ Zulaika and Douglass, 

highlighting the fact that between 1974 and 1994 more Americans died from bee 

stings than from terrorist violence, argue that the real impact o f such violence “far 

beyond the shattered bodies or buildings, resonates in the halls o f the collective 

imagination” and it is this resonance that interests DeLillo.^^ In Libra, Larry 

Parmenter emphasizes the particularly troublesome role of Cuba in the American 

imagination by saying, “Cuba is a fixed idea. It is prickly in a way Russia is not. 

More unresolved. More damaging to the psyche.” '̂* This is an extremely useful 

passage for interpreting DeLillo’s depiction of terrorism in Players, The Names, and 

Mao II. Terrorism in these novels is often not much more than “a fixed idea,” yet it 

is this subtle, “prickly” psychological impact that most interests DeLillo and also, as 

Bill Gray fears in Mao II, that most threatens the novelist.
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3. “PEACE IS COMING -  BE PREPARED”: POST-COLD WAR ANXIETY 

IN UNDERWORLD

The radio reported news about a missile exploding mysteriously, 
underground, in Montana, and she didn’t catch if it was armed or not?^ (Don 
DeLillo, The Body Artist)

In Underworld’s epilogue, Nick Shay and Brian Classic are driven to the Kazakh 

Test Site to witness the first nuclear explosion to be carried out by a private 

corporation. When Nick, left reeling by the mocked-up American homes he sees 

scattered throughout the contaminated landscape, asks their host, Viktor Maltsev, if 

he can remember why all three of them are doing this, the Russian replies, “Yes, for 

contest. You won, we lost. You have to tell me how it feels. Big winner” {U 793). 

Viktor’s response is, of course, heavily ironic, especially in the context o f a passage 

in which unregulated capital is seen running amok in the “displacement and 

redefinition” of post-Cold War Moscow {U 786). His mocking notion that a conflict 

as complex and protracted as the Cold War can have something as simple as 

winners and losers is also reminiscent o f Danny Wilmot’s musings at the end of In 

The Beauty o f  the Lilies on whether “losing and winning are as different as we like 

to think” {IBL 488).

As has been examined in Chapters Two and Four, John Updike’s 

meditations on America’s post-Cold War present and future are marked by a 

continued reliance on a power or force that is “Other” to America, be it the Japanese 

economy, Arab terrorists, or the emergence of China as a Soviet-style hostile 

nuclear power. Whilst Don DeLillo’s post-Cold War reflections are free from such 

overtly Manichaean preoccupations, his fictional output since the end of the 

superpower conflict is also characterized by the sense of insecurity and loss of 

balance implicit in Updike’s attempt to maintain America as one half o f an equation 

that results in both international and domestic stability. It is, therefore, obvious that 

a form o f mass anxiety is the implied answer to Viktor’s wry “You have to tell me 

how it feels.” This section will explore this sense o f post-Cold War fear and unease 

as contained in Underworld. After initially exploring DeLillo’s portrayal of the 

Cold War as a time of balance underpinned by the inherent instability of technology 

harnessed for violent purposes, it will go on to examine the “psychological sense of
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randomness” in Underworld as maricing a shift from the safe fears of the Cold War 

to the unsafe fears of what comes after.

As is the case in Updike’s fiction, especially in stories such as “Scenes From 

The Fifties” and “When Everyone Was Pregnant,” the ’50s are depicted in 

Underworld as the quintessence of Cold War America. In the prologue, when J. 

Edgar Hoover hears news of the Soviet nuclear test, we are told that this knowledge 

acts as a “balance” to the “bitter condition he has never been able to name” {U 28). 

This notion of the early Cold War years as a time of restorative balance is continued 

in the final section of the novel proper, “Arrangement in Gray and Black,” where 

we see Matt Shay as one o f Sister Edgar’s schoolchildren in the Bronx. In a class in 

which every pupil has a specific task. Matt is one of three children whose job it is to 

open and close the cloakroom doors -  “They worked in unison, with a whoosh and 

bang” {U  716). Sister Edgar maintains the perfectly ordered world of the classroom 

with the help of the Baltimore Catechism, a text that she makes her class memorize 

and that contains “all the questions and all the answers” (f / 716). In fact, the 

Catechism is depicted as the perfectly balanced text, a superficially satisfactory 

metanarrative in which “the response to each question repeated the question before 

delivering the answer” { Ul M) .

However, the quasi-balletic order in Sister Edgar’s classroom -  an 

arrangement that appeals to chess-playing Matt -  is strongly underpinned not only 

by Catholic dogma but also by threat of physical force. So frightened are the 

children -  who remember the “thud and subsequent hum” of the blackboard after a 

classmate is propelled towards it headfirst by the nun -  that they are afraid to even 

ask a question in class and Matt can only guess as to what the “hosanna in the 

highest” o f his Catechism is referring (C/716). This notion o f pattern underpinned 

by the threat of violence is, o f course, redolent o f the Cold War “system predicated 

on death from the sky” {U 458) and in examining post-Cold War anxiety in 

Underworld it is important to investigate DeLillo’s contention that the framework 

upon which Cold War stability was based contained the seeds o f its own insecurity.

In the early stages o f plotting Kennedy’s assassination in Libra, Guy 

Bannister, a former FBI man now involved in training anti-Castro guerrillas, talks to 

T.J. Mackey about America’s Cold War security apparatus. He refers to this system 

as creating “a society where it’s always wartime,” a set o f circumstances in which it

i
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becomes possible to plan the murder of a president.^^ In Underworld, this sense o f a 

society permanently at war is portrayed as being ftindamentally underpinned by the 

strong symbiotic link between state violence and technology, a link summed up by 

Matt Shay’s epiphanic realization that “all technology refers to the bomb” {U 467). 

This aspect of the Cold War has been highlighted in DeLillo’s work as early as End 

Zone when Major Staley informs Gary Harkness that, ‘'War is the ultimate 

realization of modem technology.... Your technology doesn’t know how good it is 

until it goes to war.”^̂  However, in Underworld, as has been shown in the previous 

chapter, DeLillo develops this further by repeatedly conflating the technology of 

warfare with the domestic and commercial technology that became a significant part 

o f American life during the Cold War. Lenny Bruce informs his San Francisco 

audience that the Cuban Missile Crisis is all about “ Instant mashed potatoes ... 

instant and quick, because we don’t have the attention span for normal wars 

anymore” {U 544-45) and when Erica Deming reflects that “so many things were 

push-button now, the way the whole world opened behind a button that you pushed” 

(f / 517) a connection is implied between the buttons that adorn her suburban home 

and the ultimate Cold War button behind which her world may close.

This sense o f the dangers implicit in a society constructed around 

technology is evident throughout the novel. Nick Shay remembers that his son Jeff 

was so conscious of “an element of catastrophe tacit in the very fact of a flying 

object filled with people” {U 88) that he used to believe that he could cause 

airplanes to explode in midair simply by watching them take off. The iragility that 

lies just beneath the surface of techno-society is also revealed by Nick Shay’s 

experience during a power cut in New York in November 1965. In a passage that 

brings to mind Baudrillard’s observation that “The obsessive fear o f ... Americans 

is that the lights might go out,” as well as the paralysed trams in the “Aeolus” 

episode of Joyce’s Ulysses, Nick thinks about, “The always seeping suspicion, 

paralysis, the thing implicit in the push-button city, that it will stop cold, leaving us 

helpless in the rat-eye dark” {U  635).^* The suggestion is that an anxiety closely 

related to the post-Cold War unease experienced at other points in the novel is 

acutely felt by certain characters at the moments in which the dangers inherent in 

the system underpinning the Cold War become apparent. When Marvin Lundy, 

tracking the homerun baseball to ’70s San Francisco, is handed a leaflet bearing the
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slogan “PEACE IS COMING -  BE PREPARED” (J7318) the implication is, 

therefore, that America is fundamentally unprepared to deal with Cold War techno

realities in a post-Cold War context.

In his brilliant study of the position of Underworld within a culture of 

conspiracy in America in the second half o f the twentieth century, Peter Knight 

argues that the novel “plots a secret history of conspiracy culture, tracing how it 

shifted from the comparatively secure paranoia o f the Cold War years, through the 

countercultural hopes of the 1960s and after, and into the as yet unconfigured world 

of insecure paranoia beyond the end of the Cold War.”""̂  Although my focus in this 

chapter is on general psychological feelings o f fear and unease in DeLillo’s novels 

rather than on the plotting and solipsism associated with paranoia, it is highly 

instructive to examine Underworld in the context o f this shift fi-om the counter

intuitively comforting fears of the early-Cold War to the more generalized 

“psychological sense of randomness” DeLillo identifies as outlasting the conflict.

In her interview for French television, Klara Sax recalls sitting in a boat with 

her second husband at some point during the ’70s and “feeling a sense of awe, a 

child’s sleepy feeling o f mystery and danger and beauty” as they listened to 

American B-52s patrolling overhead {U 75). Although, as has been argued in 

Chapter Five, DeLillo consistently re-nuclearizes such nostalgic memories, Klara’s 

memories clearly typify this sense of Cold War-era “safe” fear. Similarly, Matt 

Shay’s love of duck and cover drills -  “He felt an odd belonging ... heads down, 

elbows tucked, fannies in the air” {U 728) -  suggests a near-foetal safety that came 

to be associated with the atomic threat.

In contrast with these halcyon days of safety and assurance underpinned by 

American bombers and their nuclear payloads, Klara depicts the post-Cold War era 

as a time of threatening uncertainty. She tells her interviewer, “Things have no limit 

now.... Violence is undone, violence is easier now, it’s uprooted, out o f control, it 

has no measure anymore, it has no level of values” {U  76). This sense of the Cold 

War as guarantor of stability and knowability has, in fact, been explored “earlier” by 

the baseball memorabilist Marvin Lundy when, in the late-’SOs, he tells Brian 

Classic that the Cold War is “the one constant thing” and that in its absence “All the 

power and intimidation of the state will seep out o f your personal bloodstream” {U 

170).
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The emergence of this “psychological sense of randomness” is, of course, 

not an exclusively post-Cold War phenomenon and DeLillo is careful to trace its 

development throughout Underworld. However, it is important to note that the 

source of this unease is consistently shown to be the disruption caused by the 

breaking apart of containment metanarratives in the ’60s. The status of the Kennedy 

assassination as the moment that inaugurated this sense of normalized violence and 

chaos -  what DeLillo has called the lack o f “a manageable reality” in contemporary 

America -  is made clear by the screening of the Zapruder film close to the centre of 

the novel.^® The Zapruder footage -  a document that carries with it “a kind of 

floating fear, a mercury reading out of the sixties” {U 488) -  also has its double in 

Underworld in the form of the accidentally shot home video footage of the Texas 

Highway Killer that appears at the start of part 2. Watching one o f the murders 

replayed on the nightly news. Matt Shay thinks, “There’s something here that 

speaks to you directly, saying terrible things about forces beyond your control, lines 

o f intersection that cut through history and logic and every reasonable layer of 

human expectation” {U 157) and there is the sense throughout the novel that these 

uncontrollable forces have multiplied since the disintegration o f dependable Cold 

War-era narratives. The continuation and development o f this idea that “every 

breath you take has two possible endings” {U 160) is even suggested by Nick 

Shay’s ability to recall the birth of his first child by remembering that it was the 

same year as the Madison University bombing {U 636).

It is, however, in the story of Esmeralda Lopez, the homeless girl whose 

rape and murder in the South Bronx precipitates the action in the second part of 

Underworld s epilogue, that we most clearly see the unleashing of violence and the 

corresponding unleashing o f fear referred to by Klara and Marvin and implicit in 

Zapruder and the footage of the Texas Highway Killer. Although the shocking 

violence with which she is killed is actually foreseen by Owen Brademas in The 

Names -  he lists “the rooftop sodomist who hurls children into the narrow alley 

below” as one of the stock figures in society’s conception of murder and outrage {N 

171) -  it is through the reaction of Sister Edgar to the news that DeLillo makes his 

most arresting statement about the nature of violence and fear in post-Cold War 

America. When she hears about the incident we are told that:
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Edgar used to care but not today and maybe never again. She feels weak and 
lost. The great Terror gone, the great thrown shadow dismantled -  the launched 
object named for a Greek goddess.... All terror is local now. Some noise on the 
pavement very near, the stammer o f casual rounds from a passing car, someone 
who carries off your child. Ancient fears revived, they will steal my child, they 
will come into my house when I’m asleep and cut out my heart because they 
have a dialogue with Satan, ( t /  816)

This is a vital passage for understanding DeLillo’s positing o f a “psychological 

sense of randomness” in the post-Cold War world and how it can lead to feelings of 

nostalgia. The reader is obviously not expected to believe that Esmeralda has been 

murdered by a man who, now that America is no longer at war with the Soviet 

Union, has no other outlet for his violent impulses. What is being described, 

however, is a shift from the communal, “safe” fear o f the Cold War -  Lenny 

Bruce’s bonding shrieks o f “We’re all gonna die!” -  to a terror both private and 

inexplicable -  “they will come into my house ... because they have a dialogue with 

Satan.” Moreover, this change is explicitly linked to the breakdown o f established 

patterns of conflict. The “great Terror” o f the atomic era has been dismantled 

leaving an anxiety that is psychologically deeper in spite of being on a smaller and 

more personal scale. Therefore, whilst Peter Knight’s theory of shifting states is 

extremely useful, I would argue that this shift, as depicted in Underworld, takes 

place at the “gut level” terrain of fear rather than in the more rarefied and plot- 

dependent field o f paranoia. As Marvin tells Brian, the end of the Cold War marks 

the point at which “your worst nightmares begin” {U 170).

This sense o f the post-Cold War era as a nightmarish time marked by 

violence and randomness is prevalent throughout Underworld’s epilogue. The post

conflict Moscow in which Nick and Brian find themselves at the start of the 

epilogue is a place in which the rigid military structures of the Soviet era have 

disintegrated leaving private security firms waging gun battles in half-completed 

office towers. It is also a place in which suicide bomber attire is both fashion 

statement and real threat {U 786). Although Underworld is less explicitly concerned 

with the idea of terrorism as a replacement for more stable Cold War fears than 

many of DeLillo’s earlier novels, there is the suggestion throughout the epilogue 

that violence has become unhitched from the relatively stabilizing circumstances of 

the superpowers in standoff. Nick speculates that the “dream(s) of vast land
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empires” that used to propel national leaders have been replaced by a less ordered 

questing for the latest technology -  Brian wryly notes that “Now they want 

computer chips” -  and Viktor reminds him that this “ inward and smallward” 

movement still results in enough slaughter for the continued existence o f mass 

graves {U 787-88). This diagnosis brings to mind Lyotard’s belief that “ It is 

conceivable that the nation-states will one day fight for control of information, just 

as they battled in the past for control over territory” and comes from a comparable 

context of shattered metanarratives.^'

Similarly, Ismael’s plans to sell scrap metal to “trodden countries looking to 

build up a military” (f / 812) is not only suggestive of the potential for armed chaos 

in the post-Cold War world -  in the process echoing Jon Ronson’s belief that 

Fukuyama’s declaration of “the end o f history” was “just about the worst prediction 

ever” -  but also acts as a reminder of the threat that exists in a world awash with 

unused nuclear weapons.^^ The news of a possible nuclear accident that Lauren 

Hartke hears in The Body Artist is symptomatic of this sense of catastrophe implicit 

in America’s nuclear legacy whilst her reaction -  she barely catches the item on the 

radio and doesn’t hear whether or not the exploded missile is armed -  suggests the 

ambivalence and complacency felt about this threat.

It is this anxiety about America’s post-Cold War future that is the source of 

much of the nostalgia in Underworld. In positing a “Future-Oriented Theory of 

Nostalgia,” Nawas and Platt argue that nostalgia “can best be understood if seen as 

an expression of concern over, or dread of, the fiiture.”^̂  This broadens Davis’ idea 

o f contrast as the “distinctive rhetorical signature” o f nostalgia by highlighting the 

way in which an idealized past can be set in opposition not only to an imperfect 

present but also to an uncertain future. Early in the novel when Marian Shay first 

meets Brian Classic, she begins to reminisce and ends up telling him that she 

associates the carefree nature o f her childhood with the freedom to drink water from 

a garden hose, something she no longer does and forbids her children from doing. 

She claims that the difference between the two eras, the contrast that lies at the heart 

o f her nostalgia, is “less in lost things than in knowledge become suspicious and 

alert” {U 165). This sense of apprehension and anticipation o f danger as a source of 

nostalgic feelings is not only suggestive of a “future-oriented” anxiety but also
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clearly ties in with DeLillo’s idea of the emergence o f a “psychological sense of 

randomness” in post-60s America.

In other words, although the most obvious expression of nostalgia in 

Underworld is contained in DeLillo’s portrait of the Bronx o f his childhood in part 

6 of the novel, an aspect that will be explored more fully in the next chapter, it is 

crucial to note that this nostalgia relies upon a contrast between the vibrancy and 

assurance of this milieu and the disquiet and unease associated with DeLillo’s 

impressions of the post-Cold War present and future. Sister Edgar fondly 

remembers the Cold War ’50s as a simpler time, a time when “Clothing was 

layered, life was not” (J7238). Underworld not only de-mythologizes this sense of 

’50s security but also explores the violence and fear that can be produced within the 

complexity and layering of a society inured to massive violence and reliant on 

uncontainable technology.

4. COSMOPOLIS: THE FUTURE RUINED?

The present is harder to find. It is being sucked out of the world to make 
way for the future of uncontrolled markets and huge investment potential. 
The future becomes insistent. This is why something will happen soon, 
maybe today.... To correct the acceleration o f time. Bring nature back to 
normal, more or less. (C 79)

Eric Packer, the 28-year-old billionaire internet financier and currency trader whose 

final day is documented in Cosmopolis, is driven to spend vast amounts o f his 

fortune on increasingly bizarre and dangerous accessories. Along with a shark tank 

and a chief of security with a voice-acfivated firearm, he plans to have a firing range 

built in his apartment and has even managed to acquire an ex-Soviet strategic 

bomber. This latter item was once “capable of knocking out a small city” and now 

lies in a storage facility in Arizona where Eric visits it occasionally (C 103-04). The 

acquisition of this piece o f obsolete Cold War machinery explicitly links Packer to 

the post-Cold War world described in Underworld's epilogue. In fact, when we 

learn that Eric has bought the bomber “from a Belgian arms dealer in Kazakhstan” 

after which he was able to fly it over the Kazakh desert for half an hour (C 103), a 

fiiTTi connection is established between the two novels. One can even infer that 

Packer may have appeared unnamed in Underworld as part of the motley crowd of
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post-Cold War bureaucrats and powerbrokers -  “geologists and game theorists and 

energy experts ... waste traders and venture capitalists” -  who observe Viktor’s 

Tchaika explosion along with Nick and Brian (U  794). A similar list early in 

Cosmopolis -  “the investment banker, the land developer, the venture capitalist ... 

the software entrepreneur, the global overlord o f satellite and cable, the discount 

broker, the beaked media chief’ (C 10) -  firmly places Eric within the ranks of the 

post-Cold War powerful.

Packer, in other words, represents something in money and in America that, 

whilst not entirely new, certainly marks the culmination of the link between 

technology and capital that DeLillo has explored throughout his novels. He w'orks in 

what his chief of theory calls the “glow o f cyber-capital” (C 78), a system in which, 

even though “People eat and sleep in the shadow” o f his business decisions (C 14), 

money has become further dematerialized. Money for Eric is similar to the “Waves 

and radiation” of White Noise {WN 104) and the “ instantaneous capital that shoots 

across horizons” identified by Nick Shay in Underworld {U 786). That Packer 

represents this new order -  a fact underlined by his recent marriage to the European 

banking heiress Elise Shifrin, an alliance between old and new wealth that is, 

according to his art dealer, “Like one o f the great arranged marriages of old empire 

Europe” (C 26) -  makes his violent death highly instructive when it comes to 

exploring DeLillo’s depiction of fear and violence in a post-Cold War world.

DeLillo has stated that he decided whilst working on the novel that, “the day 

on which the action occurs ought to be the last day o f an era -  the interval between 

the end of the Cold War and the beginning o f the current period of terror. A 10-year 

interval. Essentially the 1990s. This is when the culture was boiling with money.” '̂* 

Not only does this suggest that Cosmopolis can be read as an examination o f the 

’90s as the apotheosis of the hyper-capitalist system that has fascinated DeLillo 

throughout his work -  and in this way act as a companion piece to the epilogue of 

Underworld as well as containing striking echoes o f Players -  but it implies that the 

novel also explores how this post-Cold War era gave way to a more bleak and 

uncertain time. In Cosmopolis, Packer’s murder and the events that lead up to it 

marks, for DeLillo, the point at which one period gave way to another.

It is useflil, therefore, to read Eric Packer’s murder in the context o f the 

other violent death in DeLillo’s fiction that marks the end of one era and the start of
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another. As has been mentioned earlier, the shooting o f John F Kennedy in 1963 

was, for DeLillo, the event that, more than any other, initiated the “psychological 

sense of randomness” in the American psyche. That the first shots fired at Packer 

come from the upper storey of a warehouse as he is on the street (C 180-81) is 

obviously intended to call to mind the events in Dallas as do the fact that both 

Benno Levin (Packer’s killer) and Lee Oswald, as depicted by DeLillo in Libra, 

have ambitions to write, have been left by their wives, and are granted a distinctive 

voice within the narrative. Both men are depicted as, in Levin’s words, “helpless in 

[a] system that makes no sense” (C 195). In this way, just as Libra opens up a space 

in which the Kennedy assassination and its impact on America can be thought of 

outside of the restrictive confines of accepted history, Cosmopolis examines the 

fault-lines o f a culture “boiling with money” by exploring the psychological 

implications of the start of “the current period o f terror” outside o f any concrete 

historical events and also by arguing that such a society will inevitably be undone 

by the violence and tension that it must struggle to contain.

This final section o f the chapter will examine Cosmopolis in the context of 

DeLillo’s diagnosis of the “psychological sense o f randomness” in the American 

psyche and its connection with the confluence o f technology and capital in a post- 

Cold War context. After initially examining DeLillo’s depiction o f Eric Packer’s 

life and profession it will go on to explore Packer’s downfall and ruin in terms of a 

manifestation o f the randomness and doubt he has dedicated his life to eradicating. 

The chapter will then end by assessing whether the fate of Cosmopolis'’ hero can be 

read as DeLillo’s pessimistic diagnosis of the future or whether DeLillo’s depiction 

of an uncontainable and levelling randomness perhaps posits a more hopefiil model 

for society.

In his study of globalization in a post-Cold War context, Thomas Friedman 

argues that “While the defining measurement o f the Cold War was weight -  

particularly the throw weight o f missiles -  the defining measurement of the 

globalization system is speed -  speed o f commerce, travel, communication and 

innovation.” He goes on to assert that in this context there is no such thing as the 

First World or Third World anymore, only “the Fast World and the Slow World.”^̂  

James Gleick agrees with this assessment, proclaiming, “We have reached the epoch 

o f the nanosecond. This is the heyday o f speed.”^̂  Eric Packer exists at the epicentre
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of this “Fast World” and believes so completely in a notion of progress driven by 

the hyper-speed of Internet technology that it utterly influences his conception both 

of art and of language. Throughout the novel he is repeatedly dismayed by the 

archaic technology implicit in words that he identifies as bewilderingly 

anachronistic including “skyscraper” (C 9), “handgun” (C 19), “airport” (C 22), 

“phone” (C 88), and walkie-talkie (C 102). He also prefers to hang slightly older 

paintings in his apartment, as he believes that “There’s no more danger in the new” 

(C 8). The implication is that Packer is part o f a culture that moves at such speed 

that what is new is already old, already overtaken by the next soon-to-be discarded 

thing. Whilst this aspect o f Cosmopolis bears traces o f DeLillo’s idea o f the in-built 

obsolescence of consumer products suggested by the garbage compactor’s “oozing 

cube” in White Noise {WN 258) and by the waste motif central to Underworld, it is 

worth exploring the way in which this fixation with the future -  an obsession that 

DeLillo satirizes by having the surveillance camera in Eric’s limo recording him 

doing things slightly before he actually does them (C 22) -  is linked to specifically 

post-Cold War technological and economic conditions.

Packer spends his days -  whether in his apartment, his office, or his limo -  

surrounded by visual display units showing “medleys of data on every screen, all 

the flowing symbols and alpine charts, the polychrome numbers pulsing” (C 13). He 

works at the very intersection o f technology and capital -  two inseparable forces in 

his mind (C 23) -  a place of such hyper speed that he has transcended mere watch

time to think the way his screens think, in “zeptoseconds” and “Yoctoseconds” (C 

79). In total contrast with Lauren Hartke, in The Body Artist, whose “Body Time” 

performance seeks to “Stop time, or stretch it out, or open it up,” Eric’s job depends 

upon an acceleration of time and technology In fact, he views the data by which 

he is surrounded as not simply information but as something “soulful and glowing, a 

dynamic aspect o f the life process” (C 24). As will be shown later, it is by allying 

himself so closely to the system from which he has profited that Packer makes 

himself vulnerable in a similar way to the system. In his post-September 11 essay, 

“In the Ruins of the Future,” DeLillo links this acceleration o f time to both 

technology and to the mid-90s economic boom noting, “The dramatic climb of the 

Dow and the speed o f the internet summoned us all to live permanently in the future 

... where markets are uncontrolled and investment potential has no limit.” *̂ In other
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words, as Eric’s ciiief o f theory Vija Kinski puts it, “It’s cyber-capital that creates 

the future” (C 79).

In discussing DeLillo’s creation and depiction o f Packer’s downfall, it is 

important to note a key aspect of this system of cyber-capital that is hinted at 

throughout the novel but that Eric himself refuses to acknowledge -  namely, the 

way in which the system is utterly underpinned by faith. As Karen’s parents watch 

her Moonie wedding at the start of Mao II, her father thinks, “When the Old God 

leaves the world, what happens to all the unexpended faith?” before concluding, 

“When the Old God goes, they pray to flies and bottletops” (M l) .  It is repeatedly 

suggested in Cosmopolis that the swagger and certainty that characterizes Eric’s 

approach to life in general and his profession in particular -  he tells his art dealer, 

“There is no doubt. Nobody doubts anymore” (C 31) -  is ultimately little more than 

his own version o f this atavistic belief where currency charts and live data feeds are 

worshipped in place of either gods or bottletops.

In fact, the faith that drives Eric lies at the very heart of his ruin with the 

action o f the novel taking place on the day he has staked his fortune on the belief 

that the Japanese yen cannot rise any higher. His chief of finance, Jane Melman, 

actually makes explicit the role played by belief in the workings of the markets 

when she tells Eric that the economic downturn in Japan that will cause the yen to 

drop will be caused by a “ loss of faith” (C 46). However, rather than heeding this 

warning, Packer merely makes it tally with his own system of near-blind belief and 

in the face of an unmappable and rising yen he spends much o f the day stating 

mantra-like declarations of faith such as “It’s going to turn our way” (C 21) and 

“There’s an order at some deep level.... A pattern that wants to be seen” (C 86). In 

fact, in watching his screens and waiting for the yen to fall, Eric becomes little more 

than a Manhattan millionaire version o f the expectant crowds on the South Bronx 

traffic island waiting for Esmeralda’s face to appear in Underworld's epilogue.

Before discussing how Eric’s faith in the “flies and bottletops” of cyber

capitalism leads ultimately to his violent undoing, it is worth exploring the way in 

which, in his depiction of new systems of money and technology, DeLillo also 

examines the changing nature of violence in the post-Cold War world. In Libra, as 

they begin plotting Kennedy’s assassination, Larry Parmenter tells Win Everett, 

“There’s never a dearth of reasons to shoot at the President.”^̂  Parmenter’s theory
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is, of course, based on the status of the American president as the ultimate symbol 

of power and it is suggested in Libra that it is this potential multiplicity of motives 

that created much of the confusion surrounding the assassination. In Cosmopolis, on 

the other hand, power -  and with it violence -  has shifted away from the 

conventional loci and assassins are more likely to target business figures rather than 

political ones. This shift is, of course, also apparent in the novel’s depiction of 

dematerialized money with the Presidential portraits of America’s cash currency 

replaced by money that exists in waves and codes.

On hearing that the security arrangements surrounding a presidential visit 

are set to delay his cross-town journey. Packer asks his chief of security, “Do people 

still shoot at presidents? I thought there were more stimulating targets” (C 20). 

Among these “more stimulating targets” posited in Cosmopolis are Arthur Rapp, the 

managing director o f the IMF who is “killed live on the Money Channel” in what 

the novel calls “Nike North Korea” (C 33), Nikolai Kaganovich, the Russian media 

magnate who is shot after a trip to “Albania Online” (C 81), and, of course. Packer 

himself In fact, later in the novel when a cream pie thrown by the “pastry assassin” 

Andre Petrescu hits Eric, his assailant tells him, “I am three years waiting for this.... 

I pass up president of United States to make this strike.... You are major statement” 

(C 142). Packer is, in the words of his new wife, “a dangerous person” (C 19) not 

only in the force he wields but also in that his work -  along with that of Rapp, 

Kaganovich, and other “masters of the universe” -  is ultimately responsible for 

creating a sense of uncontainable danger and violence. As James Axton puts it in 

The Names, “Technicians are the infiltrators o f ancient societies.... They bring new 

kinds of death with them. New uses for death. New ways to think about death” (N  

114). As one of the technicians o f a society constructed around money and 

technology. Packer not only brings a “new kind of death” into the world but must 

also succumb to it.

Early in the novel, as Packer watches the data screens in his limo we are told

that:

He understood how much it meant to him, the roll and flip of data on a 
screen. He studied the figural diagrams that brought organic patterns into 
play, birdwing and chambered shell. It was shallow thinking to maintain that 
numbers and charts were the cold compression of unruly human energies....
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This was the eloquence of alphabets and numeric systems, now fiilly 
realized in electronic form, in the zero-oneness o f  the world, the digital 
imperative that defined every breath of the planet’s living billions. Here was 
the heave o f the biosphere. Our bodies and oceans were here, knowable and 
whole. (C 24, emphasis added)

Packer has, in other words, constructed a system based around order and 

knowability and underpinned by technology, and he uses this system as an 

interpretative model for understanding the rest of the world. His is a realm in which 

money follows a pattern and in which “unruly energies” both in humans and in 

nature can be explained and contained within a binary, quasi-electronic frame of 

reference. This binarism is reminiscent o f the impoverished mindset o f the 

Pavolvian scientist Dr. Pointsman in Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow, a man who 

“can only possess the zero and the one” and has, therefore, excluded “the middle ... 

the probabilities.” '̂’ Just as Pynchon explores the colour and potential that lies 

within these “probabilities” and outside of Pointsman’s reductive logic, DeLillo 

depicts the way in which Eric Packer’s denial o f doubt and randomness ultimately 

leads to his ruin.

As he watches the display units in his limousine at the start of the second 

chapter. Packer notices that, “One of the screens showed a column o f rusty sludge 

geysering high from a hole in the ground” while, as usual, “The other screens 

showed money moving” (C 63). What DeLillo is implying here is that Packer is 

failing to notice that there is no part of his world that is ultimately “knowable and 

whole” and that the only thing that is “fully realized in electronic form” on Packer’s 

screens is the uncontrollable chaos that lies at the heart o f the interaction of 

technology and capital. Vija Kinski reminds him that in spite of his faith in 

“foreseeable trends and forces,” the reality o f the system o f cyber-capitalism is that 

“it’s all random phenomena. You apply mathematics and other disciplines.... But in 

the end you’re dealing with a system that’s out of control. Hysteria at high speeds, 

day to day, minute to minute” (C 85). John Gray has argued that the idea that 

humans can ultimately master technology is inherently fallacious, noting that, 

“Technology is not something that humankind can control. It is an event that has 

befallen the world” and much of Packer’s hubris arises from his inability to grasp 

this.^'
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In The Names, when Owen Brademas tells James o f his experience with the 

Ta Onomata cult, he notes that the ritual killings they carry out “mock us. They 

mock our need to structure and classify, to build a system against the terror in our 

souls. They make the system equal to the terror. The means to contend with death 

has become death” (//308). As has been argued earlier in the chapter, the cult 

murders that haunt the action in The Names act as an ironic counterpart to the 

aggressive economic imperialism propagated by James Axton and his colleagues 

and thus highlight the randomness and violence inherent in their “need to structure 

and classify.” We see a similar irony at work in Cosmopolis as Packer gets caught in 

the geysering sludge of random markets and random violence. As the yen continues 

to rise in value, he loses “sums that could colonize a planet” (C 129) and the size of 

his gamble ripples out around worldwide markets “causing storms of disorder” (C 

116).

The unpredictability of the markets is reflected in the random nature of the 

threat against Packer’s life. As new information about the danger filters through to 

his security team, his chief o f security tells Packer, “We know it’s not a group. It’s 

not an organized terror cell or international kidnappers with ransom demands” (C 

129). As has been illustrated throughout this chapter, DeLillo frequently sees 

random violence as an ironic balance to the official violence controlled by or 

implicit in American society -  a fact encapsulated by David Keller’s positing of 

“two kinds of fundamentalism” at war with each other in The Names {N 193). What 

makes Eric Packer’s murder by a disgruntled former employee such a fitting 

comment on his life is that in this context it is doubly random. On the one hand, it is 

random in relation to the superficial regularity of the financial and technological 

patterns around which his life is based, and on the other hand, it is also random in 

existing outside of the established narratives of terrorism and kidnapping.

Before shooting him, Benno Levin makes it clear that it is this inability on 

Packer’s part to contemplate anything without a pattern, anything beyond “the zero- 

oneness of the world,” that has led to his ruin:

You tried to predict movements in the yen by drawing on patterns from 
nature.... You made this form o f analysis horribly and sadistically precise. 
But you forgot something along the way.... The importance of the lopsided, 
the thing that’s skewed a little. You were looking for balance, beautifiil
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balance, equal parts, equal sides.... But you should have been tracking the
yen in its tics and quirks. The little quirk. The misshape. (C 200)

Throughout the novel Packer has been troubled by the knowledge that his prostrate 

gland is asymmetrical -  the very idea o f asymmetry leaving him “pale and spooked 

... haunted to the point of superstitious silence” (C 52-53) -  and yet Levin’s 

admonishment makes clear that this asymmetry has been yet another premonition 

that Packer has failed to heed.

Eric Packer’s murder can, therefore, be interpreted as the “something” that 

Vija predicts will “correct the acceleration of time” (C 79) and halt the headlong 

rush into the fiiture. She insists that any society based around the worship o f a fliture 

in which “we’re all tall and happy” is destined to fail, simply because this future 

“can never be the cruel happy place we want to make it” (C 91). The implication of 

the chief of theory’s hypothesis is that the cruelty latent in any push to a brighter 

future -  the fact that, in a system where everything is connected, progress always 

happens at someone else’s expense, that everyone can’t be “tall and happy” -  will 

inevitably make that future a failure. She recognizes that, “The force of cyber

capital ... will send people into the gutter to retch and die” (C 90), an assessment 

that suggests broader implications of Packer’s way o f thinking than simply his own 

ironic undoing.

This sense of a future doomed to collapse raises inevitable comparisons with 

DeLillo’s essay “In the Ruins of the Future” written in the aftermath of the 

September 11 terrorist attacks. In this article, DeLillo claims that, “Today, again, 

the world narrative belongs to terrorists,” and he compares the collapse o f the 

antenna from the south tower of the World Trade Centre to “an arrow moving 

backwards in time.” For him, although “We like to think that America invented the 

future,” the primal terror inspired by the attacks means that, “the future has yielded, 

for now, to medieval experience, to the old slow furies o f cut-throat religion.”^̂  

Although DeLillo has been careftil to assert that Cosmopolis was largely completed 

by the time of the September 11 attacks and has pointedly dated the action of the 

novel as “April 2000,” this idea of a cataclysmic halting of progress and renewal of 

fear is common to both Cosmopolis and “Ruins.”^̂

However, rather than simply labelling Cosmopolis a product of post- 

September 11 pessimism -  or even, as Walter Kirn does in his New York Times
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review of the novel, “an intellectual turkey shoot” in which DeLillo simply sets out 

to prove his own point about the inherently self-destructive nature o f ’90s capitalism 

-  it is worth ending this chapter with a brief examination o f the elements in the 

novel that point towards potential rather than ruin.'*'* A clue to this brighter outlook 

can be found towards the start of “ In the Ruins of the Future.” DeLillo, having 

introduced the idea o f terrorism as a narrative bent on halting modernity and the 

future, makes clear the distinction between the ideology of the September 11 

terrorists and that of the anti-globalization movement:

The protesters in Genoa, Prague, Seattle and other cities want to decelerate 
the global momentum that seemed to be driving unmindfully toward a 
landscape o f consumer-robots and social instability, with the chance of self- 
determination probably diminishing for most people in most countries. 
Whatever acts of violence marked the protests, most o f the men and women 
involved tend to be a moderating influence, trying to slow things down, even 
things out, hold off the white-hot fiiture.''^

The implication here is that the acceleration of time can be corrected in ways that lie 

outside of the murder and devastation wrought by terrorism and that this culture of 

protest is a necessary “moderating influence” on a world otherwise propelled by 

future-fixated figures like Eric Packer.

Cosmopolis features one such anti-globalization protest and Vija Kinski’s 

comments on the anti-capitalist protesters in Times Square are broadly similar to 

DeLilio’s in “Ruins.” She says, “This is what the protest is all about. Visions of 

technology and wealth.... This is a protest against the future. They want to hold off 

the future. They want to normalize it, keep it from overwhelming the present” (C 

90-91). Furthermore, rather than being a mere expression of ideas that run counter 

to Packer’s technology-obsessed future, the anti-globalization protest in Cosmopolis 

can also be read as one of a number of eruptions of colour and ingenuity in the 

narrative that give the novel a picaresque quality and that challenge the “zero- 

oneness” of Packer’s world. In other words, the occurrence that can restore balance, 

that can “bring nature back to normal,” takes more forms in the novel than simply 

the preordained outcome of Packer’s deathward trajectory. In addition to the Times 

Square protesters. Packer has earlier encountered a troupe of anti-capitalist 

performance artists in rat costumes (C 73-75) and will later come across the filming
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of a naked crowd scene in Hell’s Kitchen in which he decides to take part (C 172- 

77).

These scenes in Cosmopolis contain striking echoes of the passage in 

Underworld in which a counterculture protest troupe disrupt Truman Capote’s 

Black and White Ball, an event attended by J. Edgar Hoover. The radicals in 

Underworld -  described as “a plague, a spray of pathogens” that threaten Hoover’s 

obsessively germ-free world {U 576) -  mock and subvert that Cold War’s 

monochrome and Manichaeistic code and spread the panic of dissolving boundaries 

among the guests. The suggestion in both novels is that a truly oppositional art can 

make use of, and subvert, the tools of the dominant culture -  the protesters in 

Cosmopolis, for example, take control o f the NASDAQ’s data ticker and make it 

display lines from Marx and Polish poet Zbigniew Herbert (C 96) -  to produce 

moments of creativity and protest. This is redolent o f Bakhtin’s theory of the 

“camivalesque” as “the temporary suspension of all hierarchic distinctions and 

barriers among men ... and of the prohibitions of usual life,” and reading DeLillo’s 

depiction of the protest culture in this way allows for a reading of Cosmopolis 

outside of the narrow confines suggested by Packer’s murder and parallels with “In 

the Ruins of the Future.”^̂

In Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying o f  Lot 49, the Mexican anarchist Jesus 

Arrabal informs Oedipa Maas that a “miracle” is “another world’s intrusion into this 

one” and goes on to tell her that “Most of the time we coexist peacefully, but when 

we do touch there’s cataclysm.”"*’ It is from this idea o f other worlds intruding into 

the closed binary system constructed by Packer that some sense of hope emerges 

from the novel. He finds the “ ingenuity” of the Times Square protesters “bracing” 

(C 96) and there is the sense that the recklessness of Eric’s behaviour in the second 

half o f the novel has been influenced by this energizing collision with “another 

world” and the accompanying realization that violence can be regenerative as well 

as destructive and that the randomness that he has striven to eliminate from his life 

may also form the basis o f an oppositional and energizing art.

This sense o f violence as a potentially restorative force in a society marked 

by entropy and dwindling is a feature o f much of Pynchon’s work, most notably in 

the idea central to his 1966 essay “A Journey into the Mind of Watts” that “ last 

August’s riot is being remembered less as chaos and more as art. Some talk now of
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a balletic quality to it.... Others remember it in terms of music.”"̂* The Times 

Square riot in Cosmopolis is depicted as an explicitly artistic event -  “protesters, 

anarchists, whoever they were, a form of street theater, or adepts of sheer rampage” 

(C 88) -  with a balletic dimension even suggested by the two men “in gray 

spandex” that Eric notices standing “motionless back to back, right arms raised” (C 

72-74). One o f David Bell’s travelling companions in Americana argues that 

“America can be saved only by what it’s trying to destroy” and, as can be seen from 

the echoes o f Pynchon and Bakhtin in Cosmopolis, there is this hint of redemption 

implicit in Eric Packer’s demise.'*^ The next chapter will explore more fully the 

nostalgia implicit in DeLillo’s conception of the artist’s place in society.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE SEARCH FOR “PEACE”: NOSTALGIA, THE ARTIST, AND THE 

ENDING OF UNDERWORLD

1. INTRODUCTION

How do things end, finally, things such as this...? {U 823)

In attempting to convey the essence of her “Long Tall Sally” desert installation 

during her interview for French television in part 1 of Underworld, Klara Sax 

appears anxious that the aesthetic impact of her latest work isn’t overshadowed by 

its obvious political and historical provenance. She announces, “I’ll tell you what 

this is. This is an art project, not a peace project” {U 70). This statement could be 

construed as a trenchant de-politicization o f the piece on Sax’s part, a refusal by the 

artist to surrender interpretive control over her work and to allow its inescapable 

post-Cold War reverberations to be felt at the expense o f the sheer visual impact of 

countless obsolete B-52 bombers transmogrified by bright colours.

As has been explored in Chapter Five, the process through which Sax 

achieves this transformation of the ultimate militaristic enforcers of Cold War 

Manichaeism has clear parallels with DeLillo’s attempts throughout the novel to 

interrogate and undermine notions of a univocal and monolithic Cold War histoiy 

and to establish the validity o f competing and countercultural underhistories. In 

other words, in insisting that “Long Tall Sally” be seen as an “art project” rather 

than a “peace project,” Sax appears to be offering a commentar>' on the enormous 

historiographic metafictional project of which she herself is such a symbolic part. It 

is, therefore, surprising that, after 827 pages, Don DeLillo ends Underworld with a 

sentence and paragraph consisting of a single word -  “Peace” (( / 827). Is the novel 

being offered as a “peace project” after all, an ineluctably political undertaking 

capped by a pared-down version of The Waste Land’s closing benediction? What do 

Sax and DeLillo mean by the expressions “peace project” and “art project”? Why is 

the distinction made so forcefully by Klara early in the novel and is this distinction 

undermined or abandoned completely by the time the novel ends?
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It is, perhaps, worth attempting to summarize the final sections of 

Underworlds epilogue before continuing further with an analysis of their place in 

the novel. After Nick Shay’s witnessing o f the destruction of nuclear waste by 

nuclear weapons at a site in the Kazakh steppes and his meditations on his 

subsequent return to Phoenix, the novel segues into a coda that appears to take place 

at least partially in cyberspace. This closing section consists primarily of an account 

of a supposed miracle on an advertising billboard in New York’s South Bronx. The 

face of the murdered street child, Esmeralda Lopez, seems to materialize on the 

billboard when the Minute Maid ad it features is illuminated by the lights of passing 

commuter trains. Having witnessed this apparition, the “cold war nun” {U 245) 

Sister Edgar experiences “An angelus of clearest joy” {U 822) and throws off her 

lifelong phobias and inhibitions, becoming “a disembodied fact in liquid form, 

pouring into the crowd” as she embraces her fellow witnesses {U 823). The novel 

then continues with Sister Edgar now dead but ascended to “cyberspace, not 

heaven,” where she is hyperlinked to her fellow Cold War acolyte J. Edgar Hoover. 

From her new vantage point, she then appears to witness a recording o f a 1961 

Soviet Nuclear test when “you decide on a whim to visit the H-bomb home page” 

{U 825). The novel’s final paragraphs then appear to address themselves to someone 

sitting at their computer meditating on the “single seraphic word” that has appeared 

on screen “in the lunar milk of the data stream” {U 826). This single word is 

“Peace.”

As the tentative, even speculative, tone of the preceding paragraph should 

make clear, Underworld’s final pages have a fundamentally indeterminate and 

opaque quality that has consistently troubled and challenged critics. Tony Tanner 

admits to being baffled by DeLillo’s tone -  “Ironic? Or perhaps not” -  before 

concluding that what he sees as the author’s tendency to insert “easy intimations of 

transcendence,” such as the billboard apparition, into a crowded narrative results in 

the novel “deliquesc[ing] into something close to sentimental piety.” ' Jesse Kavadlo 

takes a more favourable view o f DeLillo’s description of the miracle in the South 

Bronx and its transformative impact, seeing it as evidence of the “spiritual 

yearning” at the heart o f the novel.^ Paul Gleason, who argues that DeLillo’s tone at 

the end of the novel is “not ironic but hopeful,” shares this optimism but looks 

outside Underworld, to T.S. Eliot, in order to establish a context for this sanguine
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tone.^ For James Wood, on the other hand, the Minute Maid billboard bears an 

unfortunately metonymic relationship to a narrative he regards as “ like a scrapbook 

of billboards, full of stiff importances.”^

It is Michael Berube, however, who expresses most clearly and engagingly 

the bewilderment with which so many readers have reacted to Underworld’s closing 

sections. He begins an article entitled “Endpaper” by asking, “Just what in heaven’s 

name is going on at the end of DeLillo’s Underworldl I mean, really” before 

playftilly predicting the novel’s enduring reputation and prestige by comparing its 

ending with that of The Faerie Queene and The Canterbury Tales, two other 

sprawling works of literature whose uncertain conclusions have troubled critics.^

For Berub^ the rambling and anti-narrative nature o f Chaucer’s “Squire’s Tale” is 

intended as “a cautionary example of the possibility that a narrative, once begun, 

may be too hard to end” and this, he suggests, is also what accounts for DeLillo’s 

difficulty in wrapping up Underworld. Like Tanner, he is uncertain how to read the 

suggestions of miraculous transcendence that proliferate in the novel’s final pages 

and he even suggests that DeLillo, with his spiritually liberating orange juice ad and 

description o f cyber-space resurrection, “could be pulling our legs, of course.”

Linda Hutcheon identifies a “suspicion of closure” as a feature o f many postmodern 

novels that deliberately resist the appeal of metanarrative totalities and yet Berube 

suggests that Underworld’s concluding idiosyncrasies are more the result of an 

inevitable predicament faced by writers who tackle “things such as this,” as though 

the scope of the novel makes promises that its finale is unable to keep.^

Adapting Berube’s opening query to the broader concerns of this thesis, and 

directing its interrogative thrust more specifically towards the novel’s final 

paragraphs, the present chapter aims to investigate just why “in heaven’s name”

Don DeLillo ends Underworld with the word “Peace” and whether and how this 

choice of ending relates to the issue o f post-Cold War nostalgia. Beginning with an 

examination o f the role o f art and artists in Underworld, the chapter will next 

explore the depiction o f writers/novelists and the written word in three other 

DeLillo novels -  Cosmopolis, Mao II, and The Names -  in order to fiarther illustrate 

the central role accorded to artists and language in DeLillo’s oeuvre. The chapter 

will then return to an analysis of Underworld, arguing that DeLillo’s depiction of 

the Bronx of his childhood in part 6 o f the novel, along with his description o f Nick
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Shay’s unfulfilled longings in the epilogue, results in a “nostalgic surplus” in the 

narrative. The chapter will then conclude with a close reading of Underworld’s final 

paragraphs and an examination of the various elements in the novel’s final search 

for “Peace.”

The present chapter, therefore, differs slightly from those that precede it in 

both approach and focus. Unlike previous chapters, in which Cold War-related 

elements in the work of Updike or DeLillo are surveyed and discussed under 

various headings, the present chapter is more cumulative and contextualizing in its 

approach. Building, by a process of accretion, towards an examination of 

Underworld: s final pages, the earlier sections of the chapter are intended to 

establish a context and a tendency in DeLillo’s writing in which this passage -  and 

its nostalgic underpinnings -  can be more fully understood.

In addition to this, the notion of post-Cold War nostalgia explored in relation 

to the ending of Underworld is less overtly tied than previous chapters to either the 

Cold War experience itself -  for example, the sexually-charged insularity and 

prosperity of the ’50s or the psychological impact o f Mutually Assured Destruction

-  or to the socio-political realities in America in the wake of the superpower conflict

-  for example, the emergence of terrorism as the new focus for national anxieties. 

Nicholas Dames argues that, “Reading nostalgia means, necessarily, reading its 

discursive manifestations” and the nostalgia examined in this chapter manifests 

itself primarily through DeLillo’s yearning for an art that can provide an alternative 

to both “cold war ideologies of massive uniformity” {U 786) and the technology and 

capital-fixated fanaticism of a figure like Eric Packer in CosmopolisJ A character in 

Americana expresses his admiration for “famous old French intellectuals who 

haven’t given up their revolutionary ideas and who still exert a profound influence 

on French foreign policy” and part o f the function o f the present chapter is to 

examine how this sense of intellectual and artistic nostalgia develops in DeLillo’s 

work up to Underworld’s closing utterance.*
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2. “AN UNDERVOICE THAT SPOKE THROUGH THE CANNON FIRE”:

ART AND ARTISTS IN UNDERWORLD

In Underworld's prologue, as J. Edgar Hoover sits in the Polo Ground digesting the 

news of the Soviet nuclear test, he is caught up in a storm of paper falling from the 

upper tiers of the stadium. Among the items in this “contagion of paper” {U 38) 

hurled forth by the excited crowd as the game approaches its stunning conclusion 

are pages from the October 1951 edition o f Life magazine. As page after page of 

glossy advertisement spiral down on the lower tiers -  “Baby food, instant coffee, 

encyclopedias and cars, waffle irons and shampoos and blended whiskeys” -  we get 

a sense of the tendency of art to be co-opted by an omnipresent and voracious 

consumer capitalism and subsumed within a system in which art becomes simply 

another means of selling products. The ads give way to a “feature story on the art 

treasures o f the Prado” and we are told that, “It is all part o f the same thing. Rubens 

and Titian and Playtex and Motorola” {U 39).

However, this sense of art as having been incorporated and made safe within 

an inescapable cycle of consumption and waste is immediately challenged w hen 

part o f the Life feature on the Prado alights on Hoover’s shoulder. These pages carry 

a colour reproduction of Bruegel’s “Triumph of Death,” the work that gives 

Underworld's prologue its title. Hoover’s reaction to this chance encounter -  “At 

first he’s annoyed that the object has come into contact with his body. Then his eyes 

fall upon the page.... Edgar has never seen a painting quite like this ... he can’t take 

his eyes off the page” ((741) -  carries with it, of course, the implication that 

Bruegel’s sixteenth-century masterpiece succeeds in articulating the unspeakably 

horrific implications o f the nuclear arms race in a way that the FBI Director has 

never fully grasped before. He sees, “Death elsewhere. Conflagration in many 

places. Terror universal” {U 50) and this episode restores to art an ability to interpret 

and comment on the world at large without being compromised or contaminated. In 

fact, when we encounter Hoover again later in the novel and learn of his sustained 

attempts to acquire Bruegel’s original from the Prado, his obsession with the 

painting -  “Edgar had postcards, magazine pages, framed reproductions and 

enlarged details stored and hung in his basement rumpus room” {U 574) -  has 

become yet another untold strand of Cold War history.
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As has been explored towards the end of the discussion of DeLillo’s 

Cosmopolis in the last chapter, Hoover is again confronted by the oppositional 

potential and power o f art later in the novel when Truman Capote’s Masquerade 

Ball has its Black and White theme tom asunder by the intrusion of a counterculture 

protest troupe. Hoover’s reaction to hearing news o f these protesters reveals the full 

extent to which he perceives and fears this power and is an extremely useful passage 

for understanding DeLillo’s use of art and artists elsewhere in the novel:

Through the battered century o f world wars and massive violence by other 
means, there had always been an undervoice that spoke through the cannon 
fire and ack-ack and that sometimes grew strong enough to merge with the 
battle sounds. It was the struggle between the state and secret groups of 
insurgents, state-bom, wild-eyed -  the anarchists, terrorists, assassins and 
revolutionaries who tried to bring about apocalyptic change. And sometimes 
of course succeeded. {U 563)

DeLillo’s depiction here o f the way in which Hoover associates and conflates the 

threat posed to his evening by these artistic demonstrators with the wider menace of 

revolutionary violence goes beyond the Director’s obvious paranoia to suggest the 

role of art as a powerful “undervoice,” an alternative to monolithic and repressive 

Cold War “massive violence by other means.” Guy Debord argues that the 

discursive structures of modem society have made viable opposition impossible -  

“There is no place left where people can discuss the realities which concem them, 

because they can never lastingly free themselves from the crushing presence of 

media discourse” -  but DeLillo allows Underworld’s artist figures to create and 

operate in such a space.^ As John Duvall puts it, “Through the repeated references 

to art and the large number of artists in the novel, DeLillo indirectly asks the 

question whether there is an oppositional function left to the artist in a 

postmodemity dominated by electronic media and advertising.”'® Through the 

figures of Klara Sax, Sabato Rodia, and Moonman 157/Ismael Munoz, DeLillo 

answers this question in the affirmative. Baudrillard has argued that, “Consumption 

makes maximum exclusion from the (real, social, historical) world the maximum 

index of security” and this acquisitive insularity is wonderfully satirized by DeLillo 

in his depiction of the Deming household and especially Erica Deming’s response to 

the Sputnik launch." However, the artist figures in Underworld resist this
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exclusionary tendency by engaging with the social and historical realities of 

contemporary American life.

Klara Sax

Klara Sax’s position as what Cowart calls an “archetypal artist” arises fi'om her

willingness to work within and critically examine the broader systems of
12consumption, waste, and Cold War menace explored in Underworld. Reflecting, 

in part 4 of the novel, on how her approach to creating art differs from that of her 

contemporaries, she thinks: “Art in which the moment is heroic, American art, the 

do-it-now, the fuck-the-past -  she could not follow that. She could look at it and 

respect i t ... but not, herself, place hand to object and make some furious now” {U 

377). What Klara, in the mid-’70s, may worry about as a failing in her work is 

undoubtedly presented as a virtue in a novel that similarly refuses to ignore the past 

in its attempt to establish a full context for the present. Later in this section, Klara 

reveals that her earlier use of garbage and junk in art was “just a way of looking at 

something more carefully” {U 393) and this idea o f direct artistic engagement with 

the very materials of contemporary culture is what unites the key artist figures in the 

novel. As Mark Osteen puts it, “the artists depicted in Underworld perform ... 

valuable recycling, transforming the very physical debris left by weapons and waste 

into objects that testify to the uncontainability of human aspiration. These works 

save meaning from the triumph of death.” '^

Sax’s “Long Tall Sally” is, of course, the ultimate example of this approach 

and her explanation of the symbolic significance she sees in the very physical 

construction o f the work provides fiirther insight into the sense o f the ability of 

artists to speak in an “undervoice”;

What I really want to get at is the ordinary thing, the ordinary life behind the 
thing. Because that’s the heart and soul of what we’re doing here.... See, 
we’re painting, hand-painting in some cases, putting our puny hands to great 
weapons systems, to systems that came out of factories and assembly halls 
as near alike as possible, millions of components stamped out, repeated 
endlessly, and we’re trying to unrepeat, to find an element of felt life, and 
maybe there’s a sort of survival instinct here, a graffiti instinct -  to trespass 
and declare ourselves, show who we are. {U  77)
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Klara’s image here of artists pitting themselves against “great weapons systems” 

and succeeding in revealing “the ordinary life” behind mass military-industrial 

uniformity obviously resonates with Hoover’s fear o f “wild-eyed” insurgents 

capable of subverting and drowning out Cold War metanarratives. However, what is 

more significant about this passage is the way in which the role of art, as envisaged 

by Sax, involves an inherently nostalgic return to simpler values. The “survival 

instinct” expressed by the installation is, in other words, the survival of individual 

expression in a system characterized by endless repetition. Later, when the Shays 

view “Long Tall Sally” from a hot air balloon, Nick compares what he sees to “the 

land art of some lost Andean people” {JJ 126) and DeLillo’s suggestion is that art, 

such as Klara’s, that tackles the massive systems of late capitalist society but refuses 

to be subsumed within these systems is driven by a primitive desire to assert 

individuality and to bear witness to these repressive forces.

This, of course, ties in with the remarks of Vija Kinski in Cosmopolis about 

the desire of the protesters in Times Square “to hold off the future ... keep it from 

overwhelming the present” (C 90-91) and Nick Shay’s remarks on the volunteers 

who are assisting Klara Sax in asserting her “graffiti instinct” further enhances this 

sense of an art driven by nostalgia. They are, he notes, “mainly art students but there 

were others as well, history majors and teachers on leave and nomads and 

runaways, coming and going all the time, bumt-out hackers looking for the unwired 

world, they were people who heard the call, the whisper in the ear that sends you 

out the door and into some zone of exalted play” {U 65). The suggestion once again, 

therefore, is that art, whilst emerging from and taking on the historically specific 

aspects of the age, can provide access to an alternative time frame, a more 

rudimentary, “unwired” reality. The “zone of exalted play” in which Klara Sax and 

her volunteers are able to restore individuality to the machinery o f the Cold War is 

one that is removed from the replicating and homogenizing tendencies o f the 

consumer Panopticon, a zone that keeps the fliture from “overwhelming the presenf 

by appealing to earlier values. This ideal o f an art, almost primitivistic in its 

approach and intent, that can transform both the detritus o f consumerism and the 

symbols of accelerated technology, in the process asserting the freedom and 

creativity of the individual, is further represented in Underworld by two other 

singular and independent artist characters -  Sabato Rodia and Ismael Mufioz.
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Sabato Rodia

Rodia, an Italian immigrant who, without formal training in architecture, 

constructed the Watts Towers in Los Angeles between 1921 and 1955, is a figure of 

fascination for Nick and Klara, both of whom visit the Towers in the course o f the 

novel. Nick, who associates Rodia with his disappeared father, views the structure 

as “an idiosyncrasy out of someone’s innocent anarchist visions” {U 276), a phrase 

that once again combines Hoover’s fear of artistic anarchy with a nostalgic sense of 

recovered simplicity. Reputed to be the largest structure ever made by one man 

alone, the Towers -  later described by Nick as “a kind of swirling free-souled noise, 

a jazz cathedral” {U 277) -  made use o f various fragments of consumer waste -  

glass from broken bottles and mirrors, enamel and pottery from kitchen plates -  in a 

way that, as with Sax’s use of B-52s in “Long Tall Sally,” subverts their supposed 

blankness and uniformity.''* According to Duvall, the Watts Towers represent, for 

DeLillo, “an art that manages waste in an anti-representational fashion, refusing to 

invest commodities with desire and instead constructing a personal vision out of the 

remains of consumer culture.” '  ̂This is emphasized during Nick’s visit when he 

notices that, “the green of 7-Up bottles and blue of Milk of Magnesia” {U 276) are 

removed from their corporate context and restored to the status of colours on 

Rodia’s palette.

Klara’s visit to the Towers forms part of the artistic education she undergoes 

in the summer of 1974. She senses in them an “epic quality” despite the fact that 

they are “so rucked in the vernacular,” an expression that emphasizes the 

transcendent effect of Rodia’s crude, bricolage approach. What is most interesting, 

however, about Klara’s reaction to the Watts Towers is her attempt to find a broader 

context or analogy for Rodia’s work. We are told, “She didn’t know what this was 

exactly. It was an amusement park, a temple complex and she didn’t know what 

else. A Delhi bazaar and Italian street feast maybe. A place riddled with epiphanies, 

that’s what it was” {U 492). In other words, like Nick’s reaction to seeing “Long 

Tall Sally” from the hot air balloon, Klara senses that Rodia’s work exists in a 

different time frame to the rest of the world. Like a Delhi bazaar, the Towers 

represent, for Klara, a time of greater vitality and individual expression and her on

site epiphany is, therefore, heavily nostalgic. Like the little boy in Joyce’s short 

story “Araby,” for whom the very idea o f an Arabic bazaar in Dublin “cast[s] an
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Eastern enchantment,” Klara associates the Towers’ irruption into the uniformity of 

contemporary Los Angeles with a heavily orientalized concept o f simplicity, 

excitement, and vigour.'^ Italian sculptor Gio Pomodoro praises Rodia as “the 

innocent Gaudi of California, who destroyed the myths o f Disneyland and 

movieland” and Klara also seizes upon this idea of Rodia’s work as operating in 

opposition to the monolithic force o f consumer so c ie ty .R o d ia ’s “innocence,” 

therefore, derives both from the way in which his work offers an alternative to the 

specious appeal o f mainstream consumer culture as well as from his status as an 

untrained artist.

Ismael Munoz

Moonman 157, the Bronx graffiti artist whose work “interrupts” the screening of 

Eisenstein’s “lost” film Unterwelt in part 4 o f the novel, has a similar ability to 

transform the symbols o f accelerated technology -  in this case the New York 

subway trains on which he paints -  into vibrant and defamiliarizing art. Described 

by Klara’s art dealer Esther as “a goddamn master” (U  377) -  a description that 

explicitly links him to the Dutch “master” Bruegel -  Moonman’s work is capable 

not only of telling “a story of backstreet life” (U  434) but of doing so in a way that 

utterly alters the perception of those that see it. He views his art as a de- 

homogenizing contagion in New York’s subconscious -  “The trains come roaring 

down the rat alleys all alike and then you hit a train and it is yours, seen everywhere 

in the system, and you get inside people’s heads and vandalize their eyeballs” {U 

435) -  and the description of “the hissy wash o f paint folding over the old iron 

flanks o f the train” (U  439) encapsulates this sense o f the ability o f individualized 

art to transcend the limitations of consumption-driven uniformity and links his work 

to “Long Tall Sally.” Moonman’s is “the art that can’t stand still” (U 441), a kinetic 

form of expression that exists in a literal underworld and, like Klara’s bombers and 

Rodia’s Towers, evinces an oppositional “graffiti instinct.”

Moonman 157 reappears later along Underworld’s timeline as Ismael 

Munoz, the head o f a graffiti crew in the South Bronx who have transformed the 

side of a derelict building into a memorial with a spray-painted angel for every child 

that dies in the neighbourhood (C/239). Bearing witness like Melville’s Ishmael, 

Munoz continues to utilize the features o f contemporary New York to “tell a story
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of tenement life, good and bad” {U 440), in this case immortalizing the victims of 

violence and neglect. Where he once vandalized the eyeballs of jaded commuters, 

he is now pricking New York’s conscience by juxtaposing the trappings of 

consumerism -  Esmeralda’s angel is depicted wearing “a pair o f white Nike Air 

Jordans with the logo prominent” (f/815) -  with the squalor and tragedy of the 

South Bronx.

Highlighting the fact that Ismael is dedicated to commemorating dead 

children in his recent art and is among the crowd witnessing the image illuminated 

by a subway train, John Duvall has convincingly argued that Munoz and his crew 

are responsible for the “miracle” of Esmeralda’s appearance on the Minute Maid 

billboard in the novel’s epilogue.'* Whether or not DeLillo intends the vision to be 

interpreted in this way, his creation in Underworld of artists who are capable of 

transforming the detritus o f waste and war, commenting critically on the 

vicissitudes of consumer society, and articulating an atavistic desire for lost origins 

means that Ismael is certainly capable of such an audacious feat.

3. “THE GREAT SECULAR TRANSCENDENCE”: WRITERS AND THE 

WRITTEN WORD IN DELILLO

Bill reminded himself to read the pavement signs before he crossed the 
street. It was so perfectly damn sensible they ought to make it the law in 
every city, long-lettered words in white paint that tell you which way to look 
if you want to live. (M 120)

In analysing the viability of the novel as a speculative “superhistory” capable of 

transcending the limitations of conventional historical narrative, E.L. Doctorow 

argues that the relatively low esteem in which the novel is held in America limits its 

political potency. He writes;

Part of our problem, as Americans, in failing to apprehend the relationship 
o f art and politics, is, o f course, our national good fortune.... Our primary 
control o f writers in the United States does not have to be violent -  it 
operates on the assumption that aesthetics is a limited area where, according 
to the rules, we may be shocked or threatened, but only in fun. The novelist 
need not be taken seriously [and] his work ... is not part of the relevant 
business o f the nation.'^
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From the character in Americana who is “writing the novel that would detonate in 

the gut of America like a fiery bacterial bombshell” to Jack Gladney’s ex-wife in 

White Noise who reviews “ long serious novels with coded structures” for the CIA 

{JVN 213) to Eric Packer in Cosmopolis observing customers in a bookshop 

“disentomb[ing] lost novels from the deep shelves” (C 67), this suggestion that 

American novelists are rendered impotent and harmless by the trivial culture and 

ideological stasis from which they write is consistently challenged by DeLillo. He 

has described the novel as “the deepest route into the landscape of our motives and 

souls” and emphasizes this importance ftirther in a letter to Jonathan Franzen in 

which he suggests that, “If serious reading dwindles to near nothingness, it will 

probably mean that the thing we’re talking about when we use the word ‘identity’ 

has reached an end.” '̂

For DeLillo, in other words, the novelist’s work must remain an integral part 

o f “the relevant business” of both the individual and the nation. The novel, far from 

being a trivial and “ limited area,” is, for him, a realm in which otherwise 

inexpressible truths can be voiced. Objecting to the central role accorded to episodes 

such as the billboard miracle in Underworld’s epilogue and the transcendent sunset 

towards the end of White Noise, Tony Tanner argues that DeLillo “is clearly 

disinclined to abandon what seems like a proto-religious response to the world.”^̂  

Whilst identifying a “proto-religious” impulse at work in these crowd scenes is 

certainly valid, linking this response to DeLillo’s own outlook is clearly problematic 

in that it risks isolating episodes such as this from their fuller contexts within the 

novels. However, DeLillo’s work does frequently grant this transcendent power to 

writers and the written word. In Mao II, Scott quotes Bill Gray’s opinion that, “The 

novel used to feed our search for meaning.... It was the great secular transcendence. 

The Latin mass of language, character, occasional new truth” (M72)  and DeLillo’s 

work, and in particular his depiction of writers, is bom of a desire to highlight and 

restore this power along with the concomitant idea that writers can access and 

articulate aspects of experience that are closed off to others.

Later in Mao II, Gray’s publisher Charles Everson diagnoses his client as 

having “a twisted sense of the writer’s place in society,” one that places the writer 

“at the far margin, doing dangerous things” so that, “The state should want to kill all 

writers” (M97). Not only does this situate writers far beyond the realm in which
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their work is appreciated “only in fun” but it also grants to writers and their work 

the power to influence events beyond their pages. Mao IPs Brita Nilsson, who, 

consumed by “a disease called writers” (M24), has embarked on the enormous 

project of photographing as many o f them as possible, likes to think o f her subjects 

as “the unknown, the untranslated, the inaccessible, the politically suspect, the 

hunted, the silenced” {M 66). This system of classification emphasizes the power of 

the written word and the capacity of writers to do “dangerous things.” A world in 

which writers are “politically suspect” and need to be “silenced” is a world that 

acknowledges a porous membrane between art and life and this concept is crucial 

for understanding DeLillo’s depiction o f artists and writers.

John Duvall argues that, in Underworld, “DeLillo seems to use the novel’s 

various artist figures to think about his own position as a novelist.”^̂  As has been 

explored in the previous section, the depiction o f artists such as Klara Sax, Sabato 

Rodia, and Ismael Munoz is intended to highlight various aspects o f DeLillo’s 

approach to re-examining Cold War America and to posit the existence o f an art that 

stands in opposition to the monolithic narratives of consumption and technology 

that emerged from the conflict. These artist figures, in other words, attest to the 

power of the novel of which they are a part. In Underworld’s concluding 

paragraphs, however, as the figure identified only as “you” meditates on the word 

“Peace” on a computer screen flanked by a “monk’s candle” and “the mug that 

holds your yellow pencils” {U 827), this oblique appraisal of the role o f the novelist 

appears to give way to a more straightforward description of a writer at work. This 

depiction of a writer figure is a recurring and significant feature of DeLillo’s novels. 

Early in The Names, as James Axton marvels at the fact that most of his family and 

acquaintances appear to be working on books, he thinks, “Everyone is writing away. 

Everyone is scribbling” {N 8) and this summary of frenzied literary activity could be 

applied to many of DeLillo’s narratives. In “The Work o f Art in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction,” Walter Benjamin notes that the “increasing extension of 

the press” and the growing specialization of knowledge has resulted in the end of a 

situation in which “a small number o f writers were confronted by many thousands 

o f readers.” In its place, according to Benjamin, the distinction between author and 

public “becomes merely functional” as “At any moment the reader is ready to turn 

into a writer.” '̂* This scenario is suggested early in Mao //w hen Scott witnesses a
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deranged homeless man stumble “great-maned and filthy” into a New York 

bookstore and demand to be given a pen so that he can sign his books (A/20).

In DeLillo’s novels, this democratization gives certain characters the ability 

to access a deeper level of truth through the power of the written word. Owen 

Brademas in The Names argues that, “the first writing was motivated by a desire to 

keep accounts” {N 35) and DeLillo’s writers are distinguished by this ability to 

observe and digest the tumult and overload of contemporary life. In continuing to 

establish a background for Underworld's concluding utterance, therefore, this 

section will now briefly assess the portrayal of three such writers -  Benno Levin, 

Eric Packer’s assassin in Cosmopolis; Jean-Claude Julien, the Swiss poet/hostage in 

Mao II; and Tap, James Axton’s son in The Names -  examining in each case the 

way in which DeLillo depicts writing’s potency and the special role o f each 

character in “keeping account” of their surroundings. When Moonman 157 includes 

words in his graffiti, he takes pride in conveying, “how the letters sweat, how they 

live and breathe and eat and sleep” {U 433) and the work of DeLillo’s writer figures 

either aspires to or achieves this level of vibrancy and power.

Benno Levin

In a narrative otherwise solely consisting of an account of Eric Packer’s final 

journey across Manhattan, “The Confessions of Benno Levin” -  two brief interludes 

written by Packer’s eventual assassin -  are intended to serve a deliberately 

disruptive role in Cosmopolis. Not only do the “Confessions” interrupt our tracing 

of Packer’s journey but their non-sequential nature -  the first part, entitled “Night,” 

is composed immediately after Levin has shot Packer and the second part, entitled 

“Morning,” is composed earlier that day -  has a similar function to the reverse 

chronology in Underworld in challenging the monolithic and future-fixated 

tendencies of contemporary society and in positing an alternative to straightforw ard 

narrative order. Levin’s role in underscoring the way in which Packer’s refusal to 

accept the inescapably chaotic nature o f cyber-capital has contributed directly to his 

downfall has been explored in the previous chapter. Unlike Packer, who lives in 

thrall to “zeptoseconds” and his multiple data screens. Levin prides himself in 

“ living offline” (C 149) and does not even own a watch or clock (C 59). It is, 

however. Levin’s position as an aspirant writer that grants him the ability not only
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to challenge Packer’s technology-fixated binarism but also, crucially, to keep 

account of his estrangement from Packer’s world.

Levin’s “Confessions,” a title that suggests links with the autobiographies of 

St. Augustine and Rousseau, begin with a reference to Packer’s dead body -  “He is 

dead, word for word” (C 55) -  that at once reveals the fate of the novel’s protagonist 

for the first time and also explicitly connects this fate with the act of Levin writing. 

This connection is reiterated later in Levin’s account when he rejects the 

conventional trappings of autobiography -  “I don’t want the type of writing where 1 

recite biography, parentage, and education” -  and instead reveals his desire “to rise 

up from the words on the page and do something, hurt someone,” an aspiration that 

will depend on “The act and depth of writing” (C 150). In other words, whether or 

not the quality of Levin’s writing will, as he hopes, result in “pages that will stop 

the world” (C 152), Levin’s position as a writer empowers him to confront and 

destroy Packer. His ambition to write “a spiritual autobiography that will run to 

thousands of pages” (C 149) -  a goal that is suggested by his real name, “Richard 

Sheets” (C 192) -  is based upon the belief that writing can provide him with 

certainty -  “1 am going to write my way into truth” (C 151 )- and make “a public 

act” (C 149) o f his disaffection. With his painstakingly scavenged writing desk 

complete with lined writing paper and empty packet of cigarettes. Levin self

consciously apes the marginal position of the writer noting, “ I want to feel like a 

writer and his cigarette” (C 61). However, although his attempt to find “some honor, 

some worth at the bottom of things” (C 152) may simply culminate in a prosaic 

moment of violence. Levin’s position as a writer is nonetheless highly significant in 

suggesting the latent power of a position that sets itself against Packer’s obsession 

with order and technology whilst, at the same time, maintaining the ability to bear 

witness and record such obsessions.

Jean-CIaude Julien

In part 5 of Underworld, after he has unsuccessfiilly attempted to fit a condom over 

his tongue, Lenny Bruce reveals his fear that he may be capable o f inseminating 

women merely by talking to them and warns his Chicago audience, “Never 

underestimate the power o f language” {U 582). In Mao II, as he sits hooded and 

fettered in his Beirut cell, the full extent of this power becomes clear to the Swiss
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poet Jean-Claude Julien. Along with planning “to leam Arabic and impress his 

captors” {M  108), he imagines himself sustained by “a woman wearing stockings 

who might whisper the word ‘stockings.’” He thinks that such linguistic contact 

“would help him live another week” {M 110). Deprived not only of external stimuli 

but also of knowledge relating to the duration o f and motive for his captivity, Julien 

realizes that language is both the essence o f his being and, as the means for ordering 

and recording his experience, his bulwark against madness. Finding it “hard to adapt 

to the absence of sense-making things” (M203), his need for meaning becomes 

centred on the act of writing as he begins to crave “something to write with, some 

way to sustain a thought, place it in the world” (M 110). Later in the novel he 

thinks:

Only writing could soak up his loneliness and pain. Written words could tell 
him who he w as.... The only way to be in the world was to write himself 
there. His thoughts and words were dying. Let him write ten words and he 
would come into being once again.... A wet scrap of paper and a pencil that 
a dog had chewed. He could write his terror out, get it on the page and out of 
his body and mind. (M204)

In a novel in which it is prominently suggested that “novelists and terrorists are 

playing a zero-sum game” and that this contest is being won by “midair explosions 

and crumbled buildings” (M 156-57), this positing of writing as a means o f resisting 

terror is highly significant. Bill Gray may bemoan what he sees as the decline of 

novelists “as shapers o f sensibility and thought” {M  157) but the resilience of Jean- 

Claude Julien attests to the enduring power of the written word.

Furthermore, the fact that Gray deals with his knowledge of Juiien’s 

captivity by writing about him carries with it the implication that a belief in this 

enduring power also sustains Gray in spite of his fears about the terrorism-aided 

obsolescence of novelists. In a pamphlet co-written with Paul Auster for the 

“Rushdie Defense Committee” in 1994, DeLillo himself evokes this idea of 

imaginative and linguistic sustenance when, in response to Salman Rushdie’s 

ongo\ngfat\\'ah, he asks, “What can we do? We can think about him. Try to imagine 

his life. Write it in our minds as if it were the most unlikely fiction.”^̂  In Mao //w e  

are told that Gray, “was writing about the hostage to bring him back, to return a 

meaning that had been lost to the world when they locked him in that room....” {M
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200). In fact, the obvious parallels between this passage and Julien’s attitude to the 

potential role o f writing in restoring meaning to the experience of the hostage even 

raises the possibility that the parts of the novel that describe Julien’s ordeal may 

constitute the long-delayed final work of Bill Gray. In other words, Gray’s account 

of the hostage’s yearning for language and the written word restores meaning to 

Mao IPs terrorism-haunted narrative. Contrary to his fear of what David Cowart 

calls “authorial disability” and his belief that novelists can no longer “alter the inner 

life of the culture” (M41), Gray intends this account to act as a charm against the 

terror fostered by the hostage-takers and thus strikes a blow for the power of the 

written word.^^

Tap Axton

The main part o f The Names comes to a conclusion with James Axton finally 

making his long-delayed visit to the Acropolis where, surrounded by the chatter of 

“German, French, Japanese, accented English” {N 330), he decides that, for modem 

visitors to the ancient temple, “Our offering is language” {N 331). This is then 

followed by a brief epilogical chapter, entitled “The Prairie” -  a name that signals a 

return to American soil after the narrative’s overseas wanderings and also 

announces its status as an example of linguistic “offering” or prayer -  that takes the 

form of an extract from the “nonfiction novel” {N 33) being written by Axton’s 

nine-year-old son Tap. The novel is based on the Depression-era childhood of Owen 

Brademas, the archaeologist who obsessively tracks the Ta Onomata cult in the 

course of the novel. If, as David Bosworth contends, the “awful sacrilege” o f this 

cult is their ability to transform language and naming into a weapon to use against 

people. Tap Axton’s narrative acts as a triumphant reassertion of the redemptive 

power of language, and specifically the written word.^’ It is, according to Paula 

Bryant, “an exuberant, unsettling demonstration of the potential for human freedom 

inherent in the deliberate disordering and recreation o f language” and, in the context 

o f establishing a background and precedent for Underworld’s concluding search for 

“Peace,” it is a passage of enormous significance.^*

“The Prairie” describes the trauma experienced by the young Owen 

Brademas -  here renamed Orville Benton -  during a Pentecostal service intended to 

induce glossolalia -  the gift of speaking in tongues -  among the congregation. The
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passage recounts Orville’s feelings of estrangement and “creeping despair” {N 337) 

at his inability to join those around him in this act o f glossolalia. He is unable to, in 

the words of the Pentecostal circuit rider, “Seal the old language and loose the new” 

{N 336). However, in describing Orville’s tongue-tied panic as all around him 

“People burst out in sudden streams” of language {N 336), Tap -  whose name not 

only, as Mark Osteen notes, suggests the ability of language to flow from him but 

also evokes the sound of typewriter keys -  himself becomes a master glossolalist 

whose medium is the written word?^ Earlier in the novel, Tap’s mother Kathryn 

marvels at the way in which her son “absolutely collides with the language” in his 

writing (N 32) and the ebullient, freewheeling style o f “The Prairie” compensates 

for Orville’s silence and emphasizes the power and permanence of the written word 

over the transience o f speech. Tap’s eccentric but insightful spelling -  a drunken 

man is noticed “realing” in the corner (N335),  Orville senses the isolation that will 

result from his “incomprehenshun,” and laments “the same ruteen day in and out” 

(A'̂  338) -  highlights the mutability of language and recalls Bill Gray’s belief in the 

novel as revealing “occasional new truth” { Mi l ) .  James Axton, who reads “The 

Prairie” towards the end o f the novel, senses this startling power in his son’s 

writing:

Tap’s pages ... were full of small incidents, moments o f discovery, things 
the young hero sees and wonders about. But nothing mattered so much on 
this second reading as a number o f spirited misspellings. I found these 
mangled words exhilarating. He’d made them new again, made me see how 
they worked, what they really were. They were ancient things, secret, 
reshapable. (A^313)

Redolent of Viktor Shklovsky’s formalist belief in the art’s capacity to counteract 

the automatism of perception so that “one may recover the sensation of life,” 

Axton’s reaction to Tap’s technique reveals the redemptive potential o f language.^” 

In describing the cataclysmic impact of the September 11 terrorist attacks on 

New York, DeLillo notes that, “the narrative ends in the rubble and it is left to us to 

create the countemarrative.” '̂ Along with emphasizing the ability of artists to 

provide an alternative version of events, this formulation even suggests the greater 

durability and influence o f this “countemarrative.” This resilience and power is in 

evidence in the work of all three writers examined above. In this way, just as Benno
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Levin’s “Confessions” gain strength from their position as both alternative and 

obstacle to Eric Packer’s self-destructive obsessions and the descriptions o f Jean- 

Claude Julien’s captivity reassert the ability of the writer to “write his terror out,” 

that Tap’s narrative is granted the final word in The Names is a vindication of the 

power of the written word to overcome the systematic violence of both Ta Ondmata 

and James Axton’s CIA work. Tap, according to his mother, “has a fix on the 

modern mind” {N 77), and the role of writers and writing in these novels is to fasten 

on to the unspoken truths of contemporary society, resisting the drive towards 

uniformity and automatism, and instead producing a redemptive and powerful 

“counternarrative.”

4. “THE ONE UNDIVIDED ALLEGIANCE”: UNDERWORLD'S

NOSTALGIC SURPLUS

1 don’t trust anybody’s nostalgia but my own. {WN 258)

Having decided impulsively in part 1 o f Underworld to visit Klara Sax, the woman 

with whom he had a brief affair four decades earlier, Nick Shay is at a loss to 

explain his motivation for seeking her out in the Arizona desert when they meet 

during a break in her interview schedule. He fumbles for a coherent explanation, 

before finally saying, “1 thought I owed us this visit. Whatever that means.” Klara, 

temporarily freed of the obligation to talk about “Long Tall Sally” and made aware 

o f the ultimately inescapable nature o f personal history by the recent death of her 

first husband, seizes on Nick’s tentative reference to his sense o f obligation and 

replies, “I know what it means. You feel a loyalty. The past brings out our 

patriotism, you know? We want to feel an allegiance. It’s the one undivided 

allegiance, to all those people and things” {U 73). Klara’s reference here to the 

enduring attraction of past experience is, o f course, bom of a conviction that is 

closely related to her inability to create a form of American art that proclaims “fuck- 

the-past” {U 377) but is here cast in significantly more personal terms. In fact, her 

declaration that loyalty to the past is “the one undivided allegiance” could also act 

as a riposte to Hope Chafetz in Updike’s Seek My Face who mistrusts her fondness 

for talking about old times and thinks, “What is it, in our pasts, that we keep trying
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to recover, what misplaced marvel trod under in our haste to live the days, days 

which, once gone, acquire the majesty of eternal testimony?” {SF 113). For Klara, 

the lure of the past resides in the comfort of this “eternal testimony,” a combination 

of fixity and distance that commands unchallenged allegiance and results in a 

patriotic attachment to the “people and things” that inhabit this rarefied territory.

DeLillo himself expands upon this idea of memory’s fundamental 

importance in a 2003 article entitled “That Day in Rome.” In this piece, DeLillo 

describes his frustration at not being able to remember the name o f “the glamorous 

international movie star” whom he and his wife passed on Via Condotti in Rome 

some time in the late ’70s.^  ̂Driven by this incomplete remembrance to trawl his 

memory in an attempt to recover the identity o f the actress, DeLillo describes his 

realization that more was at stake than simply the forgotten name:

The memory comes and goes. What is it that matters here? Is it a woman on 
a Roman street and the brittle history her name might summon up -  six or 
seven films, several forgettable husbands? There must be more than that. 
Every memory we have is, finally, of ourselves. If the memory o f an 
experience is flawed, there is a rift in the continuity of self.... There is less 
of us with each depleted memory.

For DeLillo then, as for Klara Sax, the abiding value of the past is its role in 

providing sustenance for the self that survives in and negotiates the present. If 

“Every memory we have is, finally, of ourselves,” the loyalty that prompts Nick 

Shay to drive through the desert to meet Klara is bom of a desire to reaffirm the 

continuity between his past as an unruly adolescent in the Bronx and his present life 

as a sedate waste management executive in Phoenix.

However, the cost of healing or preventing “this rift in the continuity o f s e lf  

is that this sense o f cohesion is often only possible as a result of the frequently 

distorting nature o f personal memory. Klara is, to some extent, well aware o f these 

distortions as can be seen when she introduces Nick as “An old friend from the 

cherished past” before amending this to, “Well, cherished in memory maybe. Rough 

going at the time” (U  72). However, the fact that she nonetheless identifies and 

shares Nick’s allegiance to the “people and things” o f the past complicates the idea 

o f Underworld as a novel in which the bland assumptions o f nostalgia are 

consistently questioned and undermined.
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In White Noise, having learned from Jack Gladney of Albert Speer’s wish 

that the buildings o f the Third Reich should “decay gloriously, impressively, like 

Roman ruins,” Murray Siskind states, “I don’t trust anybody’s nostalgia but my 

own.” According to Siskind, nostalgia is frequently “a product of dissatisfaction and 

rage” to the extent that, “The more powerful the nostalgia, the closer you come to 

violence.” War, he claims, “ is the form nostalgia takes when men are hard-pressed 

to say something good about their country” {W N257-58). Siskind’s distinction here 

between personal nostalgia and that fomented on a national scale or relating to the 

impersonal machinery o f the state -  be it Nazi architecture in White Noise, nuclear 

weapons in Underworld, or the comforts of colonial supremacy in The Names -  is 

highly instructive. Soon after his meeting with Klara, Nick declares his anti- 

conspiratorial view o f history -  “I didn’t believe that nations play-act on a grand 

scale. 1 lived in the real” -  before admitting the enduring attraction of his own 

persona! history by noting, “The only ghosts I let in were local ones, the smoky 

traces of people I knew and the dinge of my own somber shadow, New York ghosts 

in every case, the old loud Bronx” {U 82). In other words, Nick also only trusts his 

own nostalgia. He refuses to countenance anything “on a grand scale” that doesn’t 

meet his own standards of “the real” and yet his own past is described in terms that 

affirm his allegiance whilst acknowledging the elusive and contorting nature of 

memory.

This results in what 1 term a “nostalgic surplus” in the novel. By “nostalgic 

surplus” 1 mean the extent to which the comforting and identity-preserving nature of 

personal memory survives Underworld’s sustained attack on the illusions o f Cold 

War nostalgia. By allowing “ local ghosts” to roam unchecked in the narrative -  

Nick states in the epilogue, “The long ghosts are walking the halls” {U 804) -  

DeLillo tilts the balance o f the novel away from a nostalgia co-opted by the needs 

of the consumer economy and massive government “violence by other means” {U 

563) and instead towards the memory o f “childhoods and other ferocious times” {U 

808). In this way, DeLillo reaffirms the role of narrative in this process of recovery. 

Examining Underworld’s nostalgic surplus is, therefore, crucial for understanding 

the novel’s concluding declaration of “Peace.”

In part 5 of the novel, on the night of the 1965 New York City power outage, 

Nick runs into Jeremiah Sullivan, a childhood friend from the Bronx, in a bar.
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Determinedly avoiding the trappings of nostalgic recollection and “catching up” -  “1 

didn’t want to see pictures” (f / 618) -  Nick escapes Jerry’s plan to make an 

impromptu visit to the old neighbourhood. He refuses to succumb to “the beaut>' 

and inevitability o f a trip to the Bronx” {U 620) and instead sneaks out o f the bar 

and walks back alone to his hotel. However, Underworld’s reverse chronology 

ensures that Nick does indeed go back to “the old loud Bronx” eventually. 

Suggestive of a Freudian “return of the repressed,” Nick Shay’s “New York ghosts” 

make their most sustained appearance in part 6 of the novel, a section that begins in 

October 1951 -  the day after the baseball game described in the prologue -  and ends 

with Nick’s shooting of George the Waiter. However, rather than simply being a 

straightforward account o f this part o f Nick’s life, part 6 o f the novel takes the form 

o f a series of snapshots o f Italian-American community life in the Bronx during the 

early ’50s. Speaking of his motivation for writing Underworld, DeLillo has noted 

that, after his immersion in America’s past with Libra, he was “possibly ... feeling 

homesick for the experience of writing a novel steeped in history” and in part 6 of 

the novel we see this homesickness -  the original meaning of “nostalgia” -  manifest 

itself not simply in the historical setting but, more importantly, in the recreation of 

the landscape and language of DeLillo’s Bronx childhood.^^ For John Duvall, this 

aspect of Underworld makes it DeLillo’s “most personal work to date.”^̂  DeLillo 

has himself admitted to finding “considerable pleasure in drawing on distant 

memories” for material for this section.^^

Along with recreating the kinetic idiom of the Italian-American characters -  

“Hey. He wants to be called Nick. You don’t know this?” {U 679), “You’re taking 

u ’gazz That’s what you’re taking” (( /  694) -  DeLillo’s account of Nick Shay’s 

neighbourhood also includes a series o f descriptive tableau intended to capture what 

Sister Edgar later thinks o f as “the aura of the streets” (f / 811). For example:

A kid went by with a baseball glove hooked to his belt, eating a melorol.
The longshoreman stood across the street with that massive mustachioed 
head of his, a whal-yo off the boat about a year ago, works the Jersey docks, 
strong as a Mack truck.
Two guys pushing a car that had no one in it. {U 758)

Later, summer days in the Bronx are evoked with a description of teenage girls “Up 

on the roofs, the tar beaches ... on blankets wearing shorts ... listening to a portable
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radio” {U 771) and the evenings by a snapshot o f an open water pump with “kids 

dancing under the fanned spray ... running, sweating, shirtiess” {U 776).

Once again, a passage from White Noise is helpful in elucidating this 

approach. While searching for some pornographic magazines from which his wife 

has offered to read to him, Jack Gladney finds some old family photo albums and 

elects to bring them to bed instead:

We spent hours going through them, sitting up in bed. Children wincing in 
the sun, women in sun hats, men shading their eyes from the glare as i f  the 
past possessed some quality o f  light we no longer experience, a Sunday 
dazzle that caused people in their churchgoing clothes to tighten their faces 
and stand at an angle to the future, somewhat averted it seemed, wearing 
fixed and fine-drawn smiles, skeptical of something in the nature of the box 
camera. {WN 30, emphasis added)

Although DeLillo is to some extent here satirizing the fetishization of artefacts from 

the past -  one recalls the “pornography o f nostalgia” observed by Marvin in the 

used magazine store in Underworld -  Gladney’s response to the old photographs is 

also suggestive of an inherently nostalgic tendency to invest the past with traits 

perceived to be lacking in the present and this tendency is also in evidence in 

Underworld's revisiting o f the ’50s. The “quality o f light” he senses in the 

photographs contrasts with the “brain fade” {WN 66) his colleagues in the 

“department of American environments” observe in contemporary society just as 

the vibrancy and communality of the Bronx in part 6 of Underworld contrasts with 

the consumer lethargy -  “The waitress brought a chilled fork for my lifestyle salad. 

Big Sims was eating a cheeseburger with three kinds of cheddar, each described in 

detail on the menu” {U 277) -  and post-Fordist impersonality -  “This is a car 

assembled in a work area that’s completely free of human presence” {U 63) -  

described in much of the rest of the novel.

DeLillo has drawn attention to the way in which “there’s a difference 

between the writing in part 6 and the writing in the rest of the book,” a difference he 

sees primarily in the fact that “there [are] not nearly so many compound words, 

invented words, hyphenated words, words fused together” in his account o f the 

Bronx of the early-’50s as there are elsewhere in the novel.^^ This suggestion of 

linguistic innocence not only highlights the nostalgic impulse behind this part o f the
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novel -  as though the words used in the past possessed a different “quality of light” 

-  but also affirms the power of writing to capture and recreate this unblemished 

essence. Like Jack Gladney’s photographs, therefore, the scenes of community life 

in part 6 of Underworld hecomQ invested with a pervasive sense of lost vitality.

As well as giving rise to the recreation of DeLillo’s Bronx adolescence, 

Underworlds nostalgic surplus also becomes apparent in Nick’s closing reflections 

in the epilogue, a part o f the novel that begins with a reference to just such a residue 

as Nick notes, “Most of our longings go unfulfilled. This is the world’s wistful 

implication -  a desire for something lost or fled or otherwise out of reach” {U 803). 

Earlier in the novel he hints at the reason for this “something” being forever “out of 

reach” when he tells someone, “all the interesting things in my life happened 

young” {U 293) and, as though stirred to remembrance by the preceding part 6, 

Nick’s final pages in the novel are full o f such nostalgic yearning. He tries to 

explain a longing for “the days of disarray, when I didn’t give a damn or a fuck or a 

farthing” {U 806) and later notes:

1 long for the days o f disorder. I want them back, the days when I was alive 
on the earth, rippling in the quick of my skin, heedless and real, I was dumb
muscled and angry and real. This is what I long for, the breach of peace, the 
days of disarray when 1 walked real streets and did things slap-bang and felt 
angry and ready all the time, a danger to others and a distant mystery to 
myself ({7 810)

As Mark Osteen notes, Nick’s nostalgia here “is nothing less than the desire for 

desire itself.”^̂  Nick senses a leeching o f such appetite from his post-Bronx life -  “I 

rearrange books on the old shelves and match and mix for the new shelves and then 

1 stand there looking. I stand in the living room and look” {U 804) -  and his 

repeated use of “real” to describe his earlier years is suggestive not only o f the 

estrangement he feels in the present but also of the illusory comforts of nostalgia.

He has earlier insisted that, unlike the conspiracy theorists he sees all around him, 

he “lived in the real” {U 82) and yet his remarks here indicate that he views an 

imperfectly remembered past as the locus for this reality.

Perhaps mindful o f the way in which Underworld, through its de- 

doxifiication o f the Manichaeistic metanarratives of the conflict, repeatedly 

challenges the idea of post-Cold War nostalgia, DeLillo has sought to qualify the
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longing expressed by Nick Shay in the novel’s epilogue. Noting how Nick yearns 

for “the days when he had the freedom to commit transgressive acts,” DeLillo
•70

stresses that Nick’s is not “a nostalgia for innocence, it’s a nostalgia for guilt.” 

Whilst an interesting complication of the concept of nostalgia, this distinction 

between the illusions o f a straightforwardly nostalgic longing for youthful or Edenic 

innocence and a more cognisant or worldly yearning for the guilt and transgressions 

o f the past may be, in the final reckoning, itself illusory. Nick’s unfulfilled longings, 

although “ local” in their sidestepping of the misplaced loyalties of national 

nostalgia, are still centred on a sense of lost essence and still feature a constructed 

version o f the past as the site of this essence. Underworld’s nostalgic surplus, 

therefore, finds its voice in Nick’s unresolved yearnings and continues into the 

novel’s final paragraphs.

5. CONCLUSION: UNDERWORLD  AS “PEACE” PRO JECT

Towards the end of Underworld's epilogue, after a few days of growing crowd 

hysteria and media coverage, the Minute Maid ad on which Esmeralda’s image has 

appeared is removed. The billboard is left blank, and when night falls and the first 

train passes there is no sign o f the apparition. Faced with this disappointment, with a 

sense that meaning and comfort have been snatched away, the narrative then 

proceeds to raise the following questions:

And what do you remember, finally, when everyone has gone home and the 
streets are empty of devotion and hope, swept by river wind? Is the memory 
thin and bitter and does it shame you with its fundamental untruth -  all 
nuance and wishful silhouette? Or does the power of transcendence linger, 
the sense of an event that violates natural forces, something holy that throbs 
on the hot horizon, the vision you crave because you need a sign to stand 
against your doubt? {U 824)

Posing as a query relating to the aftermath o f the South Bronx miracle, the shift to 

direct second person address in this passage suggests that DeLillo is here raising the 

much broader issue of whether anything can be salvaged from his own fragmentary 

underhistory of Cold War America. Will the “fiindamental untruth” and “nuance” of 

his account limit its impact or will the words on the page transcend such limitations
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and continue to pulse “on the hot horizon” of readers’ consciousness, providing 

visionary assurance of their power?

After a brief description of Sister Edgar’s cyberspace resurrection and 

epiphanic union with J. Edgar Hoover on the H-bomb home page. Underworld's 

closing paragraphs mark an attempt to answer these questions, to speculate on what 

can be salvaged “finally, when everyone has gone home”:

A word appears in the lunar milk of the data stream. You see it on your 
monitor, replacing the tower shots and airbursts, the detonations of high- 
yield devices set on barges or dangled from balloons, replacing the 
comprehensive text displays that accompany the bombs. A single seraphic 
word....
Fasten, fit closely, bind together.
And you can glance out the window for a moment, distracted by the sound 
of small kids playing a made-up game in a neighbor’s yard, some kind of 
kickball maybe, and they speak in your voice ... and you look at the things 
in the room, offscreen, unwebbed, the tissued grain of the deskwood alive in 
light, the thick lived tenor o f things, the argument o f things to be seen and 
eaten, the apple core going sepia in the lunch tray, and the dense measures of 
experience in a random glance, the monk’s candle reflected in the slope of 
the phone, hours marked in Roman numerals, and the glaze of the wax, and 
the curl of the braided wick, and the chipped rim of the mug that holds your 
pencils, skewed all crazy, and the plied lives of the simplest surface, the 
slabbed butter melting on the crumbled bun, and the yellow of the yellow of 
the pencils, and you try to imagine the word on the screen becoming a thing 
in the world, taking all its meanings, its sense o f serenities and contentments 
out into the street somehow, its whisper o f reconciliation, a word extending 
itself ever outward, the tone o f agreement or treaty, the tone o f repose, the 
sense of mollifying silence, the tone of hail and farewell, a word that carries 
the sunlit ardor o f an object deep in drenching noon, the argument of binding 
touch, but it’s only a sequence of pulses on a dullish screen and all it can do 
is make you pensive -  a word that spreads a longing through the raw sprawl 
o f the city and out across the dreaming bourns and orchards to the solitary 
hills.
Peace, ( t / 826-27)

A number of elements are at work in these final lines o f the novel and especially in 

the breathless single sentence that constitutes the penultimate paragraph, and many 

of these relate closely to the examination of artists, the written word, and 

Underworld's nostalgic surplus earlier in this chapter.

If, as David Cowart argues. Underworld is the novel in which “DeLillo’s 

engagement with language reaches an apogee” then this engagement is intensified
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further in this closing passage in a way that suggests the ability o f language -  

specifically writing -  to overcome the threatened “Triumph o f Death” at the hands 

o f nuclear weapons, in the process not only mediating reality but actively 

transforming it.^^An earlier passage, set during the early-’70s, in which Matt Shay 

muses upon the clandestine power he wields through his weapons work in the New 

Mexico desert, is a highly instructive prelude to this idea. Realizing that most 

people working in the Pocket “didn’t know where their work ended up, how it 

might be applied,” Matt thinks that it is, “a splendid mystery in a way, a source of 

wonder, how a brief equation that you tentatively enter on your screen might alter 

the course of many lives ... and how do you define this kind of relationship?” {U 

408-09). Matt is here trying to come to terms with the potentially horrific 

implications o f his work but the terms in which he casts this work -  writing on a 

screen enters the world and changes people’s lives in a splendid and mysterious way 

-  prefigures the way in which the word “Peace” is imagined at the end of the novel 

“becoming a thing in the world” having replaced on screen “the tower shots and 

airbursts” and “comprehensive text displays” on the H-bomb home page. In other 

words, the influence that Matt imagines his weapons work having at the height of 

the Cold War is not simply matched but actually displaced by the potential o f the 

word “Peace” “extending itself ever outward.”

The description of “Peace” as “A single seraphic word” in this passage is 

also highly significant in further emphasizing the relationship between “Peace,” the 

word that replaces the nuclear images on the computer screen, and the wider 

territory of the written word. Speaking to the terrorist go-between George Haddad 

in Mao II, Bill Gray asserts his belief that the novel can be “Something so angelic it 

makes your jaw hang open” (M 159) and the appearance of “Peace” at the end of 

Underworld is clearly intended to match this transcendent effect. Furthermore, this 

passage once again suggests an attempt by DeLillo to disprove Bill Gray’s theory 

that writers no longer “shape the way we think and see” {M 157). For Gray, Samuel 

Beckett was the last writer with this power. This opinion is also shared by DeLillo 

who has recently referred to Beckett as “the last writer whose work extends into the 

w o r l d . H o w e v e r ,  as has been previously demonstrated, DeLillo is himself 

disinclined to abandon the idea that writers can shape and influence the wider 

world. Jesse Kavadio refers to Underworld as “DeLillo’s most openly idealistic
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novel” and this idealism is nowhere more apparent than in this closing passage/' 

Although “only a sequence of pulses on a dullish screen,” “Peace” diffuses “out into 

the street somehow” and “through the raw sprawl o f the city.”

The overtly writerly accessories and concerns of the “you” in this passage 

further accentuate the synecdochic status of this “seraphic word.” The references in 

this passage to “the thick lived tenor o f things,” “the dense measures of experience,” 

and “the plied lives of the simplest surface” call to mind the fascination with 

complexity and what is normally overlooked in DeLillo’s own work and are very 

much in line with his description of the novel as “the most spacious means of 

expression, and the most challenging as well.”^̂  Furthermore, the allusions to “the 

tissued grain o f the deskwood,” “the monk’s candle,” and “the mug that holds your 

pencils” -  the iterated yellowness o f which could be intended to distinguish writing 

both from the Manichaeistic monotones of the Cold War and the orange o f Minute 

Maid’s specious consumer-aura -  are not only evocative of the image of the writer 

at his desk but also act as an inherently nostalgic antidote to the modernity of the 

computer monitor. The world surrounding the figure at its desk is “offscreen, 

unwebbed” but these almost pre-modem surroundings are no less susceptible to the 

emanating power of “Peace.”

This nostalgia is also implicit in “the sound of small kids playing a made-up 

game in a neighbor’s yard” -  in part 6 of the novel, as he wanders through the 

Bronx, Albert Bronzini sees children playing improvised games everywhere he 

looks and worries that the advent of the motor car will endanger such activity {U 

662) -  and even in the image of “the apple core going sepia in the lunch tray,” an 

image that calls to mind Jack Gladney’s photographs in White Noise. In other 

words, the “ longing” that spreads outwards from the word on the screen is not 

simply a desire for peace -  or even a straightforward “nostalgia for innocence” -  but 

takes the form o f a more complex yearning that is heavily influenced by the 

depiction of vibrant community life in part 6 of the novel and is here centred around 

the role of the writer.

Earlier in the novel, Nick Shay talks to Donna -  the swinger he meets at a 

conference centre in the Californian desert and with whom he has a brief affair -  

about the influence a work of fourteenth-century Christian mysticism entitled The 

Cloud o f  Unknowing had on his life in the years following his shooting o f George
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the Waiter. He relates how this work stresses God’s inherent unknowability and 

status as “a secret, a long unlighted tunnel, on and on” and how he became taken by 

this idea that God could only be approached “through his unmadeness.” He 

continues, “The Cloud recommends that we develop this intent around a single 

word. Even better, a single word of a single syllable. This was very appealing to me. 

I became preoccupied with the search for the one word, the one syllable” {U 295- 

96). Eventually Nick’s search leads him to “Three words and five syllables” from 

the work of the Spanish mystic John of the Cross -  “7b<io y  nada" {U 297) -  but 

this idea of a “single word” capable of bridging the gap between experience and 

aspiration haunts the novel from Klara’s reference to J. Robert Oppenheimer’s 

difficulties in naming the atomic bomb (U77)  to Erica Deming’s list of “Words to 

believe in and live by” to the chant of “PigPigPigPigPigPigPig” that Marian 

Bowman hears during the anti-Vietnam protests in Madison {U 599). Delivering an 

impromptu lecture to Nick on the naming of various part of the shoe as he serves his 

time in the Jesuit reform centre in Minnesota, Father Paulus perhaps sows the seeds 

o f this later quest for a “single word” when he tells him, “You didn’t see the thing 

because you don’t know how to look. And you don’t know how to look because you 

don’t know the names.... How everyday things lie hidden. Because we don’t know 

what they’re called” {U 540-41).

Underworld's concluding utterance is, therefore, the culmination of this 

inquiry into the power of language. In The Names, this near-Biblical link between 

naming and creation is implied in the reference to “The Mall in Lahore ... built by, 

named by the British” (N269)  and a similar power is invested in the naming of that 

which replaces the atomic bomb at the end o f Underworld. Even though “all it can 

do is make you pensive,” the declaration of “Peace” -  with its “whisper of 

reconciliation” and “tone of repose” -  at the end of such a sustained and thorough 

examination of Cold War America is an attempt to affirm, and confirm, what may 

otherwise “lie hidden.” In the end, after the dissolution o f “cold war ideologies of 

massive uniformity” {U 786) and in spite of the Panoptical presence of consumer- 

capitalism, the successful search for “Peace” in Underworld’s final paragraphs 

marks a vindication of the artist and a triumph o f language.
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CONCLUSION

[One] must never use flashback to deceive.' (Don DeLillo, Americana)

Whilst acknowledging the reductive tendencies of such a question -  especially 

when directed at a topic the complexity and protean nature of which has been the 

subject of so much o f this thesis -  the issue of whether nostalgia’s merits outweigh 

its obvious distortions and limitations is a useful point from which to begin some 

concluding comments. In a 1979 lecture at the University o f Salford, David 

Marquand referred to nostalgia as a “profoundly dangerous” condition and one that 

“ lies at the heart of our current problems.”  ̂For David Lowenthal, “no term better 

expresses modem malaise.”  ̂Christopher Shaw and Malcolm Chase appear to 

concur with these cautionary pronouncements, asserting that: “O f all ways of using 

history, nostalgia is the most general, looks the most innocent, and is perhaps the 

most dangerous.”  ̂ It would seem, from this evidence at least, that any nostalgic 

quest for positively-toned assessments of nostalgia among the textual traces of the 

recent past would be doomed to end in disappointment. Returning briefly to Herb 

Caen’s definition of nostalgia with which we began the Introduction -  “memory 

with the pain removed” -  may, perhaps, provide a useful analogy for understanding 

these allusions to the dangers o f nostalgia. Doctors and dentists are acutely aware of 

the risks that partially anaesthetized patients pose to themselves as numbed gums 

are heedlessly chewed on and unhealed limbs are forced to bear weight.

The frequently hazardous nature of post-Cold War nostalgia has been 

implied -  or stated outright -  at many points throughout this thesis. For example, by 

associating the early years of the nuclear arms race with American prosperity, 

stability, and happiness, one runs the risk of recklessly understating the apocalyptic 

potential of nuclear weaponry. In this way. Mutual Assured Destruction is stripped 

of its true meaning and becomes simply a fondly remembered quirky acronym. 

Similarly, attempts to deal with challenges posed by the complexities and nuance of 

contemporary economics and geopolitics by imposing a Cold War-style binary or 

adversarial framework evince an alarming failure of imagination and -  from Nelson 

Angstrom’s plan for ending the Iran Hostage Crisis in Rabbit is Rich to Eric 

Packer’s analysis of financial and personal risk in Cosmopolis -  are assured of
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failure. Derek Leebaert is dismissive o f such post-Cold War nostalgia, responding 

to what he sees as the “adolescent emotion” underpinning the belief that, “America 

was more focussed and vital under the Cold War’s great challenge” by stating that, 

“It was dangerous then and is hardly worth mourning now.”^

More generally, the extent to which nostalgia can be created and sustained 

within the commercial nexus of the marketplace means that our attempts to access 

the past through nostalgia alone are inescapably informed, and ultimately 

compromised, by the historical falsifications and acquisitiveness of consumer 

society. Furthermore, an unquestioned belief in the end of the Cold War as a 

definitive moment of historical rupture can result in a dangerously limiting nostalgic 

vantage point. From such a position one may fail to notice alternative historical 

currents -  such as the broader history of consumption and waste explored by 

DeLillo in Underworld or the linking of terrorism and economic aggression in The 

Names -  or embark upon an ultimately self-deceiving search for meaning in earlier 

periods o f American history -  as Updike does in Memories o f  the Ford 

Administration and In the Beauty o f  the Lilies.

Interestingly, both Updike and DeLillo give voice in their work to an 

awareness of nostalgia’s shortcomings and distortions. David Bell’s father in 

DeLillo’s debut novel Americana interrupts his own account o f the early years of 

his marriage to tell his son, “Forget the nostalgia. Those were rotten days, pally.”  ̂

Later, while shooting his film. Bell paraphrases Alfred Hitchcock’s warning that 

flashback should never be used to deceive the cinema audience. More recently, 

Updike’s summary of Owen Mackenzie’s nostalgia towards the end o f Villages -  

“He remembers his life in Middle Falls nostalgically, as a magical exploration o f his 

male nature, but he forgets the seedy underside -  the fear o f discovery, the squeezed 

brevity of the trysts, the guilt that gnawed his innards into gastritis, the messy 

aftermaths” -  reveals a recognition of the hazardously selective quality o f nostalgic 

remembrance, an acknowledgement that is perhaps surprising in light o f the 

sustained commitment to a “ love of that part o f ourselves that is ... forever removed 

from change and corruption” throughout Updike’s writing.^

In fact, an earlier episode in Villages is even more revealing in laying bare 

the extent to which the tendency of nostalgic sentiment towards broad and all- 

encompassing pronouncements can have its roots in personal dissatisfaction. Alissa
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Morrissey, one of Owen’s mistresses, explains to him that the nostalgic ranting of 

her husband Ian -  a magazine illustrator who rails ceaselessly against “the pitch- 

dark future,” idealises the accomplishments and refinements of the Victorians, and 

sees himself as embodying “a dying fine-arts tradition” -  arises from a growing 

awareness of his professional obsolescence. She says, “He’s boring because he’s 

trying to explain away in general terms what he really feels is a personal failure, a 

loss of creativity.”* This tendency for nostalgia to move from specific personal 

experiences -  for example. Rabbit Angstrom’s cardiac problems and diminishing 

sexual appetite -  to more generalized national observations -  for example. Rabbit’s 

sense that America is “falling apart” {Rest 6) -  is a recurring feature of many of the 

texts discussed in the previous chapters.

Moreover, if we recall DeLillo’s remarks about his preference for fiction 

that explores the impact o f global events on “how we live in the smallest ways,” it 

becomes clear that an examination of nostalgia in these post-Cold War novels 

exposes how this paradigm of influence is not simply unidirectional. In other words, 

not only do global events influence how we live -  Matt Shay’s duck-and-cover drill 

in Underworld, for example, or Dan Kellogg’s response to the September 11 

terrorist attacks in Updike’s “Varieties of Religious Experience” -  but how we live 

and how we feel about our lives impacts upon how we interpret global events -  Ben 

Turnbull’s ageing and illness in Toward the End o f  Time informs his sense of 

American decline, for example, and Karen’s spiritual dislocation in Mao II  leads to 

her foreboding awareness of the power o f crowds as she watches the Ayatollah’s 

funeral. A focus on nostalgia, therefore, opens up these texts to illuminating 

historicized readings that reveal not only the unease and disorientation in America 

as it emerged from the Cold War but also the complex interplay of historical 

circumstances and personal experience as well as the effect of both on the 

construction o f narrative.

Despite vividly highlighting its frequently absurd distortions, Lowenthal 

admits that nostalgia has what he calls “compensating values.”  ̂Although he 

identifies the ability of nostalgia to act as a buffer against social upheaval as chief 

among its merits, it is, I feel, through examining the role of nostalgia in narrative 

that we can most clearly see its lasting attraction. In this way, the focus in Chapter 

Seven on Underworld’s ending as a manifestation of the novel’s nostalgic surplus
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was a deliberate attempt to highlight the way in which the shoring up o f personal 

and community identity by way of nostalgic memory is ultimately evident -  albeit 

to varying degrees -  in the work of both writers examined in this thesis. From 

Updike’s nostalgic reflections on the ’50s as a time o f knowability and wholeness to 

the consolation that both Rabbit and Ben Turnbull derive from the Fourth of July 

and from DeLillo’s imagining of an art capable of functioning outside of the 

consumer Panopticon to the linguistic vitality of the Bronx o f the early ’50s as 

depicted in Underworld, nostalgia frequently functions in these novels as a narrative 

charm against change. In other words, nostalgia becomes a form of remembrance 

that, whilst not necessarily factually accurate, enables a more bearable, if less direct, 

engagement with the consequences o f the past, the challenges of the present, and the 

uncertainty of the future. In addition to this, from Updike’s nostalgically 

preservative sentences to DeLillo’s positing o f the power of a written “Peace” at the 

end of Underworld, the extent to which the very act of writing can constitute a form 

o f nostalgia has also been evident.

Before setting forth a record o f the “unpardonable crime” of his later years, 

the narrator of Edgar Allan Poe’s “William Wilson” states his intention to linger on 

“a few rambling details” o f his earlier, happier school days. “Let me then 

remember,” he pleads, and although he admits that the materially precise description 

o f his childhood environs that follows is “utterly trivial and even ridiculous,” the 

sense emerges of the bifurcated nature of memory -  mirroring, of course, Wilson’s 

own divided self -  and of Wilson’s need to brace himself with pleasant memories 

before he can begin his “record o f ... unspeakable m i s e r y N o s t a l g i a ,  for Wilson, 

becomes a sort of narrative crutch and immersion in nostalgic reminiscence makes 

possible the telling o f the rest o f his story, just as it lays bare the complex and 

layered nature of memory and the ways in which one’s present can make use of 

one’s past.

When, in Ford Administration, A lf Clayton’s mistress Genevieve informs 

him that she has told her husband of their affair, his response is similarly revealing 

o f nostalgia’s function as a means of constructing a narrative that not only sustains 

the self but that also provides a coherent account of one’s broader surroundings into 

which this self can be placed. Clayton writes: “My mind crackled with irrelevant 

thoughts, such as what a pleasant spacious country America was, with its freedoms
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and single-family homes....” (MF 5\). Clayton’s “ irrelevant thoughts,” therefore, 

serve a broadly similar function to William Wilson’s “trivial” and “ridiculous” 

memories. Like Wilson’s fastidious description o f his old school house, Clayton 

seeks comfort in a nostalgic evocation of American opportunity and plenitude -  an 

image that is, of course, at odds with the post-’60s enervation detailed elsewhere in 

the novel and is closer to the prelapsarian America imagined by Clayton in his 

account of James Buchanan -  as this enables him to cope with this dramatic twist in 

his career as a philanderer whilst at the same time allowing him to situate himself 

within a stable and consoling historical context.

In an uncharacteristic moment o f fatherly solicitude. Rabbit warns his son 

Nelson towards the end of Rabbit is Rich, that he must leam to come to terms with 

Jill’s death ten years earlier. “The past is the past,” he tells him, “you got to live in 

the present” (Rich 350). Difficult though it may be to ignore the irony of these 

words coming from such a committed nostalgist. Rabbit’s advice is interesting in 

that it holds out the tantalizing possibility that, lived properly, life can simply 

consist of a succession of presents without recourse to a narrative of the past and 

without speculating on a narrative of the future. In reality, o f course, the mode of 

living described by Rabbit is ultimately illusory and, although the insistent present 

tense narration o f the Rabbit novels successfully captures the physicality and 

immediacy o f Rabbit’s life, he can no more escape the relentless interaction of past, 

present, and future narratives than can Nelson, A lf Clayton, or Underworld’s Nick 

Shay. As has been demonstrated throughout this thesis, the issue of nostalgia -  

whether of innocence, guilt, or some contingent blend o f the two -  acts as an 

illuminating point of confluence at which this complex narrative interaction can be 

explored and interrogated. Furthermore, the post-Cold War reflections of John 

Updike and Don DeLillo result in a fascinating range o f texts that emerged from a 

period when these narratives, enriched by their national and historical specificity, 

could be examined and re-appraised.
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